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Abstract

The aim of the thesis is to understand popular attitudes in Athens to judicial 
activity in the late fifth and early fourth centuries, the period in which Aristophanes 
wrote and performed his plays. Within the Aristophanic world, characters are frequently 
portrayed as engaging in litigation and jury service. Moreover, this portrayal of judicial 
activity is decidedly ambivalent, with the comic hero often fleeing from judicial activity 
into a fantastical paradise within which judicial activity is consciously banished. And 
yet as the play continues, judicial activity often resurfaces within the fantastical 
paradise. These on-stage images of judicial activity are compared with portraits which 
litigants paint of themselves and their opponents in the Attic Orators. Litigants 
characteristically present themselves as inexperienced and reluctant to engage in 
judicial activity, while portraying their opponents as experienced to the point of 
sycophancy. Yet the same litigant who professes judicial reticence may in reality be a 
seasoned veteran of the jury courts. On the basis of evidence from the theatre and the 
court room, I argue that the pursuit of judicial activity is governed by an ideology of 
judicial reticence. On the other hand, most Athenians were in reality engaged in judicial 
activity on account of the democratic judicial system, which required citizens to serve 
as jurors and act as voluntary prosecutors. A hypothesis is advanced to explain this 
tension between the ideology of judicial reticence and the reality of judicial practice and 
its implications for our understanding of Athenian law.

This tension is exacerbated by four factors specific to the late fifth century. 
Firstly, the central role given to the democratic judicial system in the administration of 
the democracy and the Athenian empire was a relative novelty in the late fifth century. 
Secondly it was perceived that those with access to rhetorical resources could utilise 
rhetoric to manipulate justice in the jury courts. Thirdly, it is possible to identify a 
debate on the democratic judicial system both on-stage and beyond the theatre. 
Fourthly, in the period 415-403, the jury courts were utilised by parties on both sides of 
the ideological divide to destroy their opponents. These concerns about judicial activity 

finally overflowed into specific programmes of judicial reform in the last decade of the 
fifth century. These four factors fuelled and intensified concerns about judicial activity 
in the age of Aristophanes.
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Introduction

HE. oî [ièi/ Yap ouv  TeiTLYeç e u a  ufii/'  fj 8{io 
km T cov K p a 8 c o v  a S o u a ' ,  ’A O t iv o T o l  8' à  s i  
s m  Toou 81KWV a8o \ ja i  n a i / i a  t o v  pioi/.
Peisetaerus: For as the cicadas sing on the branches for a month or two, 
so the Athenians always sing at dikcU for all their lives. (Ar.Av.39-41).

This research grew out of a straightforward question that occurred to me when I 
started to read Aristophanes’ plays about seven years ago: why was the Athenian 
judicial system subject to the repeated attentions of the comic poet? Within our own 
culture, there are at least three reasons why judicial activity is the subject of dramatic 
interest. Firstly, the court room contest which lies at the heart of an adversarial judicial 
system is a dramatic event in itself and so has given rise to any number of ‘courtroom 
dramas’.! Secondly judicial activity provides a backdrop for observations on and 
interaction of the participants in the judicial process, be they lawyers, judges, witnesses, 
defendants or jurors, essentially a ‘soap opera’ with a judicial flavour.^ Thirdly the 
spotlight may be focused on the judicial system itself, as the effectiveness or flaws of 
the contemporary system are examined through the dramatic medium.^ But I can think 
of hardly any instances where judicial activity is the sustained focus of a comic 
medium, outside the spate of the jokes hostile to lawyers that circulated during the 
1980s.O n the other hand, even the most cursory reading of Aristophanes’ extant plays 
reveals a repeated focus on the Athenian judicial system. Not only is an entire play, the 

Wasps, devoted to the judicial system, but judicial activity features in practically every 
other surviving play. This judicial interest may be seen in one-line, throw-away 
comments and satirical jibes at contemporary individuals, but it may also form the 
central theme of a play, driving its dramatic momentum.^ Consequently, the chapters

! Films such as Oliver Stone’s JFK (1991) or Rob Reiner’s A Few Good Men (1992) possess riveting 
court room scenes. In the former Kevin Costner, as the attorney Jim Garrison, not only demohshes the 
findings of the Warren Commission, but makes an impassioned plea for democracy and open government 
in the face of the tyrannical machinations of the security services. In the latter, Tom Cruise, as a young 
military attorney, puts Jack Nicholson’s older, more senior Army Officer onto the witness stand and 
succeeds in tricking Nicholson into giving evidence against himself in the actual court room.
 ̂The television series Murder One and LA Law are not only heavily dependent on court room drama, but 

focus on the lives of their legal protagonists. Many of John Grisham’s novels, several of which have been 
transferred to the big screen, have a similar focus in relation to judicial activity.
 ̂For example David Hare’s play. Murmuring Judges, first perfonned at the National Theatre in 1991, 

examines the state of the British judiciary, police and prison service. Jim Sheridan’s film In the Name of 
the Father (1993) portrayed the prosecution, conviction and release of ‘the Guildford Four’.
 ̂ These jokes focused on the rapaciousness of lawyers and originated in the United States, where 

litigation is more prevalent. Perhaps the only example of comic drama with a legal theme that I can think 
of is the television series Rumpole of the Bailey, which is essentially a comedy of manners in a judicial 
setting.
 ̂For further details, see Chapter 3.
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that follow were bom out of an attempt to comprehend the straightforward observation 
that Aristophanic audiences were apparently entertained by a comic treatment of their 
judicial system.^ Secondly this research arose from a desire to respond to interpretations 
of Aristophanes that construct an impenetrable obfuscation between the on-stage and 
off-stage worlds7 There is a marked tendency within modem literary criticism to down 
play both authorial intention to communicate ideas through a text and the ability of the 

reader or audience to comprehend those ideas. Alan Sommerstein has made the 

following shrewd observation:

Now Aristophanes may have sat down to write his comedies with an empty head, 
or with one filled only with mutually de(con)structive ideas; but it is not an 
extravagant assumption that he probably had some strongly felt convictions about 
matters of importance to himself and his fellow-citizens, and that had those 
convictions been different, some things about his plays would have been different 
as well.^

A central contention of this thesis will be to suggest that, although Aristophanes rarely 
promotes a particular viewpoint in a sustained fashion throughout a play, his repeated 
focusing on issues, for example judicial activity, is a reflection of his audience’s 
concems and preoccupations. In making such a statement, 1 am fully aware how 
difficult it is to develop connections between on-stage images and the audience’s 
attitudes, and that these connections are by their nature provisional.^ Although it may 
be impossible to arrive at any absolute reconstruction of an audience’s engagement with 
an Aristophanic play, this does not mean that it is impossible to recover something of 
the significance of a particular topic being presented in a particular way within the 
particular medium of the comic stage.

If the genesis of this research lay in a curiosity with the comic appeal of judicial 
activity and a frustration with some trends in Aristophanic interpretation, then its final 
shape and form is summarised in its title. Below, 1 have divided the title ‘Popular 

Attitudes to Judicial Activity in the Age of Aristophanes’ into three sections, and 
examined the ideas contained within each section.
Popular Attitudes: My aim has been to work towards understanding the attitudes which 
Athenians held, or thought they ought to hold, in relation to judicial activity. It is harder

 ̂If the prizes awarded give us some indication of the audience’s engagement with the comedy and its 
subject matter, then it would appear that Aristophanes certainly touched on something with the Wasps. 
The play came either first or second, depending on which reading of the Hypothesis is followed (see 
MacDowell (1971a) 20).

 ̂See pp.30-1 below for further details.
 ̂Sommerstein (1994a) 189. This is a review of Bowie (1993), within which Sommerstein makes some 

shrewd observations on contemporary hterary theory.
 ̂See Chapter 2 for the interpretative keys which have been developed for reading from on-stage image 

to off-stage attitude, which are then used in Chapters 3 ,5  and 6.
1 have found Carson (1996) 93-131 veiy helpful in thinking about absolute, relative and provisional 

truth.
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to ascertain the extent to which these attitudes then influenced actions. In the 
concluding chapter, I will suggest that the popular attitude of judicial reticence had 

some bearing on the strategies adopted by two disputing parties. But I will also 
emphasise that the nature of our evidence prevents us from reaching any concrete or 
quantitative conclusions about the extent of this influence. As I am focusing on 
popular attitudes rather than popular actions, I will occasionally resort to a sleight of 
hand and argue that although we may not know of specific incidents where attitudes are 
expressed in actions, we still possess sufficient evidence to suggest that a certain 
attitude was widely held.^  ̂In drawing upon the plays of Aristophanes and the speeches 
of the Attic Orators to construct attitudes to judicial activity, I am assuming that to 

some extent these attitudes were popular: i.e. were the normative assumptions held by a 
significant proportion of the Athenian citizen population. Although both the plays and 
the speeches were produced either for or by members of the elite, both were performed 
before a mass audience, and so to some extent must reflect popular a t t i t u d e s . it is 

certainly the case that both sources are embedded in and have been moulded by a set of 
preconceptions which are specific to either the theatre or the jury court. In the 
methodologies I have adopted when interpreting these sources, I have attempted to take 
into account these preconceptions. In working with at least two bodies of source 
material, it is also possible to use the attitudes to judicial activity in the Attic Orators as 
a control over those gleaned from the fantastical world of Aristophanes and vice- 
versa.^^ In the concluding chapter, I will advance a hypothesis to explain why the 
popular attitudes uncovered in the previous chapters characterised the Athenian 
approach to judicial activity. Given that our sources advance few reasons for the 
attitudes to judicial activity which they project, I have found it illuminating to consider 
attitudes to dispute in societies from different cultures and periods, in an attempt to

This is particularly the case with family disputes, where we have sufficient evidence to demonstrate 
both that family disputes were disapproved of and that they took place in practice. We do not possess 
sufficient evidence to demonstrate whether the latter were the exception or the rule (see p. 169). See 
Dover (1974) 4  on the relationship between attitudes and actions.

For example in Chapter 5.3-5.4 1 argue that although we do not know of specific incident where 
rhetorical ability distorted a judicial outcome, we do possess sufficient evidence to suggest that it was 
widely perceived that this could happen.

In this area, 1 am very much following in the footsteps of Kenneth Dover, in his study of Greek 
popular morality (Dover (1974), see particularly his opening section, ibid.lAS, in which he defines 
‘popular morahty’ and discusses oratory, tragedy and comedy as sources for popular morality). There are 
a number of points in the following chapters where 1 have drawn heavily on his insights. A similar 
approach is adopted by Ober and Hunter in their studies of Athenian socio-pohtical attitudes, see Ober
(1989) 43-9 and Hunter (1994) 5-6.

See Chapters 2 and 4.3.
Perhaps the fundamental methodological principle advanced in Chapter 2 is that images from the on

stage world must be compared with evidence from beyond the theatre, which is then applied in Chapters 
3 to 6.
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understand why the attitudes uncovered characterise the Athenian engagement with 

their judicial system.
To Judicial Activity: I decided to focus primarily upon judicial activity in this research, 
rather than popular attitudes to Athenian Law in the wider sense, including legislative 
activity. This division between law as nomas and law as judicial activity is certainly 

artificial and at times difficult to sustain. On the other hand, this decision is based 
upon a number of reasons. Firstly, Athenian popular attitudes to nomos is a substantial 
and complex topic and is almost certainly worth an entire research project in itself. 
Secondly, such a research project has to some extent already been addressed in recent 
scholarship, most notably by Martin Ostwald, while attitudes to judicial activity have 
received less attention. Thirdly and most significantly, I believe this focus on judicial 
activity rather than on nomos is justified by the plays of Aristophanes themselves: it is 
judicial rather than legislative activity which is the recurrent preoccupation of the 
Aristophanic world.^o On these grounds, 1 decided to focus primarily on attitudes to 
judicial activity, while acknowledging the limitations inherent within this decision.
In the Age o f Aristophanes : I have taken the age of Aristophanes as approximating to 
the period from 445 to 370.21 There has been a recent tendency in studies of the

1̂  See Todd and Millett (1990) 14-17 and Todd (1993) 18-29 on the use of legal anthropology in the 
study of Athenian Law.
1̂  The clearest instance of this comes in Chapter 7.3, a discussion of the democratic legal reforms at the 
end of the fifth century. It is clear that these reforms contained both legislative and judicial elements, but 
1 have focused primarily on the judicial, although an account of ‘the Codification of the Laws’ has been 
attached as Appendix 2.
1  ̂ 1 began this research by looking at popular attitudes to both judicial and legislative activity. 
Consequently 1 carried out a detailed study of ‘the Codification of the Laws’, the results of which have 
been incorporated in summary form in Chapter 7.3 and Appendix 2. But it became apparent that there 
would be neither the time nor the space adequately to examine attitudes to both judicial activity and 
nomos within the same thesis, hence 1 took the decision to focus solely on judicial activity.

For attitudes to nomos in the fifth century, see Ostwald (1986). There is very htüe recent scholarship 
on attitudes to judicial activity in Aristophanes, Todd (1993) 147-54 makes some interesting points. On 
attitudes to judicial activity in the orators, see the studies referred to in Chapter 4.2.
29 Within the Aristophanic world, the most significant discussions in relation to the fifth century 
concems about nomos occur in the Clouds (see p.94). Interestingly the Old Women in the Ecclesiazusae 
show a complete disregard for the new terminology defining nomos and psephisma introduced in 403/2 
when they describe the legislation passed in the Assembly that inaugurated Praxagora’s new world order 
{a nomos: £'cc/.944, 1041, 1049, 1077; apsephisma: 705-6; compare with Andoc.1.87 and p.l62n.63). 
Otherwise there is httle significant discussion of nomos in Aristophanes’ plays. Utihsing the quantitative 
analysis introduced in Chapter 2 and described in detail in Appendix 1, 3% of off-stage, named 
individuals are satirised for their association with legislative activity, whereas 9% are satirised for their 
association with judicial activity.
21 Our first extant play by Aristophanes, the Acharnions, was produced in 425, while the last, the Plutus, 
was produced in 388 (see Dover (1972) 12-14 for a chronology of Aristophanes’ plays. No further 
references will be made to support the date of plays from this point on, unless the date is controversial). 
The period 445-370 for the age of Aristophanes has been arrived at by taking the period 425-388 and 
expanding it approximately twenty years on either side to incorporate the start of the generation which 
watched the Acharnians and end of the generation which watched the Plutus. The period 445-370 has 
implications for the inclusion or exclusion of other sources. This period enables the ‘Old Oligarch’ to be 
included, whether one accepts an early or late date of composition (see p.59n.4). The ‘Old Oligarch is a 
key source in Chapters 2, 4.1, and 6. With regard to the Attic Orators, 1 have focused primarily upon
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Athenian democracy to focus on the fourth century in general and in the second half of 
the fourth century in particular, because of the wealth of evidence in this p er io d .O n  
the other hand, by using the plays of Aristophanes, I hope to push our understanding of 
attitudes to judicial activity back into the second half of the fifth century. In my 
opinion, this is an important step, because an understanding of attitudes to judicial 
activity in this period provides a context for the programmes of judicial reform which 
were initiated by both oligarchs and democrats in the last decade of the fifth century. 
Indeed I think it is only possible to comprehend these judicial reforms in the light of the 

concerns about judicial activity and the debate on the judicial institutions from the 
preceding decades. An analysis of the attitudes to judicial activity at the start of the 
fourth century will enable us to gauge the effectiveness of these reforms in addressing
these fifth-century c o n c e m s .

Therefore the chapters that follow will endeavour to explore the widely held, 
popular attitudes to judicial activity among the Athenian citizen population and suggest 
reasons behind these attitudes in the age of Aristophanes (445-370). The direction of 
the argument within these chapters can be briefly summarised as follows. The opening 
chapter draws on evidence from a wide range of sources to demonstrate the importance 
of judicial activity in the construction of Athenian civic ideology. Chapter 2 examines 
the contradictory nature of Aristophanic comedy, its representation of the city to itself 
and its festival licence, and suggests a methodology of interpreting Aristophanes’ plays 
which accommodates both aspects of Aristophanic comedy. Chapters 3 and 4 examine 
attitudes to judicial activity firstly in selected plays of Aristophanes and secondly in 
selected jury court speeches from the Attic Orators. Taking these two chapters together, 
it is suggested that popular attitudes to judicial activity in the Age of Aristophanes can 
be characterised as distinctly ambivalent. Within the Aristophanic world judicial 
activity is to be escaped from and yet is inescapable; within the jury court it is to be 

shunned and yet is practised. Chapters 4 through to 7 examine four factors, specific to 
the late fifth century, which intensified these concems about judicial activity. Firstly,

Antiphon, Andocides, Lysias, Isocrates and Isaeus, but not the orators from the second half of the fourth 
century.

For example, see Ober (1989), whose second premise upon which his study is grounded is: ‘a 
synchronic approach can be valid when attempting a social historical analysis; and the period ca.403-322 
B.C. can be treated as a chronological unit for the purposes of analyzing mass-elite relations’ (ibid.36). 
The greater part of Hansen (1991) is a ‘synchronic description of democracy in the age of Demosthenes’ 
{ibid.22). As both scholars state, tliey limit their focus to the fourth century because of the wealtli of 
evidence from that period, particularly the speeches of the Attic Orators (Ober (1989) 42-9, Hansen
(1991) 19-26). In his study of Greek popular morality, Dover (1974) interestingly sets his chronological 
parameters between ‘the birth of Plato in 428/7 and the death of Aristotle in 322’ (ibid.2). Dover, as well 
as utihsing the Attic Orators, draws upon Old Comedy to a greater extent than the previous two scholars, 
seeing a close correlation between the attitudes expressed in both sources (ibid.23-33).

See Chapter 7.2-7.3 for an analysis of tlie judicial reforms at the end of the fifth century and Chapter 
7.4 for their effectiveness.
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the central role of the jury courts in the democracy was a relatively novel development 
in the late fifth century (Chapter 4.1). Secondly, the provision of rhetorical education 
generated popular anxieties that the elite were able to deploy rhetorical resources in the 
jury court to evade justice (Chapter 5). Thirdly, in response to these contradictions and 
tensions, both justifications and criticisms collected around the democratic judicial 
institutions. (Chapter 6). Fourthly, in the period from 415 to 403, the judicial system 
was extensively used by parties on both side of the ideological divide to eliminate 

opponents in a series of trials noted for their emotive nature and illegal procedure 
(Chapter 7.1). These concems about judicial activity produced concrete programmes of 
judicial reform launched by both oligarchs and democrats in the last decade of the fifth 
century (Chapter 1.2-13). Although the programmes of judicial reform attempted to 
address these concems, it would appear that these concems continue in the first two 
decades of the fourth century (Chapter 7.4). Chapter 8 draws together the findings of 
the above chapters, advances a hypothesis to explain why popular attitudes to judicial 
activity are characterised by ambivalence and considers the impact of these findings on 
our understanding of the Athenian dispute-process.

It remains for me to add a few introductory comments of a more standard 
nature. All translations are my own, unless otherwise stated; in them 1 have preferred on 
literal accuracy to e l e g a n c e . ^ ^  All dates, unless otherwise stated are Before Christ. In 
the footnotes 1 have attempted to refer to relevant material published up to the end of 
1996.

1 am grateful to John North and Jason Davies for assistance with translating passages. The 
Bibliography gives details of the editions of Greek texts which 1 have used in the thesis.



Judicial Activity and Civic Ideology

Ma. avTTi 5e ao i  y fig nepioSog naarig. ôpQç; aT8e u ev  'AOfivai.
I t . II  (y\j /VeyEig; oO neiOopiai,  è n e i  S iK oa iaç  oùx opw KaOrmevoxjç.

Student: And this for you is a map of the whole world. Do you see? This is Athens.
Socrates: What are you saying? I do not beheve you, since I don’t see jurors in session. (Ai.Nub.206S).

At the endpoint of his schematic analysis of the development of Athenian 
democracy, the writer of the Athenaion Politeia  summarised the democratic 
constitution of the late fourth century as follows: ‘for the demos has made itself master 
of everything, and controls all things by decrees and by the jury courts, in which the 
dem os  is the sovereign.’  ̂ This centrality of the jury courts in the democratic 
constitution has been extensively analysed by Hansen.^ I would like to approach the 

position of the jury courts in Athens from an alternative perspective, focusing less on 
their constitutional position and more on the role of judicial activity in the world of the 
Athenian citizen. In this respect, I have been influenced by a recent collection of studies 
on Athenian citizenship.^ Manville, one of the contributors, describes a ‘paradigm shift’ 
in approaches to Athenian citizenship.^ In contrast to a constitutional and legally 
defined view of citizenship, he proposes a new paradigm:

This paradigm is a habit of thought that sees Athenian citizenship spanning both 
politics and society; it is grounded in a world in which the private sphere is often
difficult to distinguish from and frequently overlaps with, the public there is
no abstract “state”; citizenship and polis are one and the same, growing out of a 
dynamic and constantly evolving association of families and kinship groups. 
Although the “true citizens” are adult Athenian males, their political life is 
constantly shadowed by their networks of social relations. ̂

Manville goes on to note that the ‘new paradigm is less rational, as well as looser for its
greater tolerance of in c o n s i s t e n c y .This looseness is certainly true of what follows
below. It has necessitated citing side by side sources as disparate as archaeological
finds, comic humour and the spatial location of the jury courts. The result could be

1 ‘anai/Tcoi/ yap aûioç auToi/ nenoiriKev 6 Sffpiog KijpLoi/, kgI nai/ia SioiKeTiaL iiJTKpianaaiu koI 
ÔLKaaiTipiOLç. kv oTç Ô 8niJi6g eaiiv o kpgtcov’ (Ath.Pol.4-1.2). This conclusion is supported by details 
on the development of the jury comts in the historical section (Ath.Pol.9.1, 25.2 with Rhodes (1981) 159- 
62,313-19) and the operation of the courts in the second half of the fourth century (Ath.Pol.63-9).
 ̂See Hansen (1987) 94-107, Hansen (1990b) 216-22, (1991) 203-24 with further references. Hansen’s 

location of sovereignty with the jury courts in the fourth century has not won universal acceptance, see 
Rhodes (1981) 545, Todd (1993) 298-99. For a critique of this constitutional approach to the Athenian 
democracy, see Ober (1989) 22-3,145.
 ̂Boegehold and Scafuro (1994).
Manville (1994). I have also found the articles by Scafiuo (1994) and Cormor (1994) helpful.
 ̂Manville (1994) 24-5.
 ̂Manville (1994) 25.
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likened to a series of ‘snapshots’ of Athenian judicial experience, taken from different 
perspectives. I hope the cumulative effect demonstrates the importance of judicial 
activity in the construction of civic ideology. I will begin with the extent of citizen 
participation in judicial activity, and then move on to examine the expression of this 
participation in the democracy, mass entertainment and citizen identity.

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the democratic judicial system was its 
dependence on mass, citizen involvement. The system required six thousand Athenian 
citizens each year to register as jurors and to swear the dikastic oath. Jurors were 
allocated to juries, which ranged in size from 200 to possibly 6,000. The jurors 

possessed immense powers: combining the modem functions of both judge and juror, 
they reached a verdict and, where appropriate, passed sentence. There was no appeal 
against the jurors’ decision.^ The democratic judicial system was also dependent on 

private individuals to prosecute malefactors, relying on either the wronged individual or 
a third party to volunteer.^ As individuals were required to conduct their own litigation, 
Athens was practically devoid of legal professionals.^ Other individuals were drawn 
into the conflict between the two protagonists, adopting the supporting roles of 
sunegoroi or witnesses.^® The hallmarks of the democratic judicial system, mass 
participation, voluntary prosecution and non-professionalization, necessitated its 
citizens to be involved in judicial activity, if the system was to operate at all. The 
requirement for 6,000 citizens to serve as jurors necessitated 15% of the citizen 

population to be sworn in as jurors each year.^  ̂ This voluntary and non-professional 
nature of the democratic judicial system is reflected in the identity and values attributed 
to jurors by litigants. Orators did not distinguish between the jurors in the jury court and 
the citizens in the Assembly, they considered the former a representative selection of 
the later. Todd has analysed the values with which orators appeal to jurors, 
concluding that they were ‘middle class values...a matter of consensus throughout 
citizen s o c i e t y . ’ Even though the jury may have contained disparities of class, age and 

wealth, orators were able to appeal to unified value system, that of the Athenian 

citizen. In other words, a trial before a mass, citizen jury was truly a trial before a

 ̂See Todd (1993) 82-91 on Athenian juries.
 ̂On the role of ho boulomenos to prosecute, see p. 128-9,141.
 ̂Logographers are perhaps the only group who could be regarded as legal professionals. On logography, 

see Dover (1968b) 148-72, Usher (1976), Carey and Reid (1985) 13-18, Todd (1990a) 165-7, (1993) 95- 
6.

On sunegoroi and witnesses, see Humphreys (1985), Todd (1990b), (1993) 94-7.
See Crichton (1991-3) 64 for these calculations. Harris (1994) 135, using figures for the fourth 

century, calculates that each juror heard approximately 20 cases per year of jury service and served once 
every five years.
12 Dover (1974) 292.
13 Todd (1990a) 165.
l'̂  Todd (1990a) 164-7. On the wealtli and status of jurors, see the opposing positions of Jones (1957) 36- 
7, 132-4 and Markle (1985). On the age of jurors, see Crichton (1991-3).
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representative selection of the Athenian citizenry, articulated within the framework of 
Athenian citizen values. In conclusion, most Athenian citizens will have been involved 
in judicial activity at some point in their lives, either seated upon the jury benches, 
making a stand on the bema, or supporting one of the protagonists in a trial. Judicial 
activity penetrated ‘normal life’ and vice versa to a greater extent in Athenian society 
than we are accustomed to allow in western democracies raised on the doctrine of the 
separation of powers. The prominence of judicial activity in Athenian society is 
expressed in the resources and energy devoted by the democracy to judicial activity, in 
the extent of legal knowledge displayed by mass entertainment and in the role of law in 

the construction of Athenian citizen identity.

Firstly, the democracy’s commitment to its judicial system can be seen in the 
spatial centrality of the jury courts, in the institution of jury pay and the increasing 

sophistication of the jury selection process. Although the exact location of the jury 
courts in Athens is debated, it is almost certain that judicial activity centred around the 
Agora. Euboulus includes judicial ‘wares’ such as summonses, witnesses, dikai, 
kleroteria, klepsudrai, nomoi and graphai in his list of merchandise that can be 
purchased in the Agora, an impression which is confirmed by the concentration of 
archaeological finds associated with judicial activity found within the Agora. 
Buildings in the north-west and south-west comer of the Agora have been provisionally 
identified as jury courts (see Figure The jury courts also convened in other 
buildings outside the Agora, for instance in the Odeon of Pericles or in locations 
scattered across the city for homicide c a s e s .I n  the Acharnians, a defining feature of 
Dicaeopolis’ fantasy agora is the absence of judicial activity, personified in Ctesias’ 
sycophancy and Hyperbolus’ infectious law suits.W hen setting up his agora of self
aggrandisement and self-fulfilment, Dicaeopolis banishes all sources of judicial activity 
apart from his own violent whim.^° In other words, Dicaeopolis’ agora is an inversion

See Todd and Millett (1990), Carey (1994b), Foxhall and Lewis (1996b) on the position of law in 
Athenian society and more generally Roberts (1979) 17-29 especially 22-3.

Euboulus fr.74 K and also Lys. 19.55, Ant.5.10-11 with Wycherley (1957) 148. See Thompson and 
Wycherley (1972) 52-72, Boegehold (1995) passim on the archaeological evidence for the jury courts.

See Boegehold (1995) 10-16,91-98, Camp (1995), Townsend (1995).
Odeon: Ax.Vesp.ll09, Dem.59.52, Pollux 8.33, Photos and Sudias s.v. Odeon; Homicide Courts: 

Ath.Pol.513A. See Wycherley (1957) 144-150, Boegehold (1995) 43-50.
See ArAc/i.839-41, 845-7. The striking verb ai/ani|inKrmi is used to describe the infectious nature of 

Hyperbolus’ judicial activity, also used by Aristophanes to describe the moral infection that comes either 
from allowing one’s reputation to be besmirched {Nub.990-5) or from the unnatural lusts of Antimachus 
(Nub .1022-3)', and by Thucydides to describe the physical infection that came from nursing those stricken 
by the plague (Thuc.2.51.4, see Starkie (1909) 174). This infectious image of judicial activity underpins 
its banishment from Dicaeopolis’ fantasy agora.

Dicaeopolis sets up his market within a pseudo-legal framework. He appoints leather straps as market 
commissioners to protect his market (ArAch.123-4), marks out the market’s boundary (719), sets up a 
stele in the market inscribed with the terms of his treaty (725-8) and establishes a market-tax (896). In 
reality, it is Dicaeopolis’ arbitrary authority, rather than these legal mechanisms, which enforces the
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of the Athenian Agora, within which judicial activity is the norm. The democracy 
placed the jury courts at the heart of the city, within the Agora, an area marked off by 
boundary posts for political and commercial activity. This spatial centrality must be a 
reflection of the importance of the jury courts in Athenian life.^  ̂ In the late 450s 
Pericles introduced pay for jury service, Cleon raised the rate from 2 to 3 obols and, 
apart from the oligarchic revolutions, jury pay was maintained throughout the classical 
d em ocracy .T h is commitment to jury pay is again testimony to the significance of 
judicial activity in Athenian society. Finally, the process of allocating jurors to courts 
was refined over a hundred year period, ultimately producing an immensely 
sophisticated system which randomly allocated individual jurors to the courts each day. 
In the fifth century it appears jurors were selected to sit on the same jury of a particular 
court for the whole year.^3 By 392, from the evidence in Aristophanes’ Ecclesiazusae, 
it appears panels of jurors were allocated randomly to a court each day.^  ̂In the late 

fourth century the democracy had refined the system still further, devising an allotment 
machine {kleroterion) which randomly allocated individual jurors to the jury of a 
particular court each day. This system necessitated each juror being issued an allotment 
token (pinakion) at the beginning of his year’s jury service, inscribed with his name, 
demotic and a collection of symbols (Figure 2).25 This incredibly elaborate and 

sophisticated system was the endpoint of over a century’s adjustment and refining of 
the procedure to allocate jurors. It is testimony to the significance Athenians attached to 
judicial activity, the kleroterion was the ultimate answer to jury-nobbling, producing a 

randomly empanelled jury for each sitting. These three areas, the spatial centrality of 
the courts, the continuance of jury pay, and the honing of the juror allocation system are 
all testimony to the energy and resources devoted by the democracy to judicial activity.

Secondly, legal knowledge appears to have been a mass phenomenon. The 

humour of some Aristophanic jokes and even whole scenes are dependent on the 
audience possessing a working knowledge of judicial procedure.^^ In the Acharnians,

regulations of the market. He orders the convenient conversion of the Theban’s copaic eels into the 
market tax that the Theban owes (895-6) and protects his market from invaders by threatening one 
informer (827-8) and beating up the other with impunity, packing him up as merchandise in exchange for 
the Theban’s gastronomic wares (904-5,926-8).

See Vemant (1983) 214-5 and Holscher (1991) 370-1.
Ath.Pol.213-5, As.Eq.5l with Todd (1993) 88 and Chapter 7.2.

23 Harrison (1968-71) 2.239-41, Todd (1993) 84.
24 Ai£ccl.6S2-6 with Harrison (1968-71) 2.240-1, Todd (1993) 84-5.
2  ̂The kleroterion system is described by Ath.Pol.63-5. For a reconstruction from the archaeological 
remains, see Dow (1939). It is usually presumed these changes were introduced to prevent the bribing of 
jurors, on which see Isoc. 18.11, Lys.29.12-13, Ath.Pol.21.5 and on bribery in general, see Harvey (1985), 
particularly ibid.SS-9 on jurors.
2  ̂Cartledge (1990a) 40. Harris (1994) 133-7 argues for a high degree of legal knowledge among the 
Athenian citizenry on the basis of regular jury service and the legal knowledge presmned by the Attic 
Orators.
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foreign traders to Dicaeopolis’ fantasy agora are plagued by two sycophants, who 
threaten the traders and their wares with phasis, a type of denunciation by which the 
prosecutor obtained half the value of the confiscated goods if he won the case.^^ 
Aristophanes’ choice of the procedure phasis not only allows him to make a series of 
linguistic puns around phasis and it c o g n a te s ,b u t also exposes the sycophants’ 
accusations as self serving and venal, provided his audience are familiar with the 
content of the procedure for phasis. In the Ecclesiazusae, the Young Man attempts to 
resist the amorous advances of the First Old Woman by introducing a series of legal 
impediments. She is able to cap each of his legal objections with a legal rebuttal, with 
the humour of the exchange dependent on his audience possessing sufficient legal 
knowledge to appreciate the quick-fire legal exch an ge.T h e following chapters will 
examine in more detail the location of Judicial activity within the Aristophanic world. 
Tragedy displays a similar familiarity with the jury court, both in its use of legal 
terminology and in the adversarial nature of the tragic agon.^^ Given that 15% of the 
citizen population over thirty served as jurors each year, it is hardly surprising to find 
such a wide diffusion of legal knowledge.

Not only did the democracy devote resources to, and mass audiences show an 
awareness of, judicial activity, but judicial activity had an important role in the 
construction of Athenian citizen identity. Individual citizens not only sat on juries, but 
were actively involved in the case before them: the clinical detachment of the modem 
courtroom was less characteristic of Athens. In the course of their speeches, litigants 
refer to thorubos, to interjections from the jurors.^i A litigant may urge the jurors to 
challenge the opposing speaker or to share information among themselves or even to 
ask their opinion on how he ought to proceed with his speech. For example, at several 
points in his defence, Andocides asks the jurors to confirm with one another the 
veracity of his account, or to indicate to him if they are satisfied with his account of the

Ar. Ac/).818-28, 911-17. On phasis, see Harrison (1968-71).2.218-21, MacDowell (1978) 158-9, 
Osborne (1985b) 47-8, Todd (1993) 119.

See Sommerstein (1980) 197,202.
AiEccl.l006-26. For instance the Young Lover claims a demesman will come and bail him out (1023- 

4), but the Old Woman shrewdly replies that men no longer possess legal capacity in contracts over 1 
medinmos (1024-5). In the inverted fantasy of Praxagora’s new state, women now possess the legal and 
political status of men and vice versa, hence the restrictions in male legal capacity (see Ussher (1973) 
217). The humour of the exchange requires the audience to possess a working knowledge of women’s 
legal capacity (on which see Just (1989) 26-39). The Young Lover then claims he is a merchant in order 
to escape the Old Woman’s attentions (1027). Again the humour of this line works only if the audience 
know that merchants were answerable only before the nautodikai (see Lys. 17.5-6 and Harrison (1968-71) 
2.23-5). In other words, the Young Lover is claiming the Old Woman’s case is invalid because she has 
not brought him before the nautodikai (see Ussher (1973) 218).
30 See Walcot (1976) 26-7,37-42; Gamer (1987) 95-103 and Rehm (1992) 4-5, 64-5.
31 Bers (1985).
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Profanation of the Mysteries.32 Spectators gathered beyond the court railings to watch 
the proceedings and it was not unheard of for them to add their voices to the dikastic 
thorubos?^ It is hard to imagine that a case with such notorious opponents and subject 
matter as Callias contra Andocides on the sacrileges of 415 would not have drawn a 
large, participating crowd beyond the ra ilin gs.T h is  sense of an Athenian’s active 
involvement with the judicial system is also apparent in the practice of burying a 
deceased juror with his pinakion?^ Kroll has described this practice as follows:

Like a child’s knuckle bones or a doll, a young man’s strigil, a lady’s mirror, and 
other common furnishings in Greek burials, pinakia were valued possessions and 
- what is perhaps of greater importance - symbolic of their owner’s way of life. 
Even today it is hard to think of a more appropriate symbol of an Athenian’s 
nearly professional involvement in democratic government.^^

This conclusion is supported by two pieces of evidence. Firstly, burying the pinakion
with its deceased owner was against the practice of issuing pinakia: pinakia  were
reinscribed and reissued to the following year’s jurors. 7̂ Secondly, the burial of the
deceased with grave goods is uncommon in this period.^s The evidence suggests that
the burial of a citizen with his token of jury service was a significant and conscious act,
testimony to the importance of jury service in the life of the Athenian citizen.

Moving from the individual to the corporate, judicial activity has an important 
role in the construction of Athenian communal identity. This can be seen in the way 
that myths about the heroic past are reshaped by contemporary judicial practice to 
express Athenian civic i d e o l o g y We possess some eleven vases depicting the contest

Confirmation to each other: Andoc.1.46, communication to Andocides: §33. On Andocides’ defence, 
see p. 198n. 18.

See Ant.6.14, Dem.20.165 with Bers (1985) 8.
See p.l98n.l8 on the continuing fascination with the sacrileges of 415; p.l97n.l6 on Callias’ status; 

and on Andocides, see MacDowell (1962) 1-6 and APF 27-32. On the jury courts as ‘soap-opera’, see 
Humphreys (1983b) 7, Cartledge (1990b) 41.

See Kroll (1972) 9: ‘With only five or six exceptions, complete pinakia with known circumstances of 
discovery have been recovered from the graves of their last owners. ’
36 Kroll (1972) 9.
3  ̂Kroll (1972) 72-75. The system of issuing bronze pinakia to jurors was introduced in perhaps 378/7 
and lasted until wood replaced bronze as the material of manufacture in about 350, after which our record 
of jurors’ pinakia obviously ceases (see Kroll (1972) 89-90). Kroll (1972) 2-5, 51-6 also describes how 
non-dikastic bronze pinakia, marked with a gorgoneion seal, were issued to all citizens over 30 and used 
to allocate citizens to other magistracies.
38 On Athenian burial practices, see Kurtz and Boardman (1971) 91-141 generally and ibid.\00-5  on 
grave offerings; Morris (1992) 103-55, (1994). Morris (1992) 139 has a useful graph showing that the 
mean for fourth-century grave goods was less than one for metal objects and between two and three for 
pottery. He describes how this restraint in grave goods decreased during the fourth century, initiated by 
the eh te and gradually imitated by other sections of society (Morris (1992) 145-9). Unfortunately of the 
hundreds of known pinakia, only two pinakia have been excavated with enough care to recover the other 
grave goods. In both cases, the owners of the pinakia were buried with a single piece of pottery, in hne 
with Morris’ figures. See Kroll (1972) catalogue nos. 113 and 119.
3  ̂ On the remoulding of myth in the light of contemporary concems by vase painters, see Shapiro 
(1994); by tragedians, see Euben (1986), Raaflaub (1990) 49-54.
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for the arms of Achilles between Odysseus and Ajax, dated to the early fifth century.'^ 
According to the epic narratives, the arms were awarded to Odysseus either on the 
advice of Trojan captives or according to the opinions of women within Troy, whose 
conversation was overheard by Greek spies.^  ̂ On the other hand, the eleven vases 
depict the dispute between Odysseus and Ajax being settled by a vote among the 
Greeks. Indeed one cup by Douris appears to contrast violence with voting as methods 

of dispute settlement (Figure 3). On one side of the cup friends restrain an Ajax intent 
on attacking Odysseus, who himself is drawing his weapon; while on the other side, 
violence has given way to voting, with Ajax hanging his head in shame as the verdict 
goes against him."̂  ̂These representations of the voting scene are sufficiently varied to 

suggest the painters were drawing on a common tradition rather than copying a 
common visual s o u r c e I t  is probable Aeschylus drew on the same tradition for his 
Award o f the Arms, a fragment from which preserves a debate between Odysseus and 
Ajax."*̂  The epic dispute between Ajax and Odysseus has been remoulded by current 
concems: the democratic practice of voting is exemplified as the method of dispute 
settlement, displacing third-party arbitration or violence. The remoulding of the heroic 
past in the light of democratic judicial practice is testimony to the importance of 
judicial activity in the construction of Athenian self-identity.

Moving to the opposite end of the fifth century, a similar trend is detectable in 
the exchange between Theseus and the Theban Herald in Euripides’ Supplices, dated to 
the mid 420s.^^ In his portrayal of Athens, Theseus not only praises Athenian freedom 
and sovereignty of her people, but sees this freedom expressed in equality before 
written law for both rich and poor.^ Such freedom is absent under tyranny, where the 
tyrant, unrestrained by law, destroys noble rivals and rapes w om en .T h ere  are close 
parallels between the sentiments expressed by Theseus contrasting democracy and 
tyranny and those by Otanes in Herodotus’ debate on the constitutions. Otanes similarly 
draws attention to a tyrant’s disregard for law, manifested in the rape of women and

^  Williams (1980) lists eight vases in the period 500-480, Spivey (1994) 41-7 increases the hst to eleven 
and dates them to 490-70.

See Jebb (1896) xv-xvi, Williams (1980) 142, Spivey (1994) 40.
Williams (1980) 138-9 for a description, Spivey (1994) 48-51 on the contrast between violence and 

voting and on the vases as expressions of democratic ideology.
43 Wilhams (1980) 142.
44 Aesch. fr.90 (Lloyd-Jones) with Williams (1980) 142-3 and Shapiro (1994) 153-5. See Spivey (1994) 
49 for a late sixth-century pehke depicting the debate between Odysseus and Ajax.
4  ̂Eur.5wppA399-584. On the dating, see Collard (1975) 1.8-14 with references to previous studies and 
Zuntz (1955) 89.
4  ̂Freedom; Eur.5M;?/?/.438-443 (also 352-3); sovereignty of the people: 404-8 (also 352-3); equal access 
to law: 433-37.
47 Eur.S«pp/.428-32,444-55.
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destruction of citizens, and praises democratic isonomia.^^ Again myth has been 
moulded by contemporary concerns to give expression to Athenian identity. The 
suppliant myths were prominent vehicles of Athenian civic ideology, as demonstrated 
by their reoccurrence in the Funeral Orations.Euripides’ insertion of the exchange 
between the Herald and Theseus appears to have been a conscious adaptation of the 

myth: suppliant dramas often placed a violent exchange between a herald and the 
suppliants first, from which the suppliants were rescued by the entry of a monarch.^® In 
this scene, Euripides has projected onto Theseus arguments in support of democratic 
justice which are informed by the late fifth-century debate on the democratic 

administration of justice (Chapter 6). But this is no polemical aside, the issues raised in 
the Herald scene correspond with the broader issues of the play.^  ̂ Euripides, in his 
adaptation of the suppliant myth, makes democratic justice a defining feature of 
Athenian self-identity.

In conclusion, it is possible to demonstrate that judicial activity penetrated the 
experience of Athenian citizens to a significant degree. The democratic judicial system 
demanded large scale citizen participation and initiative if it was to function. The 
democracy’s commitment to this system can be seen in the spatial centrality of the 
courts, the continuance of jury pay and the successive refinements of and resources 
devoted to the system of jury selection. Audiences of comedy and tragedy were 
presumed to be familiar with legal terminology and procedure. Both individually and 
corporately, judicial activity was considered an important constituent of Athenian 
identity and civic ideology. It is hardly surprising that Strepsiades could exclaim that a 
map which did not show the Athenian courts in session was no map at all (see opening 
quotation).

Against the above evidence for the positive role of judicial activity in Athenian 
life arises a vociferous voice of dissent, that of Aristophanes. From the Acharnians in 
425 to the Plutus in 388, Aristophanes repeatedly focused upon the democratic judicial 
system (see Chapters 2 and 3). The attitudes to judicial activity which emerge from the 
Aristophanic world, attitudes which are confirmed by those expressed in the Attic 
Orators (Chapter 4), are more ambivalent than the positive images that have been 
presented above. The positive role of judicial activity in the construction of Athenian 

civic ideology was but one aspect of Athenian judicial experience, with more

^  Hdt.3.80. On the debate on the constitutions, see Connor (1971) 199-206, Waters (1971) 11-2. On the 
links between Herodotus and Euripides, see Collard (1975) 2.212 and loc.cit., Connor (1970) 152, 
Raaflaub (1990) 41-9.
49 See Collard (1975) 1.4, Loraux (1986) 148.
^9 E.g. Aesch.5MppZ.930-33, Eur Her act 114 with Burian (1985a) 139 and n.20.

This accusation has been made of the play in the past, but has been refuted in a series of more recent 
studies, see Zuntz (1955) 6-8, Collard (1975) 1.24-31, 2.207-9, Burian (1985a) 1394^5.
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ambivalent images contradicting and coexisting with this apparent monolithic certainty. 
Before turning to examine the portrayal of judicial activity in the plays of Aristophanes, 
I will focus on the Aristophanic world itself. In the following chapter, I will argue that 
the plays of Aristophanes open a window onto the popular attitudes of the Athenian 
citizenry on account of their performance medium. This statement can also be 
challenged precisely on account of the performance medium which created the 
Aristophanic world. Therefore I will consider the wider question of interpreting 
Aristophanes (Chapter 2) before moving on to examine the attitudes to Judicial activity 
within the plays (Chapters).



Interpreting Aristophanes

jjoWa Y' 'nu5ç Àaveai/ei
There are many things we do not know (Ar. F<xc618).

When Dionysus, the tyrant of Syracuse, wrote to Plato, asking for his assistance 
with studying the Athenian constitution, Plato sent him the complete works of 
AristophanesJ The anecdote is probably apocryphal, but Plato’s confidence in 
Aristophanes as the ambassador of Athenian identity is something many of us would 

like to share. In his plays, Aristophanes focuses on key, contemporary issues: the desire 
for peace amid unremitting war, the moral impact of the sophistic movement, the role 
of tragedy in society and the functioning of the democracy. Unfortunately interpreting 
Aristophanes’ analysis of these issues has proved to be more problematic than picking 
up the plays, as Plato suggested. The problem lies in the contradictory nature of 
Aristophanic comedy. On the one hand comedy deals with contemporary issues before 
the assembled citizens. On the other hand, comedy exhibits a pronounced disregard for 
social, political and physical realities, expressing sentiments which would be 
unthinkable beyond the theatre. I would like to examine the contradictory nature of 
Aristophanic comedy in more detail, before going on to see how scholars have 
approached Aristophanes and finally offer my own approach to interpreting 
Aristophanes.

The evidence for the festival context into which Aristophanes’ plays were 
enacted suggests that the dramatic festivals were an important vehicle for the city’s 
construction of itself. Within the dramatic festivals, the assembled citizens observed 

and interacted with constructions of current concerns.^ Firstly, the plays were mass 
events, performed before a sizeable proportion of the citizen population. The fifth- 
century Theatre of Dionysus held approximately 15,000 spectators.^ Therefore 
approximately a third of the adult, male, citizen population attended the City D ionysia.^

 ̂Aristophanes, L i/e 42-45 K-A.
 ̂See Rehm (1992) 3-11 on the performance culture in Athens.
 ̂DFA 263 gives 14-17,000 as the capacity of the reconstructed Lycurgan theatre. One presumes the 

fifth-century theatre would have had a smaller capacity, Taplin (1978) 10 gives the figure of 15,000 
spectators for this period.
"^This is calculated taking the total citizen population in 431 as 40,000, according to Patterson (1981) 66- 
8 (see Sinclair (1988) 223-4 for full bibliography on estimates for the population of Athens). Some 
allowance must be made for the presence of non-Athenians and possibly women and children. Non- 
Athenians were allowed to attend performances at the City Dionysia, but not at the Lenaia (Ar.Ach.504- 
8). On the vexed question as to whether women and children could attend dramatic performances, see 
for: DFA 263-5, Podlecki (1990), Henderson (1991b), Rehm (1992) 16; against: Goldhill (1994).
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Secondly, in his analysis of the rituals which preceded the dramatic performances, 
Goldhill has drawn attention to the civic ideology which is expressed through these 

rituals:

The four moments of ceremony preceding the dramatic festival were deeply 
involved with the city’s sense of itself. The libations of the ten generals, the 
display of tribute, the announcement of the city’s benefactors, the parade of state- 
educated boys, now men, in full military uniform, all stressed the power of the 
polis, the duties of an individual to the polis. The festival of the Great Dionysia is 
in the full sense of the expression a civic occasion, a city festival.^

The content of these rituals strongly suggests that the dramatic festivals projected

representations of the democratic city before its mass audience.

This impression is confirmed, thirdly, by the competitive ethos of the dramatic 
festivals. A single comedy was never performed in isolation, for aesthetic appreciation, 
but competed against the entries of two other comic playwrights for the comic prize.^ 
Driven by the engine of comic competition, the poet’s choice and treatment of his 
subject matter must have been moulded by the interests of the mass, citizen audience. 
To be allowed to present a play at the festivals, the playwright submitted his entry to 

the scrutiny of the Eponymous Archon. Presumably this magistrate’s selection was 
governed by a play’s potential to amuse the audience with its originality and topicality, 
as well as other factors, such as the playwright’s reputation.^ Similarly, the judges’ 
choice of the victor will have been influenced by the popular response to each play. 
Athenian audiences were not slow in making their opinions known, and the ten judges, 
by being selected by lot from each of the Cleisthenic tribes, judged as representatives of 
the entire demos.^ As a result of this competitive context, comedy is littered with meta
theatrical references, slandering the opposition and petitioning the judges for a 

favourable verdict.^ The playwrights were not the only people to have a vested interest 
in the success of their comedies. Choregoi, didaskaloi (if appointed), actors, chorus and 
aulos players were almost certainly caught up with the playwright in the fierce 
competition to win; particularly actors, when a prize was introduced for acting from 
449 onwards. Given the almost certain oral instruction of the play’s lines by the 
playwright to the ‘company’, they would have had a chance to make suggestions and 
improvements so as to give the finished dramatic product its cutting edge before the

5 Goldhill (1990) 114.
 ̂DFA 82-3. Before the Peloponnesian War, five playwrights competed for the comic prize, see DFA 83. 
 ̂FlLaws 7.817d indicates that each competing playwright read a section of his play to the archon. See 

DFA 84 on the selection of playwrights.
 ̂On audience behaviour in general, see DFA 272-8; in relation to judging, see DFA 97-8. On the judging 

of the dramatic competitions, see DFA 95-9, Pope (1986).
 ̂Slandering other playwrights: Ai.Nub.296,537ff, Vesp.S%ïï, Paxl3Aîï, 751ff, Ran.XK, 12ff,f/wZ.797ff; 

petitions to judges: Ar.Egr.581-94, Nub. 1115-30, Av. 1102-17, Eccl. 1154-62, Pherekretes fr. 102 K-A.
On choregoi, see DFA 86-90; on didaskaloi, see DFA 84-6; on selection and competition for actors, 

see DFA 93-5.
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audience and judges. Demosthenes’ potential prosecution of Meidias on account of 
the later’s disruption of the dithyrambic chorus which Demosthenes funded, 
demonstrates the intensity of emotions and actions generated by dramatic 
productions. A victory brought the great honour of being crowned before the 
assembled demos and opened up possibilities for a tour with the successful play to the 
rural festivals, Aristophanes was performing his plays within a vital, competitive 
theatrical tradition, striving with his ‘company’ to win. Consequently each entry, to 
some extent, must have reflected the current concems of the audience. It would be 

impossible for a poet who failed to engage with his audience’s concems to survive in 
such a competitive atmosphere.

The public, interactive nature of Athenian drama can also be seen fourthly, in its 
didactic aspect, evidenced both in the performance conventions of the Athenian theatre 
and in the explicit educational claims made in the plays. In his analysis of performance 
conventions - acting area, entrances, masking - Rehm notes that the ancient theatre was 
constantly thrusting the audience into direct participation and interaction with the 
performers, unlike the more restrained, passive relationship encouraged by modern 
staging conventions:

The central question about any performance space is how it engages the audience. 
The theatre of Dionysus was irrepressibly three-dimensional, large, out of doors, 
a far cry from the indoor venues to which modern audiences are accustomed. 
Epitomised by the frame of the proscenium-arch, the modem theatre supports the 
central assumption of theatrical realism, namely that the spectator is a hidden 
observer looking in on a specified location through an invisible fourth wall. The 
Greek theatre aims at precisely the opposite effect, a sense that the audience has 
gathered in a public place to be addressed, and confronted, by the play.i^

Rehm’s analysis of performance conventions is confirmed by the explicit educational
and instmctive stance taken by characters and choms in comedy. For example, in the
Acharnians, Dicaeopolis appears to assume the personality of the playwright and
lectures the audience on the origins of the Peloponnesian War.^  ̂The convention of the
parabasis adopts a similar didactic pose, where the chorus partially set aside their
dramatic identity and come forward to address the audience on behalf of the

 ̂̂  See Rehm (1992) 20-30 on the production of plays and Thomas (1989) 48-9 on the predominantly oral 
transmission of dramatic texts, even when using the late fourth-century canonical tragic texts. 
Sommerstein (1994c) 2 notes that the references in the Thesmophoriazusae which reflect the current 
tense political situation in Athens (see p.26n.28) may well have been inserted into a completed script.

2̂ See MacDowell (1990) 7-8 for a summary of Meidias’ alleged hostility towards Demosthenes when 
he was choregos.

See DFA 98 on the crowing of the victorious poet. On rural festivals and revivals, see DFA 42-56, 
Whitehead (1986) 212-22. Aristophanes directed revivals of his plays at Eleusis, see IG ii^ 3090 with 
DFA 47-8.

Rehm (1992) 36-37 and generally 36-42.
ArAc/i.496-556. The bibliography on this passage is extensive, see Forrest (1963), de Ste. Croix 

(1972) 363-7, Bowie (1982), MacDowell (1983), Heatli (1987) 16-8, Bowie (1988), Foley (1988), 
Goldhill (1991) 188-196, Hubbard (1991) 41-7, Parker (1991), Fisher (1993).
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playwright. The significance and interpretation of this educational advice are 
disputed, but it suggests that comedy possessed a strong didactic role: audiences came 
to the theatre expecting to interact with comic constructions of the polis, even if they 

understood these constructions contained hyperbole, exaggeration or farce.

In conclusion, the above evidence suggests that Aristophanes’ plays were 
products of the city’s representation of itself and thus open a window onto citizen 
mentalities. The plays were watched by a mass, citizen audience, within a festival 
context which reflected the civic ideology of its audience. The competitive nature of the 
dramatic festivals required playwrights and their ‘companies’ to select and present plots 
that were relevant to their audience’s concems; while the didactic conventions of the 
Athenian theatre expected the audience to interact with these representations. This 
conclusion is strengthened by several tangible incidents, which confirm there was a 
dialogue between on-stage and off-stage worlds.

In his Babylonians of 426, it appears that Aristophanes launched the first of 
many salvos against Cleon. In response, it seems Cleon brought Aristophanes before 
the boule, probably using the procedure of eisangelia, claiming that Aristophanes had 
slandered the city before foreigners. Aristophanes was not prosecuted, so presumably 
the boule threw the charge out and didn’t refer it on to the ecclesia or the jury courts. 
Although this evidence is based on no more than comic asides, it would appear that the 
slander of Cleon within the theatre caused Cleon to take action against either the 
playwright or his d id a sk a lo s  outside the theatre. Similarly Plato identifies 
Aristophanes’ portrayal of Socrates in the Clouds as contributing to the popular 
misunderstanding of Socrates, misunderstandings which were utilised by his 
prosecutors in their case against h i m . T h e  parabasis of the Frogs reflected current 
concems about divisions within Athenian society to such an extent that Aristophanes 

was crowned by the demos and the play was re-performed the following year.^o The

On the parabasis, see Sifakis (1971) 33-52, Bowie (1982) 27-40, Goldhill (1991) 196-201 and 
Hubbard (1991) 27-40.

See Taplin (1983) 331-3, Heath (1987) 18-21, Hubbard (1991) for interpretations of comedy’s 
educational advice to the audience.

ArAc/i.377-82,502-3,515-6,659-64 with Sommerstein (1980) 2-3,32-33. See also Ar.Vgjp. 1284-91 
with MacDowell (1971a) 299, Sommerstein (1980) 2-3, (1983) 233-4, which may hint at Cleon’s second 
prosecution of Aristophanes. It has been suggested that Callistratus, the didaskalos for both the 
Babylonians and Acharnians, was prosecuted by Cleon (see MacDowell (1995) 42-5, who takes this 
position and summaries other interpretations of Cleon’s prosecution). Bowie (1988) 184 has argued that 
both Aristophanes and Eupohs were attacked by Cleon, but this has been rejected by Parker (1991) and 
Storey (1993) 388-92.

PlA/?.18.b-c, 19.C. The veracity of Plato’s claim is disputed. See Heath (1987) 9-12 for the view that 
the Clouds had little impact on the reputation of Socrates beyond the theatre contra de Ste Croix (1972) 
235,371.

See Chapter 7. l.ii below.
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‘Old Oligarch’ claimed the demos recognised com edy’s impact beyond the theatre. 
Working within his overall framework of describing the success of the democracy in 

suppressing the few and elevating the many,-^ he notes that comedy slanders the rich, 

well-born or powerful, while ‘they (i.e. the many) forbid the ridicule and abuse of the 

dem os’. He maintains this is the case ‘lest they might be spoken ill o f ;  while noting 

that the exception to the rule, the slander of a few poor and low upstarts, does not annoy 
the many.22 For the Old Oligarch, comedy enforced the democratic ethos, slandering 

{komodein) the elite and upstarts, while forbidding the slander of the demos.'^'^ It seems 

that at certain crisis points, comedy’s licence to slander was limited, either by external 

decree or by internal self-regulation. In 440/39 and again in 415/4 decrees were passed 

limiting the slander of individuals for a limited period, probably in response to the 

tensions generated by the Samian W ar and the sacrileges of 415.-4 Using the 

quantitative methods outlined in Appendix 1, it is possible to show that the number of 

individuals satirised in the Lysistrata  and the Thesmophoriazusae, both produced in 

411, dropped markedly in comparison to other years.-^ Graph 1 below illustrates the 

frequency with which individuals are satirised in Aristophanes’ plays: the lower the 

figure, the more often jokes are made about individuals in a play.-^

The Frequency of Jokes (§) in the Plays of Aristophanes
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Graph 1: The Frequency of Jokes in the Plays of Aristophanes

[Xen.]A /̂*-^c>/-l.l, 3.1. On tlie ‘Old Oligarch’, see p.59n.4.
‘KoopqjSeîv 6' au k g !  k o k / o ç  rot/ ueiy 8nuoi/ o \j k  èwou/, Vua un auiol a K O u c o a i  k g k o o ç ’

([Xen.]A//7.Po/.2.18).
Pronouncements by tire ‘Old Oligarch’ are notoriously difficult to interpret. For the view that satire 

has an impact beyond tlie theatre, see Henderson (1990), (1993), contra Halliwell (1984a), (1993).
“4 See Sonunerstein (1986) on the decree of 415/4 and more cautiously Halliwell (1991b), who reviews 
all the evidence for decrees limiting comic satire. The evidence for tliese decrees is tentative, as Halliwell 
makes very clear.

For the dating of tlie plays, see HCT 5.184-193, Henderson (1987) xv-xxv, Sommerstein (1977),
(1990) 1, (1994c) 1-4.

These figures are obtained by taking the total number of lines in each play and dividing it by the total 
number of associations in the play. This gives a measurement for the frequency of jokes that allows 
comparison across the plays, i.e. on average how imuiy line numbers go by before a joke is made. The 
idea came from a similar analysis by Todd (1990b) 39 on the frequency with which witnesses are called 
in different categories of legal speech. The total line numbers are based on the Oxford Classical Text.
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The mean for all the plays is 39; i.e. on average once in every thirty nine lines in any 

play of Aristophanes, a joke will be made about an individual using any one of the 

seven satirical subjects (see Appendix 1). Most of the plays have frequencies close to 

the mean. But in the Lysistrata  and the Thesmophoriazusae  the element of personal 
invective has noticeably decreased; a temporary aberration, rather than a continuing 
trend. The chorus in both plays comment on the dearth of personal invective.27 This 

eschewal of satire in the plays of 411 is understandable in the light of surrounding 

events. The Lysistrata and the Thesmophoriazusae were produced in the prelude to the 

oligarchic coup of the Four Hundred. To varying degrees, both plays show an 
awareness of the forthcoming revolution.28 Once the plans to alter the constitution were 

placed on the agenda, the Athenian citizenship fragmented into a number of opposing 

factions, spawning vicious cycles of recrimination, expulsion, and at worst bloody 
purges of perceived members of one faction by the opposing faction.29 Aristophanes 

himself seems to have survived the events of 411, escaping either attack or exile.^o 

Aristophanes’ survival and his ability to produce plays in the tense prelude to the 

oligarchic coup must in part be due to his avoidance of controversial politico-legal 
subject matter (see Graph 2.A and B below).

Graph A: The Frequency of Jokes (§) in Lysistrata
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27 1043-9, Thesin.963-6.
2̂  Altliough there seems to be no awareness of a plan to change the constitution in the Lysistrata, there 
are at least two references to internal tensions and factional strife (Ar.LysistAS9-92, 574-86, with 
Henderson (1987) xxi-xxv, Sommerstein (1990) 2-3, HC7' 5.188-90). In the Thesmophoriazusae, 
Aristophanes still was able to depict a democratic assembly on stage, but veiled references in the play 
indicate that by tlie Dionysia it was widely known that the democratic constitution was under attack 
(Thesm336-9,361-6, 1143-: with Dover (1972) 168-72, HCT.5. 190-3, Sommerstein (1994c) 2-3).
29 On political purges by oligarchs and democrats, see Chapter 7. l .ii-iii.

At least Aristophanes makes no subsequent references to such misfortunes in lus surviving works, see 
Dover (1993) 4.
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Graph B: Frequency of Jokes (§) in Thesm ophoriazusae
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Graph 2: Frequency of Jokes in Aristophanes’ Lysistrata and Thesmophoriazusae

If Aristophanes did want to satirise a prominent individual, a joke about sexual 

deviance or artistic aw fulness was more appropriate than a political or legal Jibe. Two 

out of his fourteen satirical targets in the Thesmophoriazusae were dead in 411, one 

was exiled, and a further two were notorious women.^i The extreme caution of satirical 

sub ject m atter and the dim inished frequency of satirical a ttack  in the 

Thesmophoriazusae and to a slightly lesser extent in the Lysistrata must be a reaction to 

the impending political chaos in the off-stage world.

Although each of the above pieces of evidence is open to more than one 
interpretation, cumulatively they confirm the suggestion that the dramatic festivals were 

an important vehicle for the city’s construction of itself. In the light of this evidence, 1 

would question any interpretative model of Old Comedy that erects impenetrable 

barriers between the off-stage and on-stage worlds. To a significant degree, the 

frequency of, choice of and subject matter for satirical attacks are moulded by events 

external to the Aristophanic world. This suggests Aristophanes sailed close to the wind, 

exploring areas of tension in contemporary society, an activity he abandoned if the 

external temperature rose too high. Although his approach was always comic, the 

subjects he considered may have been real concerns beyond the theatre. Modern 

mother-in-law jokes are made, not only for their potential to amuse, but also because 

they diffuse a common source of tension in family relationships, Philocleon’s loss of 

his citizen-juror status may be presented as comic, a burlesque of the tragic hero, but 

the subject matter itself is tragic, touching such tensions as the diminishing status of the

Dead targets: Lamachus (Ar.r/7e.v/;/.830-47), Proteas (Fhesm.Slô with Table 8 n.3 in the Statistical 
Appendix). Exiled: Hyperbolus {Thesm.S,30-41). Notorious women: Cyrene (Fhesm.9S), Salabaccho 
(Fhestn.SOS).
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e ld e r ly .T h e  reoccurrence of a topic on-stage is a barometer of collective anxieties 

off-stage.

On the other hand, this evidence, particularly the quantitative analysis, shows 
that the mentality governing this inter-penetration of fictive and factual is elusive. 
Although through internal self-regulation or through external decree, the satirical 
element in comedy was suspended in response to specific external events. Graph 1 
(above p.25) demonstrates that this was the exception rather than the rule. The norm in 
Old Comedy was unbridled and vicious slander of contemporary figures. In a society 
obsessed with time and with specific laws against slander,^  ̂ comedy’s disregard for 
these sensibilities highlights the contradictory aspect of Old Comedy to the above: its 
complete disregard of social, political and physical realities.

This disregard is attested in many other areas of Old Comedy apart from the 
slander of contemporary individuals. For example, most comic plots disregard the 
normal limitations experienced in real life. Dicaeopolis is able to return to the 
countryside and celebrate the Rural Dionysia while the rest of Athens remains at war 
with Sparta.34 At the beginning of Peace, Trygaeus flies to heaven on a dung beetle, 

later to be joined by the chorus who arrive by some unspecified means and finally he 
returns to earth on foot after a lengthy march.^  ̂The entire plot of the Birds revolves 
around the almost instant construction of a fully fortified city suspended in mid-air, 
through which the gods are starved into submission and men recognise the sovereignty 
of the Birds (see Chapter 3). Comedy is never constrained by practical realities and will 
draw attention to its own fictivness.^6 The displays of sexual and scatological humour 
which characterise Old Comedy would have been taboo beyond the theatre if indulged 
in to such overt excess.^^ Aristophanic heroes freely assault other characters; attacks 

which are often labelled as hubristic, yet are carried out with impunity.̂ 8 Again, there 
existed beyond the theatre, strong moral and legal sanctions against such wanton 
indulgence in hubristic behaviour.^^ This evidence has led scholars to argue that 
comedy was granted a licence to transgress within the theatre the norms of society

See p. 134 and Crichton (1991-93) 68-70.
On time, see Dover (1974) 226-42; on satire and time, see Halliwell (1984a) 8, (1991a) 285; on laws 

against slander, see MacDowell (1978) 126-9, Halliwell (1991b) 49-54, Todd (1993) 258-62,268-71.
34 E.g. Ar.Ac/i.201-2.
35 Ai.Pax \02A , 177-8,292ff, 720-6,819-23 with Dover (1972) 132-3.
3  ̂For instance, Peisetaerus’ response to a speech describing the building of Nephelokokkugia, a city with 
walls and gates suspended in mid air, is to acknowledge that the account is totally false (Ar.Av.1166-7)
3  ̂Henderson (1991a) 1-107.
38 See Ar.Ac/i.924-6, Nub.\299, Vesp.\4A\, Av.l046, Eccl.664, Plut.SSS, 899.
39 On the graphe hubreos, see generally MacDowell (1978) 129-32 and Todd (1993) 270-1. For detailed 
discussions on the procedural significance of the graphe hubreos and its relationship to the dike aikeias, 
see the contrasting positions of MacDowell (1976) 21, (1990) 18-22 and Fisher (1976-9), (1990) 126,
(1992) 36-85.
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beyond the theatre. For instance, Halliwell, in his article on laughter in Greek culture, 
highlights comedy’s licence:

What matters for festivity is above all the creation of a sharp contrast between 
what is permissible or even called for within the bounds of the festival, and the 
norms which are commonly adhered to outside this special ‘space’: this is the 
essential structural factor common to both the strong humour of Old Comedy and
the aLCT)(po\oyLa indulged during certain fertility cults. Without this exceptional 
festive status, which carries determinate and recognised conventions with it, 
neither of these sets of practices would have been possible, let alone supported by 
the polis-organisation, for the simple reason that they flouted otherwise prevailing 
standards of social behaviour.'^

Comedy’s mass, citizen audience were made aware of this licence in at least two ways:
through theatrical conventions and through the suspension of civic time and space. The
theatrical conventions of comedy not only confronted the audience with the comic
representation of the city but also drew their attention to the artificial and fictitious
nature of the theatrical experience: for instance the mask, the marked out acting area of
the orchestra and deliberate extra-theatrical asides which break the theatrical
‘illusion’.41 Pat Easterling has described drama as make-believe, commenting: ‘it is a
basic fact of the way make-believe functions that the audience know that in some sense
what they are watching is not ‘for r e a l . ” 42 Secondly, although the Great Dionysia
expressed the democratic, civic ideology of the polis, it was a time when that ideology
was also suspended. Civic time was suspended during the dramatic festivals: the jury
courts and assembly were closed; Pericles described the ‘contests and sacrifices
(including dramatic festivals)’ as ‘many relaxations from work.’43 Citizens entered into
sacred space and time of Dionysus: the plays were enacted within the sanctuary of
Dionysus, sacrifices and prayers were offered to the god throughout the festival and his
image may have been present in the theatre.44 The theatrical and festival conventions of

the ancient theatre encouraged the audience to view the comedy before them as both a
representation of the city to itself and as a suspension of reality, a time of relaxation,
when the norms of the off-stage world could be transgressed with impunity.

Hence we have arrived at the crux of interpreting Aristophanes: Aristophanes 
set before the city representations of itself, but the comic licence he enjoyed allowed 
these representations to be as much distortions or inversions as accurate representations 
of off-stage reality. Scholars have struggled to maintain the tension between the

40 Halliwell (1991a) 295 and generally 294-6. See also Reckford (1987) 3-52, Goldhill (1991) 176-88.
41 Easterling (1990) 38-90, Rehm (1992) 45-7.
42 Easterling (1988) 17.
43 [Xen.]A//i.Fo/.3.8, Ar.Eg. 1316-8, Thuc.2.38: ‘Furthermore, we have provided many relaxations from 
work for the spirit, we are accustomed to contests and sacrifices throughout the year...(Kai unv Koi tcoi/ 
T^ovwv nÀeiaraç ài/onauKaç tü yu6ut;i enopiaaueea, àywai uev ye Koi OuaiaLç SicTriaioig
l/0|il(OVT6Ç...’)
44 DFA 60, Reckford (1987) 21.
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contradictory aspects of Aristophanic comedy. Scholarly opinion can be grouped into 
approximately three different approaches. Firstly, in his book on Athenian society, 
Victor Ehrenberg privileged Old Comedy above other sources because he argued it 
provided a ‘fairly full and satisfactory picture’ of Athenian mentalities, ‘a mirror 
reflecting real life.’"̂  ̂Although fully aware of comedy’s tendency to distort reality, 
Ehrenberg argued that by isolating the ‘background’ information used to create a 
realistic ‘atmosphere’ against which the fantastical exploits of comic heroes are set, it 
was possible to recreate a picture of Attic society from Old C om edy.E hrenberg’s 
approach has been criticised, particularly by Kenneth Dover, for failing to recognise the 
extent to which even ‘background’ information is subject to comic distortion.^'^ A 

second approach has been put forward by Geoffrey de Ste. Croix, who argued it was 
essential to identify Aristophanes’ political opinions, where he was coming from, if we 
wanted to use him as a historical source."^ He particularly focused on passages that in 
and of themselves were not funny as expressions of the poet’s view.^9 He saw 

Aristophanes as a Cimonian conservative, suspicious of the democracy, hostile to the 
new men of politics and opposed to the war with S p a r ta .De Ste. Croix’s position has 
recently been restated by Paul Cartledge, who similarly saw Aristophanes as a crypto
oligarch, hiding his anti-democratic opinions beneath a cloak of comic subterfuge.^i De 

Ste. Croix’s approach has triggered a long running debate on the political opinions of 
Aristophanes. For instance Malcolm Heath has argued, on the basis of internal and 
external evidence, that Aristophanes never promoted a consistent political line in his 
plays, although he utilised contemporary politics as his starting point.^^ xhe third 

approach highlights comedy’s festival licence and the suspension of off-stage norms 
within the theatre of Dionysus. Proponents of this approach are reticent to make 
pronouncements about the off-stage world on the basis of on-stage evidence. The 
function of Old Comedy is either to offer the audience a series of comic stereotypes and 

situations, from which general moral conclusions can be d r a w n o r  to explore the

Ehrenberg (1951) 7.
^ Ib id . ^,31-42.
47 Dover (1987) 196-8,280-82.
48 De Ste. Croix (1972) 356.
49/W . 234,357

Ibid. 357-8 for a summary.
Cartledge (1990a) 46-53.
Heath (1987) 41-2 for his conclusions. Heath has taken every ‘opinion’ attributed to Aristophanes by 

de Ste. Croix and has suggested that in fact Aristophanes does not offer a consistent polemical view on 
these topics throughout his plays. Bowie (1993) 9-17 also rejects the search for Aristophanes’ political 
opinions.

Gomme (1962), Dover (1996) 369: ‘the essential spirit of Old Comedy is the ordinary man’s protest - 
using his inahenable weapons, humour and fantasy - against all who are in some way stronger or better 
than he: gods, politicians, generals, artists, and intellectuals.’
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audience’s reaction to the comic (mis)representations of reality placed before it and the 
acceptable boundaries of comic licence.^

As these scholarly approaches demonstrate, interpreting Aristophanes is 
bedevilled with disagreement and a lack of consensus. Aristophanic comedy’s 
contradictory aspects, the representation of the city to itself and its festival licence, lie 
at the root of this disagreement, with scholars often emphasising one aspect at the 

expense of the other. Like Ehrenberg and de Ste. Croix, I want to use Aristophanes as a 
historical source, in this instance, for attitudes to judicial activity. I struggle with the 
third approach, which is content to focus on ‘negotiating the licence and limits of 
comedy’ and rejects the ‘traditional wish...‘to find some kind of external control, 
evidence independent of our reading of the plays that would help us calibrate our 
estimation of their tone or mood. The evidence presented above (pp.24-7) suggests a 
demonstrable interaction between on and off-stage worlds. When Plato reminds his 
audience of the satirical portrayal of Socrates which they had watched in the Clouds, he 
describes the individual portrayed ‘spinning around about, asserting that he walks on air 
and babbling much other nonsense’ as ‘a certain Socrates (ScoKpQTri TLva)’; a

caricature of Socrates distinguishable from the real Socrates.^ In other words, Athenian 

audiences were able interpret comic images set before them, making connections 
between on-stage image and off-stage reality.^^ Our problem is to construct a 
methodology which allows us to read from on-stage to off-stage, as Athenian audiences 
did, while still taking into account comedy’s festival licence. I have side-stepped the 
vexed question of Aristophanes’ ‘political opinions’ in this regard. This is not to deny 
that Aristophanes would have had opinions of his own, clearly he must have.^  ̂But I 
think Aristophanes’ opinions are probably irrecoverable at this distance, 2,500 years 
further on. Moreover I do not think that Aristophanes’ primary aim was to instruct or 
influence opinion, rather it was to entertain. The competitive ethos of the dramatic 

festivals required him to select subjects of contemporary interest, the festival licence 
allowed him to present even disturbing topics, but his treatment of them was primarily 
comic: setting up a viewpoint, only to demolish it at a later point.^  ̂Below I have set 
out three interpretative keys which I have used to analyse the plays in the following

54 Halliwell (1984a) 8-9, (1991a) 296; Goldhill (1991) 187-201.
55 Goldhill (1991) 201, quoting Heath (1987) 8.

xauTQ Yap ecopaie k q i  o u t o i  €v jv\ Apiaxocpai/ouç KCOiicpoKj, IWKpaxn iii/a  £K€l 
nepL(pep6uei/oi/, (paaKoi/ia xe aepopaxeTv Ko'i aWvw  noXKriv cp\\jap(ai/ (pKuapoOvxa’ (Pl.Ap.19c).
5  ̂This analysis of PlAp.l9b-c is indebted to Keith Sidwell. I am very grateful to him for allowing me to 
see his unpublished work and for several fruitful discussions on interpreting Aristophanes.
5  ̂See Sommerstein’s judicious comments (Sommerstein (1994a) 189, quoted in part on p.7) in response 
to Bowie’s wish to liberate Aristophanic scholarship from the question of Aristophanes’ opinions (Bowie
(1993) 9-17).
5  ̂I will argue this point in more detail on p.55 and p. 137 in relation to Aristophanes’ non-polemical 
position in relation to the democratic judicial system.
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chapters. Given the turbulent waters of Aristophanic scholarship and the complexity of 
the comic construct, these ‘keys’ are provisional and simply my own attempts to ‘read’ 
the plays. My approach has also been governed by my overall aim, that of arriving at a 
better understanding of popular attitudes to judicial activity. So I have focused on the 
presentation of Judicial activity in Aristophanes’ plays: the frequency with which 
Aristophanes examined judicial activity; the function of judicial activity within the 
Aristophanic world; the control of comic images by evidence from the off-stage world.

The first interpretative key is that the frequency with which Aristophanes 

focuses on a topic is a barometer of his audience’s concern about that issue. If 
Aristophanes and his ‘company’ are producing plays to entertain a mass, citizen 
audience and so wrestle comic victory from their rivals, then his choice of subject 
matter must have been influenced by contemporary concerns and tensions (see pp.21-4 
above). In order to obtain a sharper picture of comic interest, I have quantitatively 
analysed the frequency and choice of subject matter in Aristophanic satire. I chose 
seven satirical topics, including involvement in legal activity, and counted how often 
each topic was associated with a named, contemporary individual in Aristophanes’ 
eleven extant plays. Having carried out some simple statistics, it is possible to compare 
legal satire with other satirical topics, and so gauge the audience’s interest in legal 
matters.^® Graph 3.A below quantifies the degree to which individuals are attacked for 
being associated with the legal activity, in comparison to involvement in politics, 
physical characteristics and artistic endeavour (Graphs 3.B-D below).^^

^  The theoretical justification and methodology for this quantitative approach are outhned in Appendix 
1.1 carried out this quantitative analysis before I decided to focus this research solely on judicial activity 
(see p.9). Consequently the legal satire referred to here includes both judicial and legislative activity.

These graphs express in graphical form the information complied in Tables 12-16 of the Statistical 
Appendix. The absolute total values for each variable in each data set has been turned into a percentage 
of the total values of each variable. This then allows values to be compared across the data sets.
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Graph A: Total Number of Legal Jokes (%) in the Plays of Aristophanes
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Graph B: Total Number of Political Jokes (%) in the Plays of Aristophanes
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Graph C: Total Number of Physical Jokes (%) in the Plays of Aristophanes
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Graph D; Total Number of Artistic Jokes (%) in the Plays of Aristophanes
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Graph 3: Total Number of Jokes in tlie Plays oi Aristophanes

Firstly, individuals are perceived to be involved in legal activity in all the plays bar one. 

There are some variations, but given that the nature of the statisties being dealt with 
here, it is unwise to place too great a significance on these variations.^- Nevertheless 

some suggestions can be offered. The relatively high value (29%) in the Wasps is 

hardly surprising, given that this play explores the role and function of the jury courts. 
A similar trend can be seen in other plays, where the category of satirical attack with 
the highest value corresponds with the theme that dominates the play.^3 sim ilarly the 

relatively high value in i\\Q Acharnians is probably the result of the distorting influence 

of Aristophanes’ legal battle with C leon.^T he failure of any individual to be satirised 

for legal involvement in the Thesmophoriazusae has been commented on above. On the 

basis of Graph 3.A (p.33 above), it is possible to suggest that the ridicule of individuals 

on stage for their involvement in legal activity had comic potential and therefore was a 

consistent subject of interest to Aristophanes’ audience throughout the late and fifth and 

early fourth centuries. Secondly, those with a legal bent appear to be no more or no less 

a subject of ridicule than individuals that are satirised for any other reason. Graph 4

See Table 13 in tlie Statistical Appendix. For instance in the Acharnians 1 have arrived at a total value 
of 12 for the legal variable, in the Knights, 8, wliich, when expressed as percentages, give the figures 
24% and 19%. In other words, the percentages are derived from small absolute total values. See Floud
(1979) 42-51 on the advmitages mid problems in turning absolute totals into percentage totals.

In the Birds, where many individuals are likened to Birds (see especially Av. 1292-1299), tlie physical 
variable has the highest total value (46%); in the Knights, where politics is a key tlienie, the political 
variable (30% ); in the Frogs, concerned with tragedy, the artistic variable (32%). See Tables 12, 15 and 
16 in the Statistical Appendix.
^  See p.24.
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below shows that, on average, when all the plays are taken together, audiences were just 

as likely to find legal satire funny as they were political, physical, sexual, military or 

artistic satire.

Average Total Number of Jokes <%) in Plays of Arlstopfianes

M ean 
= 14 m

Physic. Art. Sexual W./P.

Graph 4: Average Total Number of Jokes in the Plays of Aristophanes

It seems that portraying Hyperbolus as a habitual litigant was Just as likely to raise a 

laugh as cracking jokes about Cleonymus’ size, his shield abandoning tendencies or his 

questionable sexual preferences.^^

It is one thing to conclude that mass, citizen audiences found legal jokes 

amusing and, by extrapolation, were interested in legal matters; it is quite another to 

attempt to locate the nature and significance of that interest. The second interpretative 

key seeks to locate the significance of judicial activity within the Aristophanic world. 

Given that Aristophanes refracts Athenian society through a prism of distortion, 

exaggeration, fantasy and inversion, it is impossible to read directly from the on-stage 

to the off-stage w orld .^  On the other hand, the Aristophanic world possesses its own 

internal consistency or ‘comic l o g i c . I  think the political cartoons of Steve Bell, who 

draws for the Guardian, offer an interesting analogy. Ever since John Major became 

Prime Minister, Steve Bell has represented John Major as wearing his underpants on the 

outside of his suit trousers (see Figure 4). It would be disastrous to read directly from 

the satirical fantasy of the cartoon into political reality: the cartoons are not a reliable 

source of information on the Prime Minister’s sartorial style. On the other hand, Steve 

B ell’s cartoons possess an internal consistency: John Major is always depicted as 

wearing his underwear outside his trousers. I have attempted to locate the significance 

of judicial activity within the Aristophanic world in Chapter 3. The plays must be read 

first and foremost as plays, possessing their own internal dramatic momentum and

On Hyperbolus as a litigant, see definitely: Ar.Ac/r845-6, Nub.S14-6, VespAOOS, Ran.550-79, Eupolis 
fr.l93  K-A; probably: E q .1362-3, AW;. 1061, Pax 679-92, 922, 1319. See Storey (1989) for an excellent 
analysis of the comic portrayal of Cleonymus.

See pp.28-9 on the festival licence of comedy and pp.30-1 on the tliird approach to analysing 
Aristoplianes.

1 have borrowed the phrase ‘comic logic’ from Pat Easterling.
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‘logic.’ In Chapter 3, attention will be paid to the dramatic momentum of the whole 
play, to the position of judicial activity within that dramatic momentum and to the 
associations that are coupled with judicial activity. I believe it is possible to identify a 
consistent representation of judicial activity within the Aristophanic world and there is 
evidence that other playwrights similarly focused on judicial activity.

The third interpretative key is to bring off-stage evidence from the period to 
bear on comic society, to provide an alternative picture of agreement or dissent.^^ If 
comic society is distinct from the off-stage world, with its own internal ‘logic,’ then it 
is possible to translate impressions from on-stage to off-stage only by interpreting and 

verifying on-stage images in the light of off-stage evidence. Again taking Steve Bell’s 
portrayal of John Major, we are able to interpret this comic image when we remember 
that super-heroes, from Superman onwards, are depicted as wearing their underpants on 
outside their trousers and that the Y-front is the epitome of male tastelessness in attire. 
The juxtaposition of super-hero dress sense and the Y-front instantly undermines John 
Major’s credibility as a politician and as an individual. We can interpret the comic 
image only by utilising information from beyond the comic-strip, which the cartoonist 
presupposes that his readers posses. This necessity of using off-stage evidence to 
interpret on-stage images was also emphasised to me when I watched the reaction of a 
group of Kenyan students to the play Betrayal in the City by the Kenyan playwright 
Francis Imbuga. As an outsider to Kenyan culture, I found it was possible to 

comprehend why on-stage images were funny to the Kenyan audience only by utilising 
evidence from beyond the theatre. The play centres around the activities of the 
character Boss, the president of Kafira, a fictitious post-colonial, African state and his 
cousin and henchman Mulili. At one point Mulili comes to Boss to discuss with him the 
workings of a government committee:

Mulili Boss, you are cousin and I tells you this. Things have spoil. Don’t trust 
anybody, not even me.

Boss You talk straight or go back to the meeting. I put you on committee for 
obvious reasons and I expect you to report directly to me if something 
should seem to be going wrong. What is the matter?

Mulili I can’t believe it even now. It is a big ugly matter I tells you. Do you 
know Kabito? He be like Jere.

Boss I know many Kabitos.
Mulili 1 am saying the one on the entertain committee.
Boss What about him?
Mulili That one, he be a green grass in the snake.^^

Mulili’s italicised line produced an explosion of laughter from the Kenyan audience, 
while to us this line may appear as little more than poor English. Imbuga has made such

See Crichton (1991-3), in which I attempted to compare on-stage images for the age of Attic jurors 
with off-stage evidence.

Imbuga (1976) 61-2 (italics mine).
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malapropisms a consistent feature in his portrayal of Mulili, which indicates he 
intended his audience to read off and construct an attribute of Mulili’s character from 
these linguistic/(2MJC pas. We, on the other hand draw a total blank, because we do not 
share the same cultural framework as the writer and his audience. But it is possible for 

us to understand the joke if we bring evidence from the off-stage world to bear on the 
comic construct. The humour revolves around Imbuga’s manipulation of his audience’s 
knowledge of English. On the one hand they can congratulate themselves that they have 
spotted the incorrect English idiom,'̂ ® and thus can construct the character of Mulili, the 

typical politician of post-colonial, sub-Saharan Africa, who owes his appointment to 
family and tribal connections rather than a b i l i t y O n  the other hand, the joke is 
dangerously close to home, the command of English possessed by members of the 
audience is may be little better than that of Mulili."̂  ̂But as they are only listening to the 

play, there is no danger that this inadequacy will be exposed.

The comic images within the Aristophanic world are as alien to us as Imbuga’s 
from post-colonial Kenya. Therefore it is essential we bring extra-theatrical evidence to 
bear on these images when considering possible ways in which the audience interpreted 
and interacted with the drama of the on-stage world. Consequently Chapter 4 examines 
attitudes to judicial activity in the Attic Orators and then compares and contrasts the 
these images with those from the stage. In Chapters 5 and 6, the comic analysis of the 
impact of rhetorical education in the jury courts and the debate on the democratic 
judicial system is again subjected to the control of evidence from beyond the theatre. I 
do not pretend these interpretative keys offer a definitive model for interpreting 
Aristophanes. They are an attempt to utilise the plays of Aristophanes as a source for 

Athenian popular attitudes to judicial activity, while recognising the contradictory 
aspects of Aristophanic comedy.

All Kenyan school children are taught in a some what mechanical fashion the use of English idioms as 
part of their education.

For an example of this tendency, see Harden (1990) 68-69, where he hnks the 160% increase in public 
sector employment by post-colonial, sub-Saharan governments since independence with the ties of family 
loyalties and gives the following example from Ghana: ‘Ghana’s Cocoa Marketing Board employed 
105,000 persons to handle a crop half as large as that which 50,000 people handled more efficiently in 
1965. Jobs have been parcelled out, by and large, along kinship networks. ’

1 quote an example of the written English of an audience member: ‘please if you succeed try to your 
level best to get a sponsor for me as its somewhat tough to rise air ticket from my family.’



Judicial Activity in the Plays of Aristophanes

AA. EucpTiueTv xpfi K a l  (jToua K^eieii/ k q i  uapTupicoi/ anexeaOai, 
k q I  t q  S i K O K T T T i p i a  a \ J Y K X e i € L i / ,  0 1 Ç  fi  n o A i ç  n 5 e  Y € y T | @G i / ,  

em KQLi/aTaiv 8' euTuxiaiaiy naicovi^eiu t o  deaipov.
Sausage-Seller; It is necessary to speak fair and to close one’s mouth and to abstain from being a witness 
and close up the courts, which the city rejoices in,
and for the theatre to sing the paean for new found prosperity. (Aii.Eq. 1316-8).

The Athens of the Aristophanic imagination is a city so characterised by judicial 
activity that the two have virtually become synonymous: an Aristophanic Athenian 
must be engaged injudicial activity, the man engaged in judicial activity must be an 
Athenian. At the beginning of the Birds, Peisetaerus contrasts the seasonal chirping of 
cicadas with the perpetual judicial duelling of the Athenians: ‘for as the cicadas sing on 
the branches for a month or two, so the Athenians always sing at dikai for all their 
l i v e s . I n  the Ecclesiazusae, Praxagora expounds the benefits of her proposed 
egalitarian society by negating the characteristics of contemporary Athens such as 
crime, hardship and judicial activity:

où y a p  ETL TQÎÇ To^pûaLV aÙTTÎv oLoypà ô p â v
ECTQl TO XOLTTÔV. OÙÔQ|io{j ÔÈ liOpTUpEÎV,

OÙ aUKOCpaVTELV....
p f |  \ c o T T O ô i J T f i a a L ,  p n  (p 9 o v e l v  t o l ç  ï ï / V n c r L o v ,

| in y u p v o v  eI v OL lin TTÊVnTQ linÔEVa,
pf|  A.OLÔopELa8aL, pn ' v E y u p a ( ô | i E v o v  (pépEiv.

For it will not be possible in future for bold men to do shameful things to her (the 
city): nowhere to witness, nor to be sycophantic....nor to steal clothes, nor to be 
envious of those near, nor to be naked, nor for anyone to be poor, nor to rail at 
one another, nor to have one’s goods taken as security.2

The Athens of the Aristophanic imagination is characterised by its judicial activity,
which takes the form of both litigation and jury-service. Fictitious characters are
portrayed as fully conversant with the persona of the litigant. Dicaeopolis, Bdelycleon
and Peisetaerus all assume the role of litigant in on-stage d isp u tesw h ile  many other

 ̂ ‘oi uev Yop OÙV xeTTiYeç ei/a utiv t) 8{io em icoi/ KpaScou a6o\ja', ’AOni/aToi 6' a el em tcov 8ikcov 
ç8o\jctl navia lov piov. ’ (Ar.Av.39-41). See pp.40-1 for the two heroes’ flight from Athenian 
htigiousness in the Birds.
 ̂M.Eccl.56Q-2, 565-7. See also 439-40 and 452-3, for contemporary Athens characterised by judicial 

activity. For on-stage characters’ frequent jury service, see p.46n.61. See pp.46-7 on the absence of 
judicial activity in Praxagora’s egalitarian society.

 ̂ See Dicaeopolis before the chorus of Acharnians (Ar.Ac/i.364-5, where his encounter before the 
Acharnians is called a dike and 374-5, where Dicaeopolis talks about the vindictiveness of old jurors);
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fictitious characters refer to judicial procedures with which they are associated."  ̂The 

very epitome of a litigant, the sycophant, is presumed to be a peculiarly Athenian 
phenomenon.^ It is an assumed norm of the Aristophanic world that any group of 
Athenians will also be jurors. In the Peace, the Athenian delegation within the 
panhellenic chorus is rebuked by Hermes for their failure to help in the rescue of the 
goddess Peace because: ‘you do nothing else except ju d g e .In  the Clouds, Strepsiades 
doubts that the map which he is shown accurately represents Athens ‘since 1 don’t see 
seated jurors’,̂  while Tereus in the Birds presumes that Peisetaerus and Euelpides must 
be jurors because they are Athenians.^ This connection between Athenian citizenship 
and jury service receives its most colourful and sustained treatment in the Wasps, 
whose plot revolves around the mania for jury service which grips Philocleon and his 
choral colleagues.^ When the focus shifts from fictitious characters to the on-stage 

representations of off-stage individuals, judicial activity features predominantly in their 
presentation. For example, a variety of court cases which are purported to have taken 
place in the off-stage law court are referred to on-stage, *̂  ̂while off-stage individuals 
are satirised on-stage for their involvement injudicial activity.

In whatever direction one looks in the world of Aristophanes, Athens is a city 
where judicial activity is prevalent. In Chapter 2, 1 advanced, as a second key for 
interpreting Aristophanes, the importance of understanding the position of judicial 
activity within the on-stage world, given the distinct and separate nature of the on-stage

Bdelycleon speaking on behalf of Labes in the Trial of the Dog (Viejp.949-81) and Peisetaerus debating 
with Poseidon about inheritance law (see pp.51-2).
 ̂For example, see each of the on-stage sycophants (see p.48), the Sausage-seller and Paphlagon (see 

p.43nn.42, 43), Strepsiades (on his legal battles with his creditors, see p.91, for his readiness to take an 
assailant to court, see NubA9^-96), the Young Man and the three Old Women (see p.l6n.29) and the 
threats by on-stage characters to bring a graphe hubreos, see p.28n.38.
 ̂Ar.AcA.829,900-4: the Theban wants to import a uniquely Athenian product to Athens, so Dicaeopohs 

suggests a sycophant; Av.1694-1705: the fantastic and distant race of 'Tongue-to Belly race 
(eyyXwTToyaaTopwi/ yevog)’ living ‘in Accusatia, near Clepsydra (ev Oai/aîai npoç lü KÀeijju8pg)% 
transpire to sycophants who make a living in the Athenian courts, the location been given away by the 
references to klepsudra and Attica. See Dunbar (1995) 740-44 for further details.

yap aKKo Spare nXpv 5iKa(eie’ (Ar.For 505 with Platnauer (1981) 113-4 and Sommerstein 
(1985) 156 on the nature of the pun here).
 ̂‘enel SiKaaiàç oùx ôpw KaOnuevouç’ (Ar.//«A.206-8).
 ̂Ar.Av. 107-9.
 ̂See Chapter 6.

See Cleon’s prosecution of Aristophanes (see p.24); Alcibiades’ prosecution of Thucydides son of 
Melesias (Ar.AcA.703-12, Pcfp.946-8); Phaeax’s escape from the death penalty (Eg'. 1377-80); the 
prosecution of Dracontides, Laches, a Samian resident and Philippus (Vesp.151, 240-1, 287-9, 894-994, 
281-3,421); potential or actual prosecutions of Pericles and Pheidias (Pax 605-8); Callias’ sufferings at 
the hands of sycophants (Av.284-6); prosecutions of Cleophon, Theramenes and the Arginusae generals 
(Ea/z.684-5, 968-70, 1195-6); the prosecution of Aristoxenus and Pamphilus (F lut.114-5, with 
p.57n.l27).
 ̂̂  See Graph 3. A on p.33 for the total number of legal jokes made about named, off-stage individuals in 

the plays of Aristophanes; and Tables 1-11 in the Statistical Appendix for lists of individuals who are 
satirised for their involvement in legal activity in each play by Aristophanes.
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world in relation to off-stage reality. 12 Therefore the focus of this chapter is to 

understand the position of these prevalent images of judicial activity within the on-stage 
world of three plays, the Birds, Knights and the Ecclesiazusae. These plays have been 
selected because they were performed at the beginning, middle and end of 
Aristophanes’ career and so offer a representative sample from the age of 

Aristophanes. Secondly the position of judicial activity within the on-stage world of 
other comic writers contemporary with Aristophanes will be contrasted with images 
derived from the Aristophanic world. Having understood the position of judicial 
activity within the on-stage world. Chapter 4 moves beyond the theatre and compares 

on-stage image with off-stage reality.

It is possible to produce a generalised Aristophanic plot structure on the basis of 
Aristophanes’ eleven extant plays.̂ "̂  The hero of an Aristophanic play is frequently an 
archetypal ‘ordinary man’: an aged, Athenian citizen from the cou n trysid e .H e is 
oppressed by a contemporary aspect of Athenian life and so conceives of a brilliant idea 
to liberate himself from this oppression which he realises through fantastical wish- 
fulfilment.i^ Often his brilliant idea is opposed, for instance by the chorus or another 
character, who must be won over to the hero’s side before his brilliant idea can be 
realised. The remainder of the play is then devoted to the working out of the hero’s 
idea. The hero enters into a fantastical paradise of vigorous self-assertion, culinary 
delights, revelry, bibulous bounty and sexual gratification.H e is able to beat up and 
banish with impunity any quacks and charlatans who should attempt to muscle in on his

See pp.34-5 on the second interpretative key.
The Knights was produced in 424, the Birds in 414, the Ecclesiazusae in 392.
On a generalised plot structure, see Dover (1972) 30-48, Ussher (1979) 6-12, Handley (1985) 356, 

Sifakis (1992). There are obvious dangers in talking about ‘a generalised Aristophanic plot structure’, 
since it is impossible to produce an account which will fully encompass the plot of each play. The 
statements in the account which follows will be supported by references from the Peace, while an almost 
identical account, with reference to the Clouds and the Acharnians, can be found on p. 103.

Trygaeus introduces himself to Hermes as a vine-grower from the rural deme of Athmonum {Ai.Pax 
190) and is described as both presbutes and geron (856, 860). On the phrase ‘ordinary man’ see Dover 
(1996) 369, quoted on p.30n.53.

Trygaeus is sickened by the war and so conceives of the brilliant idea of flying to heaven on a dung- 
beetle to interrogate Zeus about the fate of the Greeks {Ax.Pax 54-179). When he arrives, he finds the 
goddess Peace in a pit and so determines to rescue her (221-6, 289-361,426-7).

Trygaeus firstly has to avoid War and his miitions (Ar.Pax 236-288), then win Hermes over to his side 
(362-425) and finally unite the Panhellenic Chorus to pull Peace out of the pit (459-519).

Almost two thirds of the play (839 lines out of a total of 1359) is devoted to Trygaeus’ enjoyment of 
Peace. Trygaeus, and then the chorus with him, welcome Peace, Fullfruit and Showtime with a lavish 
description of the good things which are associated with Peace {Ai.Pax 520-600). Trygaeus and all the 
Greeks then enjoy these blessings (e.g. feasting, sex, the countryside, vintage, social harmony), 
cumulating in Trygaeus’ marriage to Fullfruit and his return to the country (1316-59). See Reckford 
(1987) 3-13 for further details.
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fantastical paradise.From  the above analysis, one can suggest that the Aristophanic 
world consists of two opposing domains: a representation of contemporary Athens and 
the comic hero’s fantastical paradise; and that the dramatic momentum of the play 
consists of the hero’s progress out of the former into the latter. Utilising this 
structuralist framework, it is possible to construct a series of polar associations which 
characterise these two opposing domains. Common polar associations include urbanity 
and rusticity, intellectualism and innate wisdom, deprivation and culinary delights, old 
age and rejuvenation, political activity and manual labour, novel faddishness and 
traditional culture, sexual deviance and sexual exuberance with the former 

characterising contemporary Athens and the later the fantastical paradise.^^ Therefore, 
to understand the position of judicial activity within the on-stage world, it is necessary 
to identify within which domain judicial activity is located, oppressive contemporary 
Athens or the fantastical paradise and to comprehend any reasons for this position. In 
this latter regard, it will be particularly helpful to look at modes of judicial behaviour 
rather than judicial practice per se, with particular reference to the presentation of the 
sycophant. In this way, we will hopefully arrive at a closer understanding of the 
resonances and impressions which were attached to judicial activity in the minds of 
Aristophanes’ audience.

Within the Aristophanic world, and within the three plays under investigation in 
particular, judicial activity is consistently located within the oppressive domain of 
contemporary Athens. Indeed, in the BW j, judicial activity is the oppressive aspect of 
contemporary Athens from which the comic hero escapes into a fantastical paradise 
from which judicial activity is absent.^i The two heroes of the Birds, Peisetaerus and 
Euelpides, are two full blooded Athenian citizens, correctly registered with their genos 
and phule and loyal to their city.^2 But they are fleeing from Athens because they are 

wearied by the Athenians’ constant engagement in judicial activity, indeed they go as 
far as to state that they are jurorphobics.23 They are looking for a po lls  which is

Hierocles is stripped and beaten {kx.Pax 1119-26), the Arms-Dealer, Helmet-Maker and Spear-Maker 
are soundly mocked (1210-64), and Lamachus’ son, on account of his militaristic choral repertoire, is 
banished from Trygaeus’ marriage feast (1265-97).
2® On polar associations in Aristophanes, in this instance with regard to the Clouds, see Whitman (1964) 
126-7, Dover (1968a) lix-lxxiii, Segal (1996b) 164-5. Dover and Whitman point out that these polarities 
are by no means rigidly fixed.
2 1 1 have begun with an analysis of the Birds because it is clearly stated that judicial activity was the 
oppressive element in society from which the heroes were fleeing. Furthermore, given that judicial 
activity is not the central focus of the playwright’s attention in the Birds, his treatment of the subject 
may communicate subtle nuances which otherwise would have been lost in the vehemence of a full- 
frontal Aristophanic offensive, such as in the Wasps.
22 ArAv.33-7,123-6.
23 Flight from Athens: Ar.Av.27-48; disgust at judicial activity: p.37 above; jurorphobics: Av. 110-11. 
They are afraid of settling anywhere near the sea, lest the long arm of the Athenian law reaches them 
there, in the form of a summons-witness on board the Salaminia (145-7). On the two heroes’ flight from 
litigiousness within the plot of the Birds, see Dunbar (1995) 1-2.
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apragmon, ‘like a woolly blanket, soft to curl up in’.̂ "̂ In their idyll, the onlypragmata 
that Peisetaerus wishes to face is a neighbour demanding he turn up to the man’s 
wedding feast, or for Euelpides, receiving complaints from the father of an beautiful 
boy who he failed to seduce. ̂ 5 The two characters are weary of Athenian litigiousness 

and are in search of a city where judicial activity does not intrude into the good things 

of life.

Peisetaerus then conceives of his brilliant idea to construct a city in the clouds, 
the realisation of which launches him into a fantastical paradise. 6̂ Within 

Nephelokokkugia, Peisetaerus receives the gratification of every wish, cumulating in his 
marriage to Basileia and his apotheosis.^^ The absence of judicial activity characterises 
Peisetaerus’ new foundation. So Peisetaerus is able violently to banish all quacks and 
charlatans who come to Nephelokokkugia,'^^ impervious to their threats of legal 
action.29 His expulsion of the sycophant, the personification of judicial activity, from 
Nephelokokkugia is particularly significant in this regard.^o In an alternative vision to 
Peisetaerus’ Nephelokokkugia, life among the Birds is characterised as an archaic idyll, 
a life which is non-polupragmon?^ The Birds live a scattered existence rather than 
centralised in a polis?'^ They are unfamiliar with speech and so are easily persuaded by

‘coanep aiaupav eYKaiaKKii/Tii/at. pia\OaKrii' ’ (ArAv. 120-22, see also 42-5). In Aristophanes, ta 
pragmata and their absence, apragmata, often denote the presence or absence of political activity, 
particularly judicial. See Ehrenberg (1947) 54-55, Carter (1986) 82-87, Dunbar (1995) 151.

Ar.Av. 129-142, noting the use of pragmata at 128 and 135 and kakos at 143. See Dunbar (1995) 174, 
177-8.

Peisetaerus has his brilliant idea to build Nephelokokkugia (Ar.Av. 162-93), is opposed by the Birds 
(305-405) but wins them over (466-635) and initiates the building of the city (837-45, 1122-63).

Peisetaerus’ power and pre-eminence increases as the play progresses. He begins as an adviser to the 
Birds, enamoured with their way of life (324, 412-414), but later on is described as archon (1123) and 
even tyrannos (1708) over the Birds, as well as being awarded exceptional honours and a crown by men 
(1274-5). Peisetaerus is finally able to outwit the gods themselves (1565ff), gains sovereignty from Zeus 
(1631) and access to Zeus’ store of thunderbolts through his marriage to Basileia (1706-19), thus 
becoming ‘O highest of gods’ (w Saiuovcov uTrepTaie 1765). On the theological implications of 
Peisetaerus’ apotheosis, see Dunbar (1995) 12-14.

Ar.Av.989-91, 1017-20, 1029-34, 1043-57, 1464-9. On the arrival of these charlatans, see Dunbar 
(1995) 520.

Following Sommerstein’s hue attributions (Sommerstein (1987), the Inspector appeals for witnesses 
when he is beaten (Ar.Av.l031) and subsequently serves a summons on Peisetaerus for a graphe hubreos, 
for which he is thrashed afresh by Peisetaerus (1046-53). Dunbar (1995) 566 and 572 suggests that lines 
1046-7, the graphe hubreos summons, should be attributed to the decree-seller and that lines 1049-50, an 
Athenian decree describing the penalty for driving out an Athenian archon, should be attributed to the 
Inspector.

ArAv. 1410-69 and pp.48-51 for further details
Ar.Av.471 with Dunbar (1995) 325. The archaic nature of life among the Birds can be seen the 

description of their laws as ‘OeapoL oipxaioi ’, rather than nomoi (331 with Ael.V'.//.8.10 and Dunbar 
(1995) 264), their preference for the more archaic medium of the Theogony (685-736 with Dunbar 
(1995) 428-58 for details of its archaic vocabulary), their lack of settled existence and unfamiliarity with 
speech (see next two notes).
32 ArAv.227-62,1088-1101
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Peisetaerus’ skilful rhe tor i c . They  offer the audience an alternative paradise to 
Peisetaerus’ Nephelokokkugia, in which fundamental socio-political norms can be 
transgressed and basic desires g r a t i f i e d . 3 4  Therefore the dramatic momentum of the 

Birds  propels the two heroes out of contemporary Athens, a domain riddled with 

oppressive judicial activity; and into Nephelokokkugia and life among the Birds, 
domains which are characterised by the absence of judicial activity, an abundance of 
pleasures and archaic simplicity

The position of judicial activity within the on-stage world of the Knights is 
similar to that of the Birds. The Aristophanic world of the Knights is polarised between 
the domain of contemporary Athens, characterised by corrupt politicians and a gullible 
Demos; and a fantastical paradise, in which corrupt politicians are reformed or banished 
and Demos is rejuvenated. In the former domain, political life is dominated by 
Paphlagon, whom the audience is encouraged from an early point to recognise as a 
satirical portrayal of Cleon.^^ Paphlagon is depicted as a flattering, cowardly, thieving 
politician, who terrorises his opponents into submission with his shouting, screaming 
style of oratory, slanderous attacks and naked violence.^^ The comic conflict in the play 
revolves around the successful bid by the Sausage-seller to vanquish Paphlagon. The 
Sausage-seller achieves his victory, not by introducing a more upright brand of political 
behaviour, but by using the same political tricks, shamelessly trumping Paphlagon at 
every turn.^  ̂ The object of these two rival politicians’ affections is Demos, the

The Birds have learnt to speak only because Tereus has taught them (Ar.Av. 199-200), in the past they 
have never opposed Tereus (385) and by 539ff are persuaded by Peisetaerus’ rhetoric. For Peisetaerus as 
a skilful speaker, see his donning of a speaker’s garland (463-4 with Dunbar (1995) 320), praise for his 
speaking (421-30, compare with Nub.2&) and see Dunbar (1995) 298-9) and the many references to logoi 
in the agon (in 415-33 Xoyoo. and Xeyeiv are mentioned some nine times, including four times in the last 
three hnes, see Sommerstein (1987) 223. See also 437,462,465, 539).

Life among the Birds encourages acts which are ‘shameful according to (human) custom (aiaxpa 
uoiacp)’, such as father-beating, harbouring of runaway slaves, enfranchisement of slaves and foreigners 
and a hcense for treason (ArAv.753-69), while the possession of wings permits the effortless gratification 
of basic desires for food, defecation and ilhcit sex (785-800).

The relationship between litigious Athens, Peisetaerus’ Nephelokokkugia and life among the Birds is 
in fact more complex then has been suggested here. These complexities will be examined further on 
pp.51-2.

Paphlagon is coupled with the tanning of leather right at the start of the play, see Ar.Eg.44. See 
Edmunds (1987), Dover (1972) 89, Sommerstein (1981) 2-3, Reckford (1987) 113ff on the satire of 
Cleon in the Knights.

Flattery: Ar.Eg.266ff, 654ff, 725ff; cowardice: 389-90, 1054-6; thieving: 77ff, 103, 249, 258f, 296, 
311-12,326,39Iff, 716-8; pohtical monopoly: 50ff, 351-2; style of oratory: 274,286,304ff, 351-2,487, 
626; slander: 288,490-1; violence: 363 (to boule) 365ff (to Sausage-seller).

Paphlagon repeatedly draws attention to this fact, even he cannot believe that he is being outstripped at 
his own game, while the chorus are similarly amazed (Ar.Eg.300f, 300, 409-10, 683ff, 1206). For the 
Sausage-seller’s shameless assimilation of Paphlagon’s methods, see the following references: low birth 
and upbringing: 180ff, 333-334; oratory: 285-7,468ff, 641-2; flattery: 642ff, 658, and in the wooing of 
Demos from 725 onwards; violence: 356-8,365ff, 451ff; robbery: 298-99,417ff, 778, 1199.
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personification of the Athenian citizen body.^  ̂Under Paphlagon’s influence. Demos 
has been denied the countryside and the good things of life.'̂ ® In terms of political 
decision making. Demos is depicted as the gullible victim of the outrageous flattery that 
both Paphlagon and the Sausage-seller foist upon him."̂  ̂ In the Knights, political 
corruption, poor decision-making and privation pervade the domain of contemporary 
Athens.

Judicial activity is not only a part of the domain of contemporary Athens, but 
litigation is portrayed as a key weapon in the arsenal of the corrupt politician. 
Paphlagon is depicted bringing or threatening to bring endless legal actions against his 
enemies (e.g. the Sausage-seller, Demosthenes, the Knights) or against unsuspecting 
individuals (e.g. outgoing officials, apragmon citizens).^^ The Sausage-seller is 

similarly prepared to use litigation as a weapon against Paphlagon."^  ̂The politicians are 
able to utilise the courts for political ends because their provision of jury-pay buys 
influence in the law courts. Paphlagon constantly reminds Demos that it is he, 
Paphlagon, who provides him with his three obols daily payment for jury service, 
which he prophesies could rise to five obols according to the oracles.^4 When 
Paphlagon is set upon by the Knights, he calls on the aged jurors to rescue him, stating 
that both he and they belong to the same phratria, implying that their interests are 
linked.45 Having been rejuvenated. Demos rejects with horror a characteristic scenario 
from his pre-rejuvenation days: an advocate who requests a conviction in return for 
j u r y - p a y J u d i c i a l  activity, in the form of litigation and jury service, is clearly 
portrayed as part of the corrupt political establishment which characterises 
contemporary Athenian politics before Demos’ rejuvenation.

The audience is told about Demos at Ar.Eg.40-3 but he does not appear on stage until 725, when 
Paphlagon and the Sausage-seller engage in a contest of flattery before Demos (725-1252).
^  He has been shut up in the city, his diet has been so poor that the news of anchovies is greeted with 
ecstasy by the boule and every peace overture is dismissed (Ar.Eg.792-76,642-7).

Although Demos is described as being ‘as open-mouthed as a man chewing figs’ when he steps onto 
the Pnyx (Kexni/ei/ coanep eiino5i(wi/ îaxaSaç (Ar.Eg.755 tr. Sommerstein) and see Neil (1901) 107 
and Sommerstein (1981) 182-3 on translating this passage). Demos himself declares that he wears his 
imbecility like a mask, allowing politicians to ride the gravy train for a while, only to then knock them 
off (1121-30).

Paphlagon makes the following accusations and charges: conspiracy against the state: Ar.Eg.255,475- 
77, 626ff (attacking the Knights), 862; endexis: 278-9; phasis: 300-303; sacrilege: 445-6; theft: 828-30; 
bribery: 442; dokimasia: 875-7; euthynai: 259ff, 824-6; agsânst apragmon citizens: 264. The legitimacy 
of these cases are often undermined by the farcical nature of the charge (278-9, 300-303) and by 
Paphlagon’s own admission that notions of right and wrong are irrelevant (256,800).

The Sausage-seller makes the following charges against Paphlagon: endexis: Ar Eg.280-81 ; 
cowardice: 368; evading military service: 443; theft: 443; tyrannical descent: 447. Again the seriousness 
of these charges are often undermined by their farcical content (443,447).
^  Ar.Eg.50,796-800,1019. On jury pay and judicial theory, see Chapter 6.

Ar. Eg.255-7 with Sommerstein (1981) 156 for ties between members of & phratria. Paphlagon states 
that he ‘feeds (gocKeii/)’ the jurors, suggesting they are in some sense dependent on him (Neil (1901) 
40).
^  AiEq. 1338-62 (quoted on p.45).
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Aristophanes does not leave his audience with such a deeply depressing 
analysis, but radically reverses the direction of the drama with the rejuvenation of 
Demos in the last scene of the play.'̂  ̂ The Sausage-seller’s action of boiling down 
Demos showers the on-stage world with blessing. Demos is rejuvenated back to the 
period of the early fifth century, re-creating the aura of a blessed golden age."̂  ̂
Harmony is restored at all levels: strife within the internal political body of Athens is 
b a n i s h e d , 4 9  the panhellenic benevolent supremacy of Athens is proclaimed,^ and the 
political leadership now guarantees security within the Athenian Empire.^! There is a 
radical shift in the political agenda, elevating traditional virtues in opposition to the new 

intellectual teaching, ensuring the rowers are paid and guaranteeing fairness in the call- 
up p r o c e d u r e . ^ 2  Demos is presented with a surfeit of good things. Against the backdrop 

of a lavish religious festival, he is granted peace, a return to the country, an abundance 
of sexual delights and feasting in the Prytaneum, while the streets are filled with the 
savour of sacrificial meat.^  ̂The concluding lines of the Knights drip with the honey of 
sensual gratification, internal and external stability and the return of sanity.

Within the fantastical world of Demos’ rejuvenation, judicial activity is 

banished or absent. It is implied that in some sense judicial activity pollutes the 
religious festival that the Sausage-seller proclaims.^ The Sausage-seller announces the 
normal procedure of closing the jury courts for the duration of the festival.^^ But he 
also heralds the arrival of Demos, who is described as smelling not of mussel-shells, 
which were used as voting counters in the law courts, but of peace-libations and 
myrrh.^^ The implication appears to be that judicial activity pollutes the festival

From AxEq. 1316 onwards.
For rejuvenation see Ar.Egr. 1321 with Crichton (1991-3) 67-70. Demos’ early fifth century identity is 

stressed by his dress (1331-2), behaviour (1375-87) and companions (1325). On the golden age, the 
phrases ‘violet-crowned’ (1323) and ‘gleaming’ (1329), apphed to Demos, were first attributed to Athens 
by Pindar (fr.76) and were one of the Athenians’ favourite eulogies for their city (see Neil (1901) 172, 
Sommerstein (1981) 215).

The Sausage-seller’s influence is seen as totally benevolent (Ar.Eg.1319, 1322) while the mahgnant 
Paphlagon is banished to the city gates to trade sausages (1395-1409).
^  Athens/Demos is desoibed as monarchos and basileus of the Hellenes (Ar.Eg. 1330,1333).

The Sausage-seller is hailed as ‘defender of the islands’ (laîç i/ticolç èniKoxjpoç. Ar.Eg.l319).
52 ArEg. 1367-1383.
53 Religious festival: next note; peace in the form of libations/peace treaties and as two young girls: 
1331, 1388ff; return to the country: 1394-5; sexual delights: homosexual (1384-7), heterosexual (1390- 
1); feasting: in the Prytaneum (1404-6) and in the streets (1320).
54 See ArEg. 1316-18 (quoted at the beginning of this chapter). The expressions ‘speak fair’ and ‘sing 
the paean’ were used at the beginning of a religious rite (see Ar. Ac/i.237, 241; Nub. 263; Vesp. 868 and 
Sommerstein (1981) 215).
55 For closing the courts during a religious festival see \Xcn.]Ath.Pol3.S and Ar.7Vwh.620.
5  ̂See Ar.Eg.1331-2. On the use of mussel shells in courts, see Ai.Vesp.333,349 and Neil (1901) 174, 
Sommerstein (1981) 216.
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celebrating Demos’ rejuvenation.^^ The Sausage-seller enlightens Demos as to the 
errors of his former ways,^ including the corruption within the judicial system arising 
from the self-serving attitude of the advocates and the greed of the jurors:

AA. NÛV 6f| cppaaov

’E a v  TLÇ eiTTTj P ü | i o \ ô y o ç  ^ u v f i y o p o g -
"OÙK eCTLV Û p î V  TOÎ Ç ÔLKaaTQLÇ dA. (pLTa,

et  pf |  K a T a y v c b a e a G e  t q u t t i v  ir\v  ô l k t i v " ,
TotJTOv TL ô p â a e L ç ,  eiTTe, t o v  ^ u v n y o p o v ;
AH. "Apaç p E T E w p o i /  elç t o  Papa8pov ep6aAw,

ÈK T o O  ^ â p u Y Y O ç  é K K p e p â c r a ç  ' Y T r e p B o ^ o v .

AA. T o u t l  [ièv ôp9ûç kol (ppovLpüç nôri Kéyeiç-

SAUSAGE-SELLER: Now tell me, if a certain low-down sunegoros says: ‘there 
are no barley-groats for you jury-men, if you will not condemn in this dike' Tell 
me, what will you do with this sunegorosl

DEMOS: Lifting him up in mid-air, I will throw him into the Barathron, hanging 
Hyperbolus round his neck.

SAUSAGE-SELLER: Now you are speaking rightly and s e n s i b l y . ^ ^

In the minds of both Demos and the Sausage-seller, corrupt modes of judicial behaviour 

from the domain of contemporary Athens have no place in the fantastical paradise of 
Demos’ rejuvenation. In the polarised on-stage world of the judicial activity is
located within the domain of contemporary Athens, characterised by political 
corruption and privations, and is absent from the fantastical paradise of Demos’ 
rejuvenation, a domain dripping with sensual delights, stability and the return of 

political sanity.

In her mock-assembly speech at the start of the Ecclesiazusae, Praxagora paints 
a damning picture of Athenian public life. She describes in depressing terms a city 

where endless debate produces policy which is rapidly reneged on, where the demos 
consistently chooses corrupt leaders, where political participation is motivated by pay 
and where economic hardship pervades the polis.^  Judicial activity is presented as but 
one of these woes under which Athens labours and from which Praxagora wishes to 

save the city, while her ‘ordinary’ citizens, such as Blepyrus and Chremes, are regulars

See Neil (1901) 171 and Sommerstein (1981) 214
58 At.A'̂ . 1337-64.
59 ArÆ’̂ . 1357-64.

For Praxagora's speech, see Ar.Ecc/.173-240, in which she criticises the demos’ appointment of 
poneroi to positions of political leadership, inability to follow policy, and their dependence on pay. See 
136-43 for rowdy assemblies and 408-26,815-29 (with Ussher (1973) 188-9 on the recent currency and 
taxation measures referred to here) for references to current economic problems. See Ussher (1973) xxix- 
XXX, Reckford (1987) 345-7 and Said (1996) 284-9 for further details. On the economic situation in 
Athens after the Peloponnesian War, see Mossé (1973) 12-17, Strauss (1986) 42-69, Taaffe (1993) 130-1.
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upon the jury-benches.^i Once control of the city has passed to the Women, Praxagora 
outlines to her husband and Chremes the wonders which will be bestowed upon them 
under the ‘new world order’. Praxagora’s scheme guarantees the end of poverty and 
hardship through the communisation of economic resources, which are then 
redistributed in the form of free food and possessions, while agricultural labour 
becomes the preserve of s l a v e s . ^ ^  Similarly personal relationships will be communised: 

every individual possesses the right to have sexual intercourse with any other, 
regardless of age or beauty, and all children are to be held in communal trust.^  ̂
Praxagora concludes her presentation of the new world order with a description of 
citizens returning from the communal feast, being seduced in accordance with the new 
laws of sexual interaction.^ Praxagora’s vision sees its realisation in Chremes’ ready 
subscription to the communisation of economic resources and in the heraldess’ 
summons to the lavish communal banquet, to which Blepyrus is urged at the close of 
the play.^  ̂The dramatic momentum of the play impels Praxagora and her family out of 

the political chaos and economic hardship of contemporary Athens and into a new 
world order of communal property and relationships, producing a fantastical paradise of 
leisured ease, culinary delights and sexual licence.^^ Judicial processes are clearly 
banished from this new world order. Blepyrus wonders with what one will pay fines 
from dikai if all property is now c om mu na lo n l y  to be informed by Praxagora that: 
‘but to begin with, there will not even be dikaV.^ Alarmed as ever, Blepyrus enquires 
how the repayment of debts will be enforced or how the assailant and thief will be 
brought to justice.^^ Praxagora enlightens him that there will be no private property to 

either lend or steal, while malefactors will be punished by a period of privation from the 
communal f e as t s . Th e  clearest statement on the absence of judicial activity from the 
new world order comes in the transformation of function undergone by the now

On judicial activity, see p.37. On Blepyrus’ and Chremes’jury service, see Ar.£'cc/.460,562-3,657-8. 
Ax.Eccl.590-610, 650-54. Reckford (1987) 347 provides a good summary of Praxagora’s scheme. On 

the intellectual and comic background to Praxagora’s new world order, see Ussher (1973) xiv-xx, 
particularly on the connections between Ecclesiazusae and the Republic. Reckford (1987) 347-51 
explores not only the intellectual background of Praxagora’s new world order, but also its psychological 
resonances. Foley (1977), Taaffe (1993) 103-133, and Saïd (1996) 299-309 focus on issues of gender and 
role reversal that the rule of the Women entails.
^  AxEccl.6\3-50.
^  ArjE’cc/.689-709.

See Ar.EccZ.730-833,834-52, 1112-82. Note the lavish descriptions of food and dining in the last two 
references.

The presentation of the new world order is in fact more ambivalent than this, with the interjections of 
the Citizen (Ar.£’cc/.746-835, 853-76) and the bizarre scene with the three Old Women (877-1111). See 
pp.53-4  ̂for further details
67 Ai.Eccl.655-6.
68 ou5è ÔiKQi npwTov eaoi/iai’ (Ai.Eccl.651).
69 Debts: Ar.£'cc/.658-9; assault {aikeia) and hubris: 662-4, with p.23n.39; thief (both and
anoSoxjv): 667-8.
79 Property: Ar.£"cc/.660-l, 667,668-71; privation from communal feasts: 665-6.
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redundant paraphernalia of justice. The Stoas and the law courts are to become the 
communal mess-halls; the bema is to be a sideboard for pots and pans and a dais from 
which a youth will recount the exploits of the brave and the shameful acts of the 
cowardly; and the kleroteria will be used to empanel the citizens to their dinners.'^i In 
the new world order of female rule, judicial activity is superfluous to such an extent that 
the former fora of judicial conflict can be transformed into mess-halls for the feted and 
feasted citizenry.

On the basis of the above analyses of the Birds, Knights and Ecclesiazusae, it is 

possible to argue that judicial activity occupies a consistent position within the 
Aristophanic world. Judicial activity is located within the domain of contemporary 
Athens, a domain characterised by such negative associations as war, political 
corruption, economic hardship and the loss of the good life. Not only is judicial activity 

located within this oppressive domain, but it is seen as one of these negative 
associations {Knights and Ecclesiazusae) or may even be the defining negative 
association of contemporary Athens {Birds), It is from this oppressive domain, 
including the oppression of judicial activity, that the comic hero desires liberation. The 
dramatic momentum of the Aristophanic world propels the hero into a fantastical 
paradise, within which he is elevated to an unparalleled position of pre-eminence to 
enjoy the blessings of peace, regained youth, unbridled sexuality, alcoholic and culinary 
delights. Judicial activity is often consciously absent and intentionally banished from 

this fantastical paradise which the hero creates, enters into and enjoys. This consistent 
presentation of judicial activity is discernible in at least a further four of Aristophanes’ 
extant plays. In the Acharnians of 425 and the Plutus of 388, sycophants are expelled 
from the hero’s fantastical paradise.^^ In the Wasps (422), the hero and his choral 
colleagues are gripped by a mania for jury-service which is described as a sickness 
(vÔQOç) and from which he must be c u r e d . the Peace of 421 jury service and

corrupt litigation characterise the time of war and are categorically absent the time of 
peace.T herefore, in the schema of polarities advanced above, judicial activity must 
be added to the list of negative associations characterising the domain of contemporary

ArÆ'cc/.675-87 with Ussher (1973) 170-74 and Chapter 1 for details on the places and objects referred
to.

See p.48-51 below.
See Chapter 6.1.
See Ax.Pax 632-44 for a description of corrupt judicial activity while the demos is shut up in the city 

during the time of war. This behaviour is stated as one of the reasons why the goddess Peace has been 
absent from the city (see Hermes’ explanation for Peace’s absence: 601-705). When peace comes, the 
chorus renounce their war-time character of the ‘acrid (ôpiuuç), discontented (SuaKo^og) and hard 
(cKÀTiPOQ)’ juror to become ‘gentle (anaXog) and much younger (rroTvu vecoTepog)’ during the time of 
peace (346-54). Therefore judicial activity is clearly associated with the deprivations and hardship of the 
time of war, while the chorus’ transformation from embittered juror to gentle youthfulness is located 
within the time of peace, which is characterised by a return of the good life (see p.39n. 18, p.40.n. 19).
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Athens and the absence of judicial activity to the list of the positive associations 

characterising the hero’s fantastical paradise.

A closer examination of the presentation of the sycophant within the 

Aristophanic world, the practitioner of judicial activity par excellence, offers further 
insights into why judicial activity is a negative association.^^ Firstly, the sycophant is 
presented as one who is familiar with the judicial system and possesses the appropriate 
rhetorical skills to speak as a litigant.'^  ̂Nicarchus, when challenged by the Theban as to 
why he is being prosecuted, can not help reverting to the characteristic patois of a 

litigant in his reply: T will tell you for the sake of those standing around’, even though 
he is addressing a seated theatre audience in this case, rather than those standing by the 
court railings.^^ Secondly, the sycophant possesses an unnatural willingness to use 
these abilities to bring prosecutions against o t h e r s . I n  striking metaphors, the 
sycophant is described as ‘a mortar of dikai (ipLTTTiip ôlkûv)’ or one who ‘stitches 
together lawsuits (ÔLKOppacpeîv)’, highlighting his willingness to generate oppressive 

litigation.'^^ Thirdly, these prosecutions are often of a trumped-up nature,^o although

On sycophants in general, see Bonner (1927) 59-61, MacDowell (1978) 62-6, Harvey (1990), Osborne 
(1985b), (1990), Todd (1993) 92-5. Osborne and Harvey hold opposed opinions on the role of sycophants 
in the Athenian judicial system. See Chapter 6.3 on arguments both for and against ho boulomenosi the 
sycophant.

Sycophants are famihar with legal procedures such as phasis (p. 16, Ar.Av.l694), hubris (AiFlut.SS6), 
torture of slaves (874-6), accusations of conspiracy (948-50). In the Birds, the sycophant is fully 
conversant with how to utihse summons-serving for his own ends (1453-61, note his use of the legal term 
èyKeKÀnKwç at 1455 with Dunbar (1995) 684-5). On oratory, see the attribution of the epithet KaKoç to 
Nicarchus {Ach.933), and Av. 1694-1705, where much play is made on rhetorical skill in the description 
of the sycophantic ‘tongue to belly race (eyŶ WTTOYaaTopcov ycvoç)’.

‘eyco (ppaaco croi tcov TrepieaTCOTCoi/ xapii/ ' (ArAc/i.915 with Rennie (1909) 227, Sommerstein
(1980) 202, who cite Dem. 18.196 and 54.41 as examples from the Orators. See p. 17 on those standing by 
the court railings).

In the Acharnians, both sycophants pounce on the foreigners and denounce them and their wares by 
phasis (ArAc/j.819, 827, 911-2). In the Birds, the sycophant makes his hving by harassing Athenian 
allies (Ar.Av. 1422, 1425) and openly states he is ‘a sycophant and a poker into troubles 
(auKocpai/TTiç...Kal npaYUaioSicpTiç’. 1423-4, with Dunbar (1995) 674, 8 on the shocking nature of his 
admission). In the Plutus, the sycophant immediately poimces on Carion as a potential suspect for his 
missing wealth, threatening to break him on the wheel (Ai.Plut.870-6, 886-95) and then turns on the 
Good Man, accusing him of a being co-conspirator with Carion on account of his transformation from 
sartorial rags to riches (880-2). Finally the sycophant threatens to bring a charge against the god Wealth 
for overthrowing the democracy (Kara^Oeiv liiv SrmoKpaiiav) and for not obtaining the consent (o\jt€ 
n lOwv) of the boule and assembly (945-50).

As.Ach.931 (the vessel metaphor in keeping with Nicarchus’ export to Thebes as a pot), Av.l435 with 
Dunbar (1995) 680-1 and see a l s o 1483 for the use of the same term (p. 118).

In Acharnians, Nicarchus’ accusation that the Theban is importing wicks to set fire to the boat-sheds is 
exposed as utterly ridiculous by Dicaeopolis (Ar.Ac/%.915-25). In the Birds, the sycophant comes to 
Nephelokokkugia seeking wings (e.g. Ar.Av. 1418, 1420) so he can travel to and from the islands faster 
than his legal opponents and thus win his cases against them by default (1433-61). In the Plutus, the 
Sycophant accuses the Good Man of being a co-conspirator with Carion by making the tenuous 
connection between the Good Man’s sartorial elevation and his own impoverishment {Ax.Plut.880-2).
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they may be hidden behind a smoke-screen of democratic rhetoric.^  ̂So Carion, having 
listened to the accusations which he and the Good Man have been subjected to from the 
sycophant, replies that the sycophant and his witness are in reality ‘quite full of 
nothing.Fourthly the goal of these prosecutions is personal gain, usually pecuniary, 
rather than a passion for Justice. For example, Dicaeopolis persuades the Theban to 

pack up and export the sycophant Nicarchus back to Thebes on account of the huge 
profits the Theban stands to make through Nicarchus’ sycophancy.T herefore the 
heart of the sycophant’s offence appears to be a cynical utilisation of the Judicial system 

to interfere in the affairs of others for personal gain. This is brought out clearly by the 
Good Man in the Plutus, as he interrogates the sycophant in response to his claim that 
he is a lover of the city ((plA.ôtto\lç).

lY .  TÛV T f i ç  T T Ô \ e ü ç  e l | i '  é T T L i i e \ r i T i i ç  T T p a y i i â T C J V  

KQL TÛV LÔLÜV ÏÏQVTÜV.
A l .  ITJ; TL p a 8cov;
lY.  B o u \ o | i a i .

A l .  n c o ç  o u v  a v  e l n ç  x p n a j ô ç ,  w  T o i y c o p u y e ,

EL aOL TTp Oa f l KOV p n ô è v  ELI' à ï ï E y0âvEL; 
l Y .  o ù  y à p  TTpOaflKEL T f | V  ÈpaUTOÙ POL t t ô \ l v  

E Ù E p y E T E L V ,  CO KETTCpE, K q 9 ’ O Q O V  Q V  q O e VCO;

A l .  E ù e p y e t e Î v  o ù v  é a T L  t ô  ï ï o \ u ï ï p Q Y i i o v E Î v ;  

lY.  Tô pÈV o ù v  60TI8ELV TOÎÇ VÔpOLÇ TOLÇ KELpEVOLÇ 
KOL pf|  'TTLTpÊTTELV ÊOV TLÇ E^QpapTOVT^.
A l .  O U K O U V  Ô L K O a T Ô Ç  E^ETTLTTIÔEÇ T] TTÔX.LÇ

apxELV Ka8LaTT]aLV;
lY. KoTriYOpet ÔÊ TLÇ;
A l .  ‘ G Bou/YôpEVOç.
l Y .  O Ù K O Ù V  E KE LV ÔÇ E i p '  Ê y W .

" Q o t ' E L ç  Ê p '  f jKEL T f | ç  t t ô X e u ç  t ô  n p o y p o T O .

A l .  N f i  A l q , T T O v n p ô v  Y" a p Q  n p o o T O T T i v  ê ^ e l .

’E k e Î v o  ô ' o ù  B o ù ^ o l ' a v ,  f i c r u y L O V  E y u v

When bis actions are challenged, the sycophant tells Dicaeopolis: ‘should I not expose the enemy’ (où 
yap cpavGO loùç noÀepmuç. ArAc/i.827). In the Plutus, the sycophant claims that he is philopolis and 
euergetes of the city, skilfully arguing that the functioning of the democratic Judicial system is dependent 
on his activities (see below).

‘liTiSeî oç y  €|jn\fmevoç’ (Ar.fW.892).
^  Ar.Ac/j.905-7, 947, 957-8. See generally Harvey (1990) 110-12. Sycophants attacked Calhas in the 
courts for financial gain (Ar.Av.284-6 with Dunbar (1995) 235-7). The Sycophant in the Birds hopes to 
become rich (he is at present poor (1410, 1416-7)) from the charges he brings against allies (1459-60). 
The description of sycophants as a ‘race of tongue-to-belly men’ imphes they live off the sweat of their 
tongues in the courts (1695, 1702-3 witli Dunbar (1995) 740-1). In the Plutus, sycophants had become 
very rich while Wealth was blind (Ar.f/wf.30-1), but have subsequently been impoverished by the 
restoration of Wealth’s sight (850-9). Sycophants are frequently associated with phasis, a choice of 
procedure through which the successful prosecutor gained one half of the denounced goods (p. 16).
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(t\v àpYÔç;
lY. ' A W à  ïïpoBaTLOo Blov Xéyeiç,  
et  p n  ( p a v e i T a t  ô t a i p i B o  t lç tQ Bicp.

SYCOPHANT: I am the overseer of the affairs of the city and all the private ones 
as well.

GOOD MAN: You, how come?

SY COPHANT : I want to be.

GOOD MAN: How can you be beneficial, you burglar, if you are hated over 
matters that are none of your business?

SYCOPHANT: So isn’t it my business to be a benefactor to my city, you idiot, 
with all my strength?

GOOD MAN: So is being a busy-body the same as being a benefactor?

SYCOPHANT: Well, you mean coming to the help of the established laws and 
not turning aside if someone breaks them.

GOOD MAN: Hasn’t the city deliberately set up jurors to rule?

SY COPHANT : So who will prosecute?

GOOD MAN: The man who wishes (ho boulomenos)

SYCOPHANT: So am I not that man? And so the affairs of the city do return to 
me.

GOOD MAN: Then the city has a worthless champion {prostates), by Zeus. 
Would you not wish for this, to have peace, a relaxed life?

SYCOPHANT But you are talking about the life of a lamb, that will not seem 
like a life’s work. ^

The Good Man’s questioning exposes the sycophant’s offence: the utilisation of the 

judicial system to interfere in affairs which are of no concern of his, his polupragmon 
nature and his refusal to accept a quiet life. It is important to observe that modes of 
judicial behaviour are operating within a broader framework of values concerning 
interpersonal relationships. It is considered inappropriate behaviour to interfere in the 

affairs of others, and so the sycophant’s behaviour is a violation of this principle.^^ 
Furthermore, it is possible to identify this framework as moral, on the basis of the 
strong moral sanctions which are advanced against practitioners of this variety of 
judicial activity. The sycophant is described using such morally negative epithets as 
TTOvripôç, KQKÔÇ, TTavoOpYOç and the source of TTpOYPOTa.̂  ̂He is derided because 
of his spuming of valid forms of work (that which is aûcppov, ôlkqlov , vopiiiov, e.g.

At.P/m/.907-23. For the sycophant as philopolis, see 900, 901. For other aspects of this passage, 
particularly its statements about ho boulomenos and democratic judicial theory, see Chapter 6.1.

This principle will be discussed in Chapter 8.
86 novTiPoç: A x.PlutM l, 869, 920, 939, 956; kqkoç: Ac/j.820-1, 829, 909, 924, 937, 952, Av. 1467, 
F/M/.861, 879; navoOpYOç: Av.l468,1695; and the source of npaypiaia: Ach.939, Av.l424. See Harvey 
(1990) 107-109 for a full analysis of the moral vocabulary used to describe sycophants across all forms of 
literature.
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farming or even trading) for living off the fruits of his prosecutions. 7̂ The sycophant is 
considered to be worthy of destruction, and god-forsaken to such an extent that it is 
suggested that Zeus should destroy sycophants and so gain the universal praise from all 
Greece.^ The ultimate consequence of such behaviour within the Aristophanic world is 

to be beaten and subsequently banished from the fantastical paradise.^^

Therefore it is not so much the sycophant’s involvement in judicial activity per 
se that generates this condemnation, as the manner in which he operates within the 

judicial sphere. He is portrayed as an individual who utilises his legal and rhetorical 
skills to meddle in the affairs of others by bringing prosecutions, often on dubious 
grounds, for personal gain. This behaviour transgresses a wider moral framework of 
interpersonal relationships, generating strong moral censure and ultimately expulsion 

from the fantastical paradise. Similarly it is not so much Philocleon’s involvement in 
jury-service which is problematic, but the manner in which he conducts himself as a 
juror, characterised by his obsession with litigation and unnatural vindictiveness (see 
Chapter 6.1). It is the unceasing, never-ending nature of Athenian litigation rather than 

litigation per se, which locates judicial activity firmly within the list of negative 
associations from which the comic hero seeks liberation. In the Aristophanic world, 
meddlesome, overzealous, unceasing judicial behaviour is presented as problematic, 
rather than the administration of justice in and of itself. This conclusion is strengthened 
by the observation that, although inappropriate judicial behaviour is banished from the 
fantastical paradise, judicial activity may subsequently resurface in the fantastical 
world. In the Birds, Knights and Ecclesiazusae, it is possible to observe this resurfacing 
of judicial activity in the comic hero’s fantastical paradise.

As Peisetaerus realises his brilliant idea of a city in the sky, he recreates rather 
than escapes the very way of life in Athens that he abhorred and fled from. The city he 

founds begins to resemble the city he has escaped. Nephelokokkugia it transpires has a 
similar patron deity, similar religious and civic rituals, buildings and fortifications to 
those of Athens.^o Above all, the one aspect which Peisetaerus most vehemently 
objected to in contemporary Athens, judicial activity, resurfaces in Nephelokokkugia. 
This can be seen most clearly in the judicial battle which Peisetaerus undertakes against

^7 See ArAV. 1430-52, Plut.902-5. On attitudes to work in general, see Balme (1984), Burford (1993).
88 ArAc/%.934,952, Av.l467, Plut.ST7-9,896.
89 Ar.Ac/i.827-8, 924-8, Av. 1464-9 (with Dunbar (1995) 673, 686-7 on the greater violence which is 
visited on the sycophant in comparison to other intruders) and P/m/.926-58.
90 Patron deity and religious festivals: ArAv.826-36 with Dunbar (1995) 495-8; civic festivals: 1360-1 
with ibid.65S', buildings and fortifications: 832, 841 and 1158-62, 1171-85, with ibidA91-S, 500,608-9. 
See Sommerstein (1987) 252 generally on this point.
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Poseidon towards the end of the play.^  ̂ Peisetaerus exhibits an astonishing grasp of 
litigation, worthy of any experienced speaker in the jury courts. His adversary is none 
other than the god Poseidon, the senior member of the embassy appointed by the divine 
d e m o c r a c y . Peisetaerus exhibits an dazzling grasp of legal t e r m i n o l o g y , ^ ^  sharp 

argument "̂  ̂and even the citation of the appropriate Solonic law on intestate inheritance 
and the position of bastards.^  ̂Finally though, it is the appeal to the comic gluttony of 
Hercules rather than sharp litigation that carries the day.^^ Peisetaerus the exile, 
appalled by Athenian litigiousness, has become the litigant par excellence. In its 
banishment of judicial practitioners and the invincibility of its founder to prosecution, 
Nephelokokkugia can act as a foil to litigious Athens; or it can act as a similitude, with 
the judicial skill of its leading citizen mirroring the judicial duelling of the Athenians.

Similarly in the Knights, judicial activity is never totally banished from the 
fantastical paradise of Demos’ rejuvenation. The courts are closed for the duration of 
the festival but there is no indication that they are dismantled completely.^^ The 
Sausage-seller presumes that the rejuvenated Demos will be listening to advocates. It is 
Demos’ discernment and his response to the corrupt advocate that will have been 
t r a n s f o r m e d . his vision that foreshadows Demos’ rejuvenation, the Sausage-seller 

envisages that Demos, having been regenerated by the blessings of peace, the 
countryside and good food, will return from his rural idyll ‘seeking a voting-token 
against you (Paphlagon),’ indicating that Paphlagon will be brought to account through 
the courts.^ Although the rejuvenated Demos clearly rejects the judicial corruption of 
his former existence, this does not entail an abandoning or overthrowing of justice.

See Ar.Av. 1580-1693. The return of judicial activity is also witnessed in Peisetaerus’ threatening of 
Iris with the death sentence (1220-4); the executing and roasting of some Birds for conspiring against 
Nephelokokkugia (1583-5 with Dimbar (1995) 719-20); Peisetaerus’ acquisition of Basileia, who brings 
with her power which is in part described as judicial (1541 with Dunbar (1995) 706).
92 ArAv. 1565-74.
93 See Peisetaerus’ use of terms such as epiUeros (Ar.Av.l653), notheia (1656), ankhisteia (1661) with 
Sommerstein (1987) 305-6, Dunbar (1995) 729-34. On inheritance law, see Harrison (1968-71) 1.122-62, 
MacDowell (1978) 91-103 Just (1989) 85-104 and Todd (1993) 216-31.
94 Poseidon argues that Heracles stands to lose his inheritance from Zeus if Zeus hands over sovereignty 
to the Birds (ArAv. 1641-45). Peisetaerus’ case rests on proving that Hercules cannot inherit because he 
is a bastard, while his argument overlooks Ares, the legitimate male heir (1654 with Sonunerstein (1987) 
306, Dimbar (1971) 731) and the fact that Athena cannot be an epikleros because Zeus is still ahve (1653 
with Sommerstein (1987) 305).
95 ArAV. 1660-6, where he quotes what he states is a law of Solon. See Sommerstein (1987) 306, Dunbar 
(1995) 732-4 and Ogden (1996) 34-7 for details on this passage.
96 ArAv.1671-3. On the role of Heracles as a glutton in Old Comedy, see Dunbar (1995) 380,715-6.
97 See p.29n.43 on the closing of the courts for festivals and Sommerstein (1981) 216 on the courts not 
being permanently closed.
98 AiEq. 1358-1364, quoted above.
99 ‘kqio ÜOU TTiv i|jfi(poi/ ixvEuwi/’ (Ar.£’̂ .808 and generally 805-808). See also 1145-50 (with Neil 
(1901) 153, Sommerstein (1981) 204), where Demos informs the chorus that he uses a voting-um funnel 
to make the corrupt pohticians he has been carefully keeping an eye on disgorge all they embezzled from 
him.
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In the Ecclesiazusae, the exchanges between Chremes and the Citizen and the 
scene with the Young Man and the three Old Women, raise questions about Praxagora’s 
new world order, particularly concerning its implementation and consequences, In 
the former, the Citizen, a typically wily and rhetorically skilful Athenian, looks on in 
amazement as Chremes brings out his possessions to take to the Agora in accordance 
with new laws passed by the W o m e n , H e  himself is waiting to see what will happen, 
as, given the Assembly’s previous track record, he is fairly certain this new legislation 
will be o v e r t u r n e d .  102 On the other hand, as soon as the Citizen hears the Heraldess’ 
summons to the communal feast, his scepticism towards the new laws evaporates and 

he enthusiastically embraces his participation in communal dining as a demonstration 
of his loyalty to the city. 103 The scene ends with Chremes and the Citizen leaving for 
the mess-halls, with the latter pondering the following dilemma:

vf] T Ô V  A l q ,  ô e î  y o û p  l i n y a v f i i i a T Ô ç  t l v o ç ,  

oT T Co ç  T Q  l i è v  o v T Q  y p n i J o G '  e ^ c û ,  T o î a ô é  T e  

T Û V  l i Q T T O r i é v C Û V  K O L V i ]  | j e 0 é ^ C O  TTCOÇ èyù.
6p9coç, ëiioiye (paiveTai' ^aô ia iéo v  

ô p i ô a '  é a T L  ô e L T T v f i a o v T Q  k o ù  i i e / V ? v T i T é o v .

By Zeus, I need some device so that I can hang on to my present possessions but 
somehow get a share of the public benefits (lit. the prepared things for the 
public). This is the best plan I think: I must go to the same place (i.e. to the 
banquet which Chremes is heading) to dine and not stay here.i04

The scene between Chremes and the Citizen questions Praxagora’s new world order by
exploring the implementation of the new laws on communal ownership in the face of
human selfishness and acquisitiveness. The scene between the Young Man and the
three Old Women not only examines the consequences of the new world order, but
chronicles the resurfacing of judicial activity in the fantastical paradise. The Young

too The interpretation of these scenes has generated some discussion. Ussher (1973) xxix-xxxv states that 
they are simply to be taken as fuimy in and of themselves, which of course they are (e.g. Chremes’ pots- 
and-pans’ religious possession, the rhetorical repartee of the Citizen, the send up of the two lovers’ 
romantic ballad, the three Old Women fighting over the Young Man). Reckford (1987) 351-3 wrestles 
with some of the conflicting readings: is this biting satire or closer to the outrageous spirit of Old 
Comedy? Taaffe (1993) 123-9 sees the scene with the three Old Women as both a subversion of the rule 
of the women and an ironic rendering of both male and female seduction scenes, while Saïd (1996) 305- 
13 sees this scene as a negation of all the good things which Praxagora promised. Like Said, I have taken 
the two scenes as a questioning of Praxagora’s new world order.

On the character of the Citizen, see his shrewdness and incredulity at Chremes’ behaviour 
(Ar.EccZ.746-52, 764-8, 777-8); his rhetorical skill in using the same phrase in reply to whatever 
Chremes says (773-6, 799-804), in arguing from divine behaviour to human behaviour (776-83), or his 
refusal to bring his goods in case of a natural disaster (791-3). For Chremes bringing out his possessions, 
see 730-45; in accordance with the new laws, see 758-9,762-4.
102 Pqj. (jjg Citizen’s reluctance to bring his possessions, see Ar.£'cc/.746-52, 769-70, 788-9; for his 
account of the Assembly’s fickleness, see 797-8,812-29.
103 Ar.£’cc/.853-4,860-2.
104 Ar.Eccf872-6.
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Man, at the very door of his lover, is apprehended by a succession of increasingly ugly 
Old W o m e n .  105 Each of the Old Women argues that, on the basis of the new legislation 

passed by the Women, he must have sexual intercourse with her before fulfilling his 
assignation with his youthful lover.i06 The First Old Woman goes as far as to cite the 
text of the decree which the Assembly of Women has recently passed with regard to 
sexual p r a c t i c e .  107 in response, the Young Man tries a number of legal manoeuvres to 

escape the claims of Old Women. For example he argues that he is able to ‘pass’ on the 
law, that the First Old Woman has not paid the appropriate taxes, that a demesman will 
bail him out, that he is a merchant and so not subject to usual judicial procedures, or 
that two sureties will stand for him.io^ln a quick-fire exchange of legal arguments, the 
Old Women meet and overthrow each of his objections with counter-arguments.i®^ The 
Young Man’s loss of his case before such sharp ‘litigants’ results in his eventual 
submission to their dem ands, Therefore the exchanges between Chremes and the 

Citizen and the scene with the Young Man and the three Old Women, when taken 
together, raise questions about Praxagora’s new world order, both in its 
implementation and in its consequences. These questions dissolve in the typically 
Aristophanic laughter of the final scene, in which Blepyrus is summoned to a 
sumptuous banquet, accompanied by sensuous dancing girls.^^  ̂ Within the litigation- 
free paradise of the new world order, judicial activity resurfaces in the guise of the Old 
Women’s rigorous enforcing of the new legislation on sexual practice, regardless of the 
Young Man’s legal manoeuvres and evasions. As in the Birds and the Knights, judicial 
activity resurfaces in the fantastical paradise of the Ecclesiazusae from which it has 

been banished.

In conclusion, it is possible to identify a range of images with regard to judicial 
activity in Aristophanic world. Firstly judicial activity is firmly located within

105Ar.£cc/.877-llll.
106 pjj-sf Old Woman: Ar.£’cc/.1013-22; Second Old Woman: 1055-6, 1077; Third Old Woman: 1078.
107 Ar.Ecc/.1015-1020.
108 In reply to the Fist Woman’s demand that she must be ‘introduced’ (see Ar.Eccl.9S6 with Ussher 
(1973) 213 on the judicial terminology in 982-8), the Young man replies at 987 ‘only for anyone who 
wishes, according to the law on pettoi (a type of draughts or dicing (icp Pou^ouei/cp ye Kara lov ev 
neiioTç voiiov))’. Ussher (1973) 213 interprets this difficult line by suggesting that there was a rule in 
pettoi which allowed a player to refuse if he wished. In 1006-7, the Young Man argues that the First Old 
Woman has not paid the relevant tax, see Ussher (1973) 216 on this puzzling passage. For 1006-26, see 
p.l6n.29 for an analysis of the humour and legal terminology. At 1064-5, the young man offers 8uo 
€7  YU TIT a I instead of himself. Todd (1993) 374 defines an enguetes as ‘the person who pledges or 
commits himself as a pledge’ for security. See Ant.5.17, Dem.59.66 for examples.

At Ar£ccl.9SS, the First Old Woman points out to the Young Man that he did not dine according to 
law on pettoi. See p.l6n.29 for the counter arguments advanced at 1006-26. At 1065, the Second Old 
Woman simply states she is not interested in the Young Man’s offer of egguetai.
110 M Eccl. 1098-1111 with Ussher (1973) 224-227.
111 Ar.£'cc/. 1112-82 with Ussher (1973) xxxiv-v and Reckford (1987) 353. For the dissolving of 
unsetthng tensions at the end of a play, see Crichton (1991-3) 67 and references cited in n.82.
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contemporary Athens, a domain characterised by a plethora of negative associations. 
Not only is judicial activity taken to be one of these negative associations, but it may be 
the negative characteristic of contemporary Athens, from which the comic hero is 
seeking liberation. Secondly the comic hero escapes into a fantastical paradise, a 
domain characterised by an over-abundance of positive associations. Consequently 

judicial activity is absent from the fantastical paradise and its practitioners banished. 
This hostility is not so much based on judicial activity per se, but judicial behaviour 
which is meddlesome and self-serving. Such judicial behaviour transgresses a wider 
moral framework pertaining to interpersonal relationships and so provokes strong moral 
censure and condemnation. Thirdly it turns out that this absence of judicial activity is 
illusory, judicial activity subsequently resurfaces in the fantastical paradise. Absolute 
anarchy and an abandonment of justice are never advocated within the Aristophanic 
world. On the grounds that the Aristophanic world refracts judicial activity in a 

multifaceted manner, instead of projecting a monolithic manifesto, I do not think it is 
possible to argue that Aristophanes offers his audience either a sustained critique of or a 
programme of reform for the democratic judicial s y s t e m . Aristophanes sets up a 
particular viewpoint before his audience, only to subvert and challenge that position as 
he moves his audience on from one comic idea to the next. But the playwright’s 
sustained focus on a topic, the location of that topic within the on-stage world and the 
tools which he uses to demolish a viewpoint offer valuable insights into the popular 
attitudes of his audience. I would like to suggest that the Aristophanic world’s sustained 
focus on judicial activity, the consistent location of that activity within the domain of 
oppressive contemporary Athens and its absence from the fantastical paradise, and the 
demolition of judicial behaviour which is meddlesome and self-serving reflect the 
concerns and preoccupations that his audience held towards the democratic judicial 
system. Before considering the relationship between on-stage image and off-stage 
reality, I would like to step out of the Aristophanic world and into the on-stage, comic 
world of his contemporaries to ascertain whether this preoccupation with judicial 
activity is simply an Aristophanic concern.

There is evidence to suggest that an interest in judicial activity, expressed 
through the comic medium, was not exclusively an Aristophanic concern. Our evidence 
for Old Comedy is very limited and fragmentary outside Aristophanes. Consequently it 
is notoriously difficult to draw any definite conclusions from the few surviving, 
unconnected, fragments, each floating free of its context and often owing its survival to

See Chapter 6.2 on Aristophanes within the current debate on judicial theory and p.31 on 
Aristophanes’ focus on entertainment rather than instruction.
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the linguistic requirements of the lexicographers.^Aristophanes’ contemporaries, 
Thugenides and Cratinus wrote plays whose titles suggest they were based on a legal 
theme. Thugenides’ play, the Jurors, can be dated at best to the mid to late fifth 
century, of which we possess a reference and a fragment, from which we can 
reconstruct nothing of any relevance. Cratinus wrote his play, entitled the Laws, in 
the second half of the fifth century, perhaps in the 430s. We possess some fourteen 
or so fragments, from which it is possible to construct something of the content. We 
know the play contained a chorus of old men, which Meineke suggested could have 
been a chorus of aged Laws,^^  ̂and at least two characters who refer to laws they have 
made.i^^ The choice of an enfeebled and decrepit elderly chorus to possibly depict the 
Laws is interesting in the light of Aristophanic couplings of old age with litigiousness 
and the general unease about, and the desire to escape from, the debilitations of old 
age. 120 has been suggested that the two lawgivers could be Dracon and Solon, which 

is partly supported by the use of thesmoi rather than nomoi to describe the laws they 
have enacted and the parodying of a Solonian s a y i n g . Moreover it is possible 
tentatively to suggest that this exploration of law was situated to some extent in the jury 
court and examined some of the conflicts in this arena. The play contained references to 
the Ly cam bean Archon, the Archon responsible for overseeing cases of heiresses and 
the relations between metoicoi and their p a t r o n s , and the kemos or voting funnel, 
down which jurors dropped their v o t e s . ^ 2 3  There is one reference to individuals who 
readily accept b r i b e s i 2 4  and two possible references to c o n f l i c t . ^ 2 5  References are made

113 See Dover (1972) 210 on the ravages wrought by the transmission process on Old Comedy which has 
produced the large body of comic fragments and Heath (1990) on the problems of using the comic 
fragments.
114 An inscription of the mid-fifth century can be tentatively restored to state that Thugenides won a 
single comic victory at the City Dionysia (Edmonds (1957) 1. 197). There is no evidence to supports 
Edmonds’ date of around 425, which he gives on the grounds that Cleon raised the jury pay at that time 
(Edmonds ibid. n.b).
ll^K-A 7.750. Edmonds (1957) 1.196-7.
11  ̂It is virtually impossible to date these fragments. The first recorded victory of Cratinus was in 453, 
which questions Bergk’s suggestion that the play was written in response to the Ephialtic reforms (see 
Edmonds (1957) 1.61 n.b). Edmonds, following Gleissler, suggests a date in the 430s, because Cratinus 
fr. 139 K-A mentions Tyrrhenian or four toed sandals, which Pollux states were the style of footwear used 
by Pheidias on the statue of Athena Parthenos, completed in 438 (Edmonds (1957) 1.61 n.b, 65 n.e).

See K-A vol.6.186-192, Edmonds (1957) 1. 60-65.
Cratinus fr.l33 K-A. Meineke’s suggestion is accepted by Norwood (1931) 136-7 and Edmonds 

(1957) 1.63 n.b.
‘ïïâpa nèv 0ec|iol iwv fmeTtpcov’ (Cratinus fr.l34 K-A); or the speakers may be referring to the 

laws they live under.
On htigiousness, old age and rejuvenation, see Crichton (1991-93).

121 See Norwood (1931) 136-7, Edmonds (1951) 1.63 n.c. On thesmoi see p.41n.31. On the parody of 
Solon see n. 124 below.
122 Cratinus fr. 138 K-A, see Ath.PolSS with Rhodes (1981) 650-7.
123 Cratinus fr. 140 K-A.
124 Cratinus fr. 135 K-A, the Suidas states that the expression ‘taking the fox's bribe’ refers to those who 
readily accepted bribes and is a parody of Solon (see Suid.sv xpf|...XPnG, ELand /am. 1.124).
125 Cratinus fr. 129, 134 K-A.
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to the corrupt activities of sycophants in several plays from Old C o m e d y .  ^ 2 6  a  
character in Plato Comicus’ the Women from Worship (Al acp' lepcov), dated to perhaps

387, comments on the politico-judicial activity of Pamphilus, a contemporary 
politician: ‘and by Zeus, if indeed you said that Pamphilus stole from public funds and 
at the same time was a s y c o p h a n t . ’ 2̂ 7  Although it is difficult to give much weight to 

these isolated fragments in terms of a play’s content, it is important to note that other 
comic poets, apart from Aristophanes, produced plays which focused on judicial 
activity and may have included such topics as the laws, sycophancy, jury-service and 
court room activity. This evidence strongly suggests that a focusing on judicial activity 

was not merely an Aristophanic preserve.

According to the course of action proposed in Chapter 2, having identified the 
position of judicial activity within the on-stage world, it is now necessary to examine 

these images from the on-stage world in the light of off-stage evidence. Given the 
important position that judicial involvement occupied in the construction of Athenian 
civic ideology (Chapter 1), it is unsurprising to observe that the total abandonment of 
judicial activity and justice is never seriously advanced as a proposal in the 
Aristophanic world and that judicial activity resurfaces in the fantastical paradise. Nor 
is it surprising to see Athenian citizens portrayed on-stage as engaging in litigation and 
jury-service, given the voluntary and non-professional nature of the democratic judicial 
system (see Chapter 1). The surprising and interesting on-stage image is the consistent 
manner in which inappropriate judicial behaviour is to be fled from, is condemned in 
moral tones and is banished or is absent from the fantastical paradise. Therefore the 
following chapter will compare these on-stage images of judicial activity and behaviour 
with off-stage evidence from the Attic Orators about behaviour in the courtroom 

(Chapter 4). Furthermore, given the sustained focusing by Aristophanes and his 
contemporaries on judicial activity and behaviour, succeeding chapters will consider 
whether there were factors specific to the age of Aristophanes which intensified this 
concern with judicial activity (Chapters 4.1, 5-6, 7.1).

126 See Cratinus fr.70 K-A; Eupolis fr.245 (referring to the plenitude of scorpions and sycophants in 
Tenos), 259.36 K-A; Plato Comicus 14 K-A (see next note); Telecleides fr.44 K-A (Charicles and Nicias 
paying a sycophant hush money).
122 ‘kqI vf| Al' eî naii(pi\6i/ ye (patrie K^enieii/ là koii/' apa re cuKocpauieTu’ (Plato Comicus fr.l4 
K-A). On Pamphilus's career, see APF 365 generally and on his downfall and trial probably referred to 
here, see Xcn.Hell.5.\.5, Ar.Plut.llA.
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b6. \0', ai/TLpoXco a', oiKTipai' auiov, w noTep, 
kqI ut) SiacpOeipTiie. no\j la nai8ia; 
avaPaivcT', co novTipa, kqI Ki/uCoxjuei/a 
aiieTie KaviiPoKeTxe koi SaKpuexe.
Bdelycleon: Come, I entreat you, have pity upon him, father, 
and do not destroy him. Where are the children?
Come up here, you poor wretches, and whimpering, 
beg and supphcate and weep. (Ar. Vejp.975-8).

In the final scene of the Wasps, the images of phileliastic  sickness, corrupt 
advocates and tyrannical jurors that have dominated the play are dissolved as 
Phi loci eon embarks on a dancing competition against Carcinus and his sons, with the 
chorus of wasp-Jurors becoming the chorus line for these dancing protagonists. i In the 
concluding lines, the chorus deliberately reminds the audience that they are but a chorus 
who for the first time have been sent off dancing by their playwright, rather than the 
caustic, aged wasp-Jurors of the preceding scenes.2 By abandoning judicial critique for 
joyous cavorting and by making deliberate extra-theatrical asides, it may be that 
Aristophanes is reminding his audience that the depiction of judicial activity on-stage is 
a fiction which can not be translated into the courtroom of the off-stage world. Again 
we return to the question of interpreting Aristophanes: although we may have been able 
to locate the position of judicial activity within the on-stage world (Chapter 3), we have 
yet to comprehend how Aristophanes’ audiences read and interpreted these on-stage 
images. Did they yearn to join Peisetaerus and Euelpides in their flight from judicial 
activity or were they horrified by the two heroes’ rejection of a judicial system in which 
they participated as jurors, litigants or witnesses? In order to answer such questions, it 
is essential to contrast on-stage images of judicial activity from the Aristophanic world 

with evidence from beyond the theatre.  ̂The primary focus of this chapter will be the 

presentation of judicial activity in the Attic Orators (Chapter 4.2-4). Before turning to 
the Attic Orators, 1 would like to consider whether the image of Athens as a society 
characterised by its judicial activity receives any confirmation beyond the theatre or is a 
product of the Aristophanic mind alone (Chapter 4.1).

4.1 The Perceived Prevalence of Judicial Activity in Athenian Society

 ̂ A t . 1474-1537. See Crichton (1991-3) 67 on this passage and Chapter 6.1 on the image of the 
wasp-juror in the Wasps.
2 Ar. Vesp. 1535-7.
2 See the third interpretative key in Chapter 2 (pp.35-6).
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Aristophanes was not the only chronicler of Athenian mores to comment on the 
prevalence of judicial activity in Athenian society. Sources from beyond the theatre also 
remark on this prevalence and connect it with the role of the Jury courts in the 
administration of the democracy and the empire. The ‘Old Oligarch’ comments on the 

volume of business transacted by the democracy in general and the jury courts in 
particular, stating: ‘they pass judgement in dikai, graphai and euthynai to a greater 
extent than all other men do.’̂  He lists some of the areas of democratic administration 
and crimes which were adjudicated by the jury courts.^ He then advances a number of 

suggestions to combat the problem of an overburdened judiciary, but concludes it 
would be impossible to reform the democratic judicial system without seriously 
weakening the democracy.^ The ‘Old Oligarch’ communicates a picture of a judicial 
system that is in almost perpetual session, with a backlog of business building up on 

account of the central role that it has been given in the administration of the democracy. 
This connection between judicial activity and the administration of the democracy is 
also made within the Aristophanic world, where the scrutiny of magistrates at their 
euthynai is one of the most frequently mentioned procedures.^

In his account of the debate held at Sparta before the Peloponnesian War, 
Thucydides has the Athenian ambassadors comment on perceptions of Athenian 
imperial judicial policy:^

K q l  é ^ a a a o u p e v o L  y a p  e v  l a î ç  ^ u i i B o ^ a L a i ç  T T p ô ç  t o ù ç  ^ u p p a y o u ç  ô l k o l ç  

K O I  Ï Ï Q p '  f i p î v  a Û T O Î Ç  év T O L Ç  Ô l i o i O L Ç  v ô p o i ç  T T O L f l Q Q V T e Ç  T Ô Ç  K p i Q e L Ç  

C p L ^ O Ô L K E L V  Ô O K o 0 | i e V .

For though allowing ourselves to remain at a disadvantage in dikai with our allies 
deriving from agreements, and providing laws that are equal for all in trials that 
we have transferred to Athens, we are thought to be litigious.^

 ̂ ‘SiKOç kqI ypacpàç kqI êÙOwqç €K8iKaCeiu o a a ç  ov8'  ol axjuTravTeç avOpcorroL €K5iKa^o\j(Ji’ 

([Xen.]A//j.P6»/.3.2. On the Old Oligarch generally, see Gomme (1962), Bowersock (1967), (1968) 461- 
73, Forrest (1970), Moore (1983) 19-36. The work has been dated between post 446 and 415. For an 
argument in favour of an earlier date, see Bowersock (1967) 33-8 and Jacoby (1949) 292 n.l3. Gomme 
(1962) 50-54 reviews the evidence for either an early or a late date before opting for the very late date of 
420-415 (ibid. 68). Forrest (1970) 107-16 and Moore (1983) 20 favour a date between 429-424.
 ̂Democratic administration: trierarchies, choregia, building on public land, dokimasiai of archai and 

orphans, appointment of the guards of prisoners; crimes: military desertion (à a i  pare  (a), hubris and 
asebeia  ([Xen.]A?/j.Pc»/3.4-5). His list is certainly partial and does not clearly distinguish between 
responsibihties of the jury courts, boule and Assembly (see Moore (1983) 56-8).

 ̂pCen.]Aï/i.Po/3.6-9.
 ̂See Ar.Ac/i.936-9, Eq.259-60, 824-6, Vigjp. 100-2, 568-71, Pax 1186-7 with MacDoweU (1971a) 145, 

Todd (1993) 113. It is interesting to note that the references to euthynai occur in the plays from the 420s. 
It may be that in subsequent decades, as the scrutiny of officials in the jury courts became a more familiar 
aspect of democratic political life, it became less worthy of comic comment.
 ̂On the context of this passage, see de Ste. Croix (1961) 97, Meiggs (1972) 228.
 ̂Thuc. 1.77.1 (based on the translation given by Meiggs (1972) 229). See HCT 1.236-43, Homblower 

(1991) 122-3 for the alternative translation, which can be summarised as follows: the disadvantage in
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The interpretation of this passage is notoriously difficult, but it would appear that under 
sumbolai that Athens made with other states, an Athenian still had to follow normal 
procedure and pursue a grievance against an ally through the latter's judicial system. 
Therefore the ambassadors cite cases arising from sumbolai as an example of Athenian 
non-litigiousness, to counter the charge that they are litigious by transferring other 
categories of cases to Athens, also adding that even in the later instance, these cases are 
tried under laws equal to all.^  ̂ Therefore it would appear some aspects of Athenian 
imperial jurisdiction (with the exception of cases arising from sumbolai) gave rise to 
the charge that the Athenians were too attached to to philodikein. In the Age of 
Aristophanes, it is likely that cases relating to imperial administration, cases requiring 
severe penalties and the prosecution of or attack upon an Athenian proxenos could be 

transferred from the allied courts to the jury courts in A th en s.T h e Old Oligarch draws 
attention to the sycophantic prosecutions of the allied elite and on the political and 
economic advantages that Athens gains in compelling the allies to bring cases to 
A t h e n s .  Aristophanes often refers to allied prosecutions by leading Athenian 

politicians, 14 while the defendant for whom Lysias wrote Defence on a Charge o f  
Subverting the Democracy pointedly observes that: ‘in the previous democracy (i.e. pre 
404/3)', some ‘by their sycophancy, moved the allies to revolt'.i^ Therefore it would 
appear that the judicial administration of the Athenian Empire was perceived to 

generate a significant volume of business for the jury courts in Athens.

cases arising from sumbolai has necessitated the transference of these cases to Athens to be tried under 
equitaWe Athenian law and it is this transference that gives the Athenians the reputation of being too 
attached to to philodikein.

On sumbolai, see de Ste. Croix (1961) 95-6, 108-10, Meiggs (1972) 229-32, Todd (1993) 333-4. 
Homblower (1987) 98 observes that Thuc. uses the technical term EupPoXaTai Sikqi, presumably 
because they were frequently discussed.
11 I am following the interpretation of Thuc. 1.77 advanced by de Ste Croix (1961) 95-100, Meiggs 
(1972) 232-3. The interpretation of Thuc. 1.77 is hnked to that of the Phaselis decree (ML 31 especially 
11.6-14). de Ste Croix (1961) 100-8 interprets the decree as a privilege, transferring cases involving 
Phaselites from the court of the thesmothetai to the less crowded court of Polemarch. Fomara (1979) 
interprets the decree as oppressive, requiring all cases deriving from sumbolai to be transferred to Athens. 
Meiggs (1972) 231-2, while agreeing that cases were transferred to Athens, interprets this as a privilege, 
on account of the use of the Polemarch’s court and the encouragement it gives Athenians to trade with 
Phaselites, confident that they could obtain justice in Athens rather than travelhng to Phaselis on the 
coast of Lycia.

On Athenian imperial jurisdiction, see de Ste Croix (1961) 268-80, Meiggs (1972) 220-33, Todd 
(1993) 329-32.
13 [Xen.]AfA.Po/. 1.14-8, discussed in further detail on pp. 139-40 below.
14 The Sycophant in the Birds devotes his time to serving summonses on allies (see p.48n.76). 
Prosecutions of allies are mentioned at Ar.Eg.326-7, 801-2, 839-40, 1408, Vesp.2Sl-3, Pax 639-47. On 
Aristophanes and the empire, see Forrest (1975b).
1^‘€1/ TTÜ rrpoTepg 8TmoKpaTiQt...oi Se axjKOCpai/Toûvieç tovjç a\j|j,|j.axo\jç acpiaiaaai/’ (Lys.25.19). On 
acpLaiavai^to move to revolt, see LSJ s.v. acpiaiTim A.l 2. See Chapter 4.4.i for further details on this 
speech.
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In conclusion, the Athenian penchant for judicial activity is highlighted not just 
by Aristophanes, but also by other fifth century commentators. These attribute this 
prevalence of judicial activity to the central role of the jury courts in the administration 
the democracy and the empire. Furthermore, it would appear that this prevalence of 
judicial activity was a relatively recent phenomenon. The function of the jury courts in 
the administration of the democracy developed in a piecemeal fashion, culminating in 
the reforms of Ephialtes in 462. For instance, it is probably only at this point that the 
jury courts assumed a major role in the accountability of magistrates.^^ Similarly the 
transference of litigation from allied to Athenian courts develops only in the second 
half of the fifth cen tu ry .A lth ou gh  judicial activity may pervade the Age of 
Aristophanes, this was a relatively recent phenomenon. Therefore 1 would like to 
suggest that the Aristophanic preoccupation with judicial activity may in part be a 
reflection of and response to the relatively recent increase in judicial activity in 
Athenian society, generated by the increased responsibilities given to the jury courts in 
the administration of the democracy and em p ire .O n  the other hand, this does not 
explain why the comic hero desires to escape from this pervasive litigation into a 
fantastical paradise from which judicial activity is banished. It is necessary to turn to 
the Attic Orators in order to understand this response to judicial activity.

4.2 Approaches to Judicial Activity in the Attic Orators
A cursory browse through the Attic Orators uncovers an abundance of 

comments on acceptable and unacceptable modes of judicial activity.!^ These 
comments are often made as the litigant introduces his case. The unnamed speaker, at 
the beginning of his prosecution of Theomnestus, explains to the jurors why he was 
impelled to bring a dike kakegorias against the defendant:

èv ÊKEIT/CP y a p  TCp à y c o v i  TOV TTQTEpO p '  ECpaOKEV àTTEKTOVÊVQl TOV 
E p a u T o i j .  ' E y w  6", e l  p è v  t o v  e q u t o O  p e  QT TEKTovEvai  f i T i a T o ,  c u y y v w p n v  
d v  E i y o v  aiiTcJ) t û v  E i p n p é v ü v  ( c p a O ^ o v  y a p  < d v >  a i i TO k q l  o ù ô e v o ç  d ^ i o v  
n y o i j p n v ) -  OÛÔ' EL TL d \ \ o  T Û V  à ï ï O p p n T c o v  TiKOUcra, oi)K d v  é ï ï E ^ f | \ 9o v  
a Û T y  ( ô v e X e u S é p c o v  y a p  K a l  \ iav  (pL\oÔLKcov E i v a L  v o p i ( w  K a K r i y o p L a ç  
Ô L K d { E a0a L ) '  v u v L  ÔE a i a y p o v  poL ELvaL ô o k e Î  t î e p ' l  t ü { j  T r a i p o g ,  o ü t c o  
t tq \ JVq{j  à ^ L o u  y E y E v n p é v o u  Ka l  n p î v  K a l  t t ô \ e l . . .

On Ephialtes’ Reforms and the accountability of magistrates, see Rhodes (1972) 201-5, Ostwald 
(1986) 66-7 and generally on accountability, see Roberts (1982) 14-29. See p. 124 below on the 
development of the democratic judicial system.

The bulk of evidence upon which the studies on p.60n.l2 are based comes from the 450s onwards, for 
example the Coinage Decree (ML 45 (4), dated to c.450-446); the Chalcis decree (ML 5211.71-6, dated to 
446-5); or Acheloion’s proxenos decree (7Gi  ̂ 19, dated to c.450/49).

This argument is advanced by Todd (1993) 152-3.
See Dover (1974) 187-90, Lateiner (1982) 4-9, Carter (1986) 103-9 for lists of references to judicial 

reticence in the Attic Orators
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It was during that trial that he alleged that I had killed my own father. Now if he 
had accused me of killing his own father I should have found his statement 
excusable, since 1 regarded him as a sorry and worthless individual. Nor if 1 had 
been called any of the other forbidden names should 1 have prosecuted him, for 1 
consider legal action for slander to be a mean and excessively litigious business. 
But in the present case 1 see it as shameful not to exact revenge from the man 
who has said these things about my father, who has deserved such esteem from 
both you and the city...^®

The prosecutor is at pains to stress his extreme reticence in engaging injudicial activity,
especially with regard to a dike kakegorias, were it not for the affront to his father’s
renown. A similar reticence is evinced by defendants, for whom the initiation of
litigation is located within the heinous nature of the prosecutor’s character, instead of
the heinous nature of the crime. The unnamed defendant, whom Nicomachus
prosecuted for allegedly uprooting an olive-stump, bewails sycophantic prosecution that
has befallen him, in spite of his commitment to the quiet life:

npoTepov [xev,  w poii^fi,  6i /opi(oi /  e ^ e i v a i  Tcp 6o i i \o | i év c p ,  f i a u x i a v  

QYOVTL, pf|T6 ÔLKQÇ eyeiv  pf|T6 npaypaTQ- vuv l  ôè oijTcoç àirpoaôoKfiTOLç 

aiTiaLÇ KQL TTOVnpOLÇ aUKOCpâvTQLÇ TTEplTTETTTWKa, COQT' EL TTCOÇ OÎÔV TE, 

ÔOKEL pot ÔEÎV KQL TOÙÇ pf) YEyOVÔTQÇ fiÔfl ÔEÔLEVQL TTEpL TCOV pE^XÔVTCOV 

EQEQ8QL' ÔLQ yOp ToOç TOLOUTOUÇ OL KLVÔUVOL [ol] KOLVOL yWi^OVTQL KQL 

TOLÇ pn5èv àÔLKoOaL KQL TOÎÇ TTO?c\à fipopTPKÔQLV.

Previously, gentlemen of the Council, 1 thought it was possible for a person who 
so desired to avoid both dikai and troubles by leading a quiet life; but now 1 find 
myself unexpectedly embarrassed with vile and sycophantic accusations so that, 
if such a thing could be, 1 conceive that even those who are yet unborn ought now 
to be feeling alarmed for what is in store for them, since the conduct of these men 
brings as great a danger upon those who have done no wrong as those who are 
guilty of many offences.^i

This judicial reticence, which the above speakers display, has been commented on by a
number of scholars. But there is a lack of consensus among their accounts when it
comes to interpreting these statements of judicial reticence: it is possible to detect
approximately three different approaches.

The first approach could be labelled ‘realistic’: the pronouncements of judicial 
reticence in the orators are a reflection of real reticence to engage injudicial activity in 
Athenian so c ie ty .F o r  example, Lateiner states that the censure of political and legal 
involvement within the Lysianic corpus is a reflection of the traditional elite’s 
dissatisfaction with and desertion of contemporary politics in the early fourth century:

Lys.10.1-3 (tr.Edwards and Usher).
Lys.7.1 (tr.Lamb, adapted).
See Lateiner (1982) and Carter (1986) 99-130.
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As the men of traditional status were deprived of their monopoly of political 
power, they came to devalue political participation, and what had been for 
Pericles an insulting epithet became a term of approbation for Lysias, his clients 
and others of their social status. One’s own affairs kept one busy e n o u g h . ^ 3

The second approach could be described as ‘moral’: the censure of litigiousness and
projection of judicial reticence have their roots in an accepted moral code which
governs interpersonal relationships.^^ The active pursuit of a legal suit, particularly one

in which the prosecutor had no direct interest, went beyond the bounds of the
individual’s legitimate sphere of concern, his oikos, and so was subject to strong moral
c e n s u r e . 2 5  This approach accepts that there is a divergence between morals espoused
and actions practised.26 The third approach could be described as ‘ideological’: the

judicial reticence of the orators is not so much a reflection of a reality but an ideological
construct, which articulates the relationship between elite litigants and their mass
a u d i e n c e .  27 Josiah Ober labels the protestations of inexperience and reticence by

educated and experienced elite speakers before their mass, citizen-juror audience as
‘dramatic fictions’ and describes why both parties entered into these ‘dramatic fictions’:

The dramatic fictions created a modus vivendi between elite rhetor and mass 
audience. By helping to mediate power inequities that differing levels of speaking 
ability inevitably introduced into a society politically dependent on oral 
discourse, the fictions helped to maintain the ideological equilibrium necessary 
for the maintenance of direct democracy at Athens. When they addressed the 
demos, or a fraction of it, the members of the educated elite participated in a 
drama in which they were required to play the roles of common men and to voice 
their solidarity with egalitarian i d e a l s .2 8

Consequently, statements of judicial reticence and inexperience in the orators are part
of a complex ideological construct, in which members of the elite present themselves in
a manner that is in accordance with the democratic ideal of equality and so avoid
alienating their mass audience.

Therefore the key issue becomes not so much cataloguing the attitudes to 
judicial activity in the Attic Orators, but attempting to locate the significance of these 
statements of judicial reticence: are they a reflection of reality, moral rhetoric or an 
ideological construct? The Attic Orators are products of a particular and distinct

23 Lateiner (1982) 11. Carter (1986) similarly sees the traditional elite as distancing themselves from 
judicial activity. He argues that the repeated claim to shun judicial activity in the orators suggests that the 
topos carried weight with the jurors and, as orators usually incorporated truthful material into their 
speeches, ‘the claims to apragmosyne must have some basis in truth’ (Carter (1986) 111 and generally 
110-113).
24 See Ehrenberg (1947) 56, 58-9, Dover (1974) 187-190, Adkins (1976). Harvey (1990) 107-9 has 
compiled a list of morally pejorative epithets which are associated with sycophancy.
25 See Adkins (1976) 309-10,316-18.
26 Adkins (1976) 317; ‘so we are to believe that in Athens prosecutors who avail themselves of “the 
boulomenos"' accusations never prosecute the guilty, and always prosecute for unworthy motives....It 
strains credulity.’
27 See Ober (1989), Osborne (1990) 90-4, Cohen (1995) 103-5.
28 Ober (1989) 190-91.
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context, the Athenian jury court, a medium which poses its own particular set of 
interpretative challenges when it comes to understanding statements made by litigants 
about attitudes to judicial activity. Consequently it is necessary to consider how to 
interpret the orators, before moving on to look at a number of jury court speeches.

4.3 Interpreting the Attic Orators
When we read an orator’s speech that was delivered in the jury court, it is 

almost certain that the orator’s construction of events within the speech diverges from 
the reality of events beyond the courtroom. The overriding aim of every speech is to 
achieve either acquittal or condemnation and everything else, whether it be the retelling 
of events, the presentation of opinion or the attribution of motivation, is subservient to 
this aim.29 And yet our appreciation of this fact is hindered by the sources and by the 

nature of the Athenian judicial system. Firstly, we nearly always possess only one of 
the two speeches that were delivered in relation to a particular dispute, leaving us 
without an opposing counter-construction of reality against which to test the version of 
events presented in the surviving speech.^^ In one of the speeches analysed in detail 
below, it is very difficult to ascertain whether the defendant was guilty of the offence 
for which he is on trial.^i Secondly, in an Athenian jury court, all forms of evidence 
were admissible during a trial, facilitating opposing constructions of events. Orators 
could utilise a wide range of material, from the texts of laws to personal slander and 
invective, and upon this material the jurors reached their verdict with no judge to rule 
evidence as inadmissible or guide their t h i n k i n g . ^ 2  The orator is committed to a 

construction of events which will enable him to win his case over and above a 
commitment to reality. Often it is impossible for us to test the version of reality an 

orator offers us, a version which has been constructed from an eclectic range of sources. 
If this is the case, it is very dangerous to take an orator’s construction of events as 
reality. For example, Andocides’ description of ‘the codification of the laws’ at his 

defence owes more to his desire to escape the death penalty than to his commitment to 

reality (see Appendix 2). William Wyse, perhaps the most rigorous critic of the orator’s 
construction of events, made the following comment on Isaeus and his audience:

The leading purpose of this edition is to show by analysis of the extant speeches 
that ancient scholars had ajuster appreciation of the orator’s art than is shown by 
modem writers on Greek Law, for some of whom his unsupported statements 
appear to carry the authority of decisions of a Supreme Court, and that to extract

29 See Todd (1990c) 164 and (1993) 36. On issues of fact and fiction in the orators, see Todd (1990c) 
171-75. On the extent to which logographers wrote speeches up for publication, subsequent to their 
dehvery, see Dover (1968b) 168-70 and Todd (1990c) 167. The methodological points which follow are 
heavily indebted to Stephen Todd’s reading of the Attic Orators.
30 See Todd (1990c) 167 and Todd (1993) 37.
31 See Chapter 4.4.i.
32 On the nature of Athenian law, see Todd (1993) 3-73. On the embeddness of Athenian law in society, 
see p. 14n. 15; on the function of laws, see p.l61n.59; on evidence, see Carey (1994a), (1994b) 175-9.
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truth from arguments of an advocate bent on winning a verdict from an ignorant 
tribunal is a more delicate operation than many people seem to suppose.33

On the other hand, the manner in which the orator constructs events in his 
speech gives us an insight into the opinions and mentalities of his audience. The jurors 
were the one group who, above all others, the orator could not afford to alienate. 
Consequently the orator has to construct his version of events within the ideological 
parameters of his audience, the citizen-Jurors.^^ in this regard, the difficulties of the 

sources and the nature of the Athenian judicial system become less problematic. 
Although we may possess a single version of the dispute, the orator will utilise his 

audience’s ideological commitments in his construction of events, however fictitious 

that construction may be. The admissibility of a wide range of evidence permits the 
orator to paint a more vivid scenario, utilising a wider range of his audience’s 
ideological commitments. As a historical source, the Attic Orators are problematic with 
regard to events, but invaluable with regard to their audiences’ attitudes and mentalities.

The studies below attempt to reconstruct the citizen-juror’s attitude to judicial 
activity in three jury court speeches. I have adopted the following methodological 
approach when interpreting the individual speeches. Firstly, each speech is examined 
within its judicial context, investigating the litigants, the history of the dispute, the 
procedure adopted, the date and contemporary climate into which he delivered the 
speech.3^ Particular attention has been paid to the challenges facing the litigant and the 
strategies he deployed to counter these problems. This is because the manner in which 
judicial activity is portrayed may be dependent on the issues at stake in the courtroom 
contest. As we often possess only one side of the argument, the reconstruction of the 
case contains an element of uncertainty. But it is possible to gain an impression of the 
issues that were problematic for the speaker by carefully analysing the speech, paying 

particular attention to its structure and comments made about the opponent’s tactics.^^ 

Secondly, I have examined the orator’s construction of his own and his opponent’s 
judicial activity in his speech and considered how these constructions contribute 

towards the overall argument of the case. Thirdly I have highlighted anything in the 
orator’s construction of judicial activity that appears unusual from a modem perspective

Wyse (1904) Preface. His verdict on the Athenian jurors as ‘an ignorant tribunal’ is perhaps more a 
comment on Wyse and his era than on the Athenian juror.

See Todd (1990b) 158-67 on the ideology of the citizen-juror.
See Todd (1990c) 168-9, 175 for these principles, which he puts into practice in his analysis of Lys.30 

(see Todd (1996)).
The position of information within the speech, particularly towards its conclusion, and the relative 

time apportioned are useful indicators of the weight an orator intended material to have in his argument 
(see Carey (1994a) 102).
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and yet from an Athenian perspective is normative and unjustified.^^ Throughout, I 
have resisted a piecemeal approach of lifting and combining statements from a variety 
of speeches, and instead have analysed a few speeches in their en tiretyA lth ough  this 
produces a certain degree of repetition, I think this produces a sharper analysis because 
the portrayal of judicial activity is understood within the judicial context which 
generated this portrayal.^^

4.4. i Judicial Activity in Lysias 25: Defence on a Charge o f Subverting the Democracy 
In spite of the manuscript title of Lysias 25, it is usually accepted that this 

speech was written to be delivered at the defendant’s dokimasia.^^ In his speech, the 
defendant gives no details of the arche he has been appointed to or the technical reason 
why his appointment has been challenged.^^ But it is obvious from the content of the 
speech that the prosecution challenged his appointment because they thought he was 
associated with the Thirty on account of his presence in the city during their r e g i m e . ^ ^  

Consequently their prosecution is probably invalid under the terms of the Amnesty.̂ 3 

Given his generalising tone and aloofness of argument, it is possible that the defendant 
was a member of the political elite, who, having been tainted with oligarchic 
associations, retired from the political limelight but was now recommencing his 
political career.^ His attackers could well be political rivals, intent on blocking this 
resurgence. The trial probably took place in or around 399, at a time when commitment 
to the Amnesty was severely strained."̂  ̂The defendant employs two major tactics in his 
defence. The first is to argue that, although he was present in Athens under the Thirty, 
he was not involved in the oligarchic government. To prove this, he lays down a litmus 

test of political intent: judge people by their actions, not their location.^ He presents

See Cartledge (1990b) 42 and n.6, Todd (1993) 68-70 and Carey (1994b) on the ‘otherness’ of 
Athenian law and Todd (1990c) 174-5 on the significance of unjustified statements in the orators.

I chose the three speeches analysed in Chapter 4.4.i-iii because each speech focuses on modes of 
judicial behaviour and the speeches fall within the Age of Aristophanes. I also wanted variety in the 
sample, so selected speeches written by a different authors for different situations. Lys.25 and Isoc.18 are 
also important sources for the judicial reforms at the end of the fifth century (see Chapter 7.2-4).

See Todd (1990c) 164, 168 on the dangers of a piecemeal approach.
See Adams (1970) 253, Gemet and Bizos (1974-89) 2.111, Edwards and Usher (1985) 269. On 

dokimasia, see A//i.Po/.45.3, 55 with Harrison (1968-71) 2.200-3, MacDowell (1978) 167-9, Rhodes 
(1981) 542-3,612,614-9, Roberts (1982) 14-5,20-1, Hansen (1991) 218-20, Todd (1993) 115-6,285-9.

In the years after the democratic restoration, individuals with oligarchic associations were challenged 
at their dokimasia not on technical grounds but simply on their oligarchic links (see Section E5 of the 
Catalogue in Todd (1985)).
42 E.g. Lys.25.1-2.
43 Only those who had held certain archai under the Thirty were not covered by the Amnesty (see 
Chapter 7.3.i).
44 On the tone of the speech, see Dover (1968b) 188-9. For the defendant as a member of the pohtical 
elite, see Edwards and Usher (1985) 269.
4  ̂On the date of the speech, see Gemet and Bizos (1974-89) 2.112, Adams (1970) 255, Edwards and 
Usher (1985) 270. On the strains in the Amnesty, see Chapter 7.4.
46Lys.25.7-ll, 13,15.
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the jurors with his actions both under democracy and oligarchy. Under the democracy 
he was a loyal democrat, who performed liturgies and suffered no harm, so possessed 
no desire to overthrow the dem ocracyU nder both oligarchic regimes he held no 
office and resisted all opportunities for self-advancement, for the settling old scores and 
for the unscrupulous acquisition of wealth.^  ̂Therefore he urges the Jurors not to tar 
him with the same brush as the oligarchs Just because he remained in the city, but rather 
to Judge him on his actions

Secondly, the defendant draws a sharp contrast between his own Judicial activity 
and that of his prosecutors. As one would expect of any defendant, he repeatedly 
stresses that he has ‘done nothing wrong’, in spite of the prosecution’s allegations.^ He 
emphasises this innocence by stating he has committed no private crimes (lôlg  
àÔLKOÛVTa), !̂ let alone a public offence, and invested in liturgical charts as a 

safeguard against misfortunes before the Jurors.W hen presented with the unparalleled 
opportunity for wrongdoing under the Thirty, the defendant emphasises his eschewal of 
any such behaviour that could be described as sycophantic:

‘ Y t t ’ è | i o { j  y a p  év  o A i y a p y i g  o u i e  a r r a y B e l g  o û ô e l ç  c p a v p a e T G L ,  o u i e  

T Û V  é y 0 p û v  o ù ô e i ç  T e T L i i C j p n p é v o ç ,  o ü t e  tgûv c p i ^ c o v  e u  T r e T T O V 0 u ç  ( k q l  

T o i j T o  | i è v  oÛK d ^ L o v  0 Q i j ) i â { e L v  e u  p è v  y à p  T T o i e î v  è v  é K e i v y  Tcp y p ô v c p  

y a ^ e T T O v  f\v,  è^opapTaveiv  ô è  Tg O o u \ o p é v g  p g Ô L O v ) .  Où t o l v u v  oùô' e i ç  

TOV K Q T a ^ O Y O V  ’A0T1VQLCOV K O T a X é ^ G Ç  O Ù Ô è v G  (p G Vf l QO p G L ,  OÛÔè ÔLGLTGV 

K G T G Ô L G L T n a â l i e V O Ç  ü Û Ô e v Ô Ç ,  OÛÔè TT^OUQLCOTepOÇ ÔK T Ü V  Û p e T è p W V  

Y e y o v ü ç  G u p c p o p w v .

For it will come to light that during the oligarchy neither was anyone arrested by 
apagoge by me, nor were anyone of my enemies visited with vengeance, nor 
were benefits received by anyone of my friends (and this should not be 
surprising, for it was difficult to do good at that time, while it was easy for those 
who wanted to do evil). Moreover it will become clear that I neither enrolled 
anyone onto the list of Athenians, nor was the cause of an arbitration being given 
against anyone, nor became richer out of your misfortunes.^^

The defendant emphasises this renouncing of Judicial activity by depicting himself as a
man who refused to use the Jury courts even for the legitimate activity of harming his

47 L ys.25 .12-13, 17.
4« L ys.25 .13-17.
49 L ys.25 .1 ,4 ,7 ,  13, 18,35.
^ ^ 0 1  MiTiSev qSlkovvtol: L ys.25.1 ,3 ,4 ,6 ;  uriSèi/ kokov; §5.

Lys.25.5. The ‘strong proof (ueya leKiifipioi/)’ advanced for the non-existence o f private crimes is 

totally specious. He argues that, as the prosecution have attacked him on the public charge o f  
involvement with the Thirty, this means tliey were unable to find any private crime on which to prosecute 
him.
52 L ys.25 .12-3.
53 L ys.25 .15-6. See Chapter 7.1.iii on the admiitistration of justice imder the Thirty.
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enemies, although though he had the opportunity.^ It is the nature and distance of the 
relationship between individuals which determines the perceived legitimacy of 
engaging in judicial activity. Thus the defendant emerges as the classic idiotes, the 
private citizen who lives at peace with his fellow men, carries out his civic duties, 
avoids dabbling in judicial matters and guards against unwarranted prosecutions.^^ As 
the speech progresses, the speaker expands his focus, emphasising the restored 
democracy’s renouncing of sycophantic activity through its commitment to homonoia 
and the maintenance of the oaths and agreements ( é [ i | j é v e L V  t o l ç  o p K O L ç  k q l  t q l ç  

QUV0f|KaLç).  ̂In other words, there is concurrence between the defendant’s approach 

to judicial activity and that of the restored democracy’s.

His prosecutors, in contrast to the defendant and the mood within Athens, are 
depicted as sycophants, in the tradition of the Thirty. They are repeatedly labelled as 
sycophants and the defendant attributes to them the hallmarks of sycophancy: their 
prosecution is slanderous and false, they are motivated by financial gain, their target is 
an innocent man and they interfere in the affairs of o th ers .T h e  defendant skilfully 
deploys this last charge so it cuts in two directions at once. He suggests both that his 
prosecutors are unnaturally involved in the affairs of others while neglecting their own 
households and also that they do not know how to utilise correctly the information they 
have trawled from the lives of others:

T c o v  Ô è  K Q T T i Y o p w v  9 a u p a ( w ,  e i  à p e / V o û v T e ç  t ü v  o l k ê l c o v  t û v  à \ \ o T p L c o v  

é T T L p e X o v T a L ,  k q l  a a c p c o ç  e i ô Ô T e ç  t o ù ç  p T i ô è v  à Ô L K o O v ' T a ç  k q l  t o O ç  T T o \ \ à  

é ^ n p a p T T i K Ô T a ç  C n T o O a i  [ K e p Ô Q L v e i v  f j ]  ù p â ç  T r e i G e L v  n e p i  a i T a v T c o v  f i p i û v  

iT ]v  a Ù T T i v  y i / w p n v  è y e i v .

1 am surprised at my accusers, men who, neglecting their household affairs to 
busy themselves with the affairs of others, and so clearly know those who do 
nothing wrong and those who commit many crimes, they then aim to persuade 
you to take the same view of all of us.̂ ^

Underlying this statement is the assumption that one should be committed to the affairs
of one’s own household, but that it is unnatural to be concerned about the affairs of

^  Xenophon’s Socrates defines being useful to one’s friends and defeating one’s enemies as one of life’s 
greatest pleasures (Xen.M^w.4.5.10). See Adkins (1972) 52, 131-2; Dover (1974) 180-84, Blundell 
(1989) 26-59.

The defendant’s identify as an idiotes is inconsistent with other information within the speech. For 
instance his analysis of individuals’ loyalties to oligarchy and democracy (Lys.25.7-11) demonstrates a 
shrewd grasp of political realities. This may explain the generalising tone of the speech (see p.66), with 
the defendant keeping to the ideological generalities of idiotes and sycophants in order to obscure the 
reahties of his involved pohtical past. See Ober (1989) 108-112 on idiotai.
56Lys.25.23^, 27,28-9.

Sycophantic: Lys.25.3, 24, 27 (implied), 29; slanderous charges (8iaBoA.fi) :  §§5, 6, 11, 24; false 
charges (ijjeuSoueuci): §§2, 14; financial gain: §§3, 30, 32; target an innocent man: see p.67n.50; 
interfere in others’ affairs: §1.
^  Lys.25.1.
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Others. Again it is the nature of the relationship which is seen to govern involvement 
and interference in the lives of others. The defendant employs strong moral censure 
against his prosecutors’ sycophantic activity: they are practitioners of T T O v r i p t a ,  

TTOvripia which they delight to display openly; they are the authors of ‘many bad things 
(TJoXXa KQKa)’. 9̂ Towards the end of the speech, he draws a parallel between the 

extra-judicial chaos under the Thirty and the current activities of his prosecutors. He 
notes that the destruction of homonoia through sycophantic prosecutions will be 

welcomed by the oligarchic exiles because it will drive those so attacked into the arms 
of the oligarchs.^® He reminds the jurors of how sycophancy under the previous 
democratic constitution fuelled the rise of oligarchy and so concludes that the jurors 
must reject his opponents as advisers (au|i3ou^OL).^^ He ends his speech with a

damning portrayal of his prosecutors as professional sycophants, rising from rags to 
riches, refusing to submit to euthynai, opposed to homonoia and peace, bent on 
generating enmity and war.^  ̂ jn short, these men behave as the Thirty did, with the 

added crime of pursuing such activity under the d e m o c r a cy .In  this concluding 

analysis, the speaker both turns his opponents’ charge against them and reinforces his 
own litmus test of political intent by which he proclaims his own innocence. It is not 
where you were but what you did that counts: so although his prosecutors may have 

returned from the Piraeus, their sycophantic activity reveals them to be cast in the same 
mould as the Thirty. Throughout, the speaker invites the jurors to adopt the two 
opposing constructions of judicial activity as they deliver their verdict: to vote for him 
because he is an innocent man and to steal themselves against the slanderous lies of his 

sycophantic opponents.^

In his defence, the speaker not only argues that he played no part in the 
oligarchic regimes, and so can not be barred from office, but also projects himself as an 
idiotes, innocent of wrongdoing and of judicial abuses, in accord with the spirit of the 

restored democracy. His prosecutors on the other hand are portrayed as unscrupulous 
sycophants, the significance of whose actions extend beyond harming an innocent man 
to an assault on the democracy in the mould of the Thirty. The topoi of judicial 
innocence and sycophancy are no mere mechanical glosses, but are central to the 

speaker’s argument. These topoi find their leverage in the moral sphere: the speaker is 
so committed to judicial non-involvement that he shuns opportunities to harm his

^^noi/ripia: Lys.25.24,34; kokq: §31.
^  Lys.25.24. This hypotlietical scenario is supported by his analysis of political loyalties (§§7-11); those 
harmed under one type of constitution will become opponents of that constitution.

Lys.25.25-27. See also §19.
62 Lys.25.29-30.
63 Lys.25.31.
64 Appeals to the jurors to support defendant: Lys.25.3, 4, 7, 11, 13, 16, 18, 20, 34-5; appeals to the 
jurors to oppose the prosecution: §§3,13,27,32,34.
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enemies; the prosecution are so bent on judicial involvement that they neglect their 
oikoi so as to interfere in the oikoi of others.

The speech also contains evidence about the audience’s attitude to judicial 
activity in the years after the democratic restoration. The speaker may have been able to 

make such effective and frequent use of allegations of sycophancy, not only because his 
legal tactics required him to, but also because these allegations had particular pertinence 
for his audience. Lateiner has suggested that the speaker is ‘obsessed with 
“sycophants”, his word for democratic politicians.’^̂  Alternatively, I think this 
‘obsession’ is a reflection of the Athenian mood in 399. Firstly, the speaker not only 
comments on extra-judicial activities under the Thirty, but also proposes that 
sycophancy under the democracy contributed to the rise of oligarchy.^ We know that 
the Thirty’s programme of judicial reform, particularly their moves against sycophants, 
was greeted with approval and initially lent credibility to their rule.̂ '̂  If the speaker was 
able to associate sycophancy under the democracy with the rise of oligarchy, this idea 
still must have appeared plausible to the jurors in 399. Secondly, it appears that 
concerns about sycophancy were not restricted to the democracy of pre-404/3. We 
know of a number of cases that were brought against those tainted with oligarchy in the 
years after the restoration, exposing the gap between the ideal of homonoia and the 
reality of judicial activity under the restored democracy.^^ The defendant skilfully 
juxtaposes the ideal of the restored democracy’s commitment to homonoia with his 
portrayal of the his prosecutors’ sycophancy at the end of his speech, indicating that he 
wanted the image to linger in his audience’s mind and therefore that it must have 
carried weight with them.^  ̂So it is probable that the defendant is utilising the reality of 
these trials which contravened the Amnesty and the fears they engendered for his own 
ends. The defendant’s portrayal of his opponents’ sycophancy is a powerful weapon 
because anxieties about democratic judicial activity, litigiousness and sycophancy were 
still strong in 399 (see Chapter 7.4 for further details).

4.4.Ü Judicial Activity in Isocrates 18: Against Callimachus
The presentation of judicial activity in Against Callimachus exercised the 

rhetorical talents of the young Isocrates to the full. He wrote the speech for an 

anonymous speaker in his prosecution of Callimachus by paragraphe. The nature of a 
paragraphe suit, where the defendant in the previous judicial dispute becomes the 
current prosecutor, contains the potential for both parties in the dispute to be depicted

Quoted by Edwards and Usher (1985) 271.
66 Lys.25.19,25-7.
67 See Chapter 7.2.
68 See Chapter 7.4.
69 Lys.25.28-35.
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as initiating litigation, in short to be portrayed as litigious. Consequently the Against 
Callimachus contains substantial material on the presentation of judicial activity, 
material which is incidental to the legal argument of the paragraphe suit. This can be 
illustrated by firstly looking at the structure of the speech and secondly by considering 
the nature of the conflict between the speaker and Callimachus.

The structure of the Against Callimachus can be broken down into sections as 
follows:

§§1-3 Introduction: the novel procedure of paragraphe and its applicability to this 
dispute.
§4 Speaker’s statement of intent: Legal Arguments 1-3 which he will produce 
against Callimachus.
§§5-12 The history of the dispute between the speaker and Callimachus up to the 
present case, including:

§8 Legal Argument 2: Callimachus’ original charges against the speaker are false
(witnesses produced);

§10-12 Legal Argument 3: The dispute has previously been settled by arbitration 
and so can not be reopened

(witnesses produced).
§§13-15 Callimachus’ tactics: to disallow the previous arbitration agreement 
between the two parties, including:

Legal Argument 3: The dispute has previously been settled by arbitration and so 

can not be reopened.
§§16-18 The speaker's motivation: the innocent man.
§§ 19-34 Legal Argument 1: the speaker is protected by Amnesty 

(agreements and oaths of Amnesty are produced).
§§35-41 Callimachus’ tactics: to focus on the hardships he has suffered and could 
again if  he loses the case.
§§42-47 Legal Argument 1: will the Athenians uphold their commitment to the 
Amnesty?
§§47-57 A character assassination o f Callimachus, including his sycophantic 
reputation

(witnesses produced).
§§58-65 The speaker’s services to the polis.
§§66-68 Conclusion.

As is suggested by the above structure, although much of the speech is devoted to the 
three legal arguments, there are substantial sections, in italics, which have no direct 
bearing on these arguments. The italicised sections occupy nearly half of the speech 
and, moreover, the speaker concludes with this material, allowing its content to linger
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in the jurors’ minds as he walks away from the bemaP^ This incidental material offers 
interesting insights into the presentation of Judicial activity. But it is essential to 
comprehend the details of the case and the legal arguments advanced before this 

material can be examined (see Chapter 4.3).

The conflict between the two men began in 403, during the rule of the Ten, who 
were briefly in power after the fall of the Thirty and before the restoration of the 
dem ocracy .T h e speaker, a friend of Patrocles ( o v t o ç  | iOL è ï ï L T r i ô é L O u )  the Archon

Basileus in 404/3, witnessed a dispute between the latter and Callimachus over a sum of 
money. Patrocles denounced Callimachus by phasis before the boule, claiming that the 
sum involved had become state property and the boule found in Patrocles’ f a v o u r .  

The sum involved could have been as much as 5,000 drachmae, and therefore Patrocles 

may have received 2,500 drachmae as a result of his successful prosecution.^^ The 
substantial sums involved explains the persistent and protracted nature of the 
subsequent legal conflict between Callimachus and the party of P atrocles.A fter the 
restoration of the democracy, Callimachus took the opportunity to move against the 
individuals who he felt were responsible for his loss, initially Patrocles, then one 
Lysimachus and finally the speaker.^  ̂Callimachus initially suggested the speaker was a 
co-conspirator, but then moved to claim that the speaker was responsible for all his 
problems, an accusation which he began to circulate widely.^^ The speaker was finally 
persuaded by some of Callimachus’ friends to settle out of court, which he proceeded to 
do, but with the safeguard that both parties submitted the settlement to private 
arbitration before Nicomachus of Bate.'̂ '̂  For a while, Callimachus was content to let 
the dispute drop, but then, with the assistance of one Xenotimus, he brought a dike 

blabes against the speaker, fixing the penalty against the speaker by timesis at 10,000

The italicised sections amount to 28§§ out of a total of 68§§, 41% of the speech.
See Isoc.18.5 and on the Ten, see A//i.Po/38.1, Xen.//e//.2.4.23-4, D.S. 14.33.5. There are occasions 

when the speaker is deliberately vague about whether the clash between Calhmachus and Patrocles took 
place under the oligarchy (see §35) or the democracy (see §17).

Isoc. 18.5-6. On phasis, see p. 16n.27.
Callimachus brought a dike blabes against the speaker for the sum of 10,000 drachmae (Isoc. 18.11). In 

a dike blabes, the penalty is fixed by timesis at twice that of the damage done (see Dem.21.43 and 
MacDowell (1978) 149-3, Todd (1993) 279-82), so Calhmachus probably lost some 5,000 drachmae in 
the initial phasis. In cases proceeding by phasis, a successful prosecutor gained half the sum seized (see 
p. 16), hence Patrocles would have gained some 2,500 drachmae.

The sum of 5,000 drachmae would almost be enough to put a man in the leisured classes, see APF xx- 
xxiv.

See Isoc. 18.7. Calhmachus brought a dike against Patrocles and extracted 1,000 drachmae from him. 
Secondly, he brought a ‘sycophantic’ prosecution against one Lysimachus, and obtained 200 drachmae 
from him. Presumably CaUimachus was able to associate Lysimachus with his original loss.

See Isoc. 18.7, 9. When he moved against the speaker, it appears Callimachus subjected him to a 
period of widely circulated accusations, without bringing a specific charge, with the aim of extracting an 
out of court settlement from him.

Isoc. 18.9-10.
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drachmae.^* But at the anakrisis before the arche, the speaker produced a witness to the 
arbitration, using the procedure of diamarturiaP^ Consequently Callimachus either had 
to prosecute the witness using a dike pseudomarturion or drop the dike blabes against 
the speaker.^® Callimachus initially opted for the later, but subsequently reintroduced 
the dike blabes against the speaker and persuaded the arche to allow the case to proceed 
to the jury court. So the speaker faced a court appearance as the defendant in a dike 
blabes  with the risk of a 10,000 drachmae fine which he claimed would have 
impoverished him.^i At this point the speaker brought the current paragraphe against 
Callimachus, transforming Callimachus into the defendant and himself into the 
p r o s e c u t o r . ^ 2  The present case can probably be dated to 400.^^

In §4, the speaker outlines the legal arguments he will advance to demonstrate 

that Callimachus’ dike blabes is illegal:

’AttoÔ6l^co ôè K a \ M | i a y o v  où povov  Tiapà t ô ç  cjiJvOnKaç ÔLKa{ô|ievov 
à.Xkb. KQL TrepL l ù v  èyKÀnpaTwv t i jeuôôpevov , kql n poaéT i  ô ia iT a v  n p îv  
YeYevniiévTiv nep i  q ù t ü v .

I will prove that Callimachus not only brought a dike against the agreements (i.e. 
the Amnesty), but he also spoke falsely about the written complaints and 
moreover an arbitration has taken place between us regarding this issue.^

As the outline of the speech above demonstrates, the speaker devotes just over half his
time to the three arguments (Legal Arguments 1-3 in the structure above). Firstly, in
§§ 19-34 the speaker argues that Callimachus’ dike blabes contravenes the Amnesty and
thus allows him to bring the current paragraphe. Under the terms of the Amnesty,
which he cites at §19, public prosecutions which had been settled before the restoration
of the democracy could not be reopened.^  ̂So even if the speaker was responsible for
Callimachus’ loss, Callimachus could not bring a dike blabes against him because the
initial phasis predates the restoration of the democracy. This first argument is supported

Isoc. 18.11.
The outcome of a private arbitration was binding on both parties (Todd (1993) 123-5), therefore 

legally Callimachus was not allowed to reopen the case. The procedure of diamarturia allowed the 
speaker to produce a witness to the arbitration before the arche and so demonstrate that Callimachus’ 
dike blabes was illegal (see Harrison (1968-71) 2.124-5, Todd (1993) 135-6).

See Isoc. 18.12 and Harrison (1968-71) 2.192-7, Todd ibid. and (1990b) 36-8 on diamarturia dtnd dike 
pseudomarturion.

See Isoc. 18.3, 64 for his claims that Callimachus’ dike blabes threatened his remaining property.
On paragraphe and its introduction, see Chapter 7.3.i-ii.
Mathieu and Brémond (1928-62) 2.15, MacDowell (1971b) 269.

84 Isoc. 18.4.
85 On the Amnesty, see Chapter 7.3.i. The speaker cites the Amnesty at §19 and then adds his own 
commentary, that: ‘but does not the agreements expressly acquit the ones who brought endexis or phasis 
or have done any of other such things {hW ' où loou lièv auvOriKcov 8iappf|&riv acpieLacov loùç 
€y8e(^ai/iaç f| (pfivavTaç n loov akkwv ti tcoi/ ToioijTwy npa^aviag (§20)).’ In other words he makes 
sure that phasis is listed as one of the public prosecutions which can not be reopened. A similar sentiment 
is expressed in the bouleutic oath, see Andoc.1.91.
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by ponderous rhetoric on the solemnity of agreements in Greece, the restraint exhibited 
by Thrasybulus and Anytus, the worthy renown that the Amnesty has brought to Athens 
(articulated in sentiments reminiscent of the Funeral Orations) and the blessings of 

hom onoia  in comparison to the horrors of stasis.^^ Secondly, he argues that 
Callimachus has lied in the charges made in the dike blabes, as he consistently 
maintains that it was Patrocles and not himself who was responsible for denouncing 
Callimachus at the initial phasis and at §8 produces three sets of witnesses to support 
this claim. Thirdly, he stresses that the arbitration before Nicomachus was binding and 
so Callimachus is acting illegally by reopening the case. It appears Callimachus 
intended to subvert this objection by arguing that the arbitration never took place, 
arguments which the speaker counters both by supposition and by producing witnesses 

to the arbitration.^

The speaker has painted a triptych of detailed legal argument to demonstrate the 
illegality of Callimachus’ dike blabes. One of panels of the triptych represents the 
Amnesty and the protection afforded under it by using the novel procedure of 
paragraphe. The remaining two panels of the triptych represent the falsity and illegality 
of Callimachus’ dike blabes in its own right, regardless of the Amnesty: in other words 
the arguments that the speaker would have used in his defence in the dike blabes. As 
was often the case in paragraphe suits, litigants advanced arguments using material 
specific to the actual paragraphe suit and to the preceding case that had given rise to 
the paragraphe  suit.^  ̂ In eaeh of the three panels, the speaker has adopted a duo- 
chromatic scheme: factual arguments, supported by the production of witnesses of 

documents and secondly arguments from supposition. But the triptych of legal 
argument represents a little more than half the content of the speech. The remaining 
material, which is incidental to the legal argumentation, is used to paint two portraits, 
that of the speaker as the judicial reticent and that of Callimachus as the venal 
sycophant. The portraits are rendered almost totally in monochrome, evidence is offered 
in the form of inference and innuendo, with little supporting factual information. Given 
the structure of the speech (see above), these two portraits are obviously essential to the 
speaker’s presentation of his case. I will firstly examine the two portraits in more detail 
and secondly consider why he painted them.

The speaker, as the defendant in the dike blabes which underlies the current suit, 
is desirous to impress his innocence upon the jurors.^  ̂As has been noted above, these 

protestations are supported by witnesses, who testify that the speaker had no connection

86 See Isoc. 18.19-34,42-7,66-8.
87 Isoc. 18.10-13.
88 Isager and Hansen (1975) 130-1, Todd (1993) 138-9.
89 Isoc. 18.4,9, 16, 19,20,22,40-1,57,67.
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with Callimachus’ initial loss. Consequently he claims that his suit is just ( Ô l k q l o ç )  and 

appeals to the jurors to vote with justice in his favour.^ These statements of innocence 
are hardly surprising from a man facing a 10,000 drachmae fine. But the speaker’s 
portrayal of his judicial reticence transcends the commonplace to that of elevated moral 
character. The speaker states he resisted all opportunities for wrongdoing under the 
Thirty, even though the Thirty pressurised many to behave in this way.^  ̂ The speaker 
then argues by inference that it is highly improbable he should have harmed 
Callimachus after the restoration of the democracy, having resisted all opportunities for 
wrongdoing under the T h i r t y . ^ ^  Incidentally, this contention is almost certainly false, as 

it seems that Callimachus originally lost his sum of money before the restoration.^^ 
Concluding, the speaker claims he is the kind of man who resisted opportunities to seek 
vengeance on his enemies, so would not harm a man with whom he never had a 
contract.̂ "̂  The speaker presents himself as an individual of elevated moral integrity: he 
renounces the legitimate moral activity of harming his enemies even when he was 
presented with ample opportunity, consequently the thought of harming a complete 
stranger, with whom he did not even have a contract, is preposterous.^^ As in Lysias’ 
speech Defence on a Charge o f Subverting the Democracy, it is the nature and distance 
of the relationship between two individuals which determine the perceived legitimacy 
of engaging in judicial activity. The speaker buttresses the presentation of his moral 
character in the concluding section of his speech by reminding the jurors of his 
trierarchic services to the polls and the resulting crown that was awarded to him.^  ̂The 
speaker emerges as the classic idiotes, a man who is not only innocent of the charge that 
he has been arraigned on, but one who would not even harm his enemies and who was 

‘responsible for many good things’ for the city.^^

^  For the justice of his case, see Isoc. 18.20,37; for appeals for the jurors to vote justly, see §§ 16, 26, 
34,35 ,65 ,67 ,42 ,68 .
91 Isoc. 18.16.
92 Isoc. 18.18.
93 See Isoc. 18.5 and p.72n.71.
94 Isoc. 18.18. On harming one’s enemies, see p.68n.54. Calhmachus is presented as claiming that he has 
been injured by the speaker, although there was not even a business contract {sumbolaion) between the 
two of them. Millett (1991) 27-44 distinguishes between essentially two types of loans in Athens: 
informal eranos-\oam between kin, friends, demesmen and formalised loans between strangers, with the 
later being characterised by witnesses, interest and agreements (sumbolaia). In other words, Calhmachus 
is portrayed as making the preposterous claim that he has been harmed by a man with whom he did not 
even make a sumbolaion, the characteristic of loan-arrangements between those whose relationship is so 
distant it is non-existent.
9  ̂These protestations of innocence under the Thirty are also disclaimers against Callimachus’ claims 
that the speaker was responsible for bringing the initial phasis (p.72) and that he was associated with the 
oligarchic regime (p.77).
96 Isoc. 18.58-65.
97lsoc.18.61.
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Callimachus, on the other hand, is painted in colours of the opposite hue, those 
of the venal sycophant. This portrayal emerges forcefully towards the end of the speech, 
when the speaker launches into a vicious assassination of Callimachus’ character, 
culminating in an account of his judicial activities:

NOv ô è  T T e p L  l i è v  T Û V  d ^ X u v  o c to l ç  e T T i 6 e 3 o { i \ e u K e , k q l  ô l k q ç  o l q ç  

ôeÔLKaaTQL k q l  yp a cp à ç  <aç>  e L a e \ n \ u 8 e ,  k q l  | i e 9 ‘ cbv a u v é a r r i K e  k q l  

K a 0 ‘ ü v  TÙ t i j euôf i  p e p a p T u p n K e v , o û ô '  d v  ô l ç  t o q o D t o v  üôcop  U a v o v  

ÔLriYnaaa0aL yévoLTO'

Even twice as much water as I have would not be enough for me to go through 
the tale of the others against whom he has plotted, of the dikai in which he has 
been involved, of the graphai which he has introduced and of those with whom 
he has Joined together and of those against whom he has given false witness.^*

The speaker then illustrates Callimachus’ predilection for judicial activity by recounting 
the details of a dike phonou he brought against one Cratinus, a charge which rested on 
false evidence.^ Callimachus’ propensity to falsify evidence is relevant to the current 
dispute, a contention the speaker exploits to the full. Given this material’s position in 
the speech, the speaker must have wanted the impression generated to linger in the 
jurors’ minds as he concludes. But the portrayal of Callimachus as the venal sycophant 
dominates the entire speech. The speaker frequently calls Callimachus a sycophant, 
labels his prosecutions as daring and false, and one who is motivated by financial 
gain. As a result, he is one who transgressed the nomoi, particularly the nomoi 
ordaining the Amnesty, in order to realise his corrupt aims.ioi He trusts in persuasive 
words to win over t h e  j u r o r s . 1 0 2  The speaker reserves such moral epithets as TTOvripôç, 

KQKÔÇ and dôiKOç for a man whose judicial behaviour is characterised as false, self- 

serving and l a w l e s s .  1 0 3  The speaker deftly creates this impression right at the beginning 

of his speech, when he outlines the history of the dispute. The speaker describes 
Callimachus as one who caused him ‘troubles’ (TTpaypaTa); whose ‘daring’ (TO^pdv) 
and ‘shamelessness’ (aval Set a) lead him to make accusations against the speaker.io^ 

Callimachus’ financial greed is emphasised by describing Callimachus’ cases against 
Patrocles and Lysimachus in terms of the money he extracted from them, by 
highlighting how Callimachus’ friends came to the speaker, demanding ‘hush money’

Isoc.18.51. For the more general slander against Callimachus, see §§47-50.
^  Isoc. 18.52-7. The account of Cratinus’ dispute with Callimachus and his brother-in-law is supported 
by the testimony of witnesses.
1̂ ® Sycophant: Isoc. 18.3, 7, 10, 14, 22, 24, 37, 55, 64; §§7, 22, 26, 38,47, 56, 57; ijjeuS- fig,
- ojjiai: §§4, 13,51,56-7. On financial gain, see p.77n.l05.

Isoc.18.21,25,26,47,64. At §11, Xenotimus, Callimachus’ associate in the dike hlabes, is described 
as ‘the corrupter/ destroyer of the laws (6 Toug vououg SiacpOeipcov).’ 
lO^Isoc.18.12,21,65.
103 novTip-ia, -6g: Isoc. 18.52, 55, 56; KOKog: §§38, 47 (at §11, the same verdict is passed on 
Xenotimus) ; aSiK-og, -eco: §§14,55.
104 Isoc. 18.7.
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and by Callimachus’ pecuniary motivation in not bringing a dike pseudomarturion 
against the speaker’s witness.^^^This last statement is almost certainly a fiction, and is 
inserted to strengthen the suggestion that he has already planted in the jurors’ minds: 
Callimachus is a man motivated by profit from sycophantic lit ig a t io n .T h e  speaker 
generates a hostile impression of Callimachus by deploying a powerful moral arsenal 
against his opponent.

These two portraits of the speaker and Callimachus have an import beyond 

encouraging the jurors to identify with the former as an innocent man wrongly accused 
and to vote against the later as a venal sy co p h a n t.B u r ied  within the speaker’s 
confident assertions are hints which suggest he faced two major obstacles in bringing 

this paragraphe suit, namely that he was almost certainly implicated in the rule of the 
Thirty and that he was himself vulnerable to accusations of sycophancy. The speaker 
was closely associated with Patrocles, who held office under the Thirty (see p.72 
above). The speaker gives the jurors this damaging piece of information himself, 
suggesting that this must have been too widely known for him to cover up. At several 
points, he urges the jurors to be wary of attempts to deflect them away from the central 
issue of the case towards allegations of oligarchic involvement, He also endeavours 
to forestall these allegations by claiming that Callimachus himself ‘longed more than 
any of the others to participate in that polity (the rule of the Thirty)’ and so remained in 
Athens at that time.^^9 Therefore it is highly probable that Callimachus intended to 
launch a sustained attack on the speaker’s record under the Thirty. The fact that in 400 
Callimachus was able to reopen a concluded case by attacking his opponent’s record 
under the oligarchy is hardly surprising: this case was one of several in the period 400- 
399 which investigated the opponent’s record under the o l i g a r c h y . ^

105 Isoc. 18. 7,9-10 and 12 respectively.
106 Yhe speaker claims Callimachus was reluctant to bring a dike pseudomarturion against the speaker’s 
witness who had testified by diamarturia to the arbitration before Nicomachus because he did want to 
risk a fine of one sixth of the 10,000 drachmae claimed if he failed to obtain a fifth of the jurors’ votes. 
Instead he opted for the cheaper option of persuading the arche to reintroduce his dike blabes, for which 
he risked only losing his deposit of thirty drachmae. This statement is almost certainly false, as the 
prosecutor risked a fine of one sixth of the sum claimed only if he failed to obtain one fifth of the votes in 
public cases, but never in private cases such as a dike pseudomarturion (see Dem.22.26 with Harrison 
(1968-71) 2.83, Osborne (1985b) 43 and Todd (1993) 109). The speaker was almost certainly able to get 
away with this fiction because he inserted it in a section that is littered with legal technicalities (see 
p.l96n.l2 below for Andocides using the same tactic).

See Isoc. 18.64-65, where the speaker invites the jurors to feel remorse if they see Callimachus, as a 
sycophant and one who is opposed to the nomoi and the Amnesty, emiched and the speaker, as one who 
has served as a trierarch, is found guilty of evil on account of Callimachus’ persuasive words.
108 See Isoc. 18.36,40.
109‘xoaouTCj) be uaWov icoi/ aKKooi/ eneoOuei ueiaaxeTi/ eKeii/riQ inç TToKiieiaç’ (Isoc. 18.48).
110 See Chapter 7.4
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Secondly, it appears that Callimachus intended to recapture the moral high 

ground in his reply by claiming that the speaker was responsible for introducing the 
current suit, with the aim of destroying him:

o I p a L  Ô' a Ù T Ô v  ô ô u p e î a S a i  i r \ v  ï ï a p o û a a v  n e v t a v  k q l  j t \ v  y e Y e v n i i é v r i v  

a Û T c p  a u p i c p o p à v  k q l  \ é ^ e i v  ô ç  ô e i v à  k q l  a y é T ^ i a  T r e i a e T a L ,  e t  l ù v  

y p n i i â T c o v  c o v  ÊTTi TTÎç è ^ i y a p y i a ç  à ( p T ] p é 0 T i ,  t o ü t c o v  è v  ü n p o K p o T i g  j t ] v  

éTT Go Be ^Lav ô ( p \ f î a e L ,  k o l  e t  T Ô T e  l i è v  ô i à  i f i v  o i i a ï a v  T f | v  q û t o û  c p u y e î v  

n v a y K Q o G n ,  v u v l  ô '  è v  y  y p ô v y  n p o a r i K e v  a Û T Ô v  ô i K r i v  ^ a B e î v ,  a T L p o ç  

Y e v f i a e T a L . . . n e p L  ô è  i f i ç  Ê T r u B e M a ç ,  e t  p è i /  e y c o  t o t j t c o v  t ü v  u p a y p a T W v  

QLTLoç f \v ,  ÊLKÔTüç Qv oùicp pé^^ovTL (npiwaEaGaL auvny9ea0e- vûv 6'
O U T Ô Ç  É Q T L V  Ô O U K O C p a V T Ü V ,  COQT'  o O Ô È V  Q V  Ô L K Q L Ü Ç  Q I I T O Û  ^ é y o v T o ç  

Qno6ÉyoLa0E.

I think he will bewail his present poverty and the misfortune that has happened to 
him and he will claim that he will suffer terrible and cruel things if the money, 
which under the oligarchy he was deprived of, now under the democracy he will 
be liable to pay epobelia from; and if then he was forced to flee on account of his 
property, while now, at a time when he has come close to exacting punishment, 
he will become atimos...knd with regard to the epobelia, if I was responsible for 
these troubles, you would naturally sympathise with him as one who is about to 
be to be fined; but as it is, this man is one who brings sycophantic prosecutions, 
so you can accept as just nothing that he says.m

Reading between the lines of these predicted counter-arguments, it is not difficult to see
how Callimachus would be able construct such a defence. The procedure of paragraphe
was a novelty in 400, which placed the speaker at a disadvantage, given the Athenian
suspicion of legal innovaUonJ^z ¥\ii\h&vmore, paragraphe exacerbated the dispute
process by introducing an additional Judicial hearing and involved arguments about
technical legal i s s u e s .  The successful prosecutor in a paragraphe suit received one

sixth of the sum under dispute. Therefore, the very structure of paragraphe, its novelty,
technical nature, and potential for enrichment provided Callimachus with material that
could be utilised to depict the speaker as sycophantic and Callimachus himself as
suffering under the onslaught of unnecessary litigation and impending impoverishment.

I would like to suggest that the speaker, fearing that Callimachus will accuse 
him of oligarchic involvement and sycophancy, painted the two portraits of judicial 
motivation in order to preempt Callimachus’ accusations. He deflects attention from his 
own oligarchic associations by scandalising the jurors with his portrayal of Callimachus

Isoc. 18.35,37 and generally §§35-41.
 ̂ This explains why the speaker carefully introduces the procedure to the jurors at the beginning of the 

speech. On Athenian suspicion of legal innovation, see p.201n.32.
On the Athenian distrust of legal technicahties, see Dover (1974) 189-90, Todd (1996) 115-6, 131. 

Strepsiades’ very negative description of the seasoned litigant in the Clouds includes kurbis as one of 
descriptive epithets which can be applied to the litigant (Ar.Ww6.448 and p. 106), suggesting that a 
detailed knowledge of legal statues is highly suspect.
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the sycophant while highlighting his own services to the polis and his innocence. He 
turns the tables on Callimachus’ accusations of sycophancy by depicting Callimachus 
as the one bent on unscrupulous, self-serving, lawless judicial activity. The speech 
Against Callimachus demonstrates the very real efficacy of sycophantic allegations. It 
appears both parties in the dispute were intent on portraying each other as sycophants 
and themselves as victims of oppressive litigation. The speaker is fully aware of the 
danger of this accusation, and so constructs a sustained and detailed pre-emptive strike 

against his opponent. The speech also reveals something of the power-base of 

sycophantic allegations. To exhibit the sycophantic traits of false accusation, daring, 
busyness, disregard for nomas and financial acquisitiveness is to be TTOvripôç, k q k ô ç  

and âÔLKOç. In other words, to engage in sycophancy transgresses moral norms and 

invokes deep moral censure.

4.4.iii Judicial Activity in Isaeus 5: On the Estate o f Dicaeogenes
The trial for which Isaeus wrote On the Estate of Dicaeo genes had its origins in 

the distribution of the estate of one Dicaeogenes (II), who had been killed some twenty- 
two years p r e v i o u s l y . Dicaeogenes (II) had killed in a naval engagement off Cnidus 
at either the end of 412 or the beginning of 411.11^ He left no son as a direct heir and 
was survived by four sisters (see Figure 5 for stemma). But his uncle by marriage, 
Proxenus, produced a will, in which Dicaeogenes (II) adopted Proxenus’ son, 
Dicaeogenes (III), and bequeathed him one third of the estate. The estate was 
adjudicated by epidikasia before a court: Dicaeogenes (III) received one third of the 
estate and the remaining two thirds was divided equally between the four s i s t e r s . But 
in 400/399 Dicaeogenes (III) produced a second will, which entitled him to the entire 
estate. The second will was challenged by relatives of the sisters at a diadikasia, but the 
jurors found in Dicaeogenes (III)’s favour. On gaining control of the entire estate, he 
evicted the s i s t e r s . i i ?  Several attempts were then made by relatives of the sisters to win 

back their share of the estate. The present trial revolves around a disputed agreement 
made between Menexenus (III), Menexenus (IV) and Cephisodotus on the one hand and 
Dicaeogenes (III) and Leochares on the o t h e r . T h e  cousins had cornered 
Dicaeogenes (III) and Leochares by bringing a successful dike pseudomarturion against 
Leochares. From this position of strength, they had extracted an agreement from

For a description of this complicated and protracted legal dispute, see Wyse (1904) 402-5, Forster 
(1927) 153-7.
11  ̂On the date of Dicaeogenes’ (H) death, see Jebb (1876) 2.349-50, Wyse (1904) 412-13.
11  ̂See Isae.5.6 for events of 412-11. See p.52n.93 on Athenian inheritance law.
11  ̂See Isae.5.7-11 for the events of 400/399.
118 Menexenus (III), Menexenus (IV) and Cephisodotus are sons of Dicaeogenes’ (II) sisters and cousins 
of Dicaeogenes (III). See Figure 5 for stemma. Hereafter they are referred to as ‘the cousins’ for ease of 
reference.
11  ̂ See p.86n.l53 for an outline of the entire dispute. The cousins decided that both the wills favouring 
Dicaeogenes (III) were invalid so proceeded to claim the entire estate on behalf of their mothers on the
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their opponents in return for waiving the sentence of atimia which they could have 
extracted from the convicted Leochares. But each side subsequently interpreted the 
agreement in a different way. The cousins stated that Dicaeogenes (III) had agreed 
renounce his claim ( a c p L Q T a c j O a L )  and to hand over unencumbered ( T T a p a Ô L Ô ô v a i  

avapKpLQpfiTriTa) two-thirds of the estate to the sisters and that Leochares and 

Mnesiptolemus had agreed to stand s u r e t y . 1 2 0  On the other hand, Dicaeogenes (III) and 

Leochares maintained that Dicaeogenes (III) had agreed to simply renounce his claim 
( à ( p i a T a c r 9 a L  povov) to two-thirds of the e s t a t e . xhe defence argued that since the

majority of the estate had been sold, mortgaged or swallowed up in expenses or 
liturgies, Dicaeogenes (III) had only been able to return a few residual properties to the 
sisters. Having done this, both individuals claimed they had fulfilled their 
responsibilities under the agreement. The cousins took a different view and so brought a 
dike eggues against Leochares on the basis that he had not fulfilled his responsibility as 
a surety: to ensure Dicaeogenes (III) returned, unencumbered two thirds of the estate he 
had received when Dicaeogenes (II) died over twenty years ago.^^s isaeus wrote On the 

Estate o f Dicaeogenes for Menexenus (IV) who delivered it as one of the prosecutors in 
this trial, the other being C e p h i s o d o t u s . ^ 2 4  T h e  trial can be dated to around about 
389.125

The prosecution faced at least two challenges in bringing a dike eggues against 
Leochares. The first concerned the probable weakness of their case, which can be 
detected in the nature of the arguments advanced and their position in the structure of 
the s p e e c h .  1 2 6  These arguments are strong on inference and weak on fact. The 

prosecution’s key item of factual evidence, the document recording the details of the 
agreement, did not state that Dicaeogenes (III) had agreed to hand over two-thirds of

basis of ankhisteia (Isae.5.13-6). In return, Dicaeogenes (III) brought a diamarturia, at which Leochares 
testified that the estate was not adjudicable (§16). Therefore the cousins brought a dike pseudomarturion 
against him (§§17-9, see p.73n.80 for references on dike pseudomarturion and diamarturia).
120 See Isae.5.1, 18, 20,21 with Wyse (1904) 404 for the prosecution’s version of the agreement and § 19 
for the sureties.
121 See Isae.5. 3, 19, 21, 25 with Wyse (1904) 404, where Menexenus (IV) preempts the defence’s 
arguments.
122 On the sale and/or mortgage of the estate, see Isae.5.22-4 and on maintenance and liturgies, see §§28- 
9. Dicaeogenes handed over 2 small buildings outside the walls and 60 plethra of land (§22), while the 
cousins’ attempts to extract property from Dicaeogenes’ (III) creditors/vendees resulted in a disastrous 
legal action and a fine of 40 minae (§§22-4). On whether the terminology in the speech implies the estate 
was sold or mortgaged, see Wyse (1904) 429-32 and Todd (1993) 252-5.
123 On suretyship, see Harrison (1968-71) 2.79 n.3.
124 For Cephisodotus, see Isae.5.2. It is unclear whether Menexenus (III) joined his cousins in this 
prosecution, given the hostile reference at §13, perhaps not. See Wyse (1904) 408 on the other 
prosecutors.
125 See Wyse (1904) 405, Forster (1927) 157.
126 Menexenus (IV) attacks Leochares’ suretyship in detail at Isae.5.19-34, having briefly made 
reference to it in the introduction (§§1-5).
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the estate unencumbered.Consequently the prosecution resorted to arguments based 
on inference. For example, they argue that they would not have been so foolish as to 
agree to Dicaeogenes (III) simply renouncing his claim without also requiring him to 

hand over the two-thirds share, but this is an argument based solely on supposition.^^ It 
is difficult to see how the cited incidents of Micion and the bath house and Protarchides 
and his w ife’s dowry support the prosecution’s version of the agreement.^ 
Furthermore Isaeus has written the speech so less than a third of time is devoted to this 
central issue while flanking it on either side with extensive vilification of Dicaeogenes
(III), suggesting that Isaeus wished to bury a weak section in the more sensational, 
surrounding m a ter ia l.T h e  economic circumstances in Attica between 412-11, when 
Dicaeogenes (III) inherited the estate, and 389, the time of the trial, lend credence to the 

defence’s claim that the value of the estate had been eroded over the years. The last 
years of the Peloponnesian War, the proscriptions during the rule of the Thirty and the 
years which followed were austere times for Athens. Dicaeogenes (III) may have 
inherited a substantial estate with an annual income of 80 minae, but it is probable that 
sales, mortgages, liturgies and upkeep in a period of economic hardship had eaten into 
the capital value of the estate, as Dicaeogenes (III) a r g u e d .  ^ 3 2  jf this is the case, then it 
is unlikely that Dicaeogenes (III) and Leochares made an agreement that required them 
to hand over two-thirds of the estate unencumbered if a substantial portion of the estate 
was no longer in Dicaeogenes’ (III) possession. This suggestion is reinforced by the 
weakness of the arguments advanced by the prosecution and their masked position 
within the structure of the speech.

See Isae.5.25, where the prosecution state that the crucial requirement of handing over unencumbered 
two-thirds of the estate was recorded orally as there was not time to have this information recorded in the 
written document. Wyse (1904) 404, 439-441 subjects this statement by the prosecution to the most 
withering criticism, emphasising the efficacy of a written rather than oral record of the agreement. But 
Thomas (1989) 40-44 notes that attitudes to written documents in the early fourth century were 
ambivalent and that oral records were still considered valid. She cites this incident as evidence of 
confusion about the validity of written verses oral records.

Isae.5.21.
129 See Isae.5.22-4,26-7 with Wyse (1904) 437,442.
130 Tiie speech can be dived into approximately four sections:

§§1-5 Introduction: laying out the charges.
§§6-18 History of the dispute: invective against Dicaeogenes (III).
§§19-34 Attempts by the cousins to make Dicaeogenes (III) and Leochares honour the agreement. 
§§35-47 Invective against Dicaeogenes (IE) for his failure in responsibilities to polis and friends. 

§§19-34 are devoted to the central issue, 15 §§ out of a total of 47§§ in the Loeb text, 32% of the entire 
speech. See Wyse (1904) 404-5 for a similar observation on the structure and positioning of material in 
the speech. See below pp.82-5 on invective against Dicaeogenes (HI).
131 Decelean War: Hell.Oxyr.YlA  with Hanson (1983) 127-43, who emphasises the plunder and 
destruction of property rather than lasting damage to agriculture; the Thirty: see Chapter 7. l.iii; Post 403: 
see p.45n.60.
1^2 On the annual income from the estate, see Isae.5.11, 35; on the drain of sales, mortgages, liturgies 
and upkeep, see §§21-4, 28-9,36-8.
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The second challenge facing the prosecution was that in bringing a prosecution 
which involved Dicaeogenes (III), they laid themselves open to litigious accusations of 
the very worst kind, practising law against members of one’s oikos}^^ The defence 

could point to the fact that the cousins were no strangers to judicial proceedings: 
previously they had made a claim for the whole estate by ankhisteia, brought a 
successful dike pseudomarturion against Leochares and lost a dike exoules that Micion 
brought against them.̂ "̂̂  Menexenus (IV) himself had been involved in series of dikai 
concerning sumbolaia against Diopeithes, one of the arbitrators and Leochares’ brother- 
in-law.i35 As the cousins were initiating the judicial proceedings, this would enable the 
defence to depict them as trouble makers, stirring up an issue that had been settled by 
agreement, possibly some years previously, motivated by financial greed, an allegation 

which Menexenus (IV) refutes twice. 1̂ 6 Above all the defence will be able to claim that 
the prosecution have wilfully chosen to enter into a dispute with members of their oikos 
by making this prosecution.

The speech that Isaeus wrote for Menexenus (IV) combats both these challenges 
through its portrayal of judicial activity that is attributed to the cousins and 
Dicaeogenes (III). The problematic material on Leochares’ suretyship is masked by two 
flanking sections; in which the defence’s version of events and the character of 
Dicaeogenes (III) are discredited, while exonerating those of the p r o s e c u t i o n .  ^ ^ 7  indeed 

the vilification of Dicaeogenes (III) is so intense that the jurors could be forgiven for 
believing that Dicaeogenes (III) was the defendant in the trial and not Leochares. So for 
example, Menexenus (IV) ascribes to the cousins and Dicaeogenes (III) very different 
motivations when each make a claim on the estate. He describes Dicaeogenes’ (III) 
launching of his claim to the entire estate as follows:

KQL kv  TOQOlJTy XpOVQD OllQCOV ÔLKÜV OÛÔeiÇ QUTUV n^LCOQE TQ

TTeTTpayiiéva eiTTetv ôôlküç  ï ïeTTpâyGaL, rrpiv ô u a T u y T i a â a n ç  Tfiç  ttô^ ê ü ç  
KQL a i â a e c o ç  yEvopÉvnG AïKQLoyévTiÇ oÛToat ,  TTeiaOelç ûttô M é ^ a v o ç  t o û  
A lyutttlou, y  ï ï ep  kql TO^Àa éTre iSeTo,  ni icpeaBnTei  n p i v  a n a v T o g  t o û  
KAfipoi) ,  cpâoKüv écp' o A ç  n o i n G n y a i  û ô ç  ûttô t o û  Gelou to û  np^TÉpou.  
'H|iELÇ pÈV o û v  liOLVEQÛaL OÛt ÔV HYOUpEGo TÛ Afl^El...

133 See Dover (1974) 187-90, Humphreys (1983b) 5-9, Humphreys (1986) and Hunter (1994) 43-69 on 
litigation and the oikos.
l̂ '̂  See Isae.5.14-19, 22-4. If Menexenus (III) is a prosecutor for this trial (see p.80n.l24), he had also 
prosecuted witnesses to the second will and had been involved in a spectacular piece of wheeling and 
dealing, see Isae.5.12-14.
135lsae.5.33.
136 lsae.5.30, 34. Isaeus is does not state how many years after the award of the entire estate to 
Dicaeogenes (III) the cousins challenged this award. If it was a considerable period, this may well be 
deliberate on Isaeus’ part, to obscure the fact that the cousins had delayed in launching their challenge.
13  ̂See p.81n. 130 on the structure of the speech and Wyse (1904) 404-5 on the prosecution’s tactics.
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And in all this time when there were dikai, not one of them thought to say that 
what had taken place was done unjustly (i.e. the first settlement in 412/11); until, 
when the city suffered misfortunes and stasis arose, this man here, having been 
persuaded by Melas the Egyptian, whose advice he obeyed in every other matter, 
laid claim to all the estate from us, asserting that he had been adopted heir of the 
whole estate by our uncle. So we thought he was insane to launch a claim before 
the archon...^^®

The cousins have portrayed Dicaeogenes (III) as a cynical opportunist, who has 
launched his claim during a time of civic turmoil under the influence of his Egyptian 

adviser, thus tapping into racial stereotypes of Egyptian craft and guile. In contrast, 
the cousins describe their decision to claim the whole estate by ankhisteia as ‘right 
(ôp9coç)’, since they considered that ‘it was no longer fitting that Dicaeogenes (III)

possessed any share of the things out of the e sta te .T h ro u g h o u t, the prosecution 
unleash the standard volleys of moral opprobrium against the defence. Everything that 
Dicaeogenes (III) and his colleagues say about events is characterised as lies, deceit and 
false testimony, while Menexenus (IV) and his cousins are committed to telling the 
jurors the t r u t h . ^ ^ i  Moral terms such as ï ï o v r i p ô ç ,  k q k ô ç ,  à ô i K i a ,  p i a p t a ,  a i a y p c o ç  

and üBpiç are utilised by the prosecution to describe the d e fe n c e .T h e  relative merits 

of the two parties’ interpretation of the terms of Leochares’ suretyship are lost in the 
barrage of vilification and slanderous motivation which accompanies every move that 
Dicaeogenes (III) makes in Menexenus’ (IV) narrative.

Dicaeogenes (III) is singled out particularly for vilification because he initiated 
disputes against members of his own oikos. He is repeatedly described as one who has 
‘robbed (àcpaipeîv)’ his family members of what is rightfully th e ir s .M en ex en u s

(IV) elaborates for the jurors how Dicaeogenes (III) evicted the sisters of Dicaeogenes
(II) from their share of the estate on the same day as the diadikasia which upheld the 
second w ill.i^  He is particularly scandalised that Dicaeogenes (III) treated the family 
of the deceased Theopompus (married to one of the sisters) so brutally, ‘for he was both 
trustee, kurios and legal adversary for these p e o p l e . O n  the other hand, the cousins 
are portrayed as the model of judicial restraint particularly in relation to members of

138isae.5.7-8.
Dicaeogenes (III) launched his claim in 400/399, on this as a period of stasis with problems in the 

justice system, see Chapter 7.4. See Wyse (1904) 415, Hall (1989) 103, 113 on stereotyping of 
Egyptians.

‘ov5ev êTL npoafiKei AiKaLoyevei loij KA.fipou’ (Isae.5.14).
For the falsehood and deception of Dicaeogenes (III) and his party, see Isae.5.3,8, 12, 17, 20 (\)J€\j8- 

T1Ç, eaOai); §§13, 15, 17 (itJexjSouapTupta); §§5,14, 19,38 (e^-anaiai/). For the cousins’ commitment 
toiaA.Ti0n, see §§2,5,26.
142 novripoç; Isae.5.30, 35; kok- oç, - wç: §§11, 25, 43; (i8lk- la, -eîv: §§8, 11, 14, 31; utapia: §11; 
aiffxpwç: §43;\jppi-ç, -(eiv: §§11, 14.
143 àcpaipeîv; Isae.5.9, 10, 11,39.
144lsae.5.9-ll.
145‘Kai xàp ToijTwv [le] aVa kqI èniiponoç kqI Kupioç kqI àvT(8iKoç rji/’ (Isae.5.10).
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their own oikos. For example, Menexenus (IV) underlines the cousins’ clemency 
towards the convicted Leochares in waiving the punishment of atimia in return for the 
agreement. This clemency is immediately contrasted to the deviousness of Leochares 
and Dicaeogenes in not handing over two-thirds of the e s t a t e .H e  also highlights the 
cousins’ preparedness to delay the dike eggues, submit the dispute to private arbitration 
and to accept the outcome, ‘as if we had suffered small i n j u s t i c e s . Menexenus (IV) 

summarises the contrasting attitudes of the two parties to disputes within the oikos:

" E ô o | i e v  ô è  o ù  ô i ù  i f \ v  t o ù  A i K O L o y è v o u ;  y p n a i o T T i T a , w  d v ô p e ç ,  à K X '  

é T T L Ô e L K V Ù p i e V O L  ÔTL ü Ù  TTepL T r X e L O V OÇ  X p n p a T O  T T O L O Ù | i 6 0 a  T Û V  O L K e t C O V ,  

o ù ô '  é à v  T T O v u  TTOvr i pOL w o i .  K q l  y à p  T T p Ô T e p o v  ô t '  è c p '  ù d T y  é y é v e T O  

A ï K a i c Y è v n v  T i | i ü p f i a a a 0 a i  k o l  à ( p e ^ é a 0 a i  a  e î y e v ,  ü ù k  è 6 o u ^ n 0 n d E v  

T Û v  T O Ù T o u  I K T Ù o a o 0 O L  o ù ô é v ,  à / V \ à  T Ù  ù d É T E p a  l i ô v o v  K O | i L a a a 0 a i  

è S n p K E L  n i i î v .  O l J T Ü Ç  ô '  Ô T E  E K p O T n O E V  O T T E ( J Ù \ r | Q E V  0  Ê Ô Ù v a T G  KOL

cbç é y 0 p o ù ç ,  à W  où TTpoonKovToç ônoÀ^uoi .

And we gave Dicaeogenes the town house, not on account of Dicaeogenes’ 
uprightness, gentlemen, but to show that we do not care more for money than for 
our relatives, not even if they are exceedingly vile. For previously, when we were 
in a position to exact vengeance from Dicaeogenes and to take away what he had, 
we did not want to get hold of anything of his, but only to take away our own 
belongings. But he, when he had power over us, robbed us of what he could and 
destroyed us like enemies, instead of treating us like relatives.

Dicaeogenes’ (111) greatest crime is not that he has cynically utilised the judicial system
to satisfy his own greed, but that he has engaged in a judicial dispute with members of
his own oikos. In comparison, the cousins are portrayed as judicially reticent,
committed to settlement and arbitration rather than litigation. Perhaps more clearly than
in the other two speeches examined (see Chapter 4.4.i-ii), we can see that the nature and
distance of the relationship between disputing parties not only determines the
legitimacy of engaging in judicial activity but also the appropriate method of dispute-
settlement.

This vilification of Dicaeogenes (111) reaches its crescendo in the final section of 
the speech, in which Menexenus (IV) promises the jurors: ‘1 will show him being both 

rich and the most vile of men towards the city and towards his relatives and towards his

l^ ls a e .5 .1 9 .
‘w anep  uiKpa a5iKo\jpi€i/oi’ (lsae.5.31) and §§31-34 on the arbitration. O n private arbitration, see 

particu larly  H unter (1994) 55-62 with regard to the oikos, and generally H arrison (1968-71) 2 .64-66, 
M acD ow ell (1978) 203-6, Todd (1993) 123-5. The dike referred to in §31 is probably the dike eggues 
against Leochares, as M enexenus (IV) specifies the month in  which this happened rather than the year. If 
he was referring  as far back to the dike pseudomarturion against Leochares, he probably w ould have 
referred to the year. 

lsae.5.30.
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f r i e n d s /H e  goes on to describe how Dicaeogenes (III) failed to perform liturgies for 
the polis in a manner befitting his wealth, and that he has shared only harm with his 
relatives and friends/^ Menexenus (IV) ends with a stinging denunciation:

TÔV \iev TOUTou oIkov qu, w ALKaLÔyeveç, Trapa\aBcbv kqkûç kqI alaypûç 
ÔLO^üAeKQç, KOI é^apyupLaâiievoç nevtav ôôupT], ttol àva^œaaç; Oütê 
yap eiç Tfiv ttô\lv oüte elç totjç cpiAouç (pavepôç et ôaTravriSeLç oùôév.

After receiving this man’s oikos, Dicaeogenes, you have destroyed it in a 
shameful and vile manner by converting it into cash, and now you bewail your 
poverty. How did you spend it? For you have not, to all appearances, spent 
anything either on the city or on your f r i e n d s ,

This is the logical conclusion towards which Isaeus has been pushing his portrayal of
Dicaeogenes (111): if he has received an estate that produces 80 minae a year and has
spent nothing on his friends, family or the polis, and now pleads poverty, then he must
have liquidated the estate. This single image stings Dicaeogenes (111) in several places:
he has hidden his wealth to escape his civic responsibilities and to avoid handing over
the two-thirds share of the estate to his own family and he has violated the Athenian
ideological commitment to inherited landed wealth in liquidating his c a p i t a l .

Although there is no secure evidence to support this allegation, its potency lies in
offering the jurors an underlying motivation which supports and is supported by the
portrayal of Dicaeogenes (111) in the rest of the speech.

Isaeus has created two contrasting portrayals of judicial activity which he lays 
before the jurors: Dicaeogenes (111), a man who wilfully engages in litigation against 
members of his own oikos, for which he receives the strongest moral censure; and the 
cousins, who are characterised by truthfulness and restraint in all matters judicial, 
particularly with regard to family members. In conclusion, 1 would like to make a 

number of points based on the above analysis of Isaeus’ speech On the Estate o f  
Dicaeogenes. Firstly, topoi of litigiousness versus judicial reticence must have carried 
weight with the jurors. As in the other speeches, the portrayal of judicial activity is a 
central plank in the construction of the prosecution’s case, enabling them to circumvent 
the serious challenges they faced in bringing the case to court. The two contrasting 
portrayals enable them to obscure the weakness of their case against Leochares’ 
suretyship, discredit Leochares through his association with the vilified Dicaeogenes
(111) and launch a pre-emptive strike against any allegations of litigiousness that could

“'Alia Se Kcl n^ouaioi/ Kol nouriPOTaTov qijtov ovtg avOpwncov (inoSei^oo kqI eîç tw  hoXlv 
kqI eîç Toijç npo(jf|KOi/Taç koI eîç Toùç cpî vouç’ (lsae.5.35).
150isae.5.35-42.
151 Isae.5.43.
152 O n the  censure attached to liquidating capital, see T odd (1990c) 170-1, (1993) 245-6. O n the 
im portance o f land-holding in  Athenian society, see Osborne (1987) 13-26, Sallares (1991) 214-17.
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be made against them. Secondly, the power of these two topoi operates in the area of 
morality: a man who is litigious is open to moral condemnation. Thirdly, this moral 
condemnation is particularly focused on those who initiate judicial proceedings against 
members of their own oikos, instead of seeking dispute settlement through alternative 
means, for example arbitration or agreement. Fourthly, this hostility to litigiousness is 
capable of operating at an ideological level, independent of factual reality. A close 
reading of the speech suggests that Menexenus (IV) was an experienced litigant 
vulnerable to allegations of litigiousness himself (above p.82). The current prosecution 
was the eighth legal hearing over a twenty-two year period relating to the estate of 
Dicaeogenes ( 1 1 ) . It is virtually impossible to pretend that either party was a judicial 
innocent, and yet the judicial reticence of the cousins is fundamental to the strategy of 

Menexenus’ (IV) speech.

4.5 Conclusion: On-stage and Off-stage Images of Judicial Activity
The purpose of this chapter has been to analyse the off-stage images of judicial 

activity in the Attic Orators, thus giving us a control to the on-stage images from the 
Aristophanic world. The prevalence of judicial activity in Athens is highlighted both 
within and beyond the theatre, and in the later case is connected with the central role 
that the jury courts held in the administration of the democracy and empire. It is 
possible that the focus on judicial activity within the theatre may be a reaction and 
response to the relative novelty of the increased profile of the jury courts in the off
stage world (Chapter 4.1). Indeed 1 would like to suggest that this relative novelty was 
one of the four factors specific to the late fifth century which exacerbated the Athenian 
concern with judicial activity. On the basis of the above analysis of three jury court 
speeches, it is possible to draw some conclusions on the presentation of judicial activity 
in the Attic Orators, which can then be compared and contrasted with the images from 
the Aristophanic world.

Firstly, a litigant is careful to present himself before the jurors within a set of 
clearly defined and widely used parameters: he is reticent to engage in judicial activity 
and unfamiliar with the intricacies of the jury court; while his opponent is experienced

153 jjjg  eight judicial hearings can be hsted as follows:
§6412/11: Epidikasia of 1st Will.
§§7-11 400/399: Diadikasia of 2nd WiU.
§§12-13 post 400/399: Menexenus (111) v Lycon: dike pseudomarturion. M enexenus wins.
§§13-16 post 400/399: Cousins v Dicaeogenes (111): claim  by ankhisteia for entire estate. B locked 
by diamarturia.
§16 post 400/399: Dicaeogenes (111) v Cousins: diamarturia, Leochares testifies.
§§17-19 post 400-399: Cousins v Leochares: dike pseudomarturion. C ousins w in but w aive 
penalty of atimia.
§§22-24 post 400/399: M icion v Cousins: dike exoules. M icion wins.
§§1-2 389: Cousins v Leochares: dike eggues. Outcom e unknown.
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injudicial activity to the point of sycophancy. These parameters can be observed in the 
three speeches analysed above (Chapter 4,4). Furthermore, I think it is difficult to 
dismiss the images of judicial reticence and experience as rhetorical glosses, figures of 
speech that are devoid of power and p e r su a s io n .In  each of the three speeches 
analysed above, the speakers utilise the presentation of judicial activity to circumvent 
legal challenges that they have been presented with in bringing the case to court. This 

strategy can only have been worth developing and pursing if the garb of judicial 
reticence and inexperience found favour in the eyes of the jurors, while that of 
sycophantic rapaciousness besmirched the standing of one’s opponent before the jurors. 
The espousal of judicial reticence in the Attic Orators closely parallels the comic hero’s 
flight from Athenian litigiousness, while the allegations of sycophancy levelled at the 
opposition closely parallel the comic hero’s conscious banishment of sycophants from 
the fantastical paradise.

Secondly, the perceived legitimacy of engaging injudicial activity is determined 
by the relationship between the two litigants, the closer the relationship, the greater the 
degree of moral censure that is attached to the pursuit of judicial activity. Figure 6 is an 
attempt to represent this principle in diagrammatic form. The distance between the 
litigant at the centre and his opponent in one of the surrounding circles determines the 
legitimacy of engaging in judicial activity. It is shocking to be involved in litigation 
with one’s family and friends, understandable with one’s enemies and 
incomprehensible with a stranger, because there is no relationship. Negotiation and 

arbitration, in apposition to litigation, are the appropriate methods of settling a dispute 
with members of one’s oikos. Strong moral censure and condemnation can be deployed 
against those who engage in judicial activity which transgresses this relational 
framework. If a speaker is able to present the opposition as engaging in such 

inappropriate judicial activity, then his opponent can be morally tarnished with terms 
like vile, base, lying, unjust. The speaker, in comparison, is ready to apply to himself 
such morally favourable epithets as just, truthful and one who is loyal and generous to 
the polls. Again there is a close parallel with images from the Aristophanic world, 
within which the sycophant is pilloried and morally censured because his interfering 
and meddlesome prosecutions transgress a wider framework of interpersonal

C ohen (1995) 103-5 com m ents on litigants’ m anipulation of this topos, bu t does no t consider the 
im plications o f litigan ts’ w illingness to present them selves as jud ic ia lly  reticen t in  rela tion  to w ider 
attitudes to  jud ic ia l activity  in  A thenian society. It is in teresting  to  note tha t there is no  en try  for 
A ristophanes or Com edy in the index. Thomas (1994) 124, com m enting on h tigan ts’ frequent recourse to 
the figure o f the archaic lawgiver, notes that; ‘the prestige o f the ancient law giver is exploited for all it is 
w orth and  in  a  way w hich was presumably thought acceptable, indeed highly appealing, to the ju rors. ’ 
This connection  betw een a litigant’s presentation of his case and the m entality o f the citizen-juror has 
been a fundam ental principle in  this chapter (see Chapter 4.3).
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relationships. In Chapter 8 ,1 will advance an explanation for this connection between a 
relational framework and the perceived legitimacy of engaging injudicial activity.

Thirdly, there may be a gap between the images of judicial reticence and the 
reality of judicial practice. Although a litigant clothes himself in the garb of judicial 
reticence before the jurors, in reality he may have been involved in a long running, 
complicated judicial dispute with his opponents. Just as judicial activity turns out to be 
inescapable within the comic hero’s fantastical paradise, so judicial activity may in 
reality be inherent within the lives of those who espouse judicial reticence. And yet, 
given that speakers utilise these claims of judicial innocence to circumvent legal 
challenges they faced, the image of the judicially reticent man must have carried some 
weight with the jurors.

With regard to the different interpretations advanced by scholars (see Chapter 
4.2), one could argue that elements can be adopted from each position adequately to 
explain why litigants present themselves as judicially reticent. With regard to the 
‘realistic’ approach, although 1 would not argue that Athenians in practice were 
reluctant to engage in litigation, 1 will suggest in Chapter 8 that the ideology of judicial 
reticence generated a social pressure to explore alternative means of dispute-settlement 
either in addition to or instead of litigation. With regard to the ‘moral’ and ‘ideological’ 
approaches, 1 broadly agree with these positions, particularly the moral censure 
associated with interfering behaviour and the fictitious nature of claims to judicial and 

rhetorical inexperience. Although Ober’s account of mass-elite relations is fundamental 
to an understanding of the workings and stability of the Athenian democracy, 1 would 
question its use in helping us to reconstruct the reasons behind this ideology of judicial 
reticence, particularly in enabling us to articulate these reasons within a frame of 
reference that would have been recognisable to a member of Aristophanes’ audience. In 
Chapter 8,1 will advance reasons behind the ideology of judicial reticence which adopt 
an alternative perspective to that of Ober’s.

Therefore it is possible to conclude that there is a strong correlation between the 
on-stage, Aristophanic images of judicial activity and the off-stage images from the 
Attic Orators. Within both media, popular attitudes to judicial activity in the age of 

Aristophanes could be described as distinctly ambivalent. On the one hand, judicial 
activity is to be fled from in the comic world and renounced in the court room. On the 
other hand, judicial activity turns out to be inescapable within the fantastical paradise 
and an inherent feature in the lives of some litigants. This ambivalence is characteristic 

of popular attitudes throughout the age of Aristophanes: it is exhibited in the plays and 

speeches which have been examined from across the period. 1 think it is relatively
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Straightforward to understand why judicial activity should be conceived of as an 
inescapable part of the Athenian experience. As described in Chapter 1, the democratic 
judicial system demanded widespread citizen participation to function. A citizen’s 
participation in judicial activity became an important part in the construction of 
Athenian civic ideology. On the other hand, it is harder to comprehend the ideology of 

judicial reticence, a problem which will be discussed in Chapter 8. If the above analysis 
is accepted, then Aristophanes’ repeated focusing upon judicial activity in plays 
performed before the demos may well be borne out of a society wrestling with the 
tension between its ideology of judicial reticence and the reality of its judicial practice. 
This tension and concern with regard to judicial activity were fuelled by four factors 
specific to the late fifth century. The first, the relatively recent appearance of the jury 
court’s high profile on the Athenian horizon, has already been commented on (Chapter 
4.1). The second factor originates from beyond the western horizon, with the teachers 

of rhetoric in Sicily. In the next chapter, I will examine the impact that their rhetorical 
techniques were perceived to have upon the administration of justice.



The CloudSf Rhetoric and Judicial Practice

It. f|i/ o\jv liaO-Qç liOL Tou qSlkoi/ toxjtoi/ Koyov, 
a v\}v o(ip€iX.co 8ià (re, toOtoov tcov xp^wv 
ouK av aiToSoiTiv ov6' ai/ opoA.61/ oiJÔevi.
Strepsiades: So if you learn  for me this unjust argument, 
then o f these debts that I owe now on account o f you,
I w ouldn’t have to pay  back even an obol to anyone. {Ax.Nub. 116-18).

The dramatic momentum of the Clouds is driven by the hero Strepsiades’ quest 
to evade payment of his debts in the jury court through the acquisition of rhetorical 
skills, as he states in the opening quotation. Todd has noted: ‘even the Clouds, which on 
one level is concerned with Sokrates as representative of the new-style intellectuals 
conventionally described as ‘sophists’, has nevertheless a strong legal flavour: 
Strepsiades’ whole aim in becoming a pupil of Sokrates is to win his lawsuits and get 
out of paying his debts.T h is observation about the dramatic momentum of the Clouds 
suggests the posing of further questions, the most central being: what is the significance 

of a clear connection being drawn between judicial practice and rhetoric within the 
context of the dramatic festival in the late-fifth century Athens?^ There has been much 
recent scholarly interest in rhetoric,  ̂but little work on attitudes to the impact of the late 
fifth-century developments in rhetoric upon judicial practice,"  ̂ the very issue which

1 T odd (1993) 149. T he connection between the ju ry  courts and rhetoric is exam ined  in  detail in  Chapter 
5.1 below . T odd does no t take this observation m uch further, w hich g iven the  scope o f h is book, is 
understandable.
2 T he production  o f the first version o f the Clouds can be dated to 423/4  a t the C ity D ionysia (see 
A/w6.Hyp.2 w ith D over (1968a) Ixxx). Aristophanes subsequently revised the Clouds and it is the revised 
version  tha t w e possess, usually dated to between 420 and 417 (see D over (1968a) Ixxx-xcviii and  
pp. 103-5 on the relationship between the revision and the dram atic m om entum  o f the play). I t  is difficult 
to  draw  conclusions about the reception of the p lay ’s subject m atter from  its third p lace  (C artledge 
(1990a) 22-4  posits a variety of reasons apart from the subject m atter w hich could  have resulted in  third 
place), bu t it  is interesting that Aristophanes thought the subject-m atter sufficiently im portant to w arrant 
a  revision.
^ O n rhetoric , see K ennedy (1963), C her (1989) 43-49, 104-191, C ole (1991), W orthington (1994), 
Y unis (1996). I have not had an opportunity to look at W ardy (1996). I have used  the term  ‘rheto ric’ 
throughout to refer to skill in  speaking, although this is in  fact an  anachronistic use o f the word. Cole
(1991) 2 observes that the term  rhetoric is first used by the P latonic G orgias (P l.G org .449a) and is 
restricted  in  the classical period to philosophical texts. In the Clouds, rhetoric is usually  described as ‘to 
w in at speaking (vlkqi/ Keycov)’ (see p.93n.l6).

^  F or exam ple, the recent work by Harvey Yunis (Yimis (1996)) is entitled Taming Democracy: Models 
of Political Rhetoric in Classical Athens and is alm ost totally concerned with the political applications o f 
rhetoric: i.e. in  the assembly. I could find hardly any index entry to the ju d ic ia l sphere, sim ilarly  w ith 
C ole (1991). H arris (1994) is m ainly confined to em phasising the im portance o f nomos rather than 
rhetoric in  verdicts reached by the jurors. The recent works by Carey exam ine the  rhetorical strategies 
em ployed by orators (see Carey (1994a) on the use of evidence; Carey (1994c) on  evoking em otions in  
the ju ro rs and characterisation; Carey (1996) on the use o f nomoi). K ennedy (1963) is the standard work 
on the rhetorical techniques developed by the Orators. There appears to have been  little w ork on the issue
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propels the plot of the Clouds. Naturally the Clouds examines a host of other issues 
apart from the use of rhetoric in the jury courts. For example, the person and activities 
of Socrates, the broad range of intellectual and educational developments of the late 
fifth century in addition to rhetoric, the social impact of this new education and the 
relationship between the generations are but some of the issues which are presented to 
the audience on the stage.^ Given the scope of my research project, this chapter will be 
concerned primarily with the impact that the rhetorical developments and educative 
opportunities pioneered by the sophists had upon democratic judicial practice and 
particularly with popular perceptions of this interaction. The chapter will endeavour to 
begin with the more secure avenues of enquiry and move towards those which are 

tentative. Chapter 5.1 explores the relationship between off-stage reality and the on
stage connection between rhetorical skill and judicial practice. Chapter 5.2 examines 
the on-stage concerns and anxieties about the use of rhetoric in the jury courts, 
particularly in the area of justice, and explores off-stage reflections of these concerns. 
Chapter 5.3, the most tentative, suggests the group in Athenian society from which 
these concerns may have been emanating.

5.1 The Practice: The Impact of Rhetorical Education on Democratic Judicial Activity 

The dramatic momentum of the Clouds presupposes and is driven by the 
equation between rhetorical skill and judicial advantage. In the opening scene of the 
play, the hero Strepsiades tells the audience about the problems he faces. Strepsiades’ 
son, Pheidippides, has developed a taste for the aristocratic and extremely expensive 
pastime of chariot racing.  ̂His son’s equine addiction has necessitated the borrowing of 
funds and now Strepsiades’ creditors are pressing him to settle his debts.^ He has lost 
dikai that some creditors have brought against him, while others are threatening to seize 
goods given as surety for the interest owing.^ The spectre of his debts and impending 
litigation haunts Strepsiades throughout the play.^ Therefore he has the brilliant idea of

w hich drives the plot o f the Clouds: the im pact o f rhetorical education on the adm inistration o f ju stice  at 
the end o f  the fifth century and the concerns this generated. The obvious exception here is O ber (1989), 
w ho devotes a  w hole chapter to popular perceptions o f the deploym ent o f rhetorical skill in  the public 
sphere 156-91). O ber’s focus is predom inantly on the fourth century (see p .lO n.22), w here as the 
evidence from  the Clouds necessitates a discussion on rhetoric and the adm inistration o f ju s tice  being 
pushed back  into the fifth  century.
^ See D over (1968a), N ussbaum  (1980) and de Rom illy (1992) for these issues and  Reckford (1976) 99- 
102, Strauss (1993) 158-61 on generational relationships.
^ Ail.Nub.14-32,68-74. O n chariot racing as an aristocratic pastim e and the financial sums involved, see 
D avies (1981) 97-101. O n Strepsiades’ marriage and its relation to these problem s, see p .l  17n.l52 .
 ̂Ar.A^M&ll-40.

^ * Ail. Nub.34-35 w ith  D over (1968a) 97-8. See H arrison (1968-71) 2 .188-9, 244-7 and M acD ow ell 
(1978) 142-5 on the legal procedures referred to here, and M illett (1991) 180-8 on usury.
^ S trepsiades enrols in  the Phrontisterion on account o f his creditors and the threat o f legal action 
(Ar.A^Mfc.239-41,433-4); his m ind imm ediately turns to courtroom  conundrum s w hen he is asked fo r a 
topic of intellectual inquiry (746-83); and he is haunted by the imminent arrival o f the O ld-and-New Day, 
upon w hich  debts are settled (1131-41). Strepsiades’ problem s are given physical em bodim ent by the
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sending his son to the Phrontisterion run by Socrates and Chaerephon to be taught by 
them how: ‘to win in speaking, both just matters and unjust m a t te r s .T h e  engine 
which propels Strepsiades for two-thirds of the play is the connection between 
rhetorical ability and judicial advantage, as the following examples demonstrate. When 
Strepsiades suggests to Pheidippides that he enter the Phrontisterion, he observes:

eivQL Trap' q û t o Î ç  (paaiv  ciiicpco tco  \ 0yco,
TÔV KpeiTTOV’, OQTLÇ EOTl, KQL TOV nTTOVQ.
TOUTOLV TOP ETEpOP TOLP \0Y0LP, TOP fjTTOPa,
PLKÔP ÊYOPTO (paOL TàÔLKCOTEpa.
TIP OTJP pot  t op  oôlkop totjtop \ o y o p ,
Q PÛP OCpEL̂CO ôlà QE, TOUTCOP TUP ypECOP
OÙK OP àTTOÔOLTlP OÛÔ' OP ÔBô OP OÙÔEPL.

They say that there are in their house both arguments, the Better, whatever that is, 
and the Worse; and that one of these two arguments, the Worse, wins at speaking, 
saying the more unjust matters. So if you learn for me this unjust argument, then 
of these debts that I owe now on account of you, I wouldn’t have to pay back 
even an obol to anyone.

Strepsiades envisages that Pheidippides’ mastery of the ‘unjust argument (dÔLKOç 
/VÔYOÇ)’ will guarantee non-payment of the debts he has incurred on behalf of his son. 

Strepsiades asks the chorus of Clouds to make him ‘by one hundred stades the best 
speaker of all the Greeks...to twist dike for myself and to give my creditors the slip,’î  
to which they reply that he will attain the highest rhetorical renown, that of the
logographer levelling lucrative fees in return for legal advice: ‘many people will always
be sitting at your doors, wanting to communicate and to come to speak, to consult with 
you concerning matters and antigraphai of many talents, worthy of your intelligence.’ 
Again the connection is made between the acquisition of rhetorical skills and judicial 
success. When Strepsiades receives Pheidippides back from the Phrontisterion, 
Socrates assures him that: ‘you will be able to defend successfully any dike' now that 
Pheidippides has learnt the Worse Argument, even if the prosecution produces one

entrance o f two o f his creditors (1214-1302). See pp. 117-8 for a  suggestion why Strepsiades is depicted 
as oppressed by debts.

‘X eyovia viKav kqI Sikqiq KaSiKo’ (AiNub.99)
11 A r.//w 6 .112-18. See D over (1968a) Ivii-lviii on  the nam es attribu ted  to the tw o logoi in  the 
m anuscripts. I have adopted the translation o f Som m erstein (1982) 21 for the tw o logoi: 6 Kpeixicoi/ 

Xoyoc, = the Better A rgum ent; o tittoov \6yoc. = the W orse Argument.

12 ‘ i c o v  T & À n y w y  e î v a i  u e  Xiyew t K O i o y  a i a S i o i a i v  a p L a T o i / . . . o a '  e u a u T c p  C T T p e i p o S i K f i a a L  k o I  t o Ù ç  

xpriaiaç SioKiaôeîv’ (Ai.NubA30,434).
1^ ‘w are  yi aoxi tto ^ ^ o u ç  èn! laT ai ôupaiç ael Kaôfjaôai, BouTvouEvoug avaKOLi/oGadat le  Kal eiç 

Tvoyov è/VOeîv irpaYUaia KavTiypacpag noKKcoi/ laK ai/icoi/, a$ia (ppevl a\Jupo\jA.euao|iei/oug 
u e ia  aoxj’ (Ar.7Yw6.467-75). irp aY u a ia  in  this instance, as o ften  is the case in  A ristophanes (see 

E hrenberg  (1947) 54-5) has judicial connotations. A n antigraphe was probably a  form  of paragraphe 
(Todd (1993) 168). O n paragraphe, see Chapter 7.3.i
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thousand witnesses. The dramatic momentum of the Clouds is dependent upon 
Strepsiades’ desire to acquire rhetorical skills which will guarantee judicial success and 
thus non-payment of his d eb ts.T h is  presentation of rhetoric’s use to ensure judicial 
success raises important questions, particularly with regard to justice. These issues will 
be discussed in Chapter 5.2 below.

The play also presents a consistent picture as to how rhetorical skill guarantees 
judicial success. In the Clouds, rhetorical skill is often referred to as the ability ‘to win 
at speaking (vlkqv and is portrayed as a superstructure of verbal and

argumentative skill resting upon a substructure of intellectual relativism. Words and 

phrases that relate to verbal and argumentative skill abound throughout the play. For 
example, Aristophanes makes frequent references to the tongue: Strepsiades will be 
blessed before the Athenians and the Greeks if: ‘you think this is best, as a clever man 
should: victory in action and deliberation and in the warfare of the tongue;’^̂  he will 
become ‘glib-tongued’; he will be lost if he does not become ‘a tongue-twister’; the two 
logoi debate on the relative merits of the use and disuse of the tongue; Pheidippides 
emerges from the Phrontisterion with ‘a two-edged tongue’.A r istop h an es uses a 
number of specialist terms from the nascent rhetorical technical vocabulary which was 

popular with intellectuals in the late fifth century. For example, Socrates hails the 
chorus of Clouds as his deities because they bestow: ‘intelligence, argument, 
perception, talking of marvels, circumlocution, incisive and repressive p o w e r s .T h e  
young men of the day, following the Worse Argument, are depicted as engaged in ‘idle 
talk (?vQ/*vLa)’, ‘babbling about thorny, outlandish subjects in the Agora (aTCopu\\uv 
KQTa Triv àyopàv TpLpo^eKTpâïïe^a)’ and are able to talk their way out of 
compromising situations.^o Those skilled in rhetoric are able to ‘speak against (dvTi- 

-\oyLa)’ an opposing position.^^ The arguments advanced by graduates from

Ax.Nub.\\5 \-53 . See Hum phreys (1985), Todd (1990b), (1993) 96-7 on the im portance o f w itnesses 
to  support the version of events presented by the litigant.

For o ther references to the connection between rhetorical skill and judicial success, see Ar.A^’w^. 167-8, 
2 3 9 ,4 4 7 ,6 5 5 -7 ,8 7 0 -8 8 , 1105-11,1210-11, 1227-31,1316-18.
16 See Ar.A^wè.99,115 ,1211 ,1334 , 1445.
1^ ‘peKTLŒTOi/ t oOto  i / ouUeiç,  orrep eiKoç Se^iov au8pa,  v ikqv npoTTCov kqI PouKeucoi/ Kol Tin 

y Kwttd no\eiJii{coy’ (Ar.A^w6.418-9). Aristophanes has taken the traditional defin ing fea tu re o f  the 

clever m an, ‘action and deliberation’ (e.g. H om .//.2 .202 ,18.105-6 with Som m erstein (1982) 183) and has 
added ‘w arfare of the tongue’; i.e. the wise m an is now defined by his rhetorical ability as well as by 
traditional qualities.
1^ A r.//w 6.445 (€\jy \ gottoç), 792 (yAooTToaTpocpeTi/), 1013 verses 1017 and 1058-9, 1160 (àpicpfiKTiç 
Y^coTTo). See also 423-6.

‘aVnep yvwuti i /  kq! SiaÀeUi/  kqI i/ouv fiuTi/ napexoviaii/  Km l epaxe ia i /  kqI nepi^e^ ix '  kqi KpoOaiv 

Kal KaiaKTiujLi/’ {Ax.Nub.311-%, tr. Som m erstein, adapted). O n A ristophanes’ use o f these technical 

term s, especially those ending in  -a iç , - lkoç, see also at 1172-3 and Eq.\311- 80  w ith Peppier (1910), 

H anley (1953), D over (1968a) 142-3.
20 ArJVMfe.931, 1003,1075-82.
21 AtNub2>2\, 8 8 8 ,9 0 1 ,9 3 8 ,1 0 4 0 ,1 1 7 3 ,1 3 3 9 ,
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the Phrontisterion often operate by utilising inference and supposition. For example, 
Pheidippides argues that if Strepsiades beat him as a child out of benevolence, then his 
own act of father-beating is an expression of his own benevolence towards his father. 2̂ 
In the Clouds, if one has attended the Phrontisterion then one is equipped to do verbal 
and argumentative battle. But rhetoric is depicted as more than the ability to speak well, 
it is the ability to ‘win at speaking’ even if one’s case is ‘unjust (qôlkoç)’. The

rhetorical edifice rests upon a substructure of intellectual relativism. References to new 
ideas and thought-forms feature alongside references to verbal skill. So the chorus of 
Clouds not only bestows upon Socrates ‘talking of marvels, circumlocution, incisive 
and repressive powers’ but also ‘intelligence (yv6|iri)’ and ‘perception (vooç)’.23 The

substance of this ‘intelligence and perception’ is expounded most fully by the Worse 
Argument in the agon between the two logoi. The Worse Argument admits that he is 
indeed ‘worse (fiTTCOv)’ than his opponent but is confident that he will win against him 
on the basis of ‘new ideas (YvupaL Kaivai)’. These ‘new ideas’ are to argue what is 
contrary to traditional values, for example to claim that justice (ôIkti) does not exist in 

the exchange which f o l l o w s . 2 4  The Worse Argument presents the heart of these new 
ideas at the start of his reply to the Better Argument in the agon.

KQL l i f i v  T T a \ a i  ' y ù  ' n v i y o p n y  t o  a T T ^ a y y v a  K a i r e B i j p o u v  

d TT QVT a  T Q Û T '  é v a V T L Q L Ç  Y V U p O L a L  Q U V T a p a ^ a i .  

è y ù  y a p  f j T T c o v  p e v  K b y o ç  ô l '  o û t o  t o u t '  Ê K À n S n v  

è v  T o i a i  ( ppov TLCJ Ta îc r LV,  o t l  ï ï p c j T L a T o ç  e r r e v o r i a a  

TOLQLV VÔpOLÇ KOL TQLÇ ÔLKQLÇ T O V a V T l '  à V T L ^ é ^ Q L .

KQL T OÛTO T T^ eî V fj pUpLCÛV EOT'  Q^LOV a T Q T n p C Û V ,  

a l p O U l i E V O V  TOÙÇ f jTTOVQÇ ^ Ô y O U Ç  ETTEITQ VLKÔV,

And I have truly been choking for a long time on my intestines with eagerness to 
throw into confusion all these opposing ideas. For I am, on account of this, called 
the Worse Argument by the deep thinkers, because I was the first of all to work at 
arguing against the opposite things to the customary values and justified pleas. 
And this is worth more than ten thousand staters, choosing the inferior argument 
and subsequently w i n n i n g . 2 5

The Worse Argument then demonstrates his mastery of this intellectual approach by
overthrowing the Better Argument’s standpoints on bathing, attendance in the Agora,
training of the tongue, sophrosune and by defending a shameful and phusis-indu\ging
lifestyle. In the agon between the logoi, the audience learns that the intellectual
relativism which Strepsiades wishes to utilise in relation to his debts can be applied to

22 See Ar.A^«6.1409-14. Similarly the W orse Argum ent argues that if  N estor was called ‘‘agoretes', then 
objections to frequenting the Agora are unfounded (1055-7).
23 See p .93n .l9 . References to yvwuri frequently occur, see Ar.Aw6.157, 169 ,321 , 730, 744, 7 4 7 ,7 6 1 ,

896 (see below ), 9 2 4 ,9 4 8 ,1 0 3 7 ,1 0 4 5 ,1 0 8 4 ,1 3 1 4 ,1 4 0 4 ,1 4 4 0 .
24ArWw6.889-907.
2 5  A r W id ? . 1 0 3 6 - 4 2 .
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any area of life. This revelation is of crucial significance in the remaining scenes of the 
play, when Pheidippides applies his rhetorical training to his relationship with his father 
(see Chapter 5.2 for further details). Rhetorical skill in the Clouds is presented as verbal 
and argumentative skill constructed upon a foundation of intellectual relativism, which 

guarantees ‘winning in speaking’ regardless of the justice of the opponent’s case. Again 
this depiction of rhetoric’s relativistic foundations raises serious questions, which will 
be explored in Chapter 5.2 below.

Finally, in the Clouds, rhetoric is presented as a skill which can be learnt from 
professional teachers who are engaged in intellectual research. Socrates, his colleague 
Chaerephon and their pet, personified Worse Argument are depicted as the purveyors of 
this rhetorical education.^^ Rhetoric is depicted as but one of the areas that Socrates and 
his colleagues subject to intellectual investigation and instruction. 7̂ They are clearly 
presented as intellectual thinkers, albeit in a heavily satirised and farcical form.^s 
Secondly they are presented as professional teachers. Strepsiades knows the 
Phrontisterion as a place of instruction, its inmates are shown to be students, Socrates 
accepts Strepsiades and then his son as pupils and the audience observes Socrates’ 
attempts to educate the former. 9̂ As a professional teacher, Socrates is represented as 

charging fees for instruction.^^ Access to this rhetorical education will be discussed in 
Chapter 5.3 below. Therefore rhetoric is presented as a subset of a more catholic 
programme of intellectual investigation that is being undertaken by Socrates and his 
colleagues and in which instruction can be obtained by the payment of a fee.

Within the on-stage world of the Clouds, the intellectual revolution of the late 
fifth century is portrayed as having a major impact on democratic judicial practice 
through the medium of rhetoric. The dramatic momentum of the play operates on the 

assumption that the acquisition of rhetorical skill guarantees judicial success. Rhetoric 

is depicted as the art of ‘victory in speaking’, an edifice of verbal dexterity constructed 
upon a relativistic intellectual foundation. It is possible to acquire this rhetorical ability 
by applying to Socrates and his colleagues, who are portrayed as the professional

26 See AiMub.94-llS, 239-46 ,435-36 ,882-85 ,1076-82 ,1105-11 ,1148-9 .
27 Socrates is shown as teaching on such diverse subjects as biology, astronom y, cosm ology, geography, 
geology, theology, poetic theory and linguistics (see D over (1968a) xxxiv for references).
28 F or sa tire  on intellectual activity, see the reported conversation betw een Socrates and  C haerephon 
(Ai.Nub.144-14), S ocrates’ entry in  a basket (218-36), his d ism issal o f Zeus and  d iscussion  on 
m eteorological phenom ena (365-411).
29 A  p lace o f instruction: ArUub.94-99', students: 185-99; S trepsiades’ entry in to  Phrontisterion'. 497- 
517; and Pheidippides: 1105-14; Strepsiades’ instruction: 627-790.
29 On fees, see Ar.Nub.9S-9, 245-6, 874-6 (where H yperbolus’ paym ent o f one talent fo r rhetorical 
instruction  is m entioned by Socrates as a suggestion to the figure Strepsiades should be considering for 
P heid ipp ides), 1146-7 (w here Strepsiades gives Socrates som ething to Socrates w hen he collects 
P heid ipp ides, com m enting that ‘it is necessary som ehow to show respect to  the teacher (xpri yap 
e n i O a x j i i a C e i v  t i  t o v  S i 8 a a K a A . o v ) ’ ) .
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purv^eyors of rhetoric for payment. It is now necessary to compare the on-stage images 
from the Clouds with off-stage evidence to arrive at a sharper understanding of the 
interaction between rhetorical instruction and democratic judicial practice.

Even the briefest of strolls beyond the confines of the Clouds demonstrates that 
rhetoric was utilised in the Athenian jury courts of Aristophanes’ day. I will take the 
on-stage ideas outlined above and compare then in reverse order with off-stage 
evidence, beginning with the teaching of rhetoric by Socrates and his colleagues and 
moving through the nature of rhetoric to the application of these skills in the jury court. 
The second half of the fifth century witnessed the arrival in Athens from across the 
Greek speaking world of a group of intellectuals and teachers, collectively known as the 
sophists.31 The range of their intellectual investigations was dazzlingly wide and 
included not only rhetoric, but also political and social theory, linguistics, mathematics, 
natural sciences, religious studies and epistemology.^^ De Romilly has described the 
leitmotif of their intellectual endeavours as follows:

In the Sophists’ intellectual world, where nothing was accepted a priori any 
more, the only sure criterion was immediate, concrete human experience. Gods, 
traditions and mythical memories no longer counted for anything. Our own 
judgements, our own feelings and interests now constituted the sole criteria. ‘Man 
is the measure of all things,’ Protagoras used to say.^^

These thinkers made the results of their inquiries available to others through their
writings, public lectures and paid courses of instruction. In the arena of rhetorical
instruction, the surviving titles of works by individual sophists suggest a rhetorical
f o c u s . 3 4  Plato depicts the sophists as teaching rhetoric for a fee. At the beginning of the
Protagoras, when Socrates asks the enthusiastic Hippocrates what subject Protagoras is
a master of as they walk to Callias’ house, he replies: ‘he is master of the art of making
clever s p e a k e r s . ’3 5  in the Gorgias, Gorgias, in response to Socrates questions, defines
rhetoric as: ‘1, for my part, say that it is persuasion alone by words, both of the jurors in
the jury court, and the bouleutai in the boule, and the assemblymen in the assembly and
in all other public meetings which happen concerning political matters’, an art-form

31 For a  definition o f the term sophist, see Kerferd (1950) 8-10, (1981) 24-41, V lastos (1975) 150-61, de 
Rom illy (1992) 1-11.
32 See G uthrie (1971) 44-8, Kerferd (1981) 37-41.
33 D e Rom illy (1992) 9.
34 Such titles include: Thrasym achus’ Art of Rhetoric and a  collection o f deliberative speeches (DK  A l) ;  
G org ias’ tw o fictitious legal speeches Encomium of Helen and  Palamedes (D K  11 w ith M acD ow ell 
(1982)); P ro tag o ras’ Contradictory Arguments (DK B5) and  Art o f Debating (DK  6, 6a, 6b); on  
A ntiphon , see pp.98-100. For discussions on the sophists’ contribution to the study o f rhetoric , see 
G uthrie (1971) 176-225, de Romilly (1992) 57-92, Cole (1991) 71-112.
3 5 ‘In ia iaT T ii/ tou n o if ia a i Seivou À ey en /’ (P I.P ro fag .3 12d). See also  f6 /(f.318d-319a, w here  
P rotagoras h im self states that he teaches the techne of politics, the ability to m anage personal and state 
affairs. F o r Protagoras charging fees for his teaching, see P I .Afiai.282b8-3b3, Meno 91d and for 
sum s see D K  80A1 (100 ntinae) and DK 84A11 (0.5 m inae and 1 drachm a). O n the sum s charged by 
other sophists and interpreting these figures, see Vlastos (1975) 159-61, Kerferd (1981) 26-8.
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which he claims to teach.^  ̂Therefore there is ample evidence from the off-stage world 
to support the on-stage representation of intellectuals teaching rhetoric for a fee. It is the 

identity of these teachers which is more problematic: in the Clouds, Socrates, assisted 
by Chaerephon, is presented as teaching rhetoric for a fee; while in the works of Plato 
and Xenophon, Socrates is distinguished from the other intellectuals precisely because 
he does not teach rhetoric for a fee.^  ̂This problem has been examined in depth by 

Dover, who concludes that: ‘Aristophanes attaches to Socrates the characteristics which 
belonged to the sophists in general but did not belong to S o c r a te s .T h e  Socrates of 
the Clouds is probably closer to an identikit picture of a late fifth century sophistic 
intellectual than to the off-stage named individual: a sophistic Socrates.

Secondly, there are connections between the on-stage presentation of rhetorical 
ability and sophists’ investigations in the subject. De Romilly has described the new 
developments in rhetoric ushered in by the sophists as follows:

An examination of the contributions of the two greatest Sophists, Gorgias and 
Protagoras, reveals two new avenues of approach. The one discovers the magic 
inherent in speech and the potential power of style. The other establishes a 
method of argument and reveals the dialectic bases of all types of
argumentation.39

Gorgias was renowned in antiquity for a skilful and polished prose style and his two 
surviving fictitious defence speeches are models of argumentation based upon inference 
and supposition."*^ These developments parallel the presentation of rhetoric in the 
Clouds’, rhetorical ability is similarly presented as verbal skill and the utilisation of 
arguments based upon inference and supposition. At one point there is an exact 
matching of argumentative strategy: Zeus’ inability to resist the powers of love is cited 
as a justification for immorality by both the Worse Argument in the Clouds and by 
Gorgias in his Encomium ofHelen.^^ Protagoras is widely credited with the following

T o  TTeiOeii/ e y w y  oTov t '  e î i / a i  l o T ç  K o y o ï ç  kqI î v  ô i KaaTTipi v S i K a a i à ç  kqi  \ v  Po\j^€\jTTipicp 

p o u K e u i à ç  Kol èv  eKK^Tiaip i K K ^ T i a i a a i a g  Kal è v  aXXcp auKÎVoYQ) n a v i i ,  o a i i ç  o v  h o ? v i t l k o ç  

(j{i\ÎVoYoç YiYVTiiai’ (H . Gorg.452e and also 454b, again em phasising the jud ic ia l focus o f rhetoric). For 

G org ias’ statem ent that he is a  rhetorician and a teacher o f rhetoric, see 449a-b. See D odds (1959) 195- 
221 on  the d ialogue betw een Socrates and G orgias in  w hich they attem pt to  define rhetoric , finally  
reaching an answer at 454e.

This problem  is well laid out by Dover (1968a) xxxii-xlv, particularly xlv.
D over (1968a) xlix. D over’s conclusion has been widely accepted. For exam ple, M acD ow ell (1995) 

130-33 and  B rickhouse and Sm ith (1989) 69-70 are recent works from  an A ristophanic and Socratic 
perspective w hich support D over’s conclusions. B ut see Nussbaum  (1980) 71-74 fo r reservations, w hich 
M acD ow ell (1995) 132-3 incorporates into a revised version of D over’s analysis.
39 D e Rom illy (1992) 60.

F or exam ple in  his Encomium of Helen, Gorgias argues H elen is innocent o f b lam e by supposing four 
forces w hich com pelled her to go with Paris; it was either ordained by the gods (§6), she was carried o ff 
by  force (§7), she was persuaded by the irresistible force of words (§§8-14) or she was overpow ered by 
the force o f love (§§15-19). See de Rom illy (1975) 9-11, (1992) 60-73 and M acD ow ell (1982) 12-19 on 
G org ias’ contribution to the study of rhetoric.

Com pare Ar.A^w6.1080-2 with G org.//c/.19 and see also Eur.//g/.948-50.
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observation: ‘he was the first to say that there are two logoi about every matter opposed 
to each other. With these, he used to propound arguments involving a series of stages, 
being the first to do this’̂  ̂This fundamental observation occurs in other contemporary 
sources. For instance, in a fragment of Euripides’ Antiope, a character states: ‘in all 
things, one could set up a contest of twofold arguments, if one is wise at s p e a k i n g ’ 

while the overarching aim of the treatise Dissoi Logoi is to demonstrate that it is 
equally possible to argue for either a relative or an absolute position on a series of 
moral issues.'^ Protagoras is not only credited with the observation that there are two 
opposing logoi on any issue, but also that it is possible to adopt either logos and win, 
even if one logos is weaker than the other, and that he taught this skill to his pupils,^^ 

Protagoras’ thinking on logos has long been recognised as the model for the agon 
between the two logoi in the Clouds.^^ Gorgias’ focus on style and argumentation 
parallels the superstructure of verbal and argumentative skill which characterises 
rhetorical training in the Clouds; while Protagoras’ observations on the nature of logos 

inform the substructure of intellectual relativism which characterises the Worse 
Argument’s thought.

Thirdly and most significantly, evidence from the off-stage world confirms the 
on-stage image that the sophists’ rhetorical instruction influenced judicial practice in 
the late fifth century. This phenomenon can be seen in the career and works of the 
orator Antiphon."^  ̂Thucydides makes the following summary of Antiphon’s career in 
his account of the Four Hundred:

6 pevTOL QTiav t o  npaypia ^uvGeiç o i y  T p o n y  KaiéaTri éç t ü û t o  kql èk 
TT̂ eLOTOiJ éTTLpie\ri9eLç ’AvTLcpûv nv àvf\Q ’A G n v a iü v  t ü v  kqG' èauTÔv 
ôpeTT] TE üùôevôç uaTEpcç KQL KpoTLCTog êv8u|ir)0f |vaL yevôi iEvoç  kol  â 
yVOlT] ELÏÏEÎV, KOL Êç jièv 6%0V OU TTOpiWV OÛÔ' éç OAAOV dycova ÊKOÙOIOÇ

y l O i S  ) /  (S /  ^  \  \  /  ) /  ) ^ ^ ^  T  \KQL npwToç ecpTi OUO Àoyouq €ii/ai rrepL nai/ioç  npaviuaioç ai/iiK em ei/ouç aÀ ^ri^oig- oiç k q i  

auvTipwia, npcoToç toGto n p a^aç’ (DK 80A1 and see also A20). See K erferd (1981) 84-5, de Rom illy

(1992) 75-8. For the translation o f auvepcoiaco, see K erferd (1981) 84n.2.
‘€K n a i/io ç  av t l ç  TrpayiiaToç 8iaacov Xoywv aywi/a 0 e î i ' av. ei K iy îw  eVri aocpoç’ (Eur.fr. 189 

N). T he play is usually dated after 411.
^  Dissoi Logoi is m ainly concerned with the moral issues o f good and evil, the beautiful and the ugly, 
the ju s t and  unjust, truth and falsehood. The treatise can be dated to ju st after the Peloponnesian W ar (see 
§1.8 and Guthrie (1971) 316-9).

D K  80A 21 w ith K erferd (1981) 100-1, de Rom illy (1992) 78-9. For a  m ore detailed study of the 
relationship between Protagoras’ statements on logos and his wider thought, see K erferd (1981) 83-110. 
^  This fact has long been recognised by com mentators on the Clouds (e.g. Som m erstein (1982) 165-6) 
and scholars writing about the sophists (e.g. DK C2, K erferd (1981) 101, de R om illy  (1992) 78).

On the vexed question of the relationship between A ntiphon the sophist and A ntiphon the Rham nusian 
orator, see G uthrie (1971) 292-4, M orrison (1961) 49-58, K erferd (1981) 49-51 , HCT 5.170-1 and de 
Rom illy (1992) 129-131. For the purposes of the present discussion, this is no t a  fundam ental issue. Even 
if  the orator is taken a  separate individual from  the sophist, the orator is still clearly  influenced by and 
aw are o f the developments in  rhetoric during the sophistic period.
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o ù ô é v a ,  à\X' {jt tôt t t coç  Tcp ïï/Vn9eL ô i à  ô ô ^ a v  ôeivÔTriTOç ô ia K e L i i e v o ç ,  

TOÙÇ iiévTOL à Y ü V L { o ^ é v o u ç  KOL èv ÔLKoaTripLy k q l  èv TT^eîaTa  e l ç

Q v f i p , OQTLÇ ^u pB ou /V eùaa iTÔ t i , ô u v â p e v o ç  côcpe^e îv.  kql q ù t ô ç  t e ,

éTTeiÔfi t  peTEQTTl  f) ÔnpOKpQTLa  KOL ÈÇ àvCOVQÇ KOTeQTTl  t  TQ T Ü V  

TeTpGKOQLCOV èv ÙQTÉpCp l ieTOTTeQÔVTa ÛTTÔ TOÛ Ôf|tJOU ÊKQKOÛTO t ,  QplQTQ  

(paLveTQi  l ù v  l i é y p i  éjjioû û n è p  q û t c o v  t o û t g û v  Q L T i a G e i ç ,  cbç 

ÛYKQTEQTTiQe, GovoTou ôlktiv àTTo^oYnaâpevoç.

The real author and maturer of the whole scheme, who had been the longest 
interested in it, was Antiphon, a man inferior to none of his contemporaries, and 
possessed of remarkable powers of thought and gifts of speech. He did not come 
forward in the assembly, or in any public arena. To the multitude, who were 
suspicious of his reputation for cleverness, he was an object of dislike; but there 
was no man who could do more for any who consulted him, whether in the courts 
of justice or in the assembly. And when the government of the Four Hundred was 
overthrown and became exposed to the vengeance of the people, and he being 
accused of taking part in the plot had to speak in his own case, his defence was 
undoubtedly the best ever made by any man tried on a capital charge down to my 
time.^

Antiphon is depicted as a man of great intelligence and rhetorical skill who made these 
abilities available to others in the jury courts and the Assembly while never appearing 
in person, except in the case of his own brilliant defence. This depiction is borne out by 
his extant speeches and the fragmentary remains of his lost works that were written for 
litigants to then deliver themselves in court."̂  ̂ It is this role of logographer that the 
Clouds promise Strepsiades once he has acquired rhetorical skill (see above p.92). Not 
only did Antiphon write speeches for litigants, but he almost certainly taught rhetoric to 
students.^® In his own works, Antiphon is aware of the recent developments in rhetoric, 
firstly in his comments about plaintiffs who are skilled in speech and secondly in his 
utilisation of the rhetorical developments pioneered by Gorgias and Protagoras.

Firstly, Antiphon portrays his litigants as clearly aware of the impact that 
rhetoric is having on judicial practice as they appear before the jurors. The defendant in 

Antiphon’s Second Tetralogy is portrayed as being a skilled speaker. He himself admits 
that his speech is ‘subtle and precise (ÀeTTTÔ kqi QKpiBfi)’ while his opponent prefers 
to brand such ability as ‘wicked and precise speech (TTOvripai Xoyov àKpiSeLQij.’ î 

Similarly Euxitheus, the Mytilenean defendant for whom Antiphon wrote On the

T huc.8 .68 .1 -2  (tr.Jow ett, adapted). See also A n t.fr .B l.2  (M aidm ent), [P lu t.]M or.832c on  h is 
logographic activities.

E x tan t speeches: A n t.l,  5, 6; fragments: F rags.B l-17  (M aidm ent) lis t som e 17 lost speeches, the 
m ajority  o f w hich m ust have been written for clients to be delivered by them , although the m in im al 
in form ation  in som e cases makes it hard to be certain about this. See HCT 5 .173-4  for a sum m ary o f 
A ntiphon’s skill as a speech writer.

See Pl.M(?«ex236a together with the textbook nature of the Tetralogies and the lost works Proems and 
Perorations and the A r/ of Public Speaking (DK A3.6, fr.C2, C3 (Maidment)).

Defendant: A nt.3.4.2, and also 3.2.2; Prosecutor: Ant.3.3.3.
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Murder o f Herodes, forewarns the jury that he may say ‘something skilfully (t l  
ôp0cûç)’ during the course of his d e f e n c e . ^ 2  The vocabulary used here by Antiphon to 

describe rhetoric in the jury court closely corresponds with Strepsiades’ description of 
his rhetorical training. Strepsiades is determined to enter the Phrontisterion because he 
wants to learn ‘splinter-like exactitudes of skilful words (\oycov qkplBcov 
aKLVôa\âpoL)’ 3̂ and when he hears the chorus of Clouds approaching, he longs ‘to 

speak subtly (\eTTTo\oyeîv)’.^  Secondly the argumentation that Antiphon utilises in 

his speeches has clear parallels with the developments in rhetoric pioneered by Gorgias 
and Protagoras. This can be seen most clearly in the Tetralogies, a collection of 
speeches written for the both the prosecution and the defence in three fictitious 
homicide tr ia ls .T h e  very nature of the exercise, a single author arguing both sides of 
the same case, is in the mould of Protagoras’ work on logoi. Much of the argumentation 
in the Tetralogies proceeds on the basis of inference and supposition, as in Gorgias’ 
Encomium of Helen and Defence of Palamedes.^ Both Gorgias and Antiphon juxtapose 
opinion (ôô^a) with truth (à\n06La) and comment on the power of speech (^oyoç) to

work on opinion.^^ Antiphon in his work as a logographer, as teacher of rhetoric and in 
his own jury court speeches confirms the on-stage image that the innovations in rhetoric 
pioneered by the sophists had a significant impact on judicial practice in late fifth 

century Athens.

In conclusion, the equation between rhetorical skill and judicial advantage in the 
Clouds is a reflection of the impact that rhetorical instruction was having on judicial 
practice in the off-stage world. The notable exception in this regard is the erroneous 
attribution to Socrates of the role of a teacher of rhetoric. Therefore the crucial issue 
becomes the significance of this reflection of off-stage developments in the on-stage 
world. The clear articulation of the off-stage impact of rhetoric on judicial practice in 
the on-stage world of the dramatic festival suggests a widespread awareness of these 
developments among the citizen body. This conclusion is supported by the repeated 
reflection of these off-stage developments in the on-stage world. In his first play, the 
Banqueters of 427, Aristophanes depicted an old man again coming into conflict with 
his younger son, who is presented as being versed in the latest rhetorical and judicial

Ant.5.5.
Ax.Nub.\30 w ith D over (1968a) 110 on the interpretation of the m etaphor nKH/SaXapou 

^  AjNub320. On the use of Aeniog, see also 359, 1404, 1496 and D over (1968a) 114.

O n the Tetralogies, see p. 110.nl 18.
F or argum ents based on supposition, com pare Ant.2.1.4 verses 2 .2  5-6  (both sides u tilise  a priori 

assum ptions to argue w hether the m urder could or could no t p rem edita ted ) w ith the Defence of 
Palamedes (§§20-1; as no m otivation can be found for Palam edes’ treachery, he m ust be innocent). For 
argum ents based  on  psychological probabilities, com pare A n t.4 .3 .2  verses A nt.4 .4 .2  (opposing  
constructions as to w hether young or old men are more violent) w ith G org .Pa/. 13-19 (six hypothetical 
reasons w hich could have motivated Palamedes to betray the Greeks).

Com pare Ant.3.2.2 w ith Gorg./fe/. 10-14, Pal.24 and see Kerferd (1981) 78-82.
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terminology.^* In the parabasis of the Acharnians, Aristophanes paints the pathetic 
picture of an old Marathon-fighter defending himself against a young orator 
(veavLQKÔç pnTCOp) in digraphe:

'0 ôè veaviQç êauTcp aTTOuôâaaç Su^nyopeiv 
6LÇ j â y o ç  TTQLeL ^uvdTTTüv O T p o y y ù ^ o u ;  t oÎ ç p n i i a a t v  
KÇT' àve^KTjaaç èpcoTg QKavôâ^n^P' laTÙç éncov 
dvôpa TL0COVOV anapQTTWv kql TapaiTCOV kqI kukgûv.
‘0 ô' ÛTTÔ yfipcoç paaTQpdfEi, k§t‘ ô(p\(dv àïïépyeTaL-

Then the young man, having ensured he became the advocate against him (the 
elderly defendant), rapidly joins battle, strikes him with round, pithy words; and 
then having dragged him up, he questions him, setting word-traps, ripping apart 
the man Tithonus, and troubling and agitating him. And the defendant mumbles 
on account of old-age and then, convicted, goes away.^^

As in the Clouds, rhetorical skill is portrayed as a novel weapon which carries all before
it, but in the Acharnians it is utilised by young politicians on the make rather than an
old man to escape his debts.^ In the Knights and the Wasps, those who are skilled at
rhetoric are portrayed as having an undue influence in the jury c o u r ts .T h e  repeated
reflection of the off-stage impact of rhetoric on judicial practice in the Aristophanic
world strongly suggests a widespread and continued awareness of these developments
among the Athenian citizen body.

5.2 The Problem: Rhetoric, Democratic Judicial Practice and Justice
It is my contention that the Clouds is reflecting more than an awareness among 

the Athenian citizen population that they were increasingly listening to rhetorically 
polished speeches as they sat on the jury-benches. Within the Clouds, an analysis is 
advanced of the consequences of utilising rhetoric in the judicial sphere. Through the 

activities of Strepsiades, the Worse Argument and Pheidippides, the utilisation of 
rhetoric is presented as ultimately leading to the negation of justice. Furthermore, this 
outcome is strongly censured and condemned through the dramatic momentum of the 
final third of the play and the moral epithets and associations that are attached to the 

practitioners of rhetoric.

See A r.fr.205 , 233 K-A. A t Ai.Nub.52%-9, the chorus presum e that the ea rlier success o f the 
Babylonians would have guaranteed the success o f the first version of the Clouds, given their sim ilarity 
o f them es (see D over (1968a) 166, Sommerstein (1982) 187).
59 ArAcA.685-89.
^9 T he parabasis goes on  to recount the prosecution of the elderly Thucydides son o f M elesias by the 
young Euathlus and also refers to youthful Alcibiades as a  contem porary young prosecutor (Ar.Ac/i.703- 
18 w ith  Som m erstein  (1980) 191-3). Euathlus and A lcibiades are described as XaXoç (705, 716), 
A lcib iades as eOpOnpcoKioç (716 cf. Ar.A/w6.1089-90) and young prosecutors generally  as àVSpeç 
noi/ripoi (700). On the relationship between Ac/j.665-718 and the w ider context o f the play, see Bow ie 

(1982) 35-7, Hubbard (1991) 53-6.
O n the Knights, see p.42 above and pp. 121-2 below. O n the Wasps, see pp. 129-30. See pp.41-2 on 

P eisetaen is’ rhetorical abihdes, which he uses to persuade the Birds to bvàld Nephelokokkugia.
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Strepsiades is presented throughout as fully cognisant that his brilliant idea to 
use rhetoric in the jury court entails the negation of justice. He admits at several points 
that he is not only desiring to learn an argument which is ‘worse (fiTTCOv)’ but which is 
actually an ‘unjust argument (6 âôiKOç He longs to ‘twist justice
(QTpeijJOÔLKeîv)’ and to argue against ‘all the just things (navia tq ÔLKaïaj’.̂  ̂He has 

no compunction about his non-payment to his creditors of legitimately acquired debts.64 
Indeed, the comic hero’s name and the series of puns generated around it underscore 
Strepsiades’ commitment to evade his debts: Strepsiades ‘the twister’ is bent on 
‘twisting’ his way out of the debts he owes his creditors.65 From Strepsiades’ 
perspective, the consequence of deploying rhetorical ability in the jury court is to 
negate justice, in this case, to his own advantage. Secondly, as has been described 
above (see Chapter 5.1), the Worse Argument’s rhetorical ability rests on a substructure 
of intellectual relativism. At the heart of this relativism is a rejection of ‘the customary 
values and justified pleas (ol vopoL kqi al 6iKai)’ in favour of the demands of ‘nature 
((puaLç)’.66 With this intellectual framework in place, the Worse Argument can reason 

that adultery is not an unjust course of action because the satisfaction of nature has 
become the paramount arbiter of actions.67 The audience now sees that rhetorical 
ability, founded upon intellectual relativism, results not only in the negation of justice 
in the jury court, but in the wider moral arena. Thirdly in the agon between Strepsiades 
and Pheidippides, the later uses his recently acquired rhetorical skills to invert 
traditional norms of justice. Pheidippides repeatedly maintains that father-abuse is just, 
much to Strepsiades’ incredulity.68 Pheidippides then embarks on a series of verbally 

skilful and relativistic arguments to demonstrate to Strepsiades and the chorus that

62 O n three occasions, S trepsiades adm its that learning the W orse A rgum ent is actually  an  ‘aSiKog 

KoyoC (M .Nub.ll6, 657, 884-5). Sommerstein com ments on the use o f this term  as follows; ‘by using 

it, he adm its that is p lan  for avoiding paym ent o f his debts is im m oral and fraudulen t (Som m erstein 
(1982) 166).
63 See Aki.Nub.434 and 888, Strepsiades tells Socrates that Pheidippides m ust be  able to speak against
‘navTQ TQ SiKQia’.
64 A r.#w 6 .117-8, 244-5, 434, 738-9, 1154-66, 1250-52 (rebuttal to F irst C reditor), 1283-4 & 1292-97 
(rebuttal to Second Creditor).
65 See the references to the verb aipecpeu/ and its cognates w hich is applied in  reference to S trepsiades 

a t Aki.Nub.36, 88, 434, 450, 776, 792, 1455 together w ith D over (1968a) xxv and  Som m erstein (1982) 
161.
66 See ArJVwZ). 1038-40 and p.94. This relativism can also be seen in  the W orse A rgum ent’s claim  that 
ju stice  does not exist (see 902-6). In contrast, the B etter A rgum ent espouses ‘l a  SiKoia Xeycov ’ (900) 
and rem em bers with fondness the days when such arguments flourished (961-2).
67 Ar.A^w6.1075-82. F or the W orse argum ent’s reputation that his pupils leam  an  ‘qSlkoç Àoyoç’, see 

p.92.
68 For P heidippides’ statements that father-beating is ju s t (ei/ 6iK%. ôikqloç), see Aki.Nub.1332, 1377-9, 

1405; fo r S trepsiades’ indignant response, see 1333, 1338-41,1380.
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father-abuse is indeed a just course of a c t i o n .B y  the end of the agon, Strepsiades is 
forced to concede that: ‘It seems to me, my contemporaries, that he (i.e. Pheidippides) 
speaks just things, and I think we should concede what is reasonable to these people. 
For it is fair that we (i.e. the older generation) weep if we do not do just t h i n g s . T h e  
theme of justice and its relation to rhetoric resurfaces repeatedly throughout the Clouds. 
The utilisation of rhetoric by Strepsiades, the Worse Argument and Pheidippides 

ultimately leads to a negation of justice. This outcome is strongly censured and 
condemned, firstly in the dramatic momentum of the remaining third of the play and 
secondly in the moral vocabulary and associations which are consistently attached to 

the practitioners of rhetoric.

The sharp contrast in dramatic momentum of the final third of the Clouds with 
the preceding two-thirds provides a means to censure this outcome of deploying 
rhetoric. The dramatic structure of the preceding two-thirds of the play could be 
labelled as a typical comic escapist fantasy, similar to that of the Acharnians, Peace or 
Birds.'^  ̂The hero is oppressed by an aspect of contemporary society: in this case by his 
creditors and the debts that his son’s equine affliction have gen era ted .T h e  hero 
conceives of a brilliant idea: here, the acquisition of rhetorical skills which guarantee 

judicial success and thus liberation from his oppressive creditors.^  ̂The hero pursues 
his brilliant idea, in spite of opposition: in this case, Pheidippides’ unwillingness to 
pursue and his own inability to grasp rhetorical training.'^  ̂ The realisation of his 
brilliant idea heralds a new era of gratification and self-assertion for the hero, in this 
instance by feasting and by the total disregard and abuse of his creditors when they 
threaten or serve su m m o n se s . I f  the Clouds were to finish at this point while the 
chorus exited dancing, then one might conclude that such a dramatic structure presents

See A r. Nub.l40S-35 w ith specific references to 8iKaioç a t 1411 and 1419. F or the chorus’ dem and 
that Pheidippides proves to them that father-abuse is ‘SiKOLog’, see 1397-8.

[iei/. coi/5peç n^iKeç, 8oKeT KeYCLv 8iKaia, Kaiioiye auYX.copeTi/ 8okéÎ ToxjiOLat lànieiKTi- 
K\a^iv Yap Tiuâç eiKoç è a i ',  pu pp 8iKaia 8pcoiJiei/’ (Ar.A^wfc. 1437-9 tr. Som m erstein, adapted). N ote 

the play on 8iKaioç in  this passage.

O n a  generalised Aristophanic p lot structure and the p lot o f the Peace, see pp.39-40.
C om pare p.91 with ArAch.l-39 for example.
See pp.91-3 and com pare with Ar.Ac/j. 174-203.
In itia lly  Pheidippides refuses to enter the Phrontisterion {Ax.Nub.lS-\3\), so S trepsiades enrols 

h im self, b u t fails to  com prehend the course o f instruction (783-790) and so  finally  P heidippides is 
persuaded  to  enter (814-88). D icaeopolis is opposed by the chorus o f A charnians from  realising  h is 
brilhant idea o f a private peace with Sparta (see A r Ac/i.204-627).

Feasting; Ax.NubA2\2-3\ abuse of creditors: 1214-1302. In response to S trepsiades’ physical abuse, 
the second creditor cries ‘w itness’ (1297) and describes Strepsiades’ actions as hubris (1299), suggesting 
that he  is considering bringing a graphe hubreos against Strepsiades (see Som m erstein (1982) 223). 
S trepsiades is o f course now totally oblivious to the threat o f such legal actions (1299-1303). See 
p.28n.39 on  graphe hubreos. In com parison, see D icaeopolis’ entry into a fantastical paradise o f feasting 
(ArAc/j. 1085-1142) and the banishment of his adversaries (910-28, 1014-68).
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Strepsiades’ utilisation of rhetoric to guarantee judicial success remains uncensored7^ 
However, the Clouds ends not on Strepsiades’ triumph, but veers sharply towards 
tragedy as the comic hero’s brilliant idea rebounds on him with an overwhelming 

violence.

The reversal of Strepsiades’ fortunes is sudden and severe in the final third of 
the play. He suffers the outrage and humiliation of being beaten by his own son,'̂ '̂  who 
then proceeds to transgress further by openly discussing his father’s death and by 
contemplating violence against his own mother.^  ̂Strepsiades is left nursing his bruises 
and wishing a state-criminal’s death upon the son who was to have been his salvation.'^  ̂
Fundamental social norms are transgressed, not in the hero’s favour, as in the scene 
with his creditors, but to his detriment. Furthermore, Strepsiades is not only subjected 

to filial violence but is forced to concede by Pheidippides that father-beating is just (see 
p. 103 above). It is made very clear that Pheidippides’ violence towards his father and 
its justification is a direct result of the education he received at the Phrontisterion. 
Pheidippides comments that: ‘for I, when I used to devote my attention only to chariot- 
racing, I was not able to say three words before making an error. Now, since this man 
himself stopped all that and I am familiar with subtle ideas, arguments and thoughts, I 
think that I can prove that it is just to beat your father’ while Strepsiades adds that: ‘I 
certainly have had you taught, by Zeus my good man, to argue against the just things, if 
indeed you intend to convince us of this, that it is just and right for the father to be 
beaten by his scms.’Bi This connection can also be seen in the extent to which the 
structure of agon between Strepsiades and Pheidippides mirrors the agon between the 
two logoi,^^ and in Pheidippides’ adoption of the Worse Argument’s delight in morally 
negative epithets and his relativistic intellectual framework.It  is almost impossible

See p90n.2 on the tw o versions o f the Clouds and M acDowell (1995) 145 fo r the suggestion that the 
firs t version ended a t this point. Such a  lack of censure is quite norm al a t the end o f a  com edy. For 
exam ple D icaeopolis retains his ‘selfish’ m onopoly o f peace (see previous note), Philocleon is le ft to  his 
cavorting  exploits (Ar. Vigjp. 1474-1537) and P eisetaenis’ w anton self-aggrandisem ent is praised  a t the 
end o f the Birds (Ar.Av. 1706-65).
77 ArJVwh. 1353-76.
78 Ai.Nub. 1435-6, 1443. Reckford (1976) 108-110 on the shocking nature o f P heidippides’ suggestions 
and D over (1974) 273-4 on the importance of care of parents in traditional morality.
79 Ar.A^wh. 1447-51. Strepsiades suggests that Pheidippides m ight as w ell throw  h im se lf in to  the 
B arath ron  together w ith  Socrates and the W orse A rgum ent, the B arathron being a  gu lly  in to  w hich 
condem ned state-crim inals were thrown (see Hdt.7.133, P l.G org.516d-e, Xen.Hell.l.7.20).

eyw yap ore peu inniK^i toi/ i/ow  povi] npoaeixoi/, ouo' ai/ ip i ' e in e iv  pnuiaO' oioç i '  rii/ npii/ 
è^apapT €Îv  vxji/l 5', eneiSfi p' oijToal xoijTCOi/ enaxjaei/ au ioç, y i/w paiç ÀerrTaTç kqI Xoyoïç 
Çui/eipL KOI pepipi/aiç, c ip a i 8i8aEeii/ wç SfKQioy tov n a iep o  KoA.a{eii/’ (Ar.A^M^.1401-05).

‘e8i6aC apni/ p e i/io i ae vn Ai', ù> peXe, lo îa ii/  Sikqiglq 6i/TiXeyEii/, ei tq u tq  ye peA.A.eiç 
à i/an e iae ii/, œç Slkgloi/ kqI KaÀoi/ toi/ naxepa xunxeaO' eaxli/ uno xœi/ xiiecoi/’ (Ar.A^wfe. 1338-41).

See D over (1968a) 247-8.
D eligh t in  m orally negative epithets: com pare Ar.//wh.908-15 w ith 1327-30; relativistic in tellectual 

fram ew ork: com pare 889-95 with 1444-5 and 901-7 (on the non-existence o f justice) w ith 1408-19 (on 
sons beating fathers).
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not to conclude that Strepsiades’ tragedy is a direct consequence of his own desire to 
escape his debts by pursuing a rhetorical education. Any doubts that the audience may 
have in this regard are dispelled by the pronouncements of the chorus in the closing 
scenes of the play.

Enlightenment comes to Strepsiades himself through the chorus, who inform 
him that his pursuit of rhetoric to evade the payment of his debts is the cause of his 
tragedy. In an unprecedented move, the comic chorus are transformed into dei ex 
machina, giving their pronouncements a unique authority .Just  before the agon 

between Strepsiades and Pheidippides, the chorus foreshadows Strepsiades’ tragedy, 
proclaiming that he has ‘fallen in love with wicked things (épâv TTpoYliâTüv 
(pXaupCûv)’, that his attempt to evade his debts is ‘evil (KOKog)’ and that he may soon 

regret the training he has orchestrated for his son.^  ̂When Strepsiades appeals to the 

Clouds, having been beaten by his son, they inform him that he is responsible for his 
own tragedy because: ‘you yourself turned to evil things’. T h e y  reveal to him that it is 
they themselves who encouraged him along this disastrous pathway so he might leam 
to fear the gods.^  ̂Strepsiades accepts these pronouncements of the Clouds as ‘difficult 
(TTOvnpa)’ but ‘just (ÔLKQLa)’ and admits that he should not have tried to evade his

debts,̂ 8 sentiments which are converted into action as he sets fire to the Phrontisterion 
(see Chapter 5.3 below). Thus we arrive at the heart of Strepsiades’ transgression: 
Strepsiades is censured not for his pursuit of rhetorical training, nor for his involvement 
in Judicial activity, but for his utilisation of rhetorical skill in the judicial sphere to 
evade the legitimate payment of d e b t s . T o  a greater extent than any other play, the 
dramatic momentum of the final third of the Clouds communicates a sustained 
message: the use of rhetoric in the jury courts to negate justice is condemned.

^  T he chorus of Clouds possesses a nebulous, cham elionesque identity  throughout the dram a, w hich 
enables A ristophanes to transform  them into dei ex machina a t the end  o f the p lay (see D over (1968a) 
Ixvi-lxx, H ubbard (1991) 106-11 and Segal (1996b) 168-81).

Ar.7Vw6.1303-20. A t 1113-14, as Pheidippides enters the Phrontisterion, the chorus com m ent that T 
think you w ill repent o f these things (oTiiai aoi lavT a u e ia u e K fia e iv )’, w hich is alm ost certainly a 

reference to S trepsiades’ forthcoming tragedy (see D over (1968a) 229). See Segal (1996b) 168-77 for 
details o f no t only the words but also the imagery which foreshadow the C louds’ verdict on  S trepsiades’ 
activities.

‘aipeiijaç aeau iov  eiç novTipà n p a y u a ia ’ (Ar.//w6.1455).
Ar.iVwf). 1452-61, where the chorus describe Strepsiades follow ing npayuaT a novTipa. This equation 

betw een the failure to fear the gods and employment of unjust m eans in the court room  is underscored by 
S trepsiades’ repeated references to agnosticism  of Socrates and his colleagues as he bum s dow n the 
Phrontisterion (see 1472-74,1476-80,1506-9 and Chapter 5.3 below).

See Ai.Nub. 1462-5.
D e R om illy  (1992) 83 makes precisely the sam e point: ‘A ristophanes’ entire attack is thus directed 

against a  rhetoric w hich serves solely as an acrobatic intellectual feat designed to prom ote the w orst 
e n d s ’
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This censure of rhetoric’s impact in the jury court can also be seen in the 
application firstly of morally negative vocabulary and secondly of negative associations 
to the practitioners of rhetoric. The former can be seen for example in Strepsiades’ 
description of himself as a smart-talking advocate and in the presentation of the Worse 
Argument. Strepsiades, in submitting himself to the Clouds’ ministers (Socrates and his 

colleagues), hopes to escape his debts and to be publicly known for a number of 
qualities, most of which are morally n e g a t i v e . ^ ®  Some of these qualities relate to 
rhetorical skill in the jury court, for instance to be ‘glib of tongue (eijY?vcoTTOç), 
inventive with words (eûpricrLeïïfiç), worn smooth with dikai (TrepLTpL|i|ia ôlkûv) and 
a legal inscription (kOpBlç).’ On the other hand, the greater part of this list is an

exaltation of corruption and moral degeneracy. Strepsiades desires to be known as: 
‘brazen (ToX|jiripôç), loathsome (Bôe\upôç), a sticky customer (yÀoioç), fraudulent 
(a\aCcbv), corrupt (liiapôç)’ to mention but a few. The utilisation of rhetorical skills to 

evade paying legitimate debts is tainted with moral odium. In a similar way, morally 
negative vocabulary is used to portray the Worse Argument. The Worse Argument 
delights in the series of morally negative epithets which are showered upon him at the 
start of the agon between the two logoi: ‘shamelessly immoral (KaTUTTuy wv 
QLQXiJVTOç), a low-down trickster (Bco|io\ôyoç), a father-beater (TraTpaXoLQç), 
impudent (Opaauçj.’ î In the agon itself, their approach to what is shameful (aLuypôç) 

characterises their respective programmes of instruction. The Better Argument 
promises to instruct Pheidippides ‘to be ashamed of shameful t h i n g s , w h i l e  the 
Worse Argument is presented as persuading his pupils ‘to hold that everything 
shameful is beautiful and the beautiful is s h a m e f u l . the on-stage world of the 

Clouds, those who utilise rhetoric to negate justice are censured by the application of 
morally negative epithets.

Secondly, practitioners of rhetoric such as Socrates and his colleagues, the 
Worse Argument or re-educated Pheidippides are coupled with negative associations.^^ 

The initiates of the Phrontisterion are characterised by their pallid complexion resulting

Ai.NubA31A56. Strepsiades gives an interesting list o f som e 21 qualities that he w ould like  to be 
know n fo r once he has acquired  rhetorical skills, the m ajority  o f w hich have m orally  negative  
connotations. See D over (1968a) 157-8 on this passage.

Ar.A^w6.909-15. O n the m eaning of KaTairuYwi/ here, see Som m erstein (1982) 205 , H enderson  

(1991a) 210. H ow ever it becomes clear later that the W orse A rgum ent is prepared to adopt a  passive role 
in  a hom osexual relationship (see 1022-3, 1083-1104). Opaaijg is also used o f the W rong A rgum ent at 

890.
‘kqI toTç a ïaxpo îç  a ia x w e a O a i’ (Ar.Nub.992). See also 995.

‘lo  U6V aiaxpoi/ an a v  kq^oi/ riyeTaOai., t o  koXov 8' a iaxpov’ (Ai.Nub.1020-21). See also 1077-8.
See above p. 105 for the m orally negative terms w hich the chorus o f C louds, in  their ro le o f dei ex 

machina, apply to S trepsiades’ attempts to evade is debts.
See p.40 for the use of associations to explore on-stage loyalties.
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from the interior life, ragged dress, unwashed state and h u n g e r . T h e  yet-to-be- 
educated Pheidippides is naturally horrified by such associations, while his father is 
forced to stifle his disgust beneath his desire to learn r h e t o r i c . T h e  negative 
associations which are coupled with Worse Argument are contrasted to those of the 
Better Argument.^* The Worse Argument’s physical indolence and indifference to 
fitness is contrasted with the Better Argument’s delight in physical prowess and 
tra in ing .The Worse Argument is a man of the Agora and the jury court, while the 
Better Argument advocates the gymnasium and the outdoor life.i®^ The Better 
Argument is a devotee of music from the Marathon generation while the Worse 
Argument favours skill at s p e a k i n g . A s  has been described above, the Worse 

Argument is prepared to subvert traditional belief or morality while the Better 
Argument rigorously upholds the traditional belief s y s t e m .  This moral degradation 

culminates in the Worse Argument’s open espousal of a passive role in a homosexual 
relationship ( e ù p U T T p c o K T L a ) ,  a practice associated with such comic charlatans as

advocates, tragedians and politicians. The re-educated Pheidippides not only displays 
a taste for contemporary poets such as Euripides and a marked disgust for old-timers 
such as Aeschylus, but also advocates parental abuse, practises father-beating and 
openly discusses his father’s death. Within the on-stage world of the Clouds y those 

who practice rhetoric are censured by being consistently located within a nexus of 
negative associations.

In conclusion, the Clouds suggests an outcome of the use of rhetoric in the jury 
court and passes verdict on that outcome. On-stage characters are used to demonstrate 
that the practice of rhetoric ultimately leads to a negation of justice. This outcome is 
strongly censured and condemned, particularly in Strepsiades’ tragedy which dominates 
the dramatic momentum of the final third of the play. Strepsiades is censured not for his 

attempts to leam rhetoric or for his involvement in the judicial sphere per se, but for his

Pallid  complexion: Pn.Nub.\03, 119-20, 186, 1 9 6 -9 9 ,5 0 3 -4 ,7 1 8 ,8 3 4 ,1 1 1 2 , 1172; ragged dress: 103, 
363, 719, 856-9; unw ashed state: 835-8; hunger: 175-79, 414-17. See D over (1968a) xxxiii-iv , Bow ie
(1993) 106, and Segal (1996b) 166-8 for an analysis of these associations.

Pheidippides’ reactions: A r.//«h. 102-120,832-65,1112; S trepsiades’ reactions: 126-32, 184-6, 503-4, 
586-8 and  p. 118 on his underlying anti-intellectualism. See Chapter 5.3 for S trepsiades’ engagem ent with 
the phenom enon o f the Phrontisterion.

See D over (1968a) lix, M aeDowell (1995) 136-42 for a detailed analysis o f the contrasting educative 
program m es advanced by the two logoi.
^  Better: A r.//«h. 1005-14; W orse: 987-9,1015-19.
100 Better: Ai.Nub.Km, 1005-8; Worse: 990-1,1003-4,1053-57.
101 Better: Ax.Nub.966-12\ Worse: 1038-42,1058-9.
102 See p.94.
103 Ar.//wh. 1083-1104. On the shame of eupunpwKiia, see D over (1978) 100-9 and H enderson (1991a) 

209-10.
104 O n contrasting poetical tastes, see ArJVw6.1354-75. Aristophanes returned to the merits o f Aeschylus 
versus Euripides in  the Frogs (see i?an.830-1481 with Dover (1993) 10-43), w here A eschylus is finally 
chosen over Euripides (1471). On generational eonflict, see p.91.
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Utilisation of the former in the later to guarantee non-payment of legitimately incurred 
debts. This use of rhetoric is further censured by the morally negative vocabulary and 
associations which are consistently applied to the practitioners of rhetoric. It is 
important to note that this censure achieves its purchase in the moral sphere and is 
startlingly intense: the ability of rhetoric to negate justice is depicted as challenging the 
entire moral order. This is not to say that the play is a monolithic, committed statement 
against the intellectual developments of the late-fifth century in general and the rise of 
rhetoric in particular.^®  ̂ Aristophanes may set up a particular viewpoint before his 
audience, only to then subvert and undermine the same viewpoint. It is now 

necessary to see if this verdict on the use of rhetoric in the Jury courts is present in the 

world beyond the Clouds.

It was certainly the case that the developments in rhetoric pioneered by 

Protagoras and Gorgias (see pp.97-8 above) raised serious questions with regard to 
justice and truth. The very nature of the Protagorean programme, successfully to defend 
the weaker thesis, automatically raises doubts about the attainability or even the 
relevance of justice and truth, In his Encomium of Helen, Gorgias argues that ‘words 
(\oyoL)’ have an irresistible power to persuade: ‘speech is a powerful ruler’. I n

support of his argument, he states that in the jury court, rhetorical skill can count for 
more than the truth: ‘in compulsory contests, conducted by means of speeches, one 
speech pleases and persuades the multitude written with skill and not spoken with

S cholarly  opinion on A ristophanes’ intentions in  the Clouds encom passes the en tire spectrum , 
ranging  from  a com m itm ent solely to entertain (see F isher (1984) 233-51) to a  m anifesto  o f anti- 
in te llectualism  (see N ussbaum  (1980) and to a lesser extent Segal (1996b) 164-8). D over (1968a) is 
cautious as to the p lay ’s overall intentions. Reckford (1987) ix, 388-402 possesses a passion ‘to defend 
against its detractors and to explain to the world how it was a great, funny and very beautiful com edy’ 
{ibid. 393), w hich he hopes to do fully in  a  forthcom ing book. O ’R egan (1992) sets the p lay  w ithin its 
p o litica l and  in te llectual background. 1 have no t looked  a t O ’R egan  in  detail on the  basis o f 
Som m erstein’s review (Somm erstein (1994b)).
106 j j j g  presentation o f the B etter A rgum ent is particularly revealing in  this regard. A s the opponent o f 
the W orse A rgum ent, and therefore of rhetorical instruction, one m ight expect the B ette r A rgum ent 
seriously to engage the program m e advanced by W orse A rgum ent and to be presented in  a  positive hgh t 
i f  the Clouds were truly an anti-intellectual manifesto. Instead we find  the B etter A rgum ent losing the 
agon because he is unable to seriously encounter any of the W orse A rgum ent’s sophistic argum ents and 
thus is reduced to ineffectual bluster and bom bast {Ai.Nub.905-6, 1052-4, 1061-70, 1085-1104 w ith 
D over (1968a) Ixiv and M acDowell (1995) 141). H e is also presented as possessing an unnatural interest 
in  the genitals o f young m en under his instruction (966, 973-80, 989, 1014 w ith D over (1968a) Ixiv-vi. 
B u t see M acD ow ell (1995) 139, who questions D over’s thesis). A t the point w here one w ould expect a 
sustained rebuttal to rhetorical instruction if  the play was a  deeply com m itted work, one finds bom bast 
and a  predilection for genitaha.

See de Rom illy (1992) 80-5, she comments; ‘if  it was a  m atter of defending opposite points o f view 
equally w ell, ju stice  was left w ith no role to play’ {ibid. 80). A ristotle, in  his description o f Protagorean 
program m e, stating that m en were ‘justly  disgusted’ and labelling it ‘false and not true bu t an  apparent 
probability’ (see Arist./?/ie^.22.24.11 1402a23)
108 ‘\oY oç SxjvaaiTiç lieyaç è a r iv ’ {Goig.Hel.S tr. M acDowell).
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truth.Thrasymachus,  Antiphon and Callicles explored the issue of justice from the 

angle of juxtaposing human order {nomos) with natural order iphusis), with each 
pushing the consequences of this antithesis to differing degrees. In their researches 
they arrived at conclusions such as that justice, as expressed in human customs, 
operates against our natural interests,^ or taken further, that human customs must be 

thrown off and a new order of ‘natural law’ and ‘natural justice’ established, where the 
strongest t r iu m p h s . I t  is important to note that there were distinctions in the thought 
of individual sophists. Although Callicles may have pushed the custom/nature antithesis 

to its amoral conclusion, others such as Antiphon were content to draw attention to the 
antithesis and the conflict of interest between the two.̂ ^̂  At other points, Thrasymachus 
and Antiphon make statements in the surviving fragments which suggest an attempt to 
reconstruct justice on the basis of the collective good.^^  ̂Therefore it is important to 
examine the sophists’ theories with regard to justice in their entirety. Not only did they 
vary in the degree to which they challenged traditional notions of justice, but they also 
made differing attempts to reconstruct justice on the basis of the collective good.

The above subtleties in the sophistic investigations on justice are overlooked in 
the portrayal of the negation of justice in the Clouds. The Worse Argument’s disregard 
for justice, his espousal of nature and amoralism in contrast to custom and justice or

TO\jç avoYKaioxjç oia \oycov aycoi/aç, ev oiç eiç à.oyoç noKuv oxÀoi/ eiepvE koi ene iae  tex v til 
Ypacpeiç, o \ J K  à/YT|ôeiai ^ e x 9 e iç ’ (G org .//e/.13  tr. M acD owell (adapted)). M acD ow ell (1982) 39-40 
sees ‘ol ài/aYKa(oL aYw^eç’ as referring to verbal contests in  the ju ry  court, and  a  m ass audience is 
suggested by the description of the ones persuaded as ‘n o^ùç o x ^o ç’.

The origins o f this juxtaposition  m ost probably lie in the observation that hum an custom s (nomoi) 
cover a  bew ilderingly w ide range, introducing a  relative dim ension to the h iunan custom s upon w hich 
ju s tice  is based  (see H dt.3.38. and Dissoi Logoi 2.18). Scepticism  in  the religious sphere w ill have 
probably fuelled this trend as well. If  we can no longer be sure of the gods, then the nomoi w hich they 
have ordained (e.g. Xen.M<?m.4.4.19) lose their authoritative status. See de Rom illy (1992) 103-113 for 
the connection between rehgious scepticism and the relativism of nomos.
 ̂̂   ̂ Thrasym achus, as portrayed by Plato in  B ook 1 o f the Republic, argues that ju stice , as defined by 

nomoi, operates in  the interest o f the stronger in  society, because the stronger m ake nomoi and  decisions. 
Justice becom es m erely an extension of the stronger's self-interest and therefore operates against the 
interests o f the rest o f society (see PI 338a-348b with K erferd (1981) 120-123, de Rom illy (1992) 
116-121). Antiphon, in  the fragments o f On Truth, rigorously argues that nomos is no t only distinct from  
phusis, b u t that nomos opposes interests o f phusis (DK B44 and K erferd (1981) 115-17, de R om illy
(1992) 121-131).
 ̂ This is the position which P lato attributes to Callicles in  Gorg.482c-484c. Scholars have debated the 

h istorical reahty  o f P lato’s Callicles, prim arily because there are no references to him  outside Plato. See 
D odds (1956) 12-5, Kerferd (1981) 117-120, de RomiUy (1992) 155-161.

This point is strongly m ade by de Romilly (1992) 127-31, 156-61.
F or Thrasym achus, see DK B l ,  8 with de Rom illy (1992) 178-80, where Thrasym achus talks about 

the b lessing  o f ju stice  and role o f the patrios politeia in  creating homonoiœ, fo r A ntiphon, see the 
fragm ents o f On Concord (DK B61-2 w ith de Rom illy (1992) 182-50, where A ntiphon com m ents on the 
im portance o f education and discipline of the young in  maintaining the social order. It is possible to gain 
a  clearer picture o f the attem pts to reconstruct justice on the basis o f the collective good from  the m ore 
substantial fragm ents o f other w riters such as Protagoras and the A nonym us lam blich i (see K erferd 
(1981) 139-162, de Rom illy (1992) 162-188).
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Pheidippides’ relativising of man-made laws and customs with regard to father-abuse 

obviously reflects the sophistic discussions on justice. On the other hand there is no 
attempt to reflect the different nuances and constructive elements of sophistic thought. 
Given this unbalanced portrayal of the sophistic debate on Justice in the Clouds, it is 
important to consider whether off-stage sources reflect the censure and concern of the 
Clouds, or whether this is an unrepresentative over-reaction of the comic imagination. 
Other sources mention the contemporary mania for rhetorical display coupled with a 
frightening lack of discemment.ii^ Characters in tragedy are depicted utilising rhetoric 

to manipulate others and disregarding justice for self-interest. On the other hand, 
given the focus of this chapter, it is necessary to turn again to the Attic Orators to see if 
the on-stage analysis and censure of rhetoric’s use in the jury court is echoed in late- 
fifth and early-fourth century judicial practice.

As has been described above (see pp.98-100), Antiphon, as a logographer and in 
the products of his logography, shows a full awareness of the developments in rhetoric. 
He also makes a number of statements about the associations that are coupled with the 
use of rhetoric. These statements are particularly useful because they possess a 
somewhat stylised and formal tone, making it easier to locate the underlying 
assumptions, and also are the chronologically closest material in the corpus of the Attic 
Orators to the production of the Clouds}^^ He makes the following comments in the 
opening remarks he wrote for Euxitheus in On the Murder of Herodes:

O n the W orse Argum ent, see p. 102. On Pheidippides, see pp. 102-3. O n his relativising o f  m an-m ade 
laws, see Ar.//w6.1421-29 and Guthrie (1971) 135-47.

See Thuc.3.38.4-7, where Cleon berates the Assembly for their susceptibihty to rhetorical persuasion; 
D K  A 4 on the dem ocracy’s enthusiastic response to G orgias’ em bassy on behalf o f his native Leontini; 
V\.Euth303h, where the audience are portrayed by Plato as wildly applauding som e particularly  insecure 
argum entation. Gorgias in  his Encomium of Helen, is so convinced o f the pow er o f rhetoric that he labels 
it a m agic art (see p. 120).
1 F or exam ple in  the Philoctetes, Odysseus repeatedly uses skilful speech to achieve his goals (e.g. 55- 
135 to  persuade N eoptolem us to trick Philoctetes) and states: ‘Now w hen I go forth  to the test, I see that 
everyw here am ong the race of m en it is the tongue that wins and not the deed (vOu 6' eîç e/Veyxov ê LCov 
opw ppoToîç Tni/ Y^cocraav, oùxl lo p y a , nauO ’ Tiyouuei/rii/’ (Soph.F /j//.98-99, tr.G rene)). In  the 

Phoenissae, Eteocles openly admits before his brother and m other that he desires pow er and  so w ill not 
relinquish  the throne o f Thebes to Polynices (Eur.F /ioen.499-525) in  spite o f  his b ro ther’s ju s t claim  
(469-96). See C raik (1988) 154, 188, M astronarde (1994) 288 on the ju stice  o f P o lyn ices’ claim  and 
E teocles’ sophistic response.

The Tetralogies by their very nature as rhetorical exercises possess a stylised tone (see C ole (1991) 
75, 77-8). The statem ents on rhetoric in  the On the Murder o f Herodes com e in the in troductory section 
o f the speech. It is quite probable that Antiphon constructed this introductory m aterial using a  rhetorical 
handbook (see p.99n.50 on handbooks). The style of this m aterial has been described as ‘p ohshed ’ (see 
Edw ards and U sher (1985) 68) and som e of this m aterial is also used in On the Choreutes (com pare 
A nt.5 .5 .14, 87-9 w ith A nt.6.2-4 and see Edwards and U sher (1985) 76, Cole (1991) 117). T he issues on 
the authorship, date and context for which the Tetralogies were w ritten are very com plex, see G em et 
(1923) 6-16, M aidm ent (1941) 34-47, Dover (1950) 56-9, de Rom illy (1992) 79-80). I f  the Tetralogies 
are by Antiphon, D over dates them to early in Antiphon’s career, prior to 422. On the Murder o f Herodes 
has been dated either to c. 420 (Edwards and Usher (1985) 24) or to the following decade (D over (1950) 
55: 416/5-414/3; G em et (1923) 107: 417-414).
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OTj ôé l ie Ô6L Q c o 8 n v a L  j i e i a  Trig à ^ n ^ e i a ç  e i ï ï ô v T a  t o  y e i / o i i e p a ,  è v  T o u T y  
l ie B^QTTTeL T) t o G  K é y e i v  à ô u v a r i i a .  n o \ \ o i  j i èv  "yap fiôri t û v  où  
ô o v a p i é v c o v  \ é Y e i v ,  oTrioToi  YevojievoL t o l ç  à \ r | 9 éaLV, aÙTOÎç t o ù t o l ç  

à ï ï ü ^ o v T O ,  où  ô o v â j i e v o L  ôrjXûoaL oÙTO- t t o W o l  ôè  t c û v  ô u v a i i é v c o v  
K é y e i v  t t i q t o l  YGPope i /o i  Tcp v e ù 6 e o 8 o i ,  TOÙTcp é a ù d r i o o v ,  ô i ô t i  

é\ | jeùaavTO.  ’ A v o y k t i  o ù v ,  o t q v  t l ç  oneLpog $  t o ù  0Y W P i ( e o 8o i ,  é n i  t o Î ç  

TÛV KOTTlYÔpCOV \OYOLÇ elvCL |iâ/V\OV n éîT' OÙTOLÇ TOÎÇ ëpYOLÇ KQL TTJ
o \ r ] d £ L ç  Tcjv  TTpaYl iâTüv. . . .Tâôe  ôè 6 é o p a i  ù p w v ,  t o ù t o  \ièv ê â v  t i  t î j  
Y^wcrjç i  ô i i o p T W ,  QUYYi^wùnv ë y e i v  p o t ,  k q l  f i Y e î a 8 a L  ÔTreipig q ù t ô  
l i ô \ \ o v  ïi àÔLKig ù p a p T f i a 8 a L ,  t o ù t o  ôè  ê â v  t l  ô p 8 w ç  eÎTTco, à A r i 8 e i g  
| i â \ \ o v  n ôeLVÔTrjTi eLpna8aL. Où YÙp ô l k q l o v  o u t '  ëpYcp ô j ia p T Ô v T a  ô iù  
pÙpoTO a ü 8 f | v a i ,  o u t '  ëpYV ô p 8 û ç  n p o ^ o i / T o  ô i o  p n p o T a  à T T o \ é a 8 a i -  t ô  
p è v  YÙp [p n p a ]  Tf|ç Y ^ u o o n ç  ô p a p T n p o  è o T i ,  t ô  ôè [ ë p Y o v ]  T p ç  YVcGpng.

On the other hand, when it is necessary for me to be saved by telling the events 
with truth, in this it hinders me to be unable to speak. For on the one hand many 
of those not able at speaking, already have not been believed speaking truth, 
which is ruined by these men, being unable to prove it. On the other hand many 
of those able at speaking have been believed speaking falsehood, which saved 
them, because they were speaking falsely. So whenever someone unacquainted 
with litigation, he is dependent upon the words of the opponents rather than upon 
the his own deeds and the truth of the matters....! ask this of you, that on the one 
hand, if I make a fault of the tongue, you will have forgiveness for me and will 
think that inexperience rather than injustice is at fault. On the other hand, if I say 
something skilfully, you will say that it is due to truth rather than to cleverness. 
For it is not just either that the man transgressing in deed is saved by words, or 
that the one acting righteously in deed is destroyed by words: for while the word 
is the fault of the tongue, the act is the fault of the will.i^^

In a carefully articulated series of polarities, Euxitheus is being presented as being
aware of the power of rhetoric to damage his defence on two accounts. Firstly, having
deplored his own inability at speaking, he contrasts such inability with rhetorical skill:
the former causes the truth to be ignored, while the latter enables lies to be believed.
Secondly, Euxitheus is concerned that he might express a section of his defence well,
and thus entreats the jurors to receive this as truth rather than an exhibition of
suspicious c l e v e r n e s s . 1 2 1  Euxitheus’ concerns in this area were quite justified, given
his use of a logographer to guarantee a polished d e f e n c e .  122 These statements reveal the

suspicion and opprobrium surrounding the use of rhetoric in the jury court: although

119Ant.5.2-3,5.
120 yjjg  prosecutor in  the Second Tetralogy is similarly concerned that the ju ry  w ill be sw ayed by the 
defendant’s skilful speech, see Ant.3.3.3-4.
121 S im ilar special pleading is evoked by the skilled defendant o f the Second Tetralogy, see A nt.3.2.2, 
3.4.2,
122 F or exam ple, having related the events surrounding H erodes’ disappearance (Ant.5.20-4), A ntiphon 
then proceeds to attack the prosecution’s version o f these events by advancing argum ents based on 
probab ility  (25-8). In  antiquity . On the Murder of Herodes was considered one o f  A n tiphon’s best 
speeches, see [Plut.]Mor.833d.
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litigants utilised rhetorically polished speeches written by a logographer, it was a 
practice they felt they must deny or offer mitigating circumstances. It is possible to 
trace a series of polarities throughout Antiphon’s speeches: between on the one hand 
ability at speaking (ôiivapiaL speech (^ôyoç), falsehood (hjeuôfiç), and
opinion (ôô^a) and on the other, inability at speaking (où ôùvaiiOL ^eyeiv), action 
(epyov), truth (à^fiGeia), and justice (ÔLKaL0ç).i23 These polarities point to an 

underlying assumption that unadorned, plain speaking is normative and pertains to truth 

and justice, while rhetorical skill is deviant, pertaining to falsehood and injustice. There 
are obvious parallels here with the on-stage world of Aristophanes’ Clouds: both on
stage and off-stage, rhetoric in the jury court is portrayed as possessing the ability 
seriously to distort the truth, oppose justice and so is viewed with deep suspicion and 
opprobrium. In both mediums, the purchase of this censure is primarily in the moral 
sphere. Although Antiphon’s pronouncements on rhetoric possess a somewhat stylised 
and formal tone, it is possible to identify similar ideas and assumptions in speeches by 
Lysias and Isaeus, albeit of a more implicit nature.

One of the key challenges facing Lysias as he embarked on the prosecution of 
Eratosthenes was the protective circle of influence that was afforded Eratosthenes 
through his friends and c o n n e c t i o n s .  ^ ^ 4  Therefore a significant portion of the speech is 

devoted not to the charge in hand, Eratosthenes’ responsibility for the death of 
Polemarchus, Lysias’ brother, but to a wide-ranging character assassination of 
Eratosthenes and his fr iends.T ow ard s the end of the speech, Lysias endeavours to 
counteract the influence of the sunegoroi who will speak on behalf of E r a t o s t h e n e s .  ^ ^ 6  

In an ingenious section, Lysias plays fast and loose with the identity of Eratosthenes’ 
sunegoroi through a cunning series of associations and innuendoes: the friends of 
Eratosthenes assisting him at his trial are implicitly linked with his friends from the 
past, i.e. the Thirty; these sunegoroi, in supporting Eratosthenes, and even the jurors 
themselves, if they vote for Eratosthenes, are condoning Eratosthenes’ actions and thus 
condemning t h e m s e l v e s .  in the central portion of this slippery section, Lysias

Ant.5.3: SvvagiaL Keyew versus où Suvaiiai Ant.3.3.3,5.3; Àoyoç versus €pyoi/; Ant.3.3.3,
5.3: 1|J6\j8tiq versus aKfi^eia; Ant.3.2.2: 8oEa versus aXfi^eia; Ant.3.2.2: 8ùva|jiai versus
8lK0l0Ç.

Lysias wrote the Against Eratosthenes and delivered it himself at Eratosthenes’ euthynai in late 403. 
On the challenges facing Lysias, see Gemet and Bizos (1955) 1.155-9, Adams (1970) 23-6, Edwards and 
Usher (1985) 235-7.
125 Only 36% of the speech (§§4-40 out of a total of §§100) is devoted to connecting Eratosthenes with 
Polemarchus’ murder, while 50% of the speech (§§41-91) attempts to implicate Eratosthenes in the 
crimes of the Thirty and to destroy the reputation of his friends, particularly the recently martyred 
Theramenes with whom Eratosthenes was closely associated (see §§65-78 for Lysias’ pre-emptive strike 
against Theramenes’ reputation).
126 Lys. 12.81-91.
127 Lys. 12.85,87-91.
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ponders hypothetically what approach the sunegoroi will take in their support of 
Eratosthenes:

'^Xkh KOI T Û V  Q U v e p o O v T ü v  aÛTOLç d^LOV 0 a u p a { 6LV, TTOTepov cbç kq /Vo l  
K a y a 0 OL a i T f i a o v T a L ,  Tf|V q û t c o v  a p e j f i v  ï ï X e i o v o ç  à ^ a v  à T T O c p a i v o v T e ç  
T f j ç  <TOTJTÜV> TTOVripiaÇ' é B o u \ Ô | i n ^  [iévj'  d v  a Ù T o O ç  OUTCO TTpO01J|iOl)Ç  
e l v Q L  a y ^ e i v  i ^v  t t ô \ l v ,  wuTTEp o u t o l  à ï ï o \ \ i J v a L '  fj cbç ô e i v o i  Xéyeiv 
à T T O ^ o y f î a o v T a L  k o l  t q  t o i j t u v  e p y a  t t o \ \ o û  d ^ t a  d T T o c p a v o û a L v ;  àW'
Oljy ÙTTEp ÛliÛV OÛÔELÇ OÛTCOV OÛÔE TQ ÔLKaLQ TTÜTTOTE ETTEyELpTlCrEV 
EÎTTEÎV.

But it i S also necessary to consider their supporting speakers, whether they will 
present themselves as the good and worthy, declaring their nobility is of more 
value than the evil of these men (1 should wish however that they were as eager to 
save the city as these men were to destroy it), or whether they will present a 
skilful defence and declare the deeds of these men have more value. But none of 
them have ever yet attempted to speak words of justice on your behalf. ̂ 28

Lysias offers the jurors a hypothetical version of the testimony of the sunegoroi: they 
will either draw attention to their own moral excellence or present Eratosthenes and his 
colleagues as men whose deeds were worthy. Throughout his speech, Lysias has been 
impressing upon the jurors that Eratosthenes is hopelessly implicated in the crimes of 
the T h i r t y . 1 2 9  Therefore a portrayal of Eratosthenes which presents ‘wickedness 
(TTOVTipLQ)' as ‘merit (d^ia)’ can only be the product of rhetorical skill ‘(ôelvôç  
ÀÉyEii/)\i30 Lysias concludes with the enigmatic statement that ‘they (qijtol)’ have 

never spoken ‘words of justice (to  diKaia)’ before the jurors, where ‘aiiToi’ probably 

refers back to the sunegoroi. This statement creates the impression that what the 
sunegoroi say about Eratosthenes is identical to all their preceding testimonies before 
the jurors: it is devoid of ‘words of justice’. In this way, Lysias aims to undermine the 
reputation of Eratosthenes’ sunegoroi before they have an opportunity to speak on his 
behalf. Underlying Lysias’ presentation of the testimony of the sunegoroi is again the 
assumption that rhetorical skill is deviant, pertaining to falsehood and injustice, in this 
instance presenting wickedness as merit.

Isaeus composed a speech for the unnamed prosecutor in his bid to secure the 
estate of his relative Astyphilus.i^i The speaker’s opponent, Cleon, had taken

128 Lys. 12.86
129 E.g. he talks of ‘their crimes’ (Lys. 12.1), although Eratosthenes is being accused of the single crime 
of murdering Polemarchus; in his summing up of the case against Eratosthenes, he slides from 
Eratosthenes’ crime to those of the Thirty (37-40, see also 81-4); and in his final appeal to the jury, 
Lysias speaks on behalf of the Thirty’s victims, urging the jury to condemn ‘these men’ (100). In 
comparison, only at §§16-17 does Lysias first mention Eratosthenes’ crime against Polemarchus.
130 jjjg ability of rhetoric to present bad as good is precisely the allegation that the Better Argument 
levels at the Worse Argument, see p.94.
1̂ 1 See Isae.9. with Wyse (1904) 625-8 and Forster (1927) 323-5. The speech is dated to a few years post 
371.
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possession of the estate on Astyphilus’ death, claiming that Astyphilus made a will, in 
which he adopted Cleon’s son to be his heir.^32 The speaker argues that the will is a 

forgery and thus, as the closest surviving relative, he is the rightful heir to Astyphilus’ 
estate. The greatest challenge facing the speaker is the very probable fact that 
Astyphilus did indeed make a bona fide will, adopting Cleon’s son as his heir, before he 
set sail for Mytilene.1^4 isaeus adopts two tactics to overcome this serious challenge. 
Firstly, he establishes the speaker’s moral right to inherit Astyphilus’ estate in 
comparison to Cleon: the ties between the speaker’s family and Astyphilus were close 
while those with Cleon’s family were characterised by hostility and enmity.^^^ 
Secondly, Isaeus counteracts the existence of the will by firstly, arguing that the will is 
fake on the basis of supposition, and secondly by presenting Cleon and his associates as 
fraudulent, audacious and rapacious throughout the s p e e c h . ^̂ 6 i^ the concluding 

section, Isaeus warns the jurors against Cleon’s rhetorical ability:

Bo n Gn UQ T E  OUV | iOl ,  KQL EL ^ E yE lV  È^OÛ Ô l I V O T a i  K^ECÛV | i â ^ \ 0V ,  TOUTO

o Ù T c p  a v e u  t o û  v ô p i o u  k q l  t o û  ô l k q l o u  p n ô è v  l a y u a a T W , à.Xk' ù p i â ç  

o Ù T O i J ç  B p a B e u T à ç  a i r a v T c o v  K a T o a T n a o T e ,  Aià t o û t o  y à p  a u À ^ v é y e a G e , 

LVQ TOLÇ | i è v  à V Q L a y U V T O Û Q L  l i f l ô è v  TT^ éo V T], 01  ô è  àÔUVQTCÛTEpOL T o A | i Û a L  

TTepl  TCOV ÔLKQLCOV àpiLpLo B tI T E Î V , EU ELÔÔTEÇ ÔTL Ù| i ELÇ OÙÔEVL TOV

voxiv  T T p o a é y E T E .  " A ï ï q v t e ç  o u v ,  w  a v ô p E ç ,  p e t '  é p o u  y e v e q G e -  cbç é â v  t l  

d/VAo \ | j r i c p L a r i a 9 E  K A é g û v l  ï ï E L 9 ô i i e v o L ,  0 K é \ | j a a 9 e  o i r o a c o v  q l t l o l  

Y e v f i a E a 9 E .  n p Û T o v  | i è v . . .

So assist me, and if Cleon is more able at speaking than me, let this ability not 
count in his favour without the law and Justice, but make yourselves arbitrators of 
everything. You have been brought together for this reason, so that those 
behaving shamelessly should extract nothing more, while those less able should 
dare to advance their claim about justice, knowing full well that you are intent 
upon nothing else. So everyone, gentlemen, side with me: if you vote otherwise, 
being persuaded by Cleon, consider how much you will be responsible for. 
Firstly...

Isae.9.1-3. On testamentary adoption, see MacDowell (1978) 100-1, Thompson (1981), Todd (1993) 
223-5.

Isae.9.1-2 (in the first sentence of the speech the speaker states he is Astyphilus’ half brother) and 32- 
3 (where he deals with the opposition’s additional claim to the estate, that Cleon was Astyphilus’ cousin 
on his father’s side). See Figure 7 for stemma. On inheritance and ankhisteia, see Harrison (1968-71) 
1.143-9, MacDowell (1978) 98-99, Todd (1993) 217-9.

In §§7-13, the speaker is unable to produce evidence or witnesses to directly attack the vahdity of the 
will. Instead he resorts to an argument based on supposition, that if Astyphilus had made a will before 
saihng, he would have called as many relatives and friends as possible. See Wyse (1904) 626, 631. The 
relative absence of witnesses (one set are called in 6§§) and the fact that this material is positioned earlier 
in the speech, suggests its weakness.
135 Ties with Cleon’s family: Isae.9.16-26; ties with speaker’s family: §§27-31.
1^̂  On the will, see n.l32 above. On the negative portrayal of Cleon and his colleagues, see Isae.9.2, 6, 
16, 19, 22-26, 31, 35. Isaeus artfully casts Hierocles, rather than Cleon (who will be speaking in reply 
and so have a chance to defend himself) as the ultimate villain (see §§22-26 and Wyse (1904) 640 on the 
creative elements in Isaeus’ portrayal of Hierocles).

Isae.9.35-6
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Again, it is possible to detect here the same suspicion towards the use of rhetoric in the 
jury court as in the Clouds, Antiphon and Lysias. The injunction to the jurors to 
discount Cleon’s ‘ability at speaking (ôiivacBai ^eyetv)’ and to focus on issues of 
‘law and justice (6 vô|iOç kol to  ôlkoov)’ implies that rhetorical ability is at best

immaterial to, and at worst impedes, law and justice. In contrasting those that are ‘less 
able (ol àôuvaTUTepOL)’ at advancing claims ‘about justice (Trepi tûv ôlkqlcov) ’ with 
‘the shameless (ol avaiayuvTOiJVTeg)’, Isaeus is by implication equating 

shamelessness with rhetorical skill. Again the same set of assumptions are at work here. 
Rhetorical skill is deviant, pertaining to shamelessness and impeding law and justice, 
while plain speech pertains to justice. The jurors are naturally portrayed as being firmly 
located on the side of justice and in opposition to rhetorical shamelessness. 
Furthermore, the portrayal of Cleon as a skilful speaker and thus shameless and 
opposed to justice, dovetails with the overall portrayal of Cleon and his colleagues in 

the rest of the speech: men who have shamelessly conspired to produce a fraudulent
w i l l .  1 3 8

To conclude, the analysis of the use of rhetoric that is presented in the Clouds 
can also be found in the speeches of Antiphon, Lysias and I s a e u s .  139 Rhetoric is 

presented as pertaining to falsehood and is thus detrimental to justice and truth. 
Consequently orators are quick to attach the censure and odium of rhetorical ability to 
their opponents, while being careful to guard themselves against such accusations. In 
both media, the purchase of this censure is primarily in the moral sphere. While it is 
probable that few of the sophists would have advocated the consequences of the use of 
rhetoric that is presented in the Clouds or inveighed against in the Orators, their 
intellectual investigations provided the starting point. To my knowledge, our sources do 
not record a concrete instance of an individual who used his rhetorical skill to evade 
justice in the jury courts.i'll) But 1 do not think this is the issue when focusing on 
popular perceptions. The issue is that it is perceived that rhetoric can be used in the jury 
court to evade justice. The reflection of this on-stage image in the Orators demonstrates 

that this perception is not a product of the fictive world of Aristophanes alone, while the 
reflection of off-stage concerns in the fictive on-stage world is a statement of

138 See p.ll4n.l33.
139 For other examples, see Lys. 13.95, where the speaker warns the jurors be swayed by ‘neither skill 
nor trickery (uf|Te lexi/n ijfiTe utixqvti)’; Lys.17.1, where the speaker is careful to state that he is not 
able at speaking (SuvaaOai Keyeiv), even though he is a person of worth; Lys. 18.2, where the defendant 
laments the ‘preparation and eagerness (napaaKeufi kqI npoOuuia)’ of his opponents; Lys.27.4-6, where 
the jurors are challenged not to condemn those who are unable to speak (ol pif] Suuauevoi w ) but 
those who are able; and lsae.10.1, where the opposition is concerned about the opposition’s ability to 
speak skilfully (^eyeiv Seiv'oi) and his own inexperience speaking before the jurors. See p.l20n.l64  
below on negative comments about the use of logographers in the jury courts.
140 Pqj. example we have no statement such as at Ath.Pol.21.5, where Anytus is described as being 
brought to trial after Pylos (410-09) and escaping by bribing the jurors.
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widespread and powerful nature of these concerns. It is my contention that in the late- 
fifth century, large sections of the Athenian citizen population were deeply suspicious 
and concerned that rhetoric could be utilised in the jury courts to distort truth and so 
negate justice. The Clouds finally offers clues, albeit tentative, as to the section of 
society which was perceived as having access to rhetorical resources and thus the 

distortion of justice in their favour.

5.3 The Practitioners: the Inequality of Access to Rhetorical Resources
In the on-stage world of the Clouds, not only is the use of rhetoric censured (see 

Chapter 5.2), but access to rhetorical resources is presented as alien to the experience of 
the ‘ordinary man’.̂ ^̂  This notion is communicated through the comic hero’s 
engagement with the phenomenon of the Phrontisterion. On the one hand, the 

Phrontisterion is presented as marginal to the point of outlandishness, the preserve of a 
wealthy, youthful, privileged few. On the other hand, although Strepsiades aspires to a 
debt-free life through rhetorical means, he ultimately rejects this path for the fantasy of 
the ‘ordinary man’s’ self-assertion over the educated elite by comic means. Indeed the 
comic hero’s deflation of intellectual pomposity is a major vehicle of humour 
throughout the play (see below). The presentation of the Phrontisterion as marginal will 
be examined first, followed by Strepsiades’ self-assertion over the educated elite and 
finally some suggested implications concerning off-stage reality will be drawn from 

this on-stage juxtaposition.

The Phrontisterion is consistently presented as a phenomenon that is marginal 
to the point of outlandishness. The Phrontisterion is described as a house, which is 
located on-stage behind the skene. '̂ ’̂̂ As an interior space, the Phrontisterion is separate 
and delineated from all other spheres of activity in the play. This marginality is 
emphasised by the mystical aura that surrounds the Phrontisterion. The activity within 

its walls is likened to a mystery, and so is the exclusive preserve of the initiated, 
Consequently Strepsiades can enter the Phrontisterion only having undergone the 
appropriate initiation rites. The students of the Phrontisterion exhibit marginal forms 
of dress, diet, and b e h a v i o u r . 4̂5 research carried out within the Phrontisterion is

I have borrowed the epithet ‘ordinary man’ from Dover’s description of Old Comedy’s perspective, 
that of the ordinary/non-ehte Athenian’s protest against those stronger than him, see p. 119 and Dover 
(1972) 31-41 on the ‘ordinary man’s’ self-assertion.

For the Phrontisterion as a house, see Ar.//«h.91-2. For characters going into and coming out of this 
house, see 133, 184, 199, 509, 627-33, 804, 866-7,889, 1113, 1144, 1165-69. For Strepsiades’ viewing 
of the students within the Phrontisterion at 184-199 and the possible production options, see Dover 
(1968a) Ixxiv-vi
143 See Ar.A/wh.140-43, 250-74,822-26 with Dover (1968a) 112, 130-31,200, Sommerstein (1982) 167, 
Marianetti (1992) 41-75 and Bowie (1993) 106-7,116-22.
144Ar.A/Mh.250-74.
143 See pp. 106-7 on the marginal depiction of the Phrontesterion’s staff and students.
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invariably esoteric to the point of irrelevance, the example par excellence being 
Socrates’ research into flea s tr id e s .S im ila r ly , the beneficiaries of the Clouds’ 
wisdom are the classic quacks and charlatans of Old Comedy: diviners, doctors, poets, 
‘men of ethereal quackery, they (i.e. the Clouds) nourish the idlers who do nothing 
because they make poetry about them.’ "̂̂  ̂Admission to this marginalised existence is 
possible only by payment of a fee, thus guaranteeing its elite status. It is also 
presented as the pursuit and preserve of the younger generation. Consequently a man 
such as Strepsiades, an old simple rustic, is terrified of entering into the 
PhrontisterionA^^ This polarisation between youthful, elite, marginal intellectualism 
and aged, ‘comic’, rustic simplicity underpins the comic and dramatic structure of the 

play. Therefore the acquisition of rhetorical skills, as a subset of a more catholic 
programme of intellectual investigation and instruction, is presented as a marginal and 
outlandish activity, the preserve of the youthful, wealthy, privileged few and beyond 

the experience of the ‘ordinary man’.

Through Strepsiades’ experiences, the audience is presented with a shifting 
series of engagements with the phenomenon of the Phrontisterion. Initially, as 
Strepsiades pursues his rhetorical education at the Phrontisterion, they are offered the 

desirable fantasy of a debt-free life. As the play progresses, this engagement with the 
Phrontisterion transpires to be both unattainable and to have disastrous consequences 
for ‘the ordinary man’. Once Strepsiades comes to his senses, the audience is offered a 
final fantasy, that of the ‘ordinary man’s’ self-assertion over the educated elite by 
comic rather than rhetorical means. Strepsiades is cast from the archetypal mould of 
Old Comedy heroes: the simple old man from the countryside, with whom many 
members of the audience probably could identify. The oppression he suffers from his

ArJVwfc. 144-53. See p.95 for further references to research.
‘ai/8paç |Ji€T€oopocp€vaKaç, o\j6èv Spwuiaç goaKoua' àp-youç, ou lauiaç lao-uaonooGoii/’ 

(Ar.m&331-4).
On fees, see p.95n.30. In a classic series of comic non-sequiturs, Strepsiades, the man oppressed by 

his debts, is willing to pay Socrates and does give him something. Strepsiades’ alienation from the 
Phrontisterion is based upon the ‘ordinary man’s’ suspicion and distrust of intellectual activity rather 
than economic disenfranchisement. On further aspects of Strepsiades’ inconsistent social position, see 
n. 152 below.
149Pheidippides’ youth (Ai.Nub.S6-IIS, 794-6) is preferred over Strepsiades’ old age (p.ll8n.l54). The 
Worse Argument’s devotees are depicted as being young (916-19,926-8, 1015, 1052-4,1059).
150 See Ar.m6.126-132.
151 For example the humour in the scenes between Strepsiades and Socrates is dependent on this 
polarisation (e.g. 291-96, 323-328, 385-94,638-57 and below), while Strepsiades’ inabihty to grasp the 
wider implications of intellectual relativism contributes to his tragic downfall (see Chapter 5.2 above).
152 Ai.Nub.4l-5, See Dover (1968a) xxv-xxix for a profile of Strepsiades and his family. Strepsiades’ 
situation has been complicated and made extraordinary by his marriage to a niece from the sophisticated, 
aristocratic, urbanite family of Megacles (see 41-55. See APF 368-85 on the family of Megacles). This 
scenario then provides the reason for Strepsiades’ financial problems (on Pheidippides’ chariot racing, 
see p.91n.6) and the humour of juxtaposing the rustic with the sophisticated urbanite (e.g. 41-55, 60-74).
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debts and the relief he seeks must have created resonances with those w a tc h in g .B u t  

it is a fantasy which is exposed first to be impossible to obtain for the ‘ordinary man’ 
on account of his old-age, forgetfulness and stupidity and, secondly, to have disastrous 
consequences.^^ As the play progresses, the fantasy of the debt-free life is transposed 
into the fantasy of the ‘ordinary man’s’ self assertion over the educated elite by comic 
rather than rhetorical means. For example, during Strepsiades’ sojourn in the 
Phron tisterion , although he tries to take on board the new intellectualism, 
underneath he remains the archetypal ‘ordinary man’ of Old Comedy: committed to 
self-assertion, buffoonery, and gratification of the senses. He constantly deflates 
Socrates’ grandiose intellectual statements with comic interjections and produces 

solutions drawn from the realm of fantasy rather than rhetoric for each of Socrates’ 
judicial problems. Similarly, Strepsiades triumphs over his creditors, not by 
employing Pheidippides’ rhetorical skills but by comic, brazen self-assertion.^^^ In the 
final scene of the play, Strepsiades consciously rejects the judicial and rhetorical and 
embraces the comic. He contemplates judicial means of punishment against Socrates 
and Chaerephon, asking Hermes whether he ought to bring a graphe against them.^^  ̂
But he then reports Hermes advising him that he should not ‘get up lawsuits 
(ÔLKoppacpeîv)’ but embrace the classic comic methods of the ordinary man’s self-

assertion against his enemies: the fire-torch and the stick. Although Strepsiades uses 
the language of the jury court to describe this course of action, ‘to extract justice 
(ôoOvQL ÔLKfiv)’, it is obvious from the method of punishment and his contemptuous

On the fear and prevalence of debt in the peasant economy, see Millett (1984) 95-99 and (1991) 36-8 
and Osborne (1987) 93-4. This reality may lie behind Aristophanes’ choice of the scenario of 
Strepsiades’ debts. Peisetaenis, also an ageing rustic, is presented as oppressed by debts and desires to 
escape them by joining the Birds (ArAv. 114-22) and debts will not feature in Praxagora’s new state, to 
Chremes’ delight (Ar.EccZ.568-69,660-62).

On Strepsiades’ forgetfulness and stupidity as a result of his background and age, see P^.Nub.\29- 
30, 398, 492, 627-31, 646, 655, 783-790. For the disastrous consequences of this fantasy, see Chapter 
5.2.

At best he acquires a veneer of education, reproducing garbled snippets of what he has learnt from 
Socrates, see Ar.A^M&.785-89,814-55,1247-51,1279-95.

Strepsiades and Socrates: Ar.A^w6.267-8, 293-6, 388-91, 408-11, 491, 643-5, 652-4, 675-7, 734; 
judicial problems: Ar.A^i/è.746-83. Strepsiades and Socrates come up with three scenarios between them: 
1) Strepsiades suggests shutting up the moon with the aid of a Thessalian woman so the day appointed 
for the collection of interest (calculated using a lunar calendar) will never arrive; 2) In response to the 
threat of a 5 talent dike, Strepsiades suggests he bums the dike’s entry off the grammateus ’ \ist using a 
magnifying glass and the sun’s rays; 3) If he were facing dike which would go against him and in which 
he had no witness support, Strepsiades suggests that he hangs himself before the trail as his means of 
defence.

For Strepsiades and the creditors, see p.91.
158 At 1481-85.
159 See Ar.//w6.1483-1519 and also 539-43, where the chorus in the parabasis identify elderly comic 
heroes, the use of torches and cries for help as classic comic material.
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references to Socrates and his colleagues as the peddlers of rhetoric, that he has totally 

renounced the judicial and rhetorical sphere.

On the one hand, the phenomenon of the Phrontisterion is presented as marginal 
to the point of outlandishness, the preserve of a privileged, wealthy, youthful few. On 

the other hand, as the ‘ordinary man’ of Old Comedy engages with the phenomenon of 
the Phrontisterion, we witness the powerful motivation of escaping his debts through 
rhetorical means frustrated by his own lack of ability and by the disastrous 

consequences which ensue. Therefore the comic hero rounds on the inhabitants of the 

Phrontisterion and asserts himself over them by comic rather than intellectual means. 
Rhetorical ability is presented as a seductive but ultimately an unattainable and alien 
phenomenon which is rejected for comic means of self-assertion. As ever, the question 
is then how to interpret this on-stage image in relation to the off-stage world. Dover’s 
formulation on the nature of Old Comedy may be apt in this regard: ‘the essential spirit 
of Old Comedy is the ordinary man’s protest - using his inalienable weapons, humour, 
and fantasy - against all who are in some way stronger or better than he: gods, 
politicians, generals, artists and in te llec tu a ls .T h e  drama of the Clouds may not only 
comment on and censure the use of rhetoric in the jury courts, but may also be the 
‘ordinary man’s’ voice of protest against his restricted access to rhetorical resources. 
Beyond the theatre, there is some evidence that the elite had greater access to rhetorical 
resources, but regrettably no off-stage evidence from the perspective of the ‘ordinary 
man’ objecting to this inequality in access.

The elitist associations of the instruction offered by the sophists have been most 
vividly captured in Plato’s description of the individuals gathered around Protagoras, 
Hippias and Prodicus at the start of the Protagoras. The three sophists are depicted 
teaching in the house of Callias to youthful, wealthy and elite members of Athenian 
society, men such as the two sons of Pericles, Andron, Critias, Alcibiades and others.

160 poj- Soxjvai 5iKTii/ see Ai.Nub.l49l-2  and for its legal usage, see LSI s.v. 8ikti IV 3. Strepsiades 
labels Socrates and his colleagues as ‘prattlers (à6oÀeox-ai, - la ’ 1480. 1485), ‘braggarts (aKaCoveC 
1492) and puns on a compound of XenToKoYeTv (see 320) and 8ia?V€Y€adai to describe his destruction
of the Phrontesterion’s rafters (1497).
161 Dover (1996) 369.
162 See P l.f roZag.314d-316a. Callias {PA 7826) was one of the wealthiest Athenians of his generation 
(see APF 263-5). Protagoras is surrounded by Paralus {PA 11612) and Xanthippus {PA 11170), sons of 
Pericles and wealthy (APF457-9); Charmides (PA 15512, implicated in sacrileges of 415 (Andoc.1.16), 
one of the Ten in Piraeus (Xen./fe//.2.4.19), wealthy (A P P  330-1)); Philippides (PA 14360, wealthy {APF 
548-9)) and the non-Athenian Antimoerus from Mende. Hippias is attended by Eryximachus (PA 5187, 
implicated in the Sacrileges of 415 (Andoc.1.35)); Phaedrus (P A  13960, wealthy (A P P  201), implicated 
in the Sacrileges of 415 (Andoc.1.15)); Andron (PA 916, wealthy (A P P  33-4), a member of the Four 
Himdred (Ostwald (1986) 402n.223)) and other non-Athenians. Prodicus is smroimded by Pausanias (PA  
11717); Agathon (P A  83, the tragedian whose good birth is commented on); Adimantus, son of Cepis 
(PA  194); Adimantus, son of Leucolophides (P A  202, implicated in sacrileges of 415 (Andoc.1.16),
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Given the high fees that the sophists charged, it is hardly surprising that rhetorical 
education is presented in the Clouds and the Protagoras  as the preserve of the 
privileged. Members of the elite who had not undergone a rhetorical education were 
able to deploy their financial resources to purchase a rhetorically polished speech from 
a logographer. The mystical aura that surrounds the activities in the Phrontisterion is 
paralleled in the almost magical power that is attributed to rhetoric by Gorgias in his 
Encomium of Helen. Gorgias compares the power that drugs have over the body with 
the almost magical power that words has over the mind, commenting that: ‘some 

speeches cause sorrow, some cause pleasure, some cause fear, some give the hearers 
confidence, some drug and bewitch the mind with an evil p e r s u a s io n .T h e  
Encomium of Helen and the Clouds share the common perspective of rhetoric operating 
in a sphere which is beyond the normative. In drawing a distinction between the elite 
who had access to rhetorical resources and the majority of Athenian citizens who did 
not, I am not suggesting that the elite alone spoke in public forums, including the jury 
courts. There must have been non-elite individuals who possessed an innate rhetorical 
ability, while the repeated exposure to rhetorical performance that ordinary Athenians 
received in public fora would have had an educative effect. But it is inevitable that if

general at Aegospotami (Xen.//e//. 1.4.21, 7.1)) and others. Alcibiades {PA 600, APF 17-21) and Critias 
{PA 8792, APF 326-9), two of the most prominent men in the late fifth century then arrive. See Kerferd 
(1981) 17, Ostwald (1986) 238-50 and de Romilly (1992) 3-4 on the elite nature of the sophists’ pupils. 
On the attraction of sophistic instruction among the younger generation, see Forrest (1975a) and Strauss 
(1993) 138-9,157-61.

On fees, see p.96n.35.
On logography in general, see p. 13n.9. For logography in the late fifth century, see the description of 

Antiphon’s activities (pp98-9) and Strepsiades’ proposed elevation to a logographer (p.92). For hostile 
comments about logographers, see Ant.fr.Bl.2 (Maidment), P\.Phaed.251c and lsae.1.7, fr.5.1.2 
(Roussel): Isaeus’ plaintiffs, in sections where they are discrediting the opposition, describe their 
opponents as those who ‘procure orators (pfiiopaç napaaKÊ\jaaau€voi)’ or ‘trust in procured words 
(niPTEUwi/ Koyodv napadKeuaîç)’, suggesting that their alleged use of a logographer would have 
generated a negative impression with the jurors. Carey and Reid ibid. 17 have commented: ‘The use of a 
professional speech-writer creates a further imbalance, for the man with a brought speech has an obvious 
advantage over the untutored speaker. Rhetoric, not justice, may carry the day. ’ Foxhall and Lewis 
(1996b) 6 similarly observe: ‘the path to this {sic. legal) knowledge is provided by elite education, 
particularly in riietoric, through which the rich and powerful can appropriate law and mobilise it as one of 
their political strategies, this even in democratic Athens where the masses of ordinary citizens had 
undoubted access to the processes of law.’

oxjioj KQI T(ov \oYcov 01 u€i/ eKuïïTiaav. oi oe eiepvai/, oi be €(popTiaai/. oi be eig Oapaog 
KaTEPTTiuav T o \ j ç  aKouoi/iaç, oi 8è neiOoT tlul KOKrii ttiv ecpapuaKeuaav kqI e^eyofiTeuaai/’
{GoTg.Hel.14 tr.MacDowell). The reference to the power of logos to drug and bewitch pick up the 
medical metaphors in the same section and the reference to the power of words in incantations (§10). The 
power of speech is also described to possess an almost magical quahty at Soph.O.C.l 194 and DK B6 (on 
Thrasymachus’ oratory). These passages are discussed by de Romilly (1975) 3-22.
166 Ober (1989) 157-65 the educative effect of rhetorical performance. Praxagora claims she leamt 
the art of pubUc speaking from listening to the orators on the Pnyx (Ar.EccZ.243-4). Individual sophists 
gave pubhc lectures and debates, see Kerferd (1981) 28-30. Conversely, some educated members of the 
elite deliberately chose not to enter public life (see Carter (1984) 131-86), while others strenuously 
opposed developments in rhetoric, e.g. Plato’s Socrates in the Gorgias (Gorg.449c-461b, particularly on
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access to rhetorical resources, via education or a logographer, was the preserve of the 
elite, then this group had an automatic advantage in any forum which required 
oratorical skills, including the jury court. Regrettably we have no text written from the 
perspective of an ordinary citizen engaged in a judicial dispute with anyone, let alone 
commenting on the inequalities of facing a rhetorically skilled, elite opponent. 
Consequently we have no control from the off-stage world to verify whether 
Strepsiades’ enthralment and subsequent disenchantment with the Phrontisterion is a 

reflection of non-elite concerns about the inequality of access to rhetorical resources in 
the judicial sphere. This inequality may very likely explain why elite litigants appearing 
before mass juries are careful to issue disclaimers about their rhetorically polished 
pleadings, the product of the logographer’s pen.i^ A certain degree of confirmation can 
be found in the description of an inexperienced litigant in the Knights, with the obvious 
qualification that this too is an image from the on-stage world. Paphlagon is practically 
fit to burst because an alliance of the Sausage-seller, Demosthenes and the Chorus have 
talked over him and prevented him from giving vent to his outrage at their 

opposition. He then makes the following observations about the Sausage-seller’s 
rhetorical ability:

riA. TO KQI T T e T T O L 0 c o ç  à^LOÎç é|io{j X e y e t v  evavia;
AA.  'Ot l i i  o l ô ç  Te Kaycb kql  KapUKOTToieîv.
riA. ’lôoù  Xéyew. K a A ô ç  y' a v  o u v  où  n p o y p o  TTpooTreoôv o o l

w p o o T T o p a K T o v  T r o p o ^ o g O v  l i e T o y e L p L o a L O  y p n o T c o ç .

'AW'  oIo0 ' o poL T T e T T O v 0 é v a L  ô o K e î ç ;  orrep t o  T T ^ f | 0 o ç .

El T r o u  ô l k l ù l o v  elrraç  eu k o t o  ^é v o u  peToiKOu,
TT|V vuKTO 0 p u \ c o v  KOI X q X ù v  è v  T o î ç  Ô ÔO L Ç  o e a u T y ,

UÔCJp T e  TTLVCOV KàTTl ÔeiKVÙç TOÙÇ CpiAoUÇ t ' ÔVLÛV,

O o u  ô u v o T Ô ç  e l v a i  Xéyeiv. p û p e  T n ç  a v o i a ç .

PAPHLAGON: And what are you trusting in, that you think you able to speak in 
opposition to me?

SAUSAGE-SELLER: Because I am as capable both to speak and to stir things 
up.

PAPHLAGON: What, to speak!! So you would indeed do a good job on a case 
which fell to you, and you took it tom to pieces and raw. Excellent! But do you 
know the thing which you seem to be experiencing to me? Like the multitude. If 
you somehow spoke well in a little dike against a resident foreigner, babbling it 
over all through the night, prattling to yourself in the streets, drinking water and

the grounds that rhetoric induces belief, which may or may not be true, rather than knowledge o f  right 
and wrong (454e)).

Ober (1989) 113 comments: ‘we do not know how common it was for the average Athenian to find 
himself involved in a lawsuit’ On the ehte nature of the majority of our legal texts, see Ober (1989) 43-9, 
Todd (1990c) 168, Hunter (1994) 5-6.

See p. 111 and Ober (1989) 170-77.
169Ar.Eg.304-50.
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displaying your powers to your friends and distressing them, you thought you 
were able to speak. You idiot, what folly.

Paphlagon suggests that the Sausage-seller’s speaking ability is akin to that of ‘the 
multitude (to Tr\f|0oç)’,i'7i which is described, not as the absence of rhetorical ability -

he is able win a dike against a metic - but as decidedly second class rhetorical ability - 
the result of laboured practice which produces a shabby end-result that is unequal to a 
verbal joust with the experienced Paphlagon.

In conclusion, I would like to suggest that Strepsiades’ engagement with the 
phenomenon of the Phrontisterion  is a reflection of non-elite concerns about the 
inequality of access to rhetorical resources. The phenomenon of the Phrontisterion is 
presented as alien to the experience of the ‘ordinary man’, a fantasy which Strepsiades 
aspires to, but is unable to attain and eventually rejects. In the world beyond the theatre, 
rhetorical resources, either in terms of rhetorical education or the utilisation of a 
logographer, were almost certainly heavily biased towards the elite. It is inevitable that 
the disparity in rhetorical resources between elite and the majority of Athenians must 
have created, or at least were perceived to create, inequalities on the playing-field of the 
jury courts. The absence of non-elite texts from the judicial sphere means that we have 
no evidence from beyond the theatre which object to these disparities. On the other 
hand, Strepsiades’ engagement with and rejection of the Phrontisterion, together with 
Paphlagon’s sneering description of the multitude’s second rate rhetorical skills, may be 
reflections of the inequalities in access to justice generated by the inequalities in access 
to rhetorical resources.

5.4 Conclusion
In the late fifth century, the developments in rhetoric pioneered by the sophists 

had an impact on democratic judicial practice. The Clouds of Aristophanes comments 
on this impact, with many of its on-stage images being confirmed by off-stage 

evidence, particularly from the Attic Orators. Conversely, the reflection of off-stage 
developments in judicial practice within the on-stage world of the dramatic festival is

170at '̂̂ .342-50.
In Aristophanes, t o  nKfi^oç can refer either to a group of persons on stage {A^.Vesp.261, 1513) or to 

the Athenian citizen-mass {A ch3\l, Vesp.593,667, Ran.llA,Eccl.432,440,770, 1133, Plut.510). Given 
that Paphlagon, an experienced speaker, is seeking to portray the Sausage-seller as an inexperienced 
orator, I have taken t o  irXfiOog in the later sense here; the Sausage-seller’s rhetorical skills are limited, 
hke that of most Athenians.

On Paphlagon’s rhetorical experience and particularly his style, see Ar.Eg.274-76, 285-6, 304-12, 
351-52, 486-87, 625-29. Plato’s Calllicles, when contrasting the quietist philosopher with the political 
man (Pl.Gorg.484c-486-d), notes among other things that the philosopher ‘can not add a word of value to 
discussions on legal matters ( o u t '  av Siktiç gouTvoToi npoaOe?' av ôpOcoç \6yov’ (486a)). 
Consequently, should Socrates be charged by apagoge, he would be overwhelmed by the experience and 
once in court, convicted and sentenced to death, if his prosecutor requested the death penalty (486a-b).
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testimony to a widespread awareness of these developments among the citizen 
population. I would like to suggest that the following attitudes concerning rhetoric and 
judicial practice were widely held in the age of Aristophanes. Firstly, it was perceived 
that rhetoric could be leamt from professional teachers to then be utilised in the jury 
courts to gain judicial advantage (Chapter 5.1). Secondly, if rhetoric was used in this 
way, it was feared that justice and truth would be the ultimate casualties, a scenario 
which generates strong moral censure and condemnation (Chapter 5.2). Thirdly, it is 
possible that these concerns about the use of rhetoric in the jury courts emanate from 
the mass, citizen population, who possessed limited access to rhetorical resources, 
unlike the elite (Chapter 5.3). Undoubtedly there is an element of over-reaction in these 
attitudes to a novel and partially comprehended phenomenon. This can be seen in the 

misrepresentation of Socrates as a professional teacher of rhetoric and in the partial 
representation of the sophists’ theories on justice. We do not know if these attitudes and 
concerns were rooted in a series of concrete cases in which individuals employed 
rhetorical resources to pervert the course of justice. But in the world of popular 
attitudes, it was perceived that those with access to rhetorical resources could employ 
rhetoric to distort justice in their favour.

The above concerns about the use of rhetoric in the jury court feed into the 
broader picture of popular attitudes to judicial activity in the age of Aristophanes. On 
the basis of Chapters 3 and 4 , 1 have suggested that popular attitudes to judicial activity 
were distinctly ambivalent in the age of Aristophanes: judicial activity was to be 
escaped from and yet was inescapable. Consequently the late-fifth century 
developments in rhetoric can only have exacerbated this tension between the ideology 
of judicial reticence and the reality of judicial practice. The rhetorical resources which 
became available in the late fifth century were perceived to equip individuals not only 
to engage in judicial activity, but to succeed, regardless of the justice of their cause. 
This tension between ideology and practice, fuelled by the increased prominence of the 
jury courts and by rhetorical developments, encouraged some in Athens to question the 
legitimacy of the democratic judicial system itself. If the democratic jury courts 
appeared to be overwhelmed with business (Chapter 4.1) and offered the rhetorically 

resourced a forum within which to overthrow justice, then perhaps the democratic jury 
courts themselves should to be re-thought in theory (Chapter 6), if not in practice 
(Chapter?).



The W asps and the Debate on the Democratic Judicial System

$1. Tl Yap eü8ai|JLov kqI piaKapiaïoy p.aÀÀ.01/ i/Gv eaii SiKaaioTi, 
n ipucpepwiepov TÎ Seiî oiepoi/ {cpoi/, kqI Tapia Yepovioç;
Philocleon: For what now is happy and even more blessed than a juror,
or more pampered or more feared and all that, even though he’s an old man. (Ar.Vgjp.550-1).

Dicaeopolis knowingly comments on the propensity of Athenian jurors to 
‘eagerly expect nothing other than to bite with their ballots,’ as he contemplates his 

defence before the Acharnians. 1 Dicaeopolis’ observations were made towards the 
beginning of the age of Aristophanes, an era in which the ballots of Athenian, adult, 
male citizens determined most adjudicatory decisions in Athens.2 The transfer of 
adjudicatory power from elite magistrates to the demos commenced in the early sixth 
century and proceeded in a piece-meal fashion, reaching its completion with the 
introduction of jury-pay under Pericles in the late 450s.3 Consequently Dicaeopolis’ 
observations on the behaviour of jurors are made before an audience who had 
experienced the power of the juror’s psephos for a generation. As has been discussed in 

Chapter 4.1, the focus on judicial activity that characterises the age of Aristophanes 
may partially have been the inevitable response and adjustment to the relatively novel 
phenomenon of democratic justice. On the other hand, it appears that this concern about 
the democratic judicial institutions had deeper causes than simply the arrival of a novel 
phenomenon on the Athenian horizon. As the democratic judicial institutions developed 
in this piecemeal manner, theories either to justify or to challenge the democratic ideal 
evolved and emerged in a similar fashion. This fragmentary nature of democratic 
political theory in tandem with the piecemeal evolution of the democratic institutions 

has led scholars such as Jones and Finley to state that there was no such thing as 
‘democratic political theory’.4 This position has recently been challenged by Kurt 
Raaflaub, who has argued that although there may have been, in Finley’s words, no 
‘articulated and systematic’ democratic theory, the novel phenomenon of Athenian 

democracy was commented on by many fifth-century writers. ̂  The aim of this chapter

l ‘ovSèv pA.eno\jaiv aW o  nXfiv ipncpriSaKeTv’ (ArAc/i.376).
 ̂See Chapter 1 on the democratic juries. See Todd (1993) 79-82 on summary jurisdiction and non- 

dikastic courts.
 ̂On the development of the Athenian judicial system, see Ath.Pol3.5-6, 4.4, 9, 25, 27.3-4, 41.2 and 

MacDowell (1978) 24-40, Hansen (1981-2), Humphreys (1983a), Ostwald (1986) 3-83, Sealey (1987) 
60-70.
4 Jones (1957) 41, Finley (1962) 9.
 ̂ Finley (1962) 9, Raallaub (1983) 517-8, (1990) 34. I have also looked at Farrar (1988), but have 

struggled to comprehend this book. See also Yunis (1996) 36-116 on late fifth century texts which focus 
on democratic dehberation. As his title suggests, Jones (1956) examines ‘legal theory’, but focuses on the
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is to identify observations that were made either for or against the judicial institutions 
of the democracy. This investigation will focus on Aristophanes’ Wasps, produced in 
422. In the agon of the play, Philocleon advances arguments in favour of the democratic 
judicial system, while his son Bdelycleon criticises the democracy’s administration of 
justice. I hope to demonstrate that the arguments advanced in the agon and elsewhere in 
the Wasps reflect and are informed by an ongoing debate beyond the theatre on the 
democratic judicial system. If this is the case, then the debate on the democratic judicial 
system and concerns about the use of rhetoric in the jury courts (Chapter 5), can only 
have intensified the tension between the ideology of judicial reticence and the reality of 
judicial practice (Chapters 3-4).

On the other hand, the relationship between the Wasps and the democratic 
judicial system is far from straightforward, as the absence of scholarly consensus 
demonstrates. At one end of the spectrum, it has been suggested that the Wasps reveals 
Aristophanes’ hostility to ‘the very democratic jury-system as such;’ while at the other, 
it is stated that Aristophanes’ argument is ‘directed not towards structural change [of 
the law courts] but upon human attitudes and patterns of behaviour.’̂  I think it is 
possible to arrive at conflicting interpretations of the same play because Aristophanes 

projects contradictory images of the democratic judicial system within the same play. 
For example, Philocleon’s passion for jury service is presented as unnatural, a sickness, 
from which Bdelycleon tries to cure Philocleon. On the other hand, although Philocleon 
is transformed from vindictive juror to elegant symposiast, the wisdom of this ‘cure’ is 
severely undermined in the concluding scenes of the play.^ The agon is central to this 
contradictory portrayal, in which Philocleon and Bdelycleon advance arguments for and 
against the democratic judicial system. The Wasps also contains the sustained and 

disturbing image of the democratic jury benches swarming with vindictive, aged, wasp
like jurors. The arguments for and against the democratic judicial system in the Wasps 
will be analysed first, with occasional references to other plays by Aristophanes 
(Chapter 6.1). Secondly these arguments will be located within the wider dramatic 

momentum of the Wasps, which I hope will illuminate the contradictory portrayal of the 
democratic judicial system within the play (Chapter 6.2). Thirdly these on-stage 
arguments will be compared with evidence from beyond the theatre which focuses on 
reactions to the democratic judicial institutions (Chapter 6.3).

6.1 The Debate on the Democratic Judicial System within the Aristophanic World

works of the fourth-century philosophers rather than popular attitudes to the democratic judicial system. 
See the comments by Todd and Millett (1990) 12-13 on this approach to Athenian Law.
 ̂Cartiedge (1990a) 52 contra Dover (1972) 130-1. For other opinions, see MacDowell (1971a) 4, Bowie 

(1993) 96-101.
 ̂See p. 134 on Philocleon’s sickness and its cure.
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In the agon of the W asps, arguments are advanced for and against the 

democratic judicial system, with Philocleon speaking for and Bdelycleon against the 
democratic judicial system. Philocleon argues that the democratic judicial system 
enabled ordinary Athenian citizens such as himself to wield immense power through 
the role of juror. He opens his speech with the following statement: ‘Yes, right from the 
start I’m going to prove as far as our power is concerned that it’s equal to any king.’  ̂
He supports this statement by firstly demonstrating the power he has over others, 
particularly in relation to the elite, and secondly through the observations he makes 
about the role of the courts within the democratic constitution. Repeatedly Philocleon 
revels in his juristic position which gives him power over great men (dvôpeç  

lieya^OL). He paints a vivid picture of a member of the elite, six feet tall, putting his 

soft hand that is unaccustomed to manual labour into Philocleon’s and asking him for 
mercy as he is being charged with theft from public funds.^ Although these big men 
may use every trick in the book to gain their acquittal, proclaiming their poverty, plying 
pathetic humour or parading piteous offspring, Philocleon is at liberty to forget any 
promises of leniency he has made on the way to court, ignore their pleas and rejoice in 
his ‘mighty power that allows us to mock at wealth.’ He delights in the attentions paid 
to him by such mighty men as Euathlus, Cleonymus, Cleon and Theorus, who pamper 
the jurors while attacking everyone else.u When Philocleon, as a Jove-like juror, makes 
lightning in the jury courts, the rich and the very grand (ol TT\ouToOvTeç kql ttoivu 
c r e p v o L )  are reduced to quivering w r e c k s . This power of Philocleon’s over the great 

and good is articulated in contrast to his own insignificance in other areas of life. He 
compares the fear he engenders as a juror with the diminished status of old age.i^ He 
notes that the elite supplicant who deferentially hails him as ‘father’ at the court railings 
knows of Philocleon’s existence only because Philocleon sat on the jury that acquitted 

him in his previous case.i^ Philocleon, the aged, ‘ordinary man’ of Old Comedy is 
elevated to a position of power over the great and the good through his jury service and 
only through his jury service.

^ ‘kqI liTiu eùôijç Y' à no Pa\p(8ooi/ nep l  ttiç ap x n s  ano8ei^co Trig TiueTepag wg oij8€|jiiag n iT w i/ 

eailv poCTL̂ eiag ’ (Ar.Vl?jp.548-9 (tr. Sommerstein)). See also 517,575,619 where Philocleon states that
his apxn is ueya^n-
 ̂Ax. Vesp.552-%. On th& graphe klopes, for a summary, see Todd (1993) 283-4 and exhaustively, Cohen 

(1983). Alternatively, the elite member is being prosecuted at his euthynai for theft from public funds for 
which he was responsible during his term of office (Sommerstein (1983) 191).

‘ap' oij toCt' eoT' apxn Kol toG nXouio-u KOTOxfii/n’ (Ar.Vgjp.575 (tr. Sommerstein)) and
560-575 generally.
11 Ar.Vgjp.590-600.
12 Ar.Vgjp.625-7.
13 Ar.Vgjp.551. Here and throughout the play, Philocleon is a yepcoy. On the image of the elderly juror 
and his diminished status, see Crichton (1991-3).
1̂  Ar.Vgjp.551-8. See MacDowell (1971a) 207, Sommerstein (1983) 191 on the terms of address used by 
the member of the elite. Heath (1987) 31 eomments: ‘it is the deference of anyone to whom he 
(Philocleon) might normally have to defer that he relishes.’
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Secondly, Philocleon makes two significant observations about the power 
entrusted to the jury courts within the democratic constitution. He notes that when the 
boule and demos are at a loss to decide an important matter (peya npSypo), they vote

to hand the criminals over to the jury co u rt.P h ilo c leo n  here is describing the 
procedure of eisangelia and is aware that the decision by the boule or the ecclesia  to 
hand a case over to the jury courts is an expression of the courts’ importance in the 
democratic constitution.^^ Furthermore, Philocleon adds this telling statement to his 
description of the power which allows the jurors to disregard the terms of a will: ‘and 

we do these things without being liable to euthynai, like no other arche." The 
language used by Philocleon is unusual and striking. It seems that in a strict sense, jury- 
service was not regarded as an arche, although both here and in the Plutus, 
Aristophanes applies this term to jurors.M oreover he deliberately compares them to 
other archai, commenting that jurors, unlike any other arche  of the Athenian 
democracy, do not have to submit to euthynai at the end of their term of office. This 
statement by Philocleon reflects the powerful position of the jury courts in the 
democratic constitution. The jury courts, together with the assembly of citizens, were 
the only organs of government which did not have to give an account of their actions. 
Embedded within Philocleon’s scandalous exaltation of his unlimited power are two 
statements that convey the power entrusted to the jury courts by the democratic 
constitution.

Although Philocleon does not specifically associate the jury courts with the 
democracy in the agon, this connection is repeatedly made in the preceding exchanges 
between Bdelycleon, Philocleon and the chorus. Since Bdelycleon is preventing his 

father from being a juror, as he is introducing the theory (logos) that jurors should not 
judge dikai, because he is seeking to shut the jurors off from the nomoi of the polis, the 
chorus brand him a conspirator, misopolis, misodemos, intent on introducing tyranny, a

M.Vesp.590-\.
See Sommerstein (1983) 193 on Philocleon’s misguided arrogance in claiming that the boule and 

demos are incapable of action over certain matters. If an eisangelia was brought before the boule, the 
boule made a prehminary judgement and passed it on to the jury court, whereas if it came before the 
Assembly, the Assembly could either refer the case onto the jury court or try the case itself (see Hansen 
(1975) 12-28). There is some controversy on the nature of eisangelia, see Rhodes (1979) and Hansen 
(1980c). The relationship between the Assembly and the jury courts has been extensively explored by 
Hansen, see p.l2n.2.

‘kqI TOUT' au\jne{iO\juoL Spoouev icoi/ 5' où5eii(' àpxfi’ (Ar.Vejp.587).
See Ar.P/nt.916-7 (quoted on pp.49-50). Arist.Po/. 1275a 23-32 also considered jury service to be an 

arche. On the definition of an arche, see Hansen (1980b) 152-4, (1991) 225-45.
Hansen (1980b) 153 states that ‘liable to audit on the expiration of his office (6u0\ji/ai)’ was one of 

the defining features of an arche.
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pro-spartan sympathiser, a lover of monarchy.^o Bdelycleon ridicules this bandying 

about of slogans like ‘conspiracy’ and ‘tyranny,’ dismissing it as an overused 
contemporary trend, applied even to transactions in the Agora.^i Even though 
Bdelycleon may dismiss the integrity of the chorus’ stance, they make it very clear that 
the jury courts are integral to the democracy: closing the courts amounts to 

overthrowing the democracy.

If the democratic juries bestowed upon ‘ordinary’ citizens adjudicatory authority 

over the entire polis, then the provision for ho boulomenos to prosecute enlisted the 

ordinary citizen as voluntary prosecutor to protect the polls. Within the Aristophanic 
world, the importance of ho boulomenos within the democratic judicial system receives 
its fullest treatment in the Plutus of 388. In the exchange between the Good Man and 
the sycophant, the Good Man exposes the sycophant’s use of the judicial system to 
interfere in the affairs of o th ers .T h e  sycophant, in his answers to the Good Man’s 
accusations, argues that his willingness to prosecute is in fact beneficial to the polis.'^  ̂
The sycophant claims that he benefits the po lls  by coming ‘to the help of the 
established laws and not turning aside if someone breaks them’, to which the Good 
Man retorts that the polls has established the jurors in this role.^  ̂The sycophant then 
shrewdly asks the Good Man who will prosecute, to which the Good Man replies ‘the 
man who wishes (ho boulomenos)' enabling the sycophant to triumphantly cry ‘so am I 
not that man’.25 In other words, the sycophant demonstrates that the democratic judicial 
system is dependent on the willingness of ho boulomenos voluntarily to come forward 
and prosecute in graphal or other public prosecution.26 The Good Man’s response to 
the logic of sycophant’s argument is weak, as he responds that the city has chosen ‘a 
worthless champion (ïïovripôç npooTOTriç)’, and non-existent, when he resorts to

20 For Bdelycleon’s supposed hostility to the jury courts, see Ar.Vesp340,412-14,467. For the different 
accusations made against him, see the following references: conspirator (^uvoopottiq): 345, 482-3 with 
MacDowell (1971a) 180 and Sommerstein (1983) 178; misopolis: 411, misodemos: 474; tyranny 
(x\jpai/i/(ç): 417, 463-5, 487 with MacDowell (1971a) 180 and Sommerstein (1983) 182; pro-spartan: 
466-7,475-6; monarchic: 470,474.
21 Ar.Vgjp.488-507 with MacDowell (1971a) 199-200 for a good analysis of Bdelycleon’s argument.
22 Ar.F/w/.907-23. This aspect of the passage is discussed on pp.49-50, where the greek text and a 
translation is given.
23 The sycophant argues that he is a philopolis and euergetes (Ar.FZnZ.900,910).
24ArP/M/.914-6.
25 AiPlut.9l6-l.
26 For a discussion of the role of ho boulomenos within the democratic judicial system, see Harrison 
(1968-71) 2.76-8, Adkins (1976) 308-11, 316-18 (with particular reference to the Plutus passage), 
MacDowell (1978) 53-4, Humphreys (1983a) 238-9, Osborne (1985b) 40-42 and (1990), Todd (1993) 
98-122. The provision of ho boulomenos contrasts with judicial systems of a more oligarchic hue, where 
the right to prosecute is restricted to either the injured parties or magistrates. For example, see 
MacDowell (1986) 134-40 on Sparta: in private cases, the injured party prosecutes; in public cases, a 
private individual may bring a matter to the attention of the ephors who then prosecute, or the ephors 
themselves initiate a prosecution.
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beating and banishing the s y c o p h a n t ^ ?  Aristophanes’ creation of a comic exchange 
around the concept of ho boulomenos and generation of puns from Bou\opaL and its

cognates presupposes that his audience was fully conversant with the democratic 

concept that ‘any man who wishes’ may come forward to prosecute in certain 

procedures.T he line of argument adopted by the sycophant in the Plutus highlights 
the important role of the citizen as voluntary prosecutor {ho boulomenos)^ as well as 
juror, within the democratic Judicial system.

From within Philocleon’s speech in the agon, the exchanges that precede it and 
the dialogue between the Good Man and the sycophant in the Plutus, a coherent 
argument emerges in support of the democratic judicial system. Democratic jury service 
placed adjudicatory power in the hands of ‘ordinary’ citizens like Philocleon which 
could be exercised over even ‘the great and the good’, and which was reflected in the 
role of the courts within the democratic constitution. The courts are considered so 
central to the democracy that to close the courts is likened to overthrowing the 
democracy. The democratic judicial system not only enlisted citizens to exercise 
adjudicatory power as jurors but also entrusted to them the responsibility of prosecuting 
malefactors in certain cases. But these expositions on the benefits of democratic justice 
are not the only viewpoint on the democratic judicial system expressed within the 
Aristophanic world. In reply to his father, Bdelycleon offers a very different evaluation 
of the democratic judicial system in the second half of the agon in the Wasps.

Bdelycleon inverts Philocleon’s argument and maintains that Philocleon, rather 
than ruling like a king, is actually a mere slave.^^ He states that Philocleon and his 
fellow jurors are enslaved to the contemporary politicians by economic and rhetorical 
yokes. Bdelycleon paints the pathetic portrait of the jurors content with their three obols 
worth of pay in contrast to the politicians who cream off more than nine-tenths of the 
city’s annual income, supplemented by big, fat bribes extorted from the allies.^o Since 

the jurors are so intent on watching where the next three obols are coming from, they 
are blind to the deception that is being practised on them.^  ̂ So when their paymasters 
order, the jurors jump on those the politicians want condemned in the c o u r t s I n  the 
Knights, Demos is similarly rendered submissive by the subversive influence of jury

27 AiFlut.920,926-58.
28 Puns are generated from Pou/Vo|iai at Ar.Vgjp.908,918 and subsequently at 929, when Carion claims 
he is ho boulomenos, the one who wishes to strip and beat the sycophant.
29 8ouXeia: Ai.Vesp.5ll, 682; iJUTipeiriç: 518. Philocleon incredulously repeats both epithets: 517, 602, 
653,681.
30 Ai.Vesp.655-79.
3  ̂Ai.Vesp.695.
32 Ar.Vgjp.704-5.
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p a y T h e  politicians are able further to obscure the reality of the situation by their 
subtle and misleading rhetoric. Bdelycleon bluntly points out to his father the 
subterfuge which is been practised on the jurors: ‘for you, father, choose them (the 
politicians) to rule over you, bamboozled by phraselets.’34 The expression ‘phraselets 
(tq priiiaTia)’ was often used to refer to the latest developments in rhetorical skill, of

which the politicians were past masters.33 This perception that rhetorical skill can be 
utilised to subvert justice in the court room dominates the Clouds and has been explored 

in Chapter 5.

In a series of vivid metaphors, Bdelycleon emphasises the full extent of the 
slavery of his father and the other jurors under these economic and rhetorical yokes. 
They are fed a starvation diet by the politicians.36 Their slavery is so great that they 

allow themselves to be ordered around by an effeminate young man like the prosecutor 
Chaereas, even though they are a collection of tough, old Persian War veterans.37 
Bdelycleon likens the jurors to a servile dog which sets upon someone when ordered, or 
to olive-pickers, hired hands with minimal social and economic status.38 He argues that 
pay for jury service, rather than empowering the people against its leaders, actually 
enslaves them and allows the elite to rule (apyeiv) over them.39 As he concludes,

Bdelycleon paints an alternative picture of citizen ease, where twenty thousand poor 
citizens are feasted by the allies in a lavish style worthy of Marathon.^® It has been 
often noted that Bdelycleon’s statistics, both of the income coming into Athens from 
the Empire and the number of allies, probably are grossly inflated.^i But his 
argumentation is sharp, he picks up on Philocleon’s central point - the power of jurors - 
inverts it, stating that jurors are slaves and supports this with impressive if misleading 
statistics, vivid contrasts between poor jurors and rich politicians and sharp 
metaphors.42

33 See p.43. In the Ecclesiazusae, assembly pay is portrayed as similarly having a degrading effect on 
political debate (Ar.£'cc/.183-88).
O A  , \  /  ?  /  ) \  ) /  C o  o  /  o <  /  ^  /  %(7\j yap, w narep, auiouç apxei-V aipci aauioxj toutoiç tolç pTmaiioiç nepinecpôeiç 
(M.Vesp.661-S). See also Ar.Ves/?.720-l with MacDowell (1971a) 232.
35 On là  priuaTia, see Ai.Ach.444,447, Eq.2\6, Nub.943, Fax 534 and MacDowell (1971a) 223.
36 Ar.Vesp.673-4,701-2.
3  ̂Ar.Vgsp.686-90 with Sommerstein (1983) 200.
38 Trained Dog: P^.Vesp.104-5 with MacDowell (1971a) 228 on the vocabulary used. Olive Pickers: 712 
with Balme (1984) 148-9, Burford (1993) 189-193 on dismissive attitudes to hired labour. Hired labour is 
often hkened to slavery e.g. Xen.M<?/w.2.8.1 ,̂ Dem.57.45, AristPo/. 1337b 8.2.2, /(W. 1367a 1.9.27.
39 Ai.Vesp.661-S.
^  Ai.Vesp.l06-n.
41 See MacDowell (1971a) 222,228-9, Sommerstein (1983) 197-8,20l,H CT3.503A contra ATL 3.344- 
5. For other examples of arguments based on a grasp of Athenian finances, see [Xen.]AZ/i.Po/.1.16-17 
(financial advantages of imperial jurisdiction), Thuc.2.13 (Athenian resources at the beginning of the 
Peloponnesian War), Lys .30.17-23 (the cost to the state of the excess sacrifices which Nicomachus wrote 
up). For further details, see Kallet-Marx (1994), especially 246-7.
42 See MacDowell (1971a) 218-9 and Reckford (1987) 247-8 on the rhetorical and argumentative 
qualities of Bdelycleon’s speech.
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Moving beyond the agon to the rest of the Wasps, and indeed to other plays, the 
on-stage portrayal of the jurors adds to the criticisms which Bdelycleon has raised 
about the democratic judicial system."̂  ̂Philocleon is afflicted with a sickness: ‘he is a 
phileliast, like no other man, he is in love with this, this judging business’ ; a malady 
which has also struck his choral colleagues.^ As the play progresses, the audience learn 
that Philocleon is addicted to jury-service partly because it enables him to express his 
nature.^  ̂This is clearly stated in Bdelycleon’s prayer to Apollo, in which he asks the 
god to deliver Philocleon from his nature through the purificatory rite of the domestic 
jury court:"^

u ôéaTTOT' dva^ yei j ov  ’Ayuieû, toû 'poû ïïpo0Opou TTpoTnj^aie, 
ôé̂ QL Te\eJT\v Koivfiv, w 'va^, nv Tcp ttqtpl KaLvoTOiiOÛjjiev.
TTqOctOV T' aÛTOÛ TOUTL TÔ XlQV QTpUCpVÔV KQL TTpiVLVOV n0OÇ, 
àvTL aLpaiou jjé îTOç apiKpov j y  0upL6i(p TTapaiiei^aç. 
fjôri Ô' elvOL TOÎÇ àv0püTTOLÇ TITTLOV aUTOV ,
Toùç cpeùyovTâç t' é^eeîv iiâ \\o v  tüv ypai|japÉi/wv,
K à T T L Ô a K p U e L V  à v T L p O ^ O T J V T C O V ,

KQL TTQUgâlieVOV TTIÇ ÔuaKoMaç 
OTTO TTIÇ ÔpYTlÇ
TTiv àKa\fî(pri^ à(pe\éa0aL.

O Lord, King and neighbour Agyieus, the god standing before my door, 
accept a new rite, O lâng, which we are instituting anew for my father.
Stop this excessively harsh and tough-as-holm-oak nature of his, 
intermingling a little honey into his little soul, just like in condensed wine.
May he from now on be gentle
with men, may he take pity on
the defendants rather than the prosecutors
and may he weep when they supplicate him
and may his discontentedness cease
and may the nettle be taken out of his anger.^7

In his prayer, Bdelycleon asks Apollo to use the purificatory rite of the domestic jury
court to transform Philocleon’s harsh and vindictive nature into one which shows mercy
to defendants in court. In other passages, Philocleon’s nature is described using phrases

On the portrayal of the jurors, see MacDowell (1971a) 10-12, Dover (1972) 129-131, Reckford (1987) 
233-38, Cartiedge (1990a) 50-3, Hubbard (1991) 121-4, Todd (1993) 149-50.

‘cpiXTT̂ LaaTïiç èaxLV wç oùSelç àvfip- êpçi xe xouxou xoO 8iKa(eii/’ (Ar.Vgjp.88-9). The audience 
rapidly leam that the chorus share Philocleon’s passion in their opening speech (240-4,258,266-70, 277- 
89).

In the agon, Philocleon gives further reasons why he is passionate about jury-service: the power it 
gives to an ordinary man such as himself (see above), the entertainment he receives (Ar.Vgjp.579-82, 
566-7) and the economic importance and self-sufficiency his jury pay wins for him in his own home 
(605-18).

On Philocoleon’s phileliastic sickness (nosos) and the purificatory rite (telete) of the domestic jury 
court, see Chapter 6.2 for further details.
'̂ ^Ar. Vgjp.875-84 (tr. Sommerstein, adapted).
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such as ‘discontented (ôuaKo\oç) ,  the most stinging (ôpLiiUTaTOç)’, harsh 
(yai^ETTog)', one who bites ( ô q k v c o v )  defendants and is characterised by ‘anger 
(6pyn)\48 Similarly the chorus are described as ‘quick to anger (ô^Tj8uiiOç) and 

discontented ( ô u c t k o ^ o ç ) ’ , they ‘look as sharp as mustard (B̂ eTTOVTCOV Kapôaiia)’ 
and have a ‘sharp spirit ( ô ^ l v t i ç ) ,  bile ( KOÀfi ) ,  passion (|iévoç) and anger (6pyn)\49 

The chorus’ caustic character is epitomised in their wasp-like persona, which is 

foreshadowed before their entry, unveiled when Bdelycleon refuses to release 
Philocleon and expounded in detail during the parabasis.^ Within the judicial context, 
Philocleon and the chorus’ caustic, wasp-like nature manifests itself in a predilection to 
convict defen d an ts.P h ilocleon  possesses a pathological horror of acquitting a 
defendant on account of a Delphic oracle which promised instant retribution should he 
ever display leniency in the court room.^^ Throughout the domestic jury court, 
Philocleon persistently prejudges the hound Labes as guilty, regardless of his son’s 
admonitions to the contrary.Although overcome by emotion at Labes’ yelping 
puppies, Philocleon refuses to acquit Labes and therefore must be tricked into voting 
against his natural instincts, an action which precipitates a total collapse.^ Philocleon’s 
caustic nature not only manifests itself in a predilection to convict, but also a delight in 

assessing the convicted defendant for the severest p e n a l t y . W h e n  reading the 
summons against Labes, Bdelycleon announces the penalty proposed by timesis as a 
fig-wood collar. Philocleon immediately demands a dog’s death in its stead. 
Throughout the Wasps, Philocleon and the juror-chorus are presented as possessing a 
caustic, wasp-like temperament, which, in the jury court, produces in them a passion for 
convicting defendants and assessing them for the harshest penalty. In a further three 
plays by Aristophanes, Athenian jurors are similarly characterised as ‘most vexatious 
(àpya^ecoTaTOç), acrid (ôpipug), discontented ( ô u q k o ^ o ç ) ,  and hard (QK^ripôç)’, 
and so ‘bite (ôâKVCOV)’ with their ballots and readily savage those whom the politicians

"^8\j(7Ko\-oç. -la: Ar.Vgj/7.106, 883,942;8pLu{)TaToç: 146, 277; xaÀenoç: 942; 8aKVcov: 778; opyfi: 
574,884.
^^6Çij0-uiioç: Ax.Vesp.A06, 455, 1105; hxjoKoXoç: 1005; gÀenoi/Twi/ Kap8aua : 455; o îi/Tiç: 1082; 
Ko\f|: 403; lieuoç: 424;6pY-f|, - 243,424,425,431,646,727, 1083.
^  At.Vesp.223-1,403-59,1071-1121. At Plut.56l-2, Poverty describes her followers as ‘lean, wasp-like 
and destroying their enemies (laxi/ol k q I  acpriKwbeiç k q \  toTç èx^poîç auiapoi)’, where the wasp 
metaphor is used to describe a harsh disposition without any reference to jury-service.
51 Philocleon: Ai.Vesp.l55-60,278-80,278-85,340,389-93,880-82; Chorus: 240-4,421,1113.
52 Ai.Vesp. 158-60.
53 Philocleon prejudges Labes: AT.Vesp.S93, 900-1, 912-4, 920-1, 933, 941, 953, 960-1, 966; 
Bdelycleon’s admonitions: 919-20,943.
^  Ai.Vesp.9S2-l002.
55 As. Vesp. \06-S, 847, 850. On the fifth century procedure for timesis, referred to in these passages, see 
MacDowell (1971a) 146, (1972) 254. On the fourth century procedure, see Ath.Pol.69.2 with Harrison 
(1968-71) 2.166, Rhodes (1981) 734.
^Ax.Vesp.S91-S with MacDowell (1971a) 251 and Sommerstein (1983) 210 on the puns intended from 
these references.
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order them to attack. 7̂ Within the Aristophanic world, Athenian democratic juries are 

presented as possessing an excessively caustic nature which results in the frequent 
conviction and vicious sentencing of defendants.

The final on-stage criticism which is levelled against the democratic judicial 
system is its nurturing of sycophantic activity. As has been described above, the 
sycophant is universally condemned and censured for his use of the democratic judicial 
s y s t e m . G i v e n  that the sycophant is presented as a predominately Athenian 
phenomenon whose natural habitat is the democratic jury court, it is strongly implied 

that the sycophant is a product of the democratic judicial s y s t e m . I n d e e d  the 

sycophant in the Plutus goes as far as to argue that the democratic judicial system is 
dependent on his professional activities, to which the Good Man observes that the polis 
itself is at fault for choosing such a ‘worthless champion (TTovripôç T T p oaT aT rig)’ .^^ By

implication, the democratic judicial system is criticised for providing a breeding and 

feeding ground for the pestilent sycophant.

In conclusion, a number of criticisms are lodged against the democratic judicial 
system within the Aristophanic world. In the agon of the Wasps, Bdelycleon argues that 
the jury system actually enslaves rather than empowers his father, as the politicians 
manipulate the jurors with economic and rhetorical tools while they themselves ride the 
gravy train of the empire. In the Wasps and in other plays, the democratic juries are 
presented as possessing an unnatural disposition towards convicting defendants and 
passing unduly harsh sentences. Finally the democratic judicial system is seen as the 
breeding and feeding ground for the meddlesome and interfering sycophant. By the end 
of the agon in the Wasps, the chorus have been won over by Bdelycleon’s sharp 

argumentation and his father admits defeat while attempting to fall on his sword in a 
mock heroic manner.^  ̂Although Bdelycleon is the victor of the agon with his view that 
democratic jury service is equivalent to slavery and the somewhat caustic image of 
wasp-like jurors predominates throughout the play, it is more problematic to interpret 
the implications of both this victory and image firstly in the wider context of the play 
(Chapter 6.2) and secondly beyond the theatre in the off-stage world of debate and 

discussion (Chapter 6.3).

6.2 The Debate on the Democratic Judicial System and Dramatic Context

^7 In the Acharnians, see p .l2 4 n .l ,  in  tlie Knights, see Eg.974-84 and in the Peace, see Pax 606-7, 635- 
47 and p.47n.74.

S eepp.48-51.
59 See p.38.
^  See pp.49-50.
61 Ax.Vesp.125-59.
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Although it is possible to identify arguments both for and against the democratic 
judicial system in the Aristophanic world, it is essential to locate these arguments 
within the dramatic momentum of the play in order to assess the significance of these 

a rg u me n t s On  the basis of the agon’s function within the dramatic momentum of the 
Wasps, I would like to suggest three reasons why the agon cannot be interpreted as a 
committed statement either for or against the democratic judicial system. Firstly, the 
dramatic momentum of the play demands that Bdelycleon should win the contest, as the 

agon is one of the two ‘cures’ that Bdelycleon uses to wean his father off jury-service. 
The dramatic momentum of the Wasps is provided by Bdelycleon’s attempts to heal his 
father from his jury service mania.^  ̂ the opening scene of the play, the two slaves 
inform the audience about the phileliastic  ‘illness (vôaoç)’ which has afflicted

Philocleon.^ In the past, Bdelycleon has administered a variety of ‘purificatory rites 
(Te^eTQL)’ to Philocleon, including persuasion, Corybantic rituals and a trip to the

sanctuary of Asclepius, each of which has been singularly unsuccessful.^^ 
Consequently he has resorted to force, incarcerating his recalcitrant father in the house, 
from which Philocleon launches a number of abortive escape attempts.^ As the agon 
starts, the dramatic momentum enters its critical phase: Bdelycleon applies two new 
‘rites’ to his father. The first ‘rite’ is the agon, within which Bdelycleon destroys his 

father’s arguments in favour of the democratic judicial system. '̂  ̂The second ‘rite’ is 
the creation of the domestic jury court, within which Philocleon can try cases in the 
comfort of his home. In this court, Bdelycleon tricks his father into the unimaginable 
activity of acquitting a defendant.^ At the beginning of this scene, Bdelycleon openly 
prays to Apollo that this new, purificatory rite (Te\eTn) will cure his father of his

juror’s vicious temper, thus linking the teletai of the agon and the domestic jury court 
with his previous, unsuccessful teletai of persuasion, Corybantic rites, etc.^  ̂Although 
Philocleon laments at the end of the agon and the domestic jury court scene his 

impending loss of jury-service,'^  ̂these two ‘rites’ cure Philocleon of his ‘sickness’. The 

healed Philocleon spurns and scoffs at the pursuit of judicial activity, stating that such 
activity is more suited to his thirty-going-on-sixty son.'̂  ̂Therefore it is primarily the

See Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion of this methodology.
This po in t is frequently m ade by com m entators, see M acDowell (1971a) 4-7, Reckford (1987) 224-5, 

C artiedge (1990a) 52. B ow ie (1993) 78-101 analyses the play in  ritual term s, com m enting on  the 
transition rituals that Philocleon undergoes in  the course of the play.
^  Ar.Vgjp.69-135 and see p. 131. On the use o f yoaog, see 7 1 ,7 6 ,8 0 , 8 7 ,1 1 4 ,6 5 1 .

These unsuccessful ‘cures’ are described as teletai by Xanthias at A r.Vgjp.121. See B ow ie (1993) 88- 
93, Sidwell (1989) and (1990) on the teletai.
66 Ar.Vgjp. 136-511.
67 Ar.Vgjp.526-724 and Chapter 6.1.
68 Ar.Vgjp.764-1008.
69 Ar. Vgjp.875-90. For the text see p. 131.
70 A r.V gjp.750-63,995-1002. See Reckford (1987) 249-50,261-2  for the tragic elem ents in  P hilocleon’s 
capitulation.
71 Ar.Vgjp. 1332-41,1406-41. On Bdelycleon as a htigant, see 1367.
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dramatic momentum of the Wasps rather than the relative merits of the arguments 
advanced for and against the democratic judicial system that determines the outcome of 
the agon. Consequently, it is difficult to place great significance on the fact that the 
viewpoint which is hostile to the democratic judicial system is victorious by the end of 
the agon.

Secondly, Bdelycleon’s success in the agon is not sustained to the end of the 
play but is undercut by subsequent developments in the plot. Having persuaded his 
father to abandon his devotion to the court room through these two ‘rites’, Bdelycleon 
educates his father in symposium etiquette and leads him off to dine at Philoctemon’s.̂  ̂

But Philocleon’s introduction to high culture ends in disaster as he overthrows the 
elegant culture of the symposium with base coarseness and abuse.^  ̂The play ends with 
Philocleon rejuvenated, enjoying a celebration of food, wine and sex, while he violently 
insults his detractors with impunity and leaves the stage in an exuberant dance 
Although Bdelycleon succeeds in weaning Philocleon off jury service, it is a 
questionable victory, as the old man rebels against his education in gentrification to 
revel in a classically comic indulgence of the senses. Reckford and Hubbard have 
commented on the connections that are established in the play between Bdelycleon’s 
attempts to cure of his father and the comic poet’s attempts to cure the city of its 
judicial m a n i a . A s  Bdelycleon begins his speech in the agon, through which he hopes 
to cure Philocleon of his illness (vôaoç), he observes that this illness (vôaoç) is a polis-

wide problem: ‘it is a hard task, calling for formidable intelligence above the level 
found in comedians, to cure a long-standing malady (vôaoç) that is innate in this

city.’̂  ̂However if Bdelycleon’s attempt to cure his father is subsequently exposed as 
flawed, this undermines the comic playwright’s claims that his play will have a healing 
effect on his fellow-citizens’ judicial mania.

Thirdly, the arguments advanced by both Philocleon and Bdelycleon within the 
agon itself are never fully developed or sustained. They either escape into the exuberant 
atmosphere of Aristophanic fantasy or hide behind democratic platitudes if they come 

close to directly criticising the democratic judicial system. Philocleon’s vigorous 
picture of juristic power carries the jurors’ self-assertion to fantastical limits: it grants 
them the thrill of looking at young men’s genitals at their dokimasia, it entitles them to

72 A r.y^jp. 1122-1294.
73 Ar.Ve^/?. 1299-1325.
74 Rejuvenation: Ax.Vesp.\333, 1351-63; food: 304-5; wine: 1322, 1476; violent insults: 1381-6, 1388- 
1441; dance: 1474-1537. For further details, see Reckford (1987) 275-81, H ubbard (1991) 135.
75 See R eckford (1987) 247, 272-81 and H ubbard (1991) 114, 132-3, 135-7 fo r an exploration  o f the 
relationship betw een Aristophanes and Bdelycleon.
76 ‘xaXenov pey Kai 8eLi/fiç yi/wmiç kqI uei^ovoç ii 'm Tpuycpôoîç laaaaOai voaov apxaiav kv rij 
n o ^ e i èi/T€TOKuTai/’ {Ar.Vesp.65^-\ (tr. Sommerstein)).
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recitations on demand from tragedians and flautists and allows them to completely 
disregard the terms of a will7^ Bdelycleon’s alternative balance sheet of the Athenian 
Empire contemplates the culinary consumption if the Empire was run for the benefit of 
the poor citizens: ‘twenty thousand of the common folk would be living in abundance 
of hare’s meat, of crowns of all kinds, of beestings fresh and boiled, enjoying a life 
worthy of this land and the trophy at Marat hon . I t  is a typically Aristophanic fantasy 
of food, reminiscent of Dicaeopolis’ preparation for the Priest of Dionysus’ party or 
Trygaeus’ description of the cuisine of p e a c e . I n  his sustained attack on the 
democratic judicial system, Bdelycleon never attacks either the system itself or the 
demos, the blame is laid at the door of the politicians. This is in line with democratic 

rhetoric, which often attributed miscarriages of justice to the litigant who advised the 
jurors, rather than to the jurors themselves.^® Given that Aristophanes is performing at a 
festival sponsored by the demos for the demos, this is hardly surprising. Although 
arguments against the democratic judicial system triumph in the agon, the location of 
the agon within the dramatic momentum of the play makes it difficult read the Wasps as 
a sustained polemic against the democratic judicial system.

The image of the Athenian juror-as-wasp is a consistent feature of the 

Aristophanic world and carries with it a certain ‘comic logic’: the caustic nature of the 
wasp-juror manifests itself in a readiness to condemn and to pass harsh sentence .But  
even within the on-stage world, it is difficult to read this image as a sustained critique 
of democratic juries. In the parabasis of the Wasps, the connections between a caustic 
nature, military activity, jury-service, old age, youth, wasp-like and drone-like identities 
are controlled by the verbal and visual inventiveness which the coupling of these 
associations offers rather than by a serious critique of the democratic judicial s y s t e m . ^ ^  

For example, the chorus are presented as wasp-like both in youth and old age. In the 
days of their youth, when the Mede invaded, their ‘sharp anger (9u|jiôç stirred

them up to attack the invading Persians, stinging them through their baggy t r o u s e r s . ^ ^  

In their old age, the same caustic nature is now expressed in the jury courts, where ‘we

77 Ar.Vejp.578-86.
7 8  ‘5{io l iu p ia S '  a v  toou S d u o t ik co v  ’e^coi/ ev n a a i  Kaycpoïc kqI aTecpai/oiaii /  na i /T o8arroT aii /  kqI ttucp 

Km nupiaiT ], a^ ia  in g  yriç ànoXauovTeç kqI toG 'v Mapadcoi/L ip o n a io x j’ (A r.V ej;? .709-Il (tr. 

Sommerstein)).
79 AiAch. 1085-1142, Pax 999-1007.
80 See D over (1974) 23-5, O ber (1989) 165-77.
81 See pp. 131-3..
82 O n the m ultiple identities o f the chorus, see Reckford (1987) 236, Hubbard (1991) 121-3.
83 A r.y g fp . 1071-1101. See A ustin  (1973) 134 for the b lending o f d iffe ren t m ilitary  cam paigns, 
particularly  M arathon, into this one accoimt o f the conflict between the A thenian wasps and the M ede. 
D uring the period of their m artial youth, it is m ade clear that the chorus displayed no in terest in ju ry  
service (1094-6).
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Sting all men, and so provide for ourselves a livelihood’.^  The chorus are consistently 
presented as possessing a wasp-like nature in the parabasis, stinging Persians in their 
youth and defendants in their old age. These comic associations are not developed into 
a reasoned model, where old age and enfeeblement generates an embittered, wasp-like 
nature, which then kindles a passion for the jury-service.^^ Upon the jury benches are to 

be found not only aged, wasp-like veterans who fought the Mede and built the empire, 
but young, sting-less ‘drones ( K n c p n v e ç ) ’ , who made no military contribution to the

creation of the empire. Therefore they are considered to be undeserving of the jury-pay 
which is derived from imperial tribute.^  ̂Again the comic images of wasp-like, veteran, 
old jurors and drone-like, non-military young men, are not developed into a sustained 
critique of democratic juries. There is a certain ‘comic logic’ to the Aristophanic image 
of the Athenian juror as an aged, veteran from the early days of the Empire with a 
vindictive personality who delights in punishing defendants. On the other hand, this 
portrayal of the wasp-juror is primarily controlled by the verbal and visual images that 
can be generated from it, rather than a reasoned analysis of the democratic judicial 
system. If it is not possible to understand the image of wasp-juror as a sustained critique 
of the democratic judicial system, we are still left with the issue as to why Aristophanes 
chose consistently to present Athenian jurors as a collection of caustic men who 
enjoyed nothing better than a day on the jury benches, convicting every defendant that 
appeared before them.^^

From the position of the agon within the dramatic momentum of the play and 
the nature of wasp-juror image, I do not think it is possible to interpret the Wasps as a 
sustained critique of the democratic judicial system. Aristophanes deftly serves up 
before his audience one comic image after another, where the content of these images is 

primarily controlled by their comic potential, rather than by the development of a 
reasoned analysis of the democratic judicial system. As I have suggested before, 
Aristophanes is committed to the entertainment rather than the education of his 

audience. On the other hand, the playwright’s repeated focusing on these images may 
reflect something of his audience’s preoccupations and concerns. Reckford has noted 
that the formalised structure of the agon facilitated the discussion of serious issues in a 
safe and contained manner.^ In the agons of other plays, although the treatment of the

^ ‘n a v ia  yap K€i/ioGuev ai/Spa KaKnopiCouev piov’ (Ar.Vgip. 1113 and generally 1102-13).

D over (1972) 130 envisages this kind of reasoned model; ‘the ferocity  o f the o ld  m en and their 
unw illingness to forgo the pleasure of convicting a defendant are the nasty kind o f com pensation for the 
in fe rio r status that necessarily  follows physical en feeblem ent.’ O n the problem s o f accep ting  the 
A ristophanic im age o f all jurors as old, see Crichton (1991-3).

Ar.V^sp.l 14-21. They are young because they are described as gulping down pay, the characteristic of 
the young a t 1100-1. Reckford (1991) 125 sim ilarly draws a connection betw een  the young and the 
drones.

I have m ade some suggestions in answer to this question in  Chapter 6.3.
88 R eckford (1987) 239-40.
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subject matter may be primarily comic, the topics themselves are some of the most 
important issues in the age of Aristophanes.*^ This suggests that the debate about the 
democratic judicial system may have been of more than comic interest in the late fifth 
century. Secondly, although some elements of the agon are fictitious, others are factual. 
For example, we have several other references to litigants supplicating jurors as they 
enter court and the ploy of introducing the defendant’s blubbering children into the 
courtroom is so commonplace that it is mocked.^® On the basis of evidence from 
beyond the theatre, it is my contention that the contradictory arguments on-stage reflect 
and are informed by an off-stage debate about the democratic judicial system.

6.3 The Debate on the Democratic Judicial System Beyond the Theatre
The nature of the discussion on democracy, let alone on the democratic judicial 

system, in the off-stage sources is at best fragmentary, as has been commented on 
a b o v e . G i v e n  that the majority of these contemporary discussions occur within a 
literary context, the resultant analysis of democracy is of a broad nature.^  ̂At no point 
are the authors engaging in an ordered and systematic analysis of democracy along the 
lines of the Athenaion Politeia. Consequently observations about the democratic justice 
are of a somewhat scattered and piecemeal nature. This being the case, there are still 
marked similarities between the analysis of democracy in late fifth-century literary 
sources and the arguments that are advanced for and against the democratic judicial 
system in the Wasps. I will begin by focusing on the arguments that were advanced in 
favour of democracy in general and its judicial system in particular, before moving onto 
the responses that democracy provoked from its critics.

In his analysis of the fifth-century debate on democracy, Raaflaub suggests that 
two questions were of central importance: ‘that of the quality of the leaders and that of 
the competence of the m a s s e s . with regard to this second question, the central tenet 
of democratic thought was the intrinsic right of the demos to be sovereign, bringing 
freedom to each c i t i z e n . ^ ^  with regard to leadership, its proponents argued that the 

democracy selected men with the appropriate skills to fill positions requiring specialist

See U ssher (1979) 8 fo r a list o f agons in Aristophanes. In  the Knights Aristophanes tackles the pow er 
and  influence o f pohticians, in  the Clouds the impact o f rhetorical education, in  the Lysistrata divisions 
w ithin the city, in the Frogs the role o f tragedy in society, in  the Ecclesiazusae, the lack o f clear pohcy 
and direction in  the post-Peloponnesian W ar era.
^  L itigants supphcating: Ax.Vesp.552-^ c.f. [Xen.]A//i.P(?/.1.18, D em .19.1, 21.4; defendant’s children; 
A r.Vgjp.569-74, 976-8 cf. Lys.20.34, Andoc. 1.148, P lA p.34c, D em .2 1 .9 9 ,186-8.
91 See p. 124.
92 See particularly  R aaflaub s discussion o f the constitutional debates in  H erodotus and  E urip ides’ 
Supplices (Raaflaub (1990) 41-46).
93 R aaflaub (1990) 69-70.
94 For the dem ocratic theory o f the sovereignty of the demos, see Exa.Suppl352, 406, 443; T huc.6 .39.1 ; 
H dt.3.80.6; [Xen.]A //i.Po/.1.2,8.
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knowledge, while entrusting overall decision making to the judgement of the demos, 
which cumulatively made competent decisions.^^ In the constitutional debate between 
Theseus and the Theban Herald in Euripides’ Supplices, the intrinsic right of the demos 
to rule is celebrated. Theseus remembers how he ‘set the dem os  in sole rule 
{monorchia), setting free the city with equal f ranchi se .The  sovereignty of the demos 
which Theseus proclaims finds echoes in Philocleon’s exaltation of his power as a 
juror ‘I am ruling over all.’^  The ‘Old Oligarch’ makes a stronger connection between 
the sovereignty of the demos and the democratic jury courts in his account of the
judicial relationship between Athens and her allies.^^

A 0 K 6 Î  ôè Ô ô f m o ç  6 ’ A 0 r | vaL cov  k q l  kv j y ô e  k q k ü ç  B o u A e u e a O a i ,  o t l  t o ù ç  

a u i i i i â y o u ç  â i / a y K a ( o u a i  j]\eiv  È n i  ô l k q ç  ’A 9 n v a C e .  o i  ôè â i / T i / V o y i C o i / T a i  

ô a a  èv TOÙTcp è v i  à y a G à  iQ  ô f | | i y  ’A G n v a i c o v  TTpÛTOv  j i è v  à n o  t û v  

TTpuTaveLcov TÔv | i L a 0 o v  ô l '  é v i a u T o O  A a p B a v e L V  e h '  o l k o l  K a 0 n p e v o L  
a v e u  v e w v  e K i r ^ o u  ô i o i K o u a i  t ô ç  TTÔAeLç l è ç  a u p p a y i ô a ç ,  k q l  t o t j ç  p è v

T O Û  Ô n p o u  O C p C o U O L ,  T O Û Ç  Ô" é V Q V T L O U Ç  à T T o A A Û O U Q L V  Ê V  T O L Ç  

Ô L K Q Q T r i p L O L Ç '  6 1  ÔÈ OL KOl  e l y O V  E K a C T O l  T Q Ç  Ô L K Q Ç ,  0 7 6  à y 0 Ô | i 6 V Q L

’ A 0 r i v a L O L ç  toûtouç â v  a c p û v  q û tü v  à n w A A u a a v  o i T i v e ç  c p i A o L  [ i o A i a T o  

n a a v  ’A 0 n v a L c o v  iQ> ô q p c p .

TTpOÇ ô è  TOÛTOLÇ, 6L |Jlèv [XT\ 6TTI ÔLKQÇ f jeaQV 01 O U p p o y O l , TOÛÇ
èKTTÀèoVTQÇ ’A0r|VaLÜV eTipWV a v  p o v o u ç ,  TOÛç t e  OTpQTnyoÛÇ KQL TOÛÇ 
T p i r i p a p y o u ç  k o l  ï ï p è a B e i ç -  v û v  ô" nvQyKaoTQL t ô v  ô û l i o v  k o A q k e û e l v  t c i v  
‘A0nvQLCûv e I ç  EKOOToç T ü v  a u | i p â y ü v ,  y i y v w o K U V  ô t l  ô e Î  [ | i è v ]  
àcpLKÔpiEvov ' A 0 f | v a ( 6  ÔLKTiv ôoûvQL KQL A o B e l v  o û k  è v  q A A o l ç  t l o l v  àXK'  
EV TCP ôfil icp, ô ç  éoTL ôq v ô p o ç  ' A 0 f | v n o i '  KQL àvTLBo\f | craL â v a y K a C E T Q i  èv  
TOLÇ ô i K a a T n p i o i ç  KQL E i a i ô v T o ç  TOU é T T i \ a | i B â v E a 0 a i  Tfjç y e i p ô ç .  ô l û  
TOÛTO o û v  01 a u p p a y o i  ô o û \ o i  t o û  ô f i p o u  t ü v  ' A 0 r i v a i ü v  Ka0EQTâaL  
l i â \ \ o v ,

The demos of the Athenians seems also to have decided badly in this, that they 
compel their allies to sail to Athens for trials. Yet they argue in response that this 
is a good thing for the demos of the Athenians: firstly, that from the judicial 
deposits they receive pay through the year. By judging at home without sailing 
out in ships, they control the allied cities and save those of the demos, while

See X en\Ath.Poll\\3, F l.Fro/.319b-d, 322d-23a, T huc.6 .39.1, H dt.3.80.6 w ith R aaflaub (1990) 65 
and Y unis (1996) 42-3 ,48 -50 . The popular m yth about dusboulia in  A thens recounts that w hen A thens 
was founded, Poseidon cursed the city to m ake bad decisions, but A thena added that the A thenians w ould 
alw ays b e  successful in  spite o f this {Ar.Nub.SSl, EcclA73-5 and the scholia  on  the Clouds w ith 
Som m erstein (1982) 192).

‘ k q I  Y a p  K Q i e a T T i a '  a i j T o v  eg p i o v a p x i a i /  eXeuOepwaag T r i v 8 '  i a o n j r | ( j ) O i /  (Eui.Suppl.352)
w ith CoUard (1975) 1.29, 2.198-9 on contemporary political thought in  the archaic w orld o f tragedy and 
also p p .18-9 above. See also Eur.5wpp/.406: ‘the demos is lord (5fiuog 8' a i /a c a e i) ’; Eur.5«pp/.443: 
‘indeed, w here the is m aster o f the land...( k q \  unv onoxj ye 8nuog aùôei/Tnç x^oi/og...).’
^  ‘ a p x o )  T c o i /  a n a v T C O v ’ (Ar.Vgjp.518). See p. 126.

O n  the O ld  O ligarch’ see p.59n.4.
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destroying those opposed to them in the courts. If each of the allies had trials at 
home, on the grounds of their annoyance with the Athenians, they would destroy 
these of them who were above all friends of the Athenian demos.
(A section then follows on the economic advantages that Athenian citizens 
receive when allies come to Athens for trial e.g. the renting of rooms and 
animals.)
In addition to these things, if the allies were not going for trials, they would only 
honour those Athenians who sail out - the generals, the trierarchs and 
ambassadors. But as it is now, each one of the allies is compelled to flatter the 
demos of the Athenians, knowing that the person coming to Athens must submit 
to a trial and receive punishment from no others but from the demos, which is the 
law at Athens. And he is compelled to supplicate in the jury courts and seize the 
hand of one of the jurors who is entering the court. So through this, the allies 
have become increasingly slaves to the demos of the Athenians.^^

In support of the demos’ decision to compel the allies to sail to Athens for trials, the
‘Old Oligarch’ argues that this policy enabled the Athenian demos to control its allies.
This could only be the case because, as the allies come to realise, they ‘must submit to a
trial and receive punishment from no others but from the demos, which is the law at
Athens.’ Furthermore, the ‘Old Oligarch’ argues that the Athenian masses used imperial
judicial policy to exert their power over the allied elites as well as protecting their allied
friends. In the preceding section, which is discussed below, he makes this point with a
greater clarity and with a more pronounced anti-democratic ideological spin.^^ There is
a striking similarity between the above analysis by the ‘Old Oligarch’ and the argument
advanced by Philocleon in the agon of the Wasps. In both accounts, the jury courts are
presented as vehicles through which the Athenian demos exercises sovereignty.
Furthermore both Philocleon and the ‘Old Oligarch’ focus on the power of mass,
Athenian juries over members of the elite. Interestingly both use the same image of the
suppliant defendant pleading with the jurors and taking them by the hand to
demonstrate the power of the demos exercised in the jury court. Finally, the ‘Old
Oligarch’ notes that it is the large size of the democratic juries which makes bribery less
easy and facilitates j u s t i c e . T h i s  connection between the sovereignty of the demos
and the jury courts is commented on in a more oblique manner in the constitutional
debates. The democratic equality of access to law (isonomia) is contrasted to tyranny,
which is characterised by the tyrant’s arbitrary execution of justice according to his own
whim and insecurities.

99 \Xm .]A th.Pol.l.l6,18. 
too p. 144.
101 \Xen.]Ath.Pol3.1.
102 Hdt.3.80, Eur.5«/7/7/.430-55. On democratic isonomia, see Vlastos (1953) particularly 347-66, who 
defines isonomia as ‘political equality maintained through the law and promoted by the law.’ See also 
pp. 18-9 on the constitutional debates in the construction of Athenian civic ideology.
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Philocleon’s observation regarding the unaccountability of the jury courts is a 
constitutional reality which litigants acknowledge in their pleading before the Jurors.^̂  ̂
For example a litigant states: ‘all will know that...it is necessary to fear your (the 
jurors’) vote, for this is the greatest authority over all things in the city.’^^ The fourth 
century tradition on Solon’s reforms emphasises the importance of the provision for ho 
boulomenos to prosecute in the démocratisation of the judicial system, but we do not 
know how far back this tradition goes.^®  ̂ However, the speaker for whom Lysias 
Against the Corn Dealers adopts the identical phrase to that of the sycophant in the 

Plutus. The speaker uses this phrase to justify his bringing a prosecution which 
potentially could be considered sycop hant ic .In  a meeting of the boule, the speaker 
had been accused of supporting the highly unpopular com dealers because he 
recommended that their case be passed to the jury court, rather than be transferred to 
the Eleven for summary execution. In order to quash these allegations, he himself 
accused the corn dealers when their case subsequently came before the boule and 
concludes: ‘I made it clear to all that I had not spoken on behalf these men (i.e. to assist 
the com dealers), but that I had come to the help of the established laws’. B o t h  
Lysias’ client and the sycophant in the Plutus are aware of the role of ho boulomenos in 
‘coming to the help of the established laws’, i.e. to prosecute. In conclusion, 
Philocleon’s central thesis, that jury service makes an old man lord of all, is echoed in 
the broad ideological statements of the dem os’ sovereignty in the Supplices and is 
closely mirrored in the more focused analysis of the democratic judicial system in the 
‘Old Oligarch’. Similarly, arguments from the Wasps about the unaccountability of the 
jury courts and the role of ho boulomenos are paralleled by comments made by litigants 
in the early fourth-century.

103 On the unaccountability of the jury courts expressed in the inappellability of their verdict, see Dover 
(1974) 292, Hansen (1991) 183, Todd (1993) 89-90, 145-6.
1 A/1 & /  \  ) /  </ A \  A \  \  ( /  A O /  /  ) /

n a v i e ç  y a p  e i a o i / i a i  o T i . . . o e i  t t ] v  o e  i p r i c p o v  t t \ v  u p i e i e p a i /  0 € 0 i e v a i *  o u t t i  y a p  e a i i  n a i / i c o v  

T c o v  eu v o X e i  K u p i c o T a i T i ’ (Lys.1.36). For other examples from Lysias, see 6.13; ( a ù i o K p a T o p e ç  

o v T € ç ) ,  14.4 (the jurors’ verdict on this case is so significant that they will be acting as nomothetai - in 
fact a rhetorical exaggeration). In the speeches that Antiphon wrote for homicide trials, speakers 
understandably show an even greater awareness of the lack of appeal, although these cases were written 
for delivery before the Areopagus and not the jury courts (Ant.2.2.13,5.91,94).
105 SeeA(A.foZ.9.1, Plut. W . 18.6-7 with Rhodes (1981) 159-60, Osborne (1990) 99-100.
106 jjjg speech can be dated to 386 (Gemet and Bizos (1974-89) 2.83-4). For the suggestion that the 
prosecution is considered sycophantic, see Lys.22.1, with Seager (1966) 180 (metics as easy targets to 
prosecute), Edwards and Usher (1985) 258-9. The legal complexities of this speech are analysed by Todd 
(1993) 316-20, where he summarises previous studies.

KQi naai cpai/epoi/ €noiTiaa o n  oux un € p  toutcoi/ cKeyoi/, a W a  t o l ç  i/opioiç lo iç  Keiu€i/oiç 
epof|Oo\ji/’ (Lys.22.3). A slightly different twist is put on this phrase by the prosecutor in the Against 
Theomnestus. In his concluding words, he appeals to the jurors to: ‘come to the help of both me and my 
father and the established laws which you have sworn (kqI euol koI top rraipl PorisficjaTe kqI toTç 

voiioiç toTç Keipei/oiç ko) toTç opKoiç oiç opcoiiCKaie’ (Lys.10.32)). Tht Against Theomnestus can be 
dated to 384/3 (Gemet and Bizos (1974-89) 1.142), on the speech, see Edwards and Usher (1985) 229- 
30, Todd (1993) 258-62.
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If the novel phenomenon of the democracy won praise from some quarters, it 
also attracted criticism from others, particularly from those with an oligarchic 

perspective. Again working with Raaflaub’s observation that the debate on democracy 
focused on ‘the quality of the leaders...and the competence of the masses’, oligarchic 
thinkers were horrified that the demos was entrusted with power, given that they looked 
on the demos as nothing more than an uneducated mob.^®* They were particularly 
contemptuous of entrusting power to the masses because they considered their weak 
and uneducated minds were easily manipulated by clever and rhetorically skilful 
speakers. It is immediately possible to see connections between these sentiments and 
the arguments advanced by Bdelycleon in the agon of the Wasps. Chapter 5 has 

examined in detail the perception that rhetorical resources could be utilised in the 
democratic jury courts to pervert the course of justice. The corrupting and demeaning 
influence of pay is commented on in passing by the ‘Old Oligarch,’ and finds its fullest 
expression in the prejudices of fourth century w r i t e r s .F o r  example Plato’s Socrates 
in the Gorgias observes that: ‘For I, for my part, hear this, that Pericles made the 
Athenians idle and cowardly and babbling and avaricious, by first establishing pay.’^̂  ̂
The speaker for whom Lysias wrote the supplementary prosecution speech Against 
Epicrates and his Fellow Envoys attributes an interesting observation to his opponent 
on the relationship between jury pay and conviction. He begins his speech with the 
following comment about Epicrates’ previous behaviour as a prosecutor.

KoTnyopTiTaL piEi/, Ü dvôpeç 'A 9 r |v a îo i ,  ’Ettlkpôtouç U a v à  [kql tcov 

QuliïïpeaBeuTcov]' évOupeiaBai ôè ypn ôtl TroAAaKiç TÎKOuaaTe toutgûv 

Ae y o v T w i / ,  ÔTTÔTe Bou\ olvtô tlvq àôiKCoç àTToAéaai,  ô t l , et lifi 

KaTa\jjri(pieLa0e u v  a u io i  keAeijoijolv, éni^ELVEi ùpiâç f) piiaGocpopâ.

Sufficient accusations have been made, men of Athens, against Epicrates and his 
fellow ambassadors. Furthermore, it is necessary for you to take to heart that you 
often heard these men say, whenever they wanted to destroy someone unjustly, 
that if you did not convict as they ordered, pay would not be forthcoming to
you. 112

108 See p. 138 for Raaflaub’s observation. For oligarchic horror and disgust at the sovereignty of the 
demos, see Bur.5Mpp/.417-25; Hdt.3.81.2; Xen.[A//i.Fo/.]1.5, 9. See Raaflaub (1990) and Yunis (1996) 
36-50 for a more detailed discussion of these sources.
109 See Eur.5Mpp/.411-16, Thuc.3.37,4, 38, 40.2-3 with Raaflaub (1990) 64-7. Yunis (1996) 39-57 
analyses the criticisms that the demos neither possessed sufficient imderstanding nor leisure to make 
good decisions and so consequently was httle more than a mob to be manipulated by skilful speakers.
110 [Xen.]At/i.Fo/.1.3, \3 , Dissoi Logoi (DK 83.7); Isoc.7.54, 8.130 (see further Chapter 7.4); 
Ath.Pol.21 A.
1 1 1  ‘ t q u t I  y a p  e y w y e  q k o v j c o , n e p i K ^ e a  n e n o i p K e i / a i  ’A O t i i / o i o u ç  â p Y o ù ç  k q I  S e i K o u ç  k q I  A a A o u ç  

K o l  ( p i T v a p Y ' u p o u ç ,  E i ç  m a O o c p o p i a v  n p o o T o i /  K a i a c j T r i a a i / T a  ’ (Pl.Gorg.515e). It is almost certain that 
the pay referred to here is jury pay, which was flrst introduced by Pericles. See Ath.Pol.21.3A and Dodds 
(1959)356-7.
112 Lys.27.1. The speech can be dated to 395-86 (Gemet and Bizos (1974-89) 2.138).
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Although this statement about the connection between conviction and jury pay closely 
mirrors arguments advanced both by Bdelycleon in the Wasps and the Sausage-Seller in 
the Knights, the Judicial context of the speech must be taken into c o n s i d e r a t i o n . j n  

the remainder of his speech, the speaker paints Epicrates as an utterly corrupt public 
figure bent on his own self aggrandisement at the expense of the city.^^  ̂Therefore the 

speaker’s attribution of the above statement to Epicrates must be seen as the opening 
brush stroke, complete with sycophantic undertones, which is then developed in his 

subsequent destructive portrait of Epicrates’ v e n a l i t y . I n  a number of sources from 
beyond the theatre, the democratic provision of jury pay was criticised on the grounds 
that it encouraged jurors to convict wealthy defendants and so line the state coffers 
from which their pay was d r a w n .T h e  clearest off-stage evidence for the opinion that 
the democratic judicial system spawned sycophants comes from the judicial reforms 
introduced by the oligarchs in 403. The Thirty commenced their regime by initiating 
measures against sycophants, which were greeted with widespread popular support. 
Again it has been possible to trace the arguments advanced on-stage against the 
democratic judicial system in the world beyond the theatre. The critics of the 
democracy questioned the demos’ ability to make judicial decisions on the grounds that 
it could be manipulated by rhetorically skilful politicians and convict defendants in 

order to secure jury-pay, while the system itself provided a forum for sycophantic 
prosecutions.

Finally I would like to explore the associations that the on-stage image of the 
wasp-like juror may have conjured up within the minds of Aristophanes’ audience. As 
has been described above, it is difficult to push this image beyond its comic logic to the 
level of a sustained critique of the democratic judicial system. Furthermore, there is 
no evidence from the Attic Orators that litigants either appealed to or protested about a 

consistently vindictive spirit within democratic juries which delighted in the convicting 
and harsh sentencing of defendants .I t  is possible that this somewhat negative image

 ̂ For similar sentiments in the Knights, see Ai.Eq. 1357-60, quoted on p.45.
See Lys.27passim, particularly the central section of §§9-11 describing the corrupt enrichment 

practised by Epicrates and his colleagues during the Corinthian War.
 ̂ E.g. §2, where the speaker maintains that Epicrates brought prosecutions to extort money, which then 

flows into his central allegation of §§3-7, that Epicrates has accepted bribes while in office.
A very similar connection between financial motivations and prosecutions (in the boule in this 

instance) is made by the prosecutor of Nicomachus (Lys.30.22).
11̂  These reforms will be discussed further in Chapter 7.2.
118 See pp. 136-7.
11  ̂Given the adversarial and adjudicatory context within wliich the Attic Orators operated, the nature of 
a litigant’s appeal to the jurors is nearly always predetermined by tlie requirements of the case he is 
arguing (see Chapter 4.3 above on this point). Consequently defendants will usually appeal to the jurors’ 
sense of pity (see Dover (1974) 195-201, Carey (1994c) 26-7, 33 for examples), while prosecutors will 
endeavour to stir up the jurors’ anger against their opponent (see Lys. 19.11, 29.6, 32.19 and 1.28 for 
defendants stirring up the jurors’ anger against the prosecution as an evasive tactic. See Carey (1994c) 
29-30 for further details). For two completely opposite characterisations of Athenian jurors, see Isocrates’
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of democratic juries populated by embittered and vindictive old men could be read as 
an implicit oligarchic critique of the democratic judicial system: if the democracy will 
insist on giving judicial power to all in sundry, then this is the quality of justice that the 
democracy both deserves and gets.^^o The ‘Old Oligarch’ makes a similar connection 
between the identity of the jurors and the judicial outcome. He observes, in the context 
of sycophantic prosecutions which are brought against the allies, that: ‘they (the 
Athenian demos) on the one hand disenfranchise, take away the funds of, exile and kill 
the respectable {chrestoi), while they strengthen the worthless iponeroi)'^'^^ It appears 
that the oligarchically inclined orator Antiphon may have concurred with the ‘Old 
Oligarch’s’ analysis and so specialised in defending the cause of the allies both in the 
Assembly and the c o u r t s . 2̂2 Hq certainly wrote On the Murder o f Herodes for a 

Mytilenean member of the elite for his trial in Athens .Therefore  it is possible that 
the Aristophanic image of the wasp-like juror echoes the oligarchic resentment 
expressed by the ‘Old Oligarch’ and Antiphon: that of elite litigants forced to plead 
their case before a mass audience sitting in judgement on them.^24 my opinion, it is 
virtually impossible to identify Aristophanes’ own opinions on the democratic judicial 
system on the basis of the Wasps. It is possible to envisage a ‘democratic’ member of 
the audience leaving the Wasps affirming the right of the demos to sit in judgement on 

all citizens, including members of the elite who were guilty of embezzlement, as 
Philocleon celebrates. On the other hand, a more ‘oligarchically’ inclined individual 
sitting next to him might have left muttering under his breath that the sort of senseless, 
vindictive judicial decisions that he had just witnessed on-stage was the inevitable 

outcome of entrusting judicial decision-making to the ochlos.

I would like to suggest two alternative reasons why Aristophanes may have 
fixed on the image of the wasp-like juror, which move us away from the turbulent and 

treacherous waters of Aristophanes’ political opinions. Firstly the clothing of the chorus 
in a wasp-like costume and character generates vast comic potential and contributes to 
the dramatic momentum of the play. When the audience first encounter the chorus, their 
wasp-like costumes are hidden beneath their cloaks and their wasp-like characters

complaint about the harshness of juries in Athens (Isoc. 15.20-3), in contrast to Lysias’ comments on how 
the jurors are moved to pity by the defendant’s children and so acquit a guilty man (Lys.20.34).

2̂0 This approach is suggested by Cartiedge (1990a) 52-3 and Todd (1993) 152-3.
1 n  1 ,  \  \  ^ ^  \  /  > r-x \  ^  .  /  \  ) /Toxjç [X€V xPTldTOUç QTLiiouai KOL xPnUQTa a(paLpo\jvTai KQL k q i  anoKieii/ouai,
T oùç noi/T ipoùç a ü ^ o u a w ’ ([Xen.]At/i.f*6>/.1.14). On the Old Oligarch’s’ use of the ideological terms 
chrestoi said panerai, see Gomme (1962) 57-2, Bowersock (1968) 469-70, Hughes et al (1968) iv-v, 
Moore (1983) 22.

On Antiphon generally see pp. 98-9. We have fragments from speeches which he wrote for the allied 
states of Lindus and Samothrace with regard to their tribute to be delivered in the assembly (Frag.A. 1-2 
(Maidment) with Meiggs (1972) 240-1).

See Ant.5 with Edwards and Usher (1985) 23-4. The speaker’s account of the use of rhetoric in the 
jury courts is discussed in Chapter 5.2.

See Chapter 7.4 for similar sentiments expressed by Isocrates in the 350s
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beneath the guise of old age.^25 Their waspishness is foreshadowed in a few references 
but is suddenly revealed as the chorus remove their cloaks and launch a ferocious attack 
against Bdelycleon and the s l a v e s . T h e  chorus’s wasp-like identity is utilised within 
the agon to provide a hostile audience who must be won over to Bdelycleon’s 
position.127 The content of the second half of the parabasis is totally dependent on the 
chorus’ wasp-like character and c o s t u m e . ^ 2 8  jt j g  important not to overlook the 

imperative upon Aristophanes to entertain his audience with the creation of a verbally 

and visually brilliant chorus of wasps, frogs, birds or clouds and thus wrest victory from 
his r i v a l s .  129 Secondly, it may be that the wasp-juror does not so much reflect an 
‘ordinary’ Athenian’s experience before a democratic jury but his perceived anxieties in 
coming before such a jury. When two parties are engaged in a dispute, there is 

substantial shift to be made in the transition from third party mediation to third party 
adjudication. Within a mediatory context, the disputing parties retain control over the 
outcome of the dispute, where as in adjudication, a third party is in a position to impose 
a solution upon them over which they have no contro l .W ith in  the Athenian judicial 
system, it must have been inevitable that such a transition generated anxieties. The 
penalties that Athenian juries were bound to impose by statute, let alone those which 
the litigants could propose by timesis, were severe, including crippling fines, exile or 
death, and against which there was no a p p e a l . Perhaps some of this anxiety can be 
detected among the friends of the speaker of Against Callimachus, who suggest he 
settle with Callimachus out of court because: ‘many things turned out contrary to 
expectations in the jury courts and that these matters were judged by you according to 
chance rather than according t o  j u s t i c e . ’1̂ 2 n  jg interesting to note that Aristophanes 

dissolves the image of the wasp-like juror in the last scene of the play, where he 
reminds the audience that the wasp-like jurors are but the dancing chorus in the hands 
of the comic playwright. The audience leave the theatre reassured that they will not be

2̂5 Ar.Ve5p.230-316 with MacDowell (1971a) 10-11,162.
^26 Hints as to their wasp-like identity: Ai.Vesp.223-7, 240-4, 373-78, 383-4; revelation of wasp-like 
character and attack: 403-59 with MacDowell (1971a) 11,188.

2̂7 For chorus’ role in the agon, see Ar.Vejp.521-47,631-49,725-49.
2̂8 For the chorus’ waspishness in the parabasis, see pp. 136-7.

129 See pp.22-3. On the visual element of Old Comedy, see DFA 232-62.
1̂ 11 In Figure 8, this transition is represented by the move from Phase 2 to Phase 3 (see Chapter 8 for 
further details) Shapiro (1981) 7 describes the transitions in the different phases of the dispute settlement: 
‘Nevertheless, in general, judges may impose a final solution independent of the consent of the 
(disputing) parties...The go-between has little or no enforcement power. The mediator may do somewhat 
better by bringing to bear general social sentiment in favour of resolution. We often distinguish the 
arbitrator from the mediator on the basis that the mediator’s decisions are subsequently enforceable by 
court action. Judges are furthest along the spectrum toward complete enforcement, typically having 
means to tap the organised forces of coercion in the society to enforce their solution. ’ Roberts (1983) 12- 
3 makes a very similar point.

On the sentences that could be imposed on disputing parties by the third party adjudication in Athens, 
see Todd (1993) 133-5, 139-45, Debrunner Hall (1996). On inappellability, see p.l41n.l03.
^^2 TTQpà yvwprii/ èv toTç 8iKaCTTTip(oLç ànopaiVÊL, kqI o t l  [ x a W o v  r\ Tcp 8iKa(cp

Kpiveiai la  nap' upiTv’ (Isoc. 18.9). On this case, see Chapter 4.4.Ü above.
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facing the on-stage wasp-like jurors in the off-stage court the following day.^^s 

Therefore I would like to suggest that the on-stage image of the wasp-like juror may 
rather engage with the audience’s anxieties about submitting to third-party adjudication 
than communicate to them any implicit critique of the democratic judicial system. This 
image also provides Aristophanes with a comic and creative well from which he draws 
with abundance to fashion the chorus of wasp-jurors.

6.4 Conclusion
Within the Aristophanic world, it is possible to identify arguments both in 

support and in opposition to the Athenian demos' sovereignty in the judicial arena. On 
the one hand, the right of the demos to sit in judgement on all men, including the elite, 
is celebrated and the importance of ho boulomenos in the prosecution of malefactors is 
promoted. On the other hand, it is argued that judicial decisions are actually 
manipulated by leading politicians, utilising the tools of rhetoric and jury pay. With 
regards to the practitioners of democratic judicial activity, the sycophantic ho 
boulomenos is presented as a particularly unpleasant consequence of the system, while 
the jurors are possessed by a malevolent spirit which produces nothing but convictions 
and savage sentencing. When the arguments of the agon and the image of the wasp- 
juror are analysed within the dramatic framework of the Wasps, it emerges that the 
content and shape of these concepts is primarily controlled by the dramatic 
requirements of the play rather than by the intent of presenting the audience with a 
sustained critique of their judicial system. On the other hand, when these on-stage 
arguments and images are set alongside sources from beyond the theatre which analyse 
the democratic justice system, there is a marked level of uniformity and overlap 
between on-stage concept and off-stage evidence. Beyond the theatre, democracy’s 
proponents championed the right of the demos to sit in judgement upon all Athenian 
citizens, while oligarchic opponents bemoaned the paucity of democratic decision 
making, the demeaning effect of jury pay and the manipulation of justice by the 
rhetorically resourced. The image of the wasp-like Athenian juror may have impacted 
on the audience less in the realm of judicial debate and more in the arena of anxieties 
about submitting to third-party adjudication. The reflection of on-stage image in off
stage evidence strongly suggests that the debate on the democratic judicial system is not 
a product of the fictive world of Aristophanes alone. The reflection of this off-stage 
debate in the on-stage world testifies to the widespread interest in and concern about the 
administration of justice under the democracy. The Aristophanic world opens a window 
onto the debate about democratic judicial institutions which preoccupied Athenian 

citizens towards the end of the fifth century. In the last decade of the fifth century, this

133 Seep.58.
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debate was to overflow beyond the bounds of theory and into the concrete programmes 
of judicial reform advanced by both oligarchs and democrats (Chapter 7).



Intensifying, Responding to and Resolving Judicial Concerns

Xo. Km KXewi/i to u t '

K m  K € ? v . e { i e i '  a v T o v  t i k c i i /

WÇ e n '  a v6pa  ( i ia o n o ^ iv  

oi/TQ K a n o K o ijg ie v o v ,  o n  

T ov ô e  À o y o v  e iacpepei ,

|jif| 6iKa{eiv 81KQÇ.
Chorus: And report these things to Cleon and tell him to come 
against a man who hates the polis and who will perish because 
he is introducing the theory that we should not judge lawsuits. (Ar.Ve5/?.409-14).

In the last decade of the fifth century, there is a sudden transformation in the 
nature of our evidence for popular attitudes to judicial activity. Concerns about the 
administration of justice, which were previously discernible in the evidentiary shadow- 
lands of the Aristophanic world, litigants’ character construction, rhetorical asides and 
fragmentary political theory, crystallise out into concrete programmes of judicial 
reform. 1 These concerns were almost certainly intensified in the period from 415 to 403 
by the use of the judicial system by parties on both sides of the ideological divide to 
eliminate opponents (Chapter 7.1). On the basis of these concerns, the oligarchic regime 
of the Thirty initiated a programme of judicial reform, enabling them to gain popular 

support for their administration and simultaneously to tighten their grip on the city 
(Chapter 7.2). Between 403 and 399, the restored democracy introduced at least three 
tiers of judicial reform in response to the above issues (Chapter 7.3). By examining 
attitudes to judicial activity at the beginning of the fourth century, it will be possible to 

ascertain the success of the democratic reforms in resolving concerns about judicial 
activity (Chapter 7.4). It is my contention that these programmes of judicial reform at 
the end of the fifth century are more intelligible when set within the context of popular 
attitudes to judicial activity in the preceding decades (Chapters 3-6). Similarly the 
crystallising of these popular attitudes into concrete programmes of judicial reform is 
testimony to the significance and seriousness of the concerns about judicial activity 
which preoccupied the Athenian consciousness in the age of Aristophanes.

7.1 Intensifying Concerns: The Judicial System and Political Purges (415-403)

 ̂It is almost impossible to avoid the subject of legislative reform when examining the political events of 
411-403. For reasons that have been outhned in the Introduction, I have decided that popular attitudes to 
nomas and consequently the legislative reforms of 411-403, are essentially outside the scope of this 
thesis. There are points where it difficult to separate the two, which I will indicate below. This is 
particularly the case with the proposed interpretation of the law on agraphos nomos, consequently I have 
included my opinion of the ‘codification of the laws’ in Appendix 2.
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From around the 460s onwards, the democratic judicial system had been 
awarded a central role in the administration of the democratic political machinery 
Consequently the modern criticism that the democratic judicial system was ‘too 
political’ is a somewhat moot point  ̂ For example, Paphlagon in the Knights is 
portrayed as operating with equal effectiveness against his political opponents in the 
jury courts as he does in the boule or the assembly.'^ On the other hand, I would like to 
suggest that in the period from 415 to 403, there was a sharp rise in the volume of 
‘political’ cases which were introduced into the jury courts.^ Although one can provide 

only a little quantitative evidence to support this statement, it would appear that on at 
least three occasions purges were executed against political opponents using the judicial 
system. Furthermore, in the light of tensions tearing Athens apart at this time, this 
judicial activity has a particularly emotive and intense quality.

7.1.i The Sacrileges of 415
In 415, Athens was scandalised by the simultaneous discovery of two 

sacrilegious events, the Profanation of the Mysteries and the Mutilation of the Hermal^ 
Firstly, these religious scandals generated a substantial volume of judicial activity. A 
commission was immediately established to investigate the sacrileges, with the offers of 
rewards for forwarding information and immunity for offenders giving evidence.^ 
There followed a spate of witnesses, informers, accusations and counter-accusations, 
with much of the proceedings being tinged with personal animosities and grudges.^ The 
trials of those denounced followed, resulting in the execution of those in Athens; those 
who had fled were condemned in absence and a reward offered to anyone who killed 
them.^ The numbers involved in the affair are quite staggering. While it was claimed 

that well over three hundred were associated with the sacrileges, we know of sixty-eight 
named individuals who were prosecuted,^® and given that there are known gaps in the

 ̂See Chapter 4.1 and Philocleon’s observations on p. 127.
 ̂For a summary of modem criticisms that the democratic judicial system was ‘too political’, see Powell 

(1988) 299-300. On the mootness of this criticism, see Todd and Millett (1990) 15, 16, Todd (1993) 154- 
63, Carey (1994b) 172-3.

 ̂See p.43 above for Paphlagon’s political use of the judicial system. For his appearances before the 
boule, see Ar.Eg.475-97,615-82, and before the Assembly (personified as Demos), see ibid.125 onwards. 
 ̂There is a further surge in ‘political’ cases brought in contravention of the Amnesty from 403 into the 

390s (see Chapter 7.4).
 ̂On the Sacrileges of 415, see Andoc. 1.11-70 with MacDowell (1962), Thuc.6.27-9, 53, 60-1 with 

//C r.4.264-90, 337-8 and Lewis (1966), Osborne (1985a), Ostwald (1986) 322-33, 537-50, Murray 
(1990a). 1 have not been able to refer to Furley (1996).
 ̂ Commission of inquiry: Andoc. 1.14, 40; MacDowell (1962) 73. Offer of rewards: Thuc.6.27.2; 

Andoc. 1.27,40. Offer of immunity: Thuc.6.27.2; Andoc. 1.1 Iff.
 ̂ Informers and witnesses: Thuc.6. 28.1, 53.2; Andoc. 1.11-17, 37ff. Personal animosities: see 

Andocides’ comments on the false evidence of Diocleides, Andoc. 1.47, 60 and for the attacks on 
Alcibiades, see Thuc.6.28-9.
9 Thuc.6.60.4, Andoc. 1.13-18,34,59.
1® Over three hundred were implicated in the mutilation of the Hermai (Andoc. 1.37, 51, 58) and an 
indeterminate number with regard to the profanation of the Mysteries. On the 68 named individuals, see
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evidence, the total prosecuted could be as high as one hundred. ̂  ̂  Many of these 
individuals were prominent members of the elite.i^ The volume of judicial activity 

generated by the Mutilation of the Hermai and the Profanation of the Mysteries must 
have been both substantial and complex.

Secondly, the sacrileges generated Judicial activity of a highly emotive and 
charged kind. As Robin Osborne has demonstrated, the mutilation of the Hermai was a 

violent attack on the Athenian identity. Furthermore, as the attack came in the prelude 
to the Sicilian expedition, i t  was a serious threat to the success of this e n t e r p r i s e . ^ ^  

Consequently, the reaction among the Athenian population could be described as close 
to hysteria, as is observed by both Thucydides and Andocides.^^ D iocleides’ 
denunciation of forty-two individuals connected with the mutilation of the Hermai 
produced a frenzied response from the Athenian leadership. Peisander proposed that the 
decree forbidding the torture of Athenian citizens should be repealed so that those 
denounced could be tortured to produce further evidence .The  boule then called the 
citizens in the Piraeus and Athens and the knights to remain under arms for the whole 
night, while they occupied the Acropolis, The vehemence and excess of these actions 
reflect the insecurities and intense passions that the two acts of sacrilege generated. 
Over the next twenty years, the sacrileges of 415 were to remain subjects of continuing 
Athenian c o n c e r n .  Therefore it is possible to conclude that the events of 415

/fCr.4.276-80, Ostwald (1986) 539-40. Ostwald prefers the slightly lower number of sixty-four, ibid.539 
nl4.

Beyond the 68 known individuals, a further 28 unnamed individuals were denounced by Diocleides 
(Andoc.1.43) and an unspecified number of unnamed individuals were denounced by Lydos 
(Andoc. 1.17). An estimate of near one hundred is given by Kagan (1981) 202 n.46.
12 Lewis (1966), Ostwald (1986) 329-30,537-50.
12 See Osborne (1985a) 45-64 on the significance of Hermai and the destructive impact of the mutilation 
on the Athenian identity.
1̂  see Osborne (1985a) 64-7 on the impact of the mutilations on the journey to Sicily, the authority of the 
magistrates, the Athenian Empire, the debate that launched the expedition and the peace of 421. Other 
viewpoints have ranged from seeing the sacrileges as the pranks of drunken youths, through an attempt to 
halt the Sicilian expedition, to a full blown conspiracy against the democracy (see MacDowell (1962) 
190-93, HCr.4.284-6, Ostwald (1986) 550, Bauman (1990) 66-7).
1^ Thucydides comments that the people‘took the matter seriously (to n p a y i ia  neiCoi/wç e?».apLpai/ou)’ 

and on their being ‘angry (xa/venog)' (6.27.3,60.1); Andocides twice describes the situation in Athens 
as ‘terrible (eu KaKoîç toTç i^eyiOToiç)' (1.51,59).
1̂  Andoc.1.43 with MacDowell (1962) 92-3.

Andoc. 1.45, Thuc.6.61.2. Although these military manoeuvres were also a response to a potential 
Boeotian and Spartan threat on the boarders, both accounts indicate that they were also a direct response 
to the crisis precipitated by Diocleides’ denunciations.

In 415, under the decree of Isotimides, those guilty of sacrilege were harmed from pubhc places (see 
p.l98n. 18). In 407, Alcibiades spent the best part of a campaigning season making elaborate displays of 
piety towards the Two Goddesses, in an attempt to expunge the stain of impious accusation (Xen. 
B elliA .2Q , D.S. 13.69.2, Plut.A/cih.33.3, 34.3-6 with Lewis (1966) 177-8). In 403 or shortly after, 
Andocides prosecuted Archippus for mutilating a herm (Lys.6.11-2). The prosecution of Andocides 
suggests that the issue was still alive in 400 (see p.l98n.l8). In both 397 and 395, the prosecutors of
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generated a substantial volume of judicial activity that was characterised by its intense 

and emotive nature. Our sources paint a dark picture of mass accusations, corrupt 
testimony, and sweeping judgement as the citizen body attempted to expunge its guilt 
through the democratic judicial system. Perhaps Peisetaerus’ and Euelpides’ desire to 
escape from Athenian judicial activity in the Birds of 414 becomes more intelligible in 
the light of these judicial purges.

7 .l.ii The Democracy between 410 and 404.
In the aftermath of the Four Hundred’s overthrow, the tensions and divisions 

within Athenian society again surfaced in the judicial system. In a number of known 
cases, those heavily associated with the rule of the Four Hundred were prosecuted, 
convicted and sentenced to the harshest of penalties: death, confiscation of property, 
burial outside Attica and their descendants being declared atimoi.'^^ In a number of 
other instances, prosecutions were brought against an unknown number of unnamed 
former oligarchs, with mixed outcomes.^! In Andocides’ catalogue of the atimoi in the 
years prior to 405, several groups had been declared atimos because they had been 
prosecuted and convicted of oligarchic involvement.^^ in 406, the democracy 

condemned and sentenced to death its own generals who were held responsible for 
failing to rescue the survivors after the Battle of A r g i n u s a e . ^ ^  The ‘trial’ in the 
Assembly was characterised by a flagrant disregard for judicial procedure and for the 
emotive manipulation of the Assembly by its leaders which turned it into a baying ‘mob 
(o y \o ç )’.24 It would appear that the tensions within Athens were of such a prominent

Alcibiades’ son felt no compunction at recycling material about the sacrileges of 415 (lsoe.16.3, 5-9, 
Lys.1442).

See pp.40-2 on the plot of the Birds. Hubbard (1991) 160 makes the same connection.
On Archeptolemus, Antiphon and Onomacles, see Thue.8.68.2, [Plut.]A/or.833d-834b, Ant.frag.Bl 

(Maidment), with Hansen (1975) 113-15, Ostwald (1986) 401-2, HCT 5.197-201. On the posthumous 
conviction and harsh penalties (exhumation and expulsion from Attica) against Phrynichus, see 
[Flut.]Mor.834b, Lycur.1.112-5 with Hansen (1975) 82-3, Ostwald (1986) 402-5.

See Lys.20.14-15, where the speaker states that a number of former ohgarchs were tried and acquitted. 
This claim is supported by Lys.25.25-6, where the speaker horrifies the jurors with the sycophantic 
prosecutions of Epigenes, Demophanes and Cleisthenes against former oligarehs. On these prosecutions, 
see Edwards and Usher (1985) 275, Ostwald (1986) 421; on the speeeh, see Chapter 4.4.i. Lysias 20 can 
be dated to 410 and was delivered by the son of Polystratus in defence of his father. Polystratus was a 
member of the Four Hundred (Lys.20.1-2, 13-14, 17) who was prosecuted twice under the restored 
democracy: the first time he was convicted and subjected to a heavy fine (§§11-12, 14, 18, 22); the 
Lysianic speech comes from his second trial. For further details see Gemet and Bizos (1974-89) 2.55-61, 
//C r 5.201-6.

Soldiers who had remained in Attica under the Four Hundred were subject to a partial atimia 
(Andoc. 1.75). Lists were drawn up of those sentenced to atimia on the basis of being a member of the 
Four Hundred or carrying out actions under the ohgarchy. (Andoc. 1.78).

See X&nJiell.\.l with Andrewes (1974), Ostwald (1986) 434-45.
For Euryptolemus’ challenge to Callixenus’ illegal proposal and the reasons he cites, see 

Xen.//^//.1.7.12,16-34. For the manipulation of the Assembly, see 1.7.8,11-15,34. This is the only time 
Xenophon describes the Athenian Assembly as an oxXoc, (1.7.13), elsewhere in the Athenian context he 
uses the term to describe a large crowd (1.3.22,4.13, 2.2.21)
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and persistent nature that in 405, the chorus in the Frogs, with uncharacteristic 
seriousness, advised the audience to reverse the atimia of those implicated in the rule of 
the Four Hundred, a request which was subsequently granted.25 In the years after the 

overthrow of the Four Hundred, as in 415, the intense divisions of Athenian society 
were expressed through the democratic judicial system.

T.l.iii The Rule of the Thirty (404/3)
The writer of the Athenaion Politeia provides the following summary of the 

Thirty’s use of the judicial system:

6TT6L ô è  l f \ V  T T 0 \ l V  E y K p a T E C T T E p O l /  E Q y O V ,  O Û Ô E V O Ç  Q T T E i y O V T O  J Ù V  

T T O \ l T G Û V ,  à w  à î T É K T E L V a V  T o O ç  KQL T Q L Ç  O Û a ï Q L Ç  KQL TCÛL Y E V E L  KQL T O Î Ç  

à ^ L C O l i a a i V  T T p O E y O V T a ç ,  Û T I E ^ a L p O U l i E V O L  t e  T O V  C p Ô B o V  KQL 3 o U / V Ô ( i E V O L  

T Q Ç  O Û Q L a ç  Ô i a p T l â C E L V .  KQL y p Ô V O l l  Ô L Q T T E a Ô V T O Ç  B p Q y E O Ç ,  OÛK Ê / V a T T O U Ç  

à v i : i p n K E a a v  fj  y i M o u ç  T T E V i a K o a i o u ç .

But when they had a firmer grip on the city, they kept away from none of the 
citizens, but condemned to death those excelling in property and birth and worth, 
removing those they feared and those whose property they wanted to plunder. 
And within a short space of time, they did away with no fewer than fifteen
hundred.26

In some instances, our sources provide us with the names of those the Thirty 
condemned and the nature of the judicial proceedings used against them.27 in some of 
these cases, for example in the cases against Theramenes and Poly stratus, the Thirty 
appear to have proceeded with scant regard for judicial procedure.^* Not only did the 

Thirty manipulate the judicial system to eliminate political opponents, but they targeted 
wealthy defendants, particularly metics, for financial gain.29 It could be said that the

Ai.Ran.6S6-105 with Hubbard (1991) 205-19, Dover (1993) 73-5 and Sommerstein (1996) 21-3,215- 
8. On the basis of this advice in the parabasis, Aristophanes was crowned and the play re-performed at 
the Lenaia of 404 (Sommerstein (1993b)). Under the decree of Patrocleides in 405, many of the atimoi 
were re-enfranchised (see Andoc. 1.73-80 with MacDowell (1962) 106-19).

Ath.Pol35A. Ath.Pol.’s figure of 1,500 is confirmed by Isoc.7.67, 20.11, Aesch.3.235, while 
I .  Aesch. 1.39 gives the figure of 2,500 (utilising a lost Lysianic speech). See also Xen.Ng/Z.2.3.13-15, 17, 
21; D.S.14.4.2-4, 5.5-7; Just.5.8.12, 9.1-2; who, unlike Ath.PoL, associate the start of the Thirty’s 
proscriptions with the arrival of the Spartan garrison. See Rhodes (1981) 420, 422, 454 and Ostwald
(1986) 481-4 on the difference between Ath.PoL and the other sources.

See Rhodes (1981) for a list of individuals and the relevant sources. See Ostwald (1986) 484-9 for the 
suggestion that these executions and expulsions were part of the Thirty’s overall design to model Athens 
on Sparta.

In the case of Theramenes, the Thirty introduced two new laws, which effectively allowed them firstly 
to remove Theramenes from the list of the three thousand and then to execute him (Xen.//g//.2.3.51, 
Ath.Pol31 .V). Lysias repeatedly focuses on the illegal execution of his brother in his prosecution of 
Eratosthenes (Lys. 12.17,23,34, and on the illegal judicial acts of the Thirty in general: §§21-22,29, 32, 
36, 41-2, 52, 81-2, 88, 90, 96). See p.l55n.36 on the Thirty’s manipulation of the judicial system to 
eliminate enemies.

Xen.//e//.2.3.21-2, D.S. 14.4.4, 5.4-6. See Lysias’ comments in Lys. 12 on: the Thirty’s greed 
motivating their prosecutions (§§6-7); Peison’s greed in accepting a ransom from Lysias (§§8-12);
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judicial administration of the Thirty epitomised the anxieties of the previous decades: 
the corrupt manipulation of the Judicial system for financial gain; or as summarised by 
Lysias: ‘the Thirty were worthless men and sycophants .In  the decades following the 
overthrow of the Thirty, litigants frequently refer back to the abuses perpetrated by the 
Thirty through the judicial system

T.l.iv Conclusion
On the basis of the above evidence, it would appear that between 414 and 403 

the volume of judicial activity increased in Athens, and that this judicial activity was 

characterised by its intense and emotive nature and, during the final outburst in 404/3, 
by its disregard for judicial procedure. Although it is difficult to assess the reliability 
and significance of the figures we possess, there is evidence for the prosecution of over 
sixteen hundred individuals during the period 415 to 403, an alarmingly high total. 
Using Hansen’s catalogue of known cases of eisangelia, the frequency of cases jumps 
sharply in the period 415 to 403, in comparison both to the preceding and to the 
following p e r i o d s . 3 3  Some of those prosecuted were from among the political and 

financial elite of Athenian society and were implicated in perhaps the most pressing and 
intense issues of the period: the sacrileges committed against Athenian cults, the 
establishment of oligarchy, the progress of the war against Sparta. The penalties 
inflicted are striking in their severity: the execution of all asebountes in 415, the 
execution and denial of burial in Attica for the convicted oligarchs in 410, the 
widespread use of the death penalty in 404/3. The judicial penalties inflicted upon 
Athenian citizens by the democracy were so widespread that the re-enfranchisement of 
atimoi was first promoted and then implemented. In the last two decades of the fifth 

century, Athens was riven with internal tensions and strife; the judicial system became 
a critical forum within which these tensions were expressed. In the decades preceding 
these events, it has been possible to identity an ideology of judicial reticence within 
Athenian society and a hostility towards those who manipulated the judicial system for

Theognis’ desire for money (§12); the Thirty’s refusal to provide for the funeral of Polemarchus in 
contrast to Melobius’ seizure of his wife’s jewellery (§§18-19).

‘oi TpiOKOVTQ novTipol [jjiev'] kqI auKocpai/TQL oi /Teç’ (Lys. 12.5). See also Chapter 4.4.i, where the 
defendant draws a strong parallel between his sycophantic prosecutors and the Thirty.

For example in Lysias, there are innumerable references to the ‘crimes’ of the Thirty, see Lys. 12 
passim, 13 passim, 18.5-6,12,25; 25.15-18,31; 26.13,18; 30.10-12, 14. See Lys.20.8-9 for abuses under 
the Four Hundred.

The figure of over 1,600 prosecutions is based on the approximate figures for prosecutions in 415 and 
404/3 (see p.l50n.l 1 and p.l52n.26). It is important to remember that the prosecution of pohtical leaders 
was a normal feature of Athenian political life (see Sinclair (1988) 146-161). I am suggesting that the 
volume of prosecutions is high during this period in comparison to other periods.

Between 493-416 the frequency of eisangelia cases is 0.2 cases per annum, in the period 415- 
403 it jumps to 4.7 cases per annum and in 402-322 drops to 0.8 cases per annum. These statistics are 
based on Hansen (1975) 66-120, a catalogue of known eisangelia cases in fifth and fourth-century 
Athens.
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personal financial gain. (Chapters 3-4). The phenomenon of political purges executed 
through the judicial system in the period 415 to 403 can only have intensified and 
brought into sharper focus these pre-existing concerns about judicial activity. The 
judicial administration of the Thirty probably appeared to many as ‘the age of the 
sycophant’. Although the worst judicial excesses may have been perpetrated under the 
Thirty, the democracy was not without its outbursts of emotive, politicised trials, 
outbursts which must have confirmed the criticisms that oligarchic thinkers had been 

levelling against democratic justice (Chapter 6). For example, oligarchs such as 

Antiphon and members of the elite such as those prosecuted in 415 were forced to 
submit to the judgement of the demos and receive from it the harshest of penalties. The 
trial of the generals after Arginusae can only have provided further confirmation for 
those who considered democratic justice to be little more than the baying of a 
manipulated mob. Consequently when the Thirty first came to power, they utilised the 
widespread concerns about judicial activity to institute a coherent programme of 
judicial reform which was informed by the oligarchic analysis of democratic justice. 
(Chapter 7.2).

7.2 Responding to Concerns (1): The Oligarchic Reforms to the Judicial System (404/3) 
Although we know very little about the administration of justice under the Four 

Hundred,^^ the writer of the Athenaion Politeia provides the following account of the 
judicial reforms which the Thirty initiated, and the response they provoked, when they 
first came to power.

TO l l èv  GUV TTpCOTOV pGTplOL T ü î ç  TTÜ^LTaLÇ fjoaV KOI  TTpOaeTTOLoOvTO 
0l6k6LV jf lV TTOTplOV TTü\LTÊLaV, KQL T01JÇ T' T(plâA.TOU KQL 'ApyEQTpQTOU 
y ô p o u ç  T o ù ç  TTGpL Tcov ’ApeoTTGyiTcoy KaOeî/voy ‘Apeio i j  r ra y o u ,  k q l  T Û y  
l ô A c o y o ç  Oeapcoy o a o i  ôiapcpiaBriTf iaeiç  e o y o y ,  k q l  t ô  KÛpoç 6 q y  kv t g Î ç  
ô i K Q a T Q Î ç  K Q T é A u a a y ,  cbç e T T a y G p O o i j y T e g  k q l  TTGiGÛyTeç  
àyQ|i(piaBf|TriTGy Tf |y n o A L T e i a y ,  o î o y  | Trepi t g û  ÔGÛyai t q  éauToO y  d y  
é 0 é \ î ]  Kupioy  TTGinaayTeç KaOâTTO^- t q ç  ôè  TTpGaGuaaç ô u a K G M a ç ,  ' é à y  
| if|  piayicoy fj y n pcoy  n y u y a i K i  TTiOopeyog",  àcpe îAoy  ô t t ü ç  pn  ̂ t g Î ç  
GUKGCpâyTQlÇ ècpGÔGÇ- 6|JIGLC0Ç ôè TOUT" è ô p c j y  KQL éTTL TCOy d^/Vcjy. k q t '  
à p y à ç  l ièy  oijy t g l i t '  è n o i G u y , k g l  t g ù ç  auKOcpâyTGç k g l  t g t j ç  l y  ô n p w i  
TTpôç y â p i y  ô i i i^oOyTGç ï ïGpà t ô  BèiVTiaToy k g l  KGKGTTpâYiioyGç ôyTGç k g l  
TToynpGiiç àygipGuy,  écp' g l ç  èyGLpey n t t ô A l ç  yLyyGpiéyGLç, n y o u i i e y o L  t g û  
Be^TLGTGiJ  y â p L y  TTOLeîy g û t g û ç .

The Four Hundred assumed adjudicatory authority in a number of pohticised trials (Andoc.2.13-15, 
Thuc.80.70.2, Lys.20.8-9 with Bonner (1926) 211) and they may have gained extensive judicial powers if 
the anagrapheis’ ‘immediate’ constitution was implemented (see Ath.Pol31.l where the Four Hundred 
administer euthynai with Bonner ibid., HCT.5.229 and Rhodes (1981) 400-1) See 7/CT.5.243-6 and 
Rhodes (1981) 385-9 for different views on the status of the ‘immediate’ constitution.
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At first, they were moderate to the citizens and they pretended to pursue the 
ancestral constitution, and they took down from the Areopagus the laws of 
Ephialtes and Archestratus concerning the Areopagus and those of the ordinances 
of Solon which caused disputes and they overthrew the authority of the jury 
courts in order to amend the constitution and banish dispute. For instance, 
concerning a man giving his property to whoever he wishes, giving him absolute 
authority, they took away the attached difficulties (“if not being insane, nor 
senile, nor under the influence of a woman”), so that there was no opportunity for 
sycophants; and they did likewise in other matters. So at the beginning they did 
these things. They removed the sycophants and those who flattered the demos 
against the best course of action and were evil-doers and worthless. The city was 
pleased with these events, thinking that they were acting from the best motives.^^

It would appear that the Thirty’s judicial reforms had at least three interconnected foci:
restrictions to the authority of the jury courts; the repealing of laws which generated
judicial disputes; and the removal of sycophants who exploited dispute. Although it is
very difficult to establish exactly to what extent the Thirty ‘overthrew the authority of
the jury courts’, it would appear that the Thirty redistributed many of the jury courts’
key functions to other sections of the constitution over which they could exert greater
contro l .The Thirty justified their judicial reforms by drawing attention to and moving
against the elements in the democratic judicial system which generated disputes. They
repealed those of Solon’s laws which are not written ‘simply and clearly’, as the lack of
clarity in these laws gave sycophants opportunities to bring prosecutions before the
democratic jury courts.^  ̂The laws on inheritance are singled out as an example where

Ath.Pol35.2-3. I have found Rhodes (1981) 439-445 and (1984b) 80 helpful in translating this 
passage.

It is far from clear what were the accreted powers which Ephialtes in 462 removed from the 
Areopagus and gave to the Assembly, boule and jury courts (see Ath.Pol.25.2 with Rhodes (1981) 314- 
19, Wallace (1985) 83-7, Ostwald (1986) 47-77). The Thirty’s abolishing of these reforms (by taking 
down the Ephialtic laws) restored the Areopagus to its former authority while curbing the powers of the 
jury courts (see Bonner (1926) 213-4, Wallace (1985) 140-44, Cawkwell (1988) 3, 7-8 contra Hall 
(1990)). Under the Thirty and the Ten adjudication is exercised by: the Thirty {Ath.Pol.31.\), boule 
(under the Thirty: Xen./fe//.2.3.12, Lys. 13.35; under the Ten: Isoc.18.5), the Three Thousand and the 
Knights (Xen.f/gZf 2.4.9-10) and arbitrators (Lys.25.16). In all these instances, the Thirty use bodies over 
which they could exert control in cases that were politically crucial (see their transfer of Strombichides’ 
and his colleagues’ case from the jury courts to the boule (Lys. 13.35-38), the condemnation of 
Theramenes {Ath.Pol.31 .\,  Xen.//^//.2.3.50-l) and of the Eleusinians (Xen.//e//.2.4.9-10)). Bonner 
(1926) 213-17 can find no reference to a case being tried before the jury courts under the Thirty, but 
presumes that the jury courts still operated. The curtailment of jury pay would certainly have reduced the 
ability of poorer Athenians to serve (jury pay was certainly curtailed under the Four Hundred, 
(Thuc.8.67.3, Ath.Pol.29.5)  ̂ so it is presumed this must have been the case under the more extreme 
Thirty (see Gabrielsen (1981) 34-5).

Ath.Pol.35.2 is almost certainly picking up and building on an earlier passage on Solon’s legislative 
reforms: ‘furthermore, on account of his not writing the laws simply and clearly, but like the law 
concerning inheritance and heiresses, it was inevitable that many disputes should happen and the jury 
court should decide on all pubhc and private matters’ (eii 8è kqI 8ia t o  l i f i  Y e Y P a < P O [ a i  t o ] \ j ç  v 6 i j i o \ j ç  

anKooç |in8€ aacpwç, àW ' coanep o nepl icov KÀnpwi/ kq'i ÈniKÀfipwv, àvaYKri [no]K\àç  
âpcpiaprufiaeiQ YWi^eaOai, kqI navra ppapeueiv koI là Koivà Kal xà T8ia lo 8LKac[T]f|pi[ov] 
{Ath.Pol.9.2)). Both passages focus on the authority (Kupioç) of the jury courts, the nomoi of Solon 
generating judicial disputes (apKpiaPTiT- and its cognates are repeated in both passages, see Rhodes 
(1981) 103 for its meaning of ‘dispute’ in the Aristotelian corpus) and the singhng out of the laws on 
inheritance (see Lewis (1993)). Judicial disputes may also have been generated by the archaic
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the addition of qualifications to the law on will-making gave rise to sycophantic 

prosecutions, although the same principle appears to have been applied in other areas.
It is possible that the Thirty introduced a law against the teaching of rhetoric, which is 
interesting given the concerns about the use of rhetoric in the jury c o u r t s .T h e  writer 

of the Athenaion Politeia notes that these reforms to reduce Judicial disputes and the 
activities of sycophants were greeted with widespread approval by the polis, an opinion 
which is confirmed by the other sources."^ In 399, the defendant in On the Charge of 
Subverting the Democracy made a very definite connection between the activities of 

sycophants and the legitimation and so establishment of the Thirty’s rule:

T e \ e u T Ô v T 6 ç  ô è  f i ô i o v  â v  t o ù ç  é v  tt]  ô n p o K p a T L ç  a u K o c p a v T o O v T a ç  

è T L ( j i c o p f | a a a 0 e  n  t o ù ç  ap^avTaç é v  TÎ] ô À i y a p y i g .  Kal eiKOTCog, co d v ô p e ç  

ÔL KQ CJ T a L'  TTQcri  y à p  f j ô r i  ( p a v e p ô v  è a T i v  ôt l  ôlô  totjç  p è v  à Ô L K C o ç

terminology in the laws of Solon (see Lewis 209 and Lys.10.15-21 with Edwards and Usher (1985) 233- 
4, Todd (1996) 121-2). The democratic source utilised by I .Aesch. 1.39 similarly notes that the Thirty 
‘violated the laws of Solon and Dracon ( e ^ u p f i i / a i / T o  l o ù ç  A p o K o v i e ç  k q ' i  i 6 K c o i / o ç  u o p o u ç ) ’ . See 
p. 195-6n.8 below for the relationship between the legislative review of the Thirty and an erasure on the 
epigraphic remains of the sacrificial calendar.

In instances of testamentary adoption and probably in practice in cases of adoption inter vivos, the will 
and thus the adoption and inheritance could be challenged in the jury court if the testator was ‘mad, senile 
or under the influence of a woman’ (see Harrison (1968-71) 1.152-3, Thompson (1981), Todd (1993) 
221-5, especially 225 and n.26). Humphreys (1983b) 8 has commented on the disputes which wills 
generated: ‘many inheritance cases turn on the opposition between the next-of-kin as defined by law and 
the use of a will (with or without adoption) to transmit property to an heir who was closer to de cuius in 
loyalty and affections. ’ The provision for a will to be challenged in the jury court enabled kin to oppose 
an adoption which they considered had contravened their claim to the deceased’s estate. These tensions 
were compoimded by the fact that Athenian jurors have a ‘reputation in such cases for supporting claims 
based on relationship rather than those based on wills’ (Todd (1993) 225 on the basis of Ar.Vesp.5S3-l). 
Therefore in their annulment of the ‘attached difficulties’, the Thirty were targeting an aspect of 
democratic judicial procedure which generated judicial disputes in relation to inheritance. We do not 
know in what other areas the Thirty revised the laws to reduce judicial disputes and sycophantic 
opportunity.

Xenophon asserts that when Critias and Charicles were acting as nomothetai, Critias wrote in the 
laws that one must not teach the art of words’ ( e u  t o Î ç  u o p o i ç  e y p a v e  À o y w u  l e x u r i u  pr i  S i Ô â aK e i u  

(Xen.Afe/n. 1.2.31)). It is difficult to assess the validity of this claim, given its context. Xenophon is 
arguing that Socrates cannot be blamed for the overthrow of the democracy on the grounds that Critias 
and Alcibiades were his associates (§§12-13) because firstly their attachment to Socrates was self serving 
(§§14-6); secondly he taught them virtue which they practised while imder his instruction (§§17-28); and 
thirdly he was prepared to criticise them (§§29-47). Xenophon claims that Critias added the law banning 
rhetorical instruction in response to Socrates’ pointed com m ent about Critias’ attraction to Euthydemus 
(§§29-31). Ostwald (1986) 487n.l08 coimects the law with the Thirty’s attacks on foreigners, ‘since 
many sophists were foreigners. ’
^  Xenophon comments on the reaction to the boule's condemnation of the sycophants: ‘the others, who 
knew that they themselves were not like them (the sycophants), were displeased in no way’ (o\ le a\^oi  
O Q O L  (7 \ju f |6eaau  é a u T o îç  uri o u i e g  t o io G to i  oGSeu n x ^ o u i o  {Hell.23.\2)). Diodorus does not mention 
the condemnation of sycophants but, with a stronger ideological slant, comments that the trial and 
condenmation of the worst of those in the city...was pleasing to the best of the citizens’ (loùç
n O U T l p O T O T O U Ç  T C O U  È u  n O À € L . . t J l E X P l  T O U T O U  T O Î ç  ê n L € l K € O T O T O L Ç  T C O U  n O À l T W U  E U O p g O T E l  T O

YLUoueua (14.4.2)). Lys.25.19 admits some approval for the Thirty’s removal of sycophants.
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TT0 \LT6U01 iév0UÇ èv Tï] Ô/^LyQpyLÇ ÔrmOKpQTLa YLYVeTQL,  ô l à  ôè TOÙÇ é v  TT] 

ônpiOKpaTLg a u K o c p a v T o û v T Q ç  o X i y a p y i a  ô i ç  KOTèaTr i .

In the end you would have more gladly sought vengeance against the sycophants 
in the democracy than against those ruling in the oligarchy. And reasonably so, 
gentlemen of the jury, for it is clear by now that on account of those governing 
unjustly in the oligarchy, democracy is established and on account of those 
practising sycophancy, oligarchy has been established twice."̂ ^

The defendant makes a direct connection between the activities of sycophants under the
democracy and the establishment of oligarchy.

The Thirty’s reforms to limit the authority of the jury courts were crucial in 
enabling them to increase their control of the city, but by presenting these reforms as a 
programme to reduce judicial disputes and sycophantic litigation, they generated 
widespread support for their reforms and thus legitimation for their rule.^  ̂Therefore it 
would appear that the Thirty were fully aware of the concerns about judicial activity 
that had characterised the decades preceding their rule. It is particularly interesting to 
notice how they drew upon the ideology of judicial reticence (with familial disputes 
being cited as the example), the hostility to sycophants (Chapters 3-4) and concerns 
about the impact of rhetorical education on judicial practice (Chapter 5). They took the 
oligarchic critique of democratic justice (Chapter 6), particularly the unsuitability of the 

dem os  to administer justice, and transformed these criticisms into a concrete 
programme of judicial reform, within which the judicial authority of the demos was 
severely curtailed.

7.3 Responding to Concerns (II): the Democratic Reforms to the Judicial System (403- 
399)

Concerns about appropriate modes of judicial behaviour loomed large in the 

Athenian consciousness in the decades preceding the oligarchic revolutions. Utilising 
these concerns, the Thirty legitimated their rule by initiating judicial reform, a policy 
which initially won them widespread support (Chapter 7.2). Subsequently the Thirty 
employed the courts as a weapon against opponents with a flagrant disregard for 
judicial procedure, intensifying pre-existing concerns about judicial activity (Chapter 

7.1.iii). In the light of these prolonged and intense concerns about judicial activity, the 
restored democracy responded with three tiers of judicial reform. Firstly, an amnesty

Lys.25.27. See Chapter 4.4.i gives details of the judicial argument and the portrayal of sycophants in 
this speech. Lys. 12.5 links presence of ‘wrongdoers ( o i  q S i k o l ) ’  under the democracy with the 
establishment of the Thirty.

D. M. Lewis has produced an almost identical analysis of the Thirty’s judicial reform, see Lewis 
(1993). Ostwald (1986) 475-80 does not bring out the significance of the Thirty’s judicial reforms as 
clearly. Bonner (1926) gives a clear description of legislative and judicial administration under the Four 
Hundred and the Thirty.
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was proclaimed after the overthrow of the Thirty and given teeth through legislative and 
judicial safeguards (Chapter 7.3.i), secondly two procedural changes were introduced to 
prevent procedurally illegal cases coming before the jurors (Chapter 7.3.Ü) and thirdly 
measures were introduced to facilitate the resolution of disputes before they reached the 

jury courts (Chapter 7.3.iii)

7.3.i Reforms to Counter Political Purges through the Judicial System
The writer of the Athenaion Politeia records the terms of the reconciliation (al 

Ô L a \ u a e L ç  k o t q  t q ç  a u v B f Î K a ç )  agreed in 403/2 after the fall of the Ten, through 

which an autonomous state was established within Attica at Eleusis for the supporters 
of the oligarchic r e g i m e . ^ ^  with regard to crimes committed before 403/2, the restored 

democracy proclaimed an Amnesty, stating that: ‘no one was to remember the past 
events of anyone, except those of the Thirty, the Ten, the Eleven and the Governors of 
the Piraeus, and not even theirs’ if they submitted to euthynai.'^  The Amnesty was 
given firstly legislative definition in a law on judgements and crimes before the 
restoration and secondly judicial reinforcement by the introduction of the novel 
procedure paragraphe. In his defence speech, Andocides cites the following law, 
ratified in 403/2:

< N o p i o ç . >  T a g  ô è  ôlkqç  kql T a g  ô i a i T a g  K u p i a g  e l v a i ,  O T T o a a i  kv  

ô r m o K p a T O u p i é v T ]  i f ]  ï ï ô \ e L  k y k v o v i o .  T o t g  ô è  v o i i o i g  y p n a O a t  a n '  

EûkXêlôou a p y o v T o g .

LAW: that the dikai and the arbitrations shall be valid which happened in the 
democratic city; that the laws during and since the archonship of Eucleides 
(403/2) shall be used.^5

The first half of this law is relatively unproblematic, it is cited again by Demosthenes in
a slightly different form which qualifies ‘the dikai and arbitrations’ of ‘the democratic
city’ as being those given ‘under the laws in the democratic city.’^̂  This first half
probably states that, where dikai or arbitrations had been made while Athens was still a
democracy, these rulings are to remain valid. Demosthenes then goes on to cite a
parallel law, almost certainly passed at the same time, which annulled the public and

Ath.Pol.39 with Rhodes (1981) 462-72. See also Xen.//^//.2.4.38,43; D.S. 14.33.6; Lys frag. 1 (Gemet 
and Bizos) with Todd (1985) 60ff, (1993) 233-6, Loening (1987) 19-58.

‘ t c o v  n a p e ^ r i y u O o T o o v  u T i S e i / ' i  n p o ç  p i r i S e v a  | j i i / T | a i K a K e ? i /  e ^ e T v a i ,  n T v f j i /  r r p o ç  x o ù ç  i p i a K o v i a  

k q 'i t o \ j ç  6 € k q  k q 'i t o Ù ç  e v S e K Q  k q !  t o \ j ç  t o u  n e i p a i e o o ç  a p ^ a i / i a ç ,  u T i S è  n p o ç  t o u i o u ç .  è à v  S i S c o a i i /  

eùouvaç’ (Ath.Pol39.6 with Rhodes 468-72). See also Andoc. 1.90-1, lsoc.18.20. The only category of 
crime exempted from the Amnesty was homicide, where the individual himself had committed the crime 
{Ath.Pol.39.5). On p. 159n.48, as Meletus himself did not commit the murder of Leon, he was protected 
by the Anmesty.

Andoc. 1.87. On the decree of Teisamenus and the ratification of the nomoi cited at Andoc. 1.87, see 
p.l97n.l3,p.l99n.22.

'NOMOI. Tag 5 (koç  kq'i l à ç  S i a i i a ç ,  o o a i  eyei^oi /io e n l  loTç i / ouoiç  k v  Ô nuoK paiouuei/ i ]  lin 

n o Xe i ,  K upiaç  e î i / a i ’ (Dem.24.56).
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private dikai and arbitrations of the Thirty.^  ̂The contrast between the treatment of 
dikai and arbitrations under the democracy with the treatment of those under the Thirty 
suggests that the two laws together legitimated all prior democratic judicial decisions 

and invalidated those of the Thirty. The second half of the law cited by Andocides is 
harder to interpret. The interpretation offered by Douglas MacDowell seems the most 
likely, that this law forbids the prosecution of offences perpetrated before the 
archonship of Eucleides [403/2], rather than the use of laws ratified before the 
archonship of Eucleides.^^ MacDowell states the two sections of the law cited by 
Andocides ‘are complementary’ and summarises their overall impact in relation to the 

Amnesty as follows:

Together they state the legal position with regard to any offence against the laws 
that was committed before 403/2. If the trial has already been held (under the 
democracy), the judgement given at that trial remains valid; if a trial had not 
taken place (under the democracy), no legal action may now be taken.^^

In addition, the restored democracy introduced the procedure of paragraphe, enabling a
defendant to bring a counter-action against his prosecutor if he thought that the charge
against him contravened the Amnesty. It appears that paragraphe was first introduced
in 400, but within a few months its scope was expanded to cover other categories of
illegal p r o s e c u t i o n . ^ ®  Therefore in 403/2, the restored democracy sought to prevent a

surfeit of prosecutions against former oligarchs by proclaiming an Amnesty, buttressed
by legislative and judicial safeguards. Firstly the restored democracy legitimated all
previous democratic judicial decisions and banned the prosecution of crimes committed
before 403/2. Secondly the democracy introduced paragraphe, which gave defendants
in cases which contravened the Amnesty a judicial procedure to use against their
prosecutor. The success of these safeguards in preventing a wave of litigation against
individuals who had been implicated in the oligarchic revolutions will be explored in
Chapter 7.4.

47 Dem.24.56.
48 The latter is of course what Andocides wants the jury to believe (see Andoc. 1.88-9). MacDowell bases 
his interpretation on Andocides’ account of the murder of Leon under the Thirty (Andoc. 1.94 with 
MacDowell (1962) 128-9, 133). Meletus and three others had arrested Leon but did not commit the 
murder. However, in the procedure of bouleusis, the relatives of the deceased could prosecute the 
individual who had planned the murder even though he did not commit the crime (see MacDowell (1963) 
60-69). So Leon’s kin are legally entitled to bring a prosecution against Meletus. But, as the crime was 
committed before the archonship of Eucleides, Andocides states that Leon’s sons were unable to 
prosecute even though the law on bouleusis was still valid in 400 (Ant. 6.16 (dated by Dover (1950) 44 to 
419/8) records the use of bouleusis before 403/2 and the reference to bouleusis in Ath.Pol.51.3 confirms 
that the procedure was still used in the fourth century). MacDowell’s interpretation is supported by 
Diocles’ law (Dem.24.42), which validated all previous laws of the democracy (see p. 199 below on 
Diodes’ law).
49 MacDowell (1962) 129.

See Harrison (1968-71) 2.106-124, Isager and Hansen (1975) 123-131, MacDowell (1978) 214-17, 
Todd (1993) 136-8 on paragraphe. See MacDowell (1971b) 269 for the date of paragraph e’s 
introduction. See Chapter 4.4.Ü on Isoc.l8, a paragraphe suit against a prosecution contravening the 
Amnesty.
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7.3.Ü Reforms to Block Procedurally Illegal Cases
In the second tier of judicial reform, the restored democracy introduced two 

procedural innovations to prevent procedurally illegal cases coming before the jurors. 
Firstly the scope of paragraphe was expanded beyond prosecutions contravening the 
Amnesty to any prosecution which was illegal.^! Secondly it is my opinion that 
magistrates presiding over the preliminary hearing and the anakrisis were given the 
responsibility of challenging actions which did not follow the procedures defined in 
written s t a t u t e s . ^ 2  Again in his defence speech, Andocides cites another law ratified in 

403/2:

<NOMOI> dypacpcp ôè vopcp t ô ç  àpyàç p n  ypnaOai p n 6 è  n e p L  èvôç.

LAW: And the magistrates shall not use an unwritten law, no, not concerning any
single matter.

In his comments both before and after he cites this law, Andocides interprets it to mean 
that any law which is not written up (anagraphein) in the Stoa is invalid. Andocides’ 
account is highly suspect at this point and at a later point I shall suggest reasons why 
Andocides’ interpretation of both this law and the decree of Teisamenus should be 

rejected.^ Once the text of the law is given preference over Andocides’ interpretation, 
the defining feature of this law with regard to agraphos nomos is that the magistrates, 
hai archai, are singled out as the group banned from its use. Hansen has pointed out 
that this prohibition did not apply to the jurors, who, while swearing to uphold the 
nomoi andpsephismata of the Assembly and boule, also swore that: ‘if there is no law 
[on a point] 1 will give judgement in consonance with my sense of what is most right.
In other words, the wording of the jurors’ oath presupposes ‘a right to use unwritten law 
and custom if there is no written law on a matter.’^  Within the judicial sphere, the key 

role of the magistrate was to preside over the preliminary hearing, the anakrisis and the 
hearing-in-chief.Although it is very hard to reconstruct what happened during the 
former two, part of the magistrate’s function appears to have been to ensure that both 
sides followed the procedures defined by the written statute.^ In passing a law which

See previous note.
The concept agraphos nomos has been the subject of several studies, see Ostwald (1973), Craik (1993) 

and Thomas (1996). Thomas (1996) 16-9 has questioned Ostwald’s conclusion that there was no real 
concept of agraphos nomos in classical Greek literature (Ostwald (1973) 101).

Andoc. 1.85.1 have followed Rhodes (1991) 96 on the translation of ‘unSe ne pi e v o ç ’ . On the decree 
of Teisamenus and the ratification of the nomoi cited at Andoc. 1.87, see p.l97n.l3, p.l99n.22.
^  See Appendix 2.

Hansen (1991) 170, quoting Dem.20.118. See also Todd (1993) 54,58.
^  Hansen (1991) 170.

Todd (1993) 78-9. On the role of magistrate generally, see Hansen (1991) 228-9.
^  Preliminary hearing: see Lys. 13.86, where the Eleven order the plaintiff to rephrase an apagoge at the 
preliminary hearing; Ant.6.42, where the basileus refused to hear a murder charge because it was too late
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banned magistrates from using agraphos nomos, the restored democracy laid upon the 
magistrates the responsibility of ensuring that only cases proceeding according to 
written statute came before the jurors. If, at the preliminary hearing or the anakrisis, the 
magistrate was presented with a case which contravened procedure (as defined by 
written statute), he was now bound to challenge the plaintiff or break the law banning 

his use of agraphos n o m o s . If he choose the later option, he ran the risk of 
prosecution either during his magistracy or at his euthynai.^^ This safeguard 
immediately becomes intelligible within the context of the proscriptions under the 
Thirty and the trial of the generals after Arginusae, in which individuals were sentenced 

to death and their property seized with a flagrant disregard for the written laws and 
judicial procedure.^! Therefore in the procedure of paragraphe and in the law banning 
magistrates’ use of agraphos nomos, the restored democracy sought to prevent cases 
being brought before the jurors which did not follow established procedures and the 
written laws.^^ jn legislating that cases must proceed according to written nomoi, the

in the year to be completed during his magistracy; (see Harrison (1968-71) 2.88-92 and Todd (1993) 125- 
6).
Anakrisis: it is possible that an incident referred to in Isae.10.2 suggests that the magistrate told the 
plaintiff to change the wording of his claim or he would throw the case out of court. At lsae.6.12, the 
magistrate may well have ordered the defendant to answer the prosecutor’s questions. Callimachus is 
only able to bring his dike blabes, the contents of which had previously been settled by arbitration, 
because he was able to ‘persuade the magistrate ( r r e i a a ç  i n i /  a p x n i /  (Isocl8.12)).’ On a previous 
occasion, the magistrate threw the case out, having heard a witness testify that the case had already been 
settled by private arbitration (see p.73 above for details of the case). See Harrison (1968-71) 2.94-105, 
MacDowell (1978) 240-2, Todd (1993) 126-7 for further details.

This description of the function of written statutes in Athenian law is heavily indebted to Stephen 
Todd’s work. Todd (1993) 59 describes the function of written statutes in an Athenian trial as follows: 
‘The function of a modem judges, whether in civil- or in common-law jurisdictions, is to apply legal 
rules to a concrete case; an Athenian trial is instead a dispute,...which it is the court’s function to resolve: 
statute law in Athens does not supply the rules according to which the dikastai must proceed, but rather 
the limits within which they must resolve the dispute.’ He goes on to observe {ibid.6^1) that written 
statutes defined the type of procedure to follow when confronted with a given offence, rather than 
defining the offence itself. Whatever the law on agraphos nomos may precisely have meant, it can not 
mean that htigants were banned from referring to agraphoi nomoi before the jurors. We have examples of 
litigants citing either laws which are agraphoi (i.e. from an oral source) or from locations other than a 
centrahsed collection of laws in the Stoa Basileios in the years after 403/2 (see Appendix 2).
^  See Todd (1993) 126: ‘Improper acceptance of a legally invalid indictment is something that could 
presumably be charged against an official at his euthynai.  ̂On the variety of procedures which could be 
brought against magistrates who defaulted in their responsibihties, see Hansen (1975) 11.

See Chapter 7.1,i-ii. This interpretation is strengthened by the fact that the other laws in the series 
cited at Andoc. 1.87 can similarly be seen as attempts by the restored democracy to meet legislative and 
judicial criticisms arising out of the ohgarchic revolutions (see pp. 158-9 and the next two notes below).

The restored democracy also passed in 403/2 a law banning the enacting of a nomos ‘with reference to 
a single individual (en' àvôpi)’ imless it is also enacted ‘with reference to all Athenians (enl naaii/ 
’AOrii/aïoiç)’ (Andoc. 1.87). It is possible this law was introduced to ban the type of selectively applied 
legislation passed by the Thirty, which gave them power to execute those outside the Three Thousand, 
including Theramenes (see p.l52n.28). This interpretation would fit with the other laws in the series, all 
of which tackle legal issues raised at the end of the fifth century (see previous note). The function of this 
law and its procedural details are by no means clear; for different interpretations, see Hansen (1979) 29 
contra Rhodes (1984a) 59, (1987) 15, (1991) 97-8.
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restored democracy gave further support to its initiatives elevating nomos above 
psephisma.^^

7.3.iii Reforms to Facilitate the Resolution of Disputes Prior to a Judicial Hearing
In the third tier of judicial reform, the restored democracy facilitated the 

resolution of disputes before they reached the jury courts.^ In 403/2 or shortly after, the 
system of deme judges was reorganised: the number of deme judges was raised, they 
were given responsibility for most dikai and, if the sum involved amounted to less than 
ten drachmae, they were authorised to give a binding adjudication.^^ In 399, a new 

system of public arbitration was created, whereby a dike that had been referred on by 

the deme judges, went to public arbitration and only if either party refused to accept the 
arbitrator’s ruling, was the case then forwarded to the jury courts.^ The restructuring of 
the deme judges and the introduction of public arbitration must have reduced the 
number of dikai that reached the jury courts. '̂  ̂Again the rationale behind these reforms 
was probably an attempt to counter the oligarchic criticism that the democratic judicial 
system generated a burdensome volume of litigation and spawned litigiousness.^ The 
introduction of arbitration before an adversarial hearing in the jury court promoted a 
less confrontational means of dispute settlement and thus reflected a more acceptable 

approach to settling disputes.

7.4 Resolving Concerns: The Democratic Judicial System at the Beginning of the 
Fourth Century

In the first two decades of the fourth century, judicial activity features as 
prominently within the Aristophanic world as it did in last three decades of the fifth 
century. Using the quantitative methods outlined in Chapter 2, it would appear that 
Aristophanes’ audiences in the fourth century were still enjoying satirical jibes directed

For the distinction made between nomos and psephisma and the appropriate safeguards to enforce this 
distinction, see Andoc. 1.87 with Hansen (1974) and (1978). On nomothesia, the novel procedure for 
creating nomoi, see Dem.20.89-99, 24.20-3, 33, Aesch.3.38-9 and the three different viewpoints of 
MacDowell (1975); Hansen (for a summary, see Hansen (1991) 165-70, based on the articles in Hansen 
(1979), (1980a), (1983) 161-205, (1985)); and Rhodes (for a summary, see Rhodes (1987) 15-20, based 
on the detailed study in Rhodes (1984a)).
^  The role of public arbitration and the deme judges in the dispute-process is expressed in diagrammatic 
form in Figure 8. MacDowell (1971b) 267 has also proposed that dikai were suspended under the 
restored democracy until 401/0 on the basis of lsoc.21.7, Lys. 17.3. But Todd (1985) 13n. 15 and Loening
(1987) 120-1 have argued that this can not be the case because we know of dikai which must have been 
heard before 401/0 (see p.86n. 153 on the series of dikai which preceded lsoc.l8).
^^Ath.Pol. 53.1-2 with Harrison (1968-71) 2.18-21, MacDowell (1978) 206-7, Rhodes (1981) 587-8. See 
MacDowell (1971b) 270 for the date of this change.
^  On the system of public arbitration, see Ath.Pol.53.2-6 with Harrison (1968-71) 2.66-8, MacDowell 
(1978) 206-11, Rhodes (1981) 589-96, Todd (1993) 128-9, Hunter (1994) 62-66. See MacDowell 
(1971b) 271 for dating the introduction to 399.
67 See MacDowell (1978) 206, Todd (1993) 128 n.8.
68 See Chapter 4.1, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.2.
69 See Chapter 8 for further details.
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at off-stage individuals associated with legal activity.^® Judicial activity has a role 

within the dramatic momentum of both the Ecclesiazusae of 392 and the Plutus of 388. 
Within the on-stage world of the Ecclesiazusae, activity is located within the
domain of contemporary Athens and is consciously banished from Praxagora’s 
fantastical new world order. As the play progresses, judicial activity then resurfaces in 

the three Old Women’s austere application of the law on sexual relationships, against 
which the Young Man utilises every evasive tactic in the litigant’s handbook .In  the 
Plutus, the undesirable activities of the sycophant are not only described and derided, 
but are taken as a representative feature of ‘the bad old days’ when Wealth was blind. 
Consequently when Wealth’s sight is restored, the sycophant is impoverished, 
humiliated and driven from the fantastical paradise which Wealth creates when he 
comes to live with Chremylus.^^ In the two Aristophanic plays which succeed the 
democratic judicial reforms, judicial activity is still firmly located within the oppressive 
domain of contemporary Athens, from which the comic hero escapes into a fantastical 
paradise which is characterised by an absence (all be it illusory) of judicial activity.

The on-stage focus on judicial activity in the first two decades of the fourth 
century is reflected in the off-stage constructions of judicial behaviour by litigants in 
the court room and in comments made by those writing about the fourth-century 
democracy. Within each of the law court speeches analysed in Chapter 4, delivered 
between 400 and 389, the litigants are consistently at pains to present themselves as 
judicially naive, while their opponent is presented as court room veterans, whose 
motivations and actions are tainted with sycophancy. The defendant in the Lysianic 
Defence on a Charge of Subverting the Democracy skilfully utilises sycophantic 
allegations against his opponents, suggesting that in 399 his audience were still 
concerned about appropriate modes of judicial behaviour (Chapter 4.4.i). In the late 
fifth century, Bdelycleon in the Wasps, supported by writers such as the Old Oligarch, 
highlighted the connection between the conviction of defendants and the provision of 
jury pay, suggesting that the democratic provision of jury pay demeaned and devalued 

justice.^^ Writing in the mid 350s, Isocrates contrasts the hesuchia of a crypto- 
oligarchic past under the rule of the Areopagus, with the contemporary prevalence 
under the democracy for dikai and written complaints ( ô l k q l  k q l  e y K ^ n i i a T a ) .  He

makes a connection between the sycophantic prosecutions of wealthy individuals and 

the dependency of poor jurors on jury pay which was funded by the confiscations

See pp.32-4 above and Graph 3.A on p.33.
See pp.45-7,53-4 above on the Ecclesiazusae.
See p.49-50 above for an analysis of the sycophant’s role within the Plutus. 
See pp. 129-30,142-3 above.
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arising from these prosecutions^'^ The cluster of cases brought in contravention of the 
Amnesty at the beginning of the fourth century can only have sustained or even 
heightened concerns about the democratic administration of justice. The writer of the 
Athenaion Politeia boldly states that: ‘...no one afterwards ever broke the amnesty. On 
this occasion, it seems, the Athenian reacted to their previous misfortunes, both 
individually and together, better and more public-spiritedly than anyone else at any 

other time’, a viewpoint which is reiterated by other narrative sources for the period.^^ 
In comparison, evidence from the non-narrative sources and the Attic Orators strongly 
suggest that repeated attempts were made to breech the Amnesty, some of which were 

successful.Although the Amnesty and its safeguards may have prevented a judicial 
pogrom against former oligarchs, it did not prevent the jury courts from continuing to 
be locations of significant tension and conflict, just as they had been in the period from 
415 to 403."77 With regard to further programmes of judicial reform, concerns about 
judicial activity never again manifest themselves in the form of an oligarchic 
programme, as at the end of the fifth century.^  ̂On the other hand, the democracy itself

See lsoc.7.54, 8.129-30. These speeches are usually dated to the mid 350s (see Norhn (1928-9) 2.5, 
100, Mathieu and Brémond (1928-62) 3.5-6,55-6). See Todd (1993) 150-1 for an analysis of Isocrates’ 
essentially oligarchic ideas on the administration of justice.

‘o L i S e l g  n w n o T €  U c T E p o i /  e u i / T i a i K a K T i C T e v ,  o tKKol  S o k o t j c t i v  K a k X i a i a  8 f |  K c l  n o X i T L K G O T a i a  

a n a v T w v  kq' i kq' i  KOivfj i  x p i i a a a O a i  l a î ç  n p o Y e y e v r i l J i e i / a i ç  a u u c p o p a î ç ’ {Ath.PolAO.2.-3
tr.Rhodes). See also Xen.//<?//.2.4.43, Lys.2.61-6, Pl.Afiewgx243d, £/?w/.7.325a-b, lsoc.7.62.70. For 
further details, see Rhodes (1981) 471-2, Todd (1985) 15-17, Loening (1987) 99-100.
^6 Todd (1985) 67-154 has produced a detailed catalogue of either potential or successful breaches of the 
Amnesty. He concludes {ibid. 154): ‘Although we can rarely pinpoint a trial which resulted in a 
conviction in clear defiance of the Amnesty (Trial of Adeimantus (Dem.19.191)), there is plenty of 
evidence for illegal prosecutions (Trials of Agoratus (Lys. 13), Nicias’ brother (Lys. 18) are blatant 
examples) - and defendants did not dare rely on the courts to uphold the Amnesty. The great criminal 
trials clearly all have some relevance to the Amnesty (Trials of Andocides, Socrates, Nicomachus and 
Agoratus). Moreover, there was frequent use, both at the dokim asia  (Lys. 16, 25, 26, 31, 
Ar./?/jet.l400a.30-6) and elsewhere, of evidence which should not have been permitted in court: and 
hardly a speaker failed to harp on the events of the Civil War. Finally, in the wider context, state actions 
performed by the demos are at least high handed (confiscation of Thirty’s property, the democracy’s 
relationship with Eleusis), and at most suggest a vendetta.’ 1 have added the comments in parentheses, 
replacing Todd’s numerical references to his catalogue of cases with the actual speeches that he refers to 
in the Catalogue.

Todd (1985) 196 summarises the success of the Amnesty as follows: ‘the Amnesty was never formally 
denounced, and the witch-hunt was not incessant: to that extent the Amnesty enjoyed moderate 
success.. .Clearly however, the Amnesty was repeatedly challenged, evaded and broken, indeed it was 
not only un enforced, but by the nature of the Athenian legal system, unenforceable.’ Loening (1987) 
147-9 is more positive: ‘the testimony of ancient sources that there were only occasional attempts to 
violate the amnesty is borne out by the comprehensive survey of the evidence.’

An important reason for this must have been the violence committed by the Thirty, which 
subsequently discredited oligarchy as a viable alternative to democracy (see Rhodes (1980) 322, Sinclair
(1988) 43). Isocrates’ strategy for discussing constitutional change demonstrates this tendency: he will 
describe what is an essentially moderately oligarchic constitution using democratic vocabulary. In the 
Areopagiticus, Isocrates calls for a return to what he calls the ‘democratic’ constitution of Cleisthenes 
and Solon (lsoc.7.16-19, 22), which in reality means the rule of the Areopagus (37-45, 84), whose 
membership is restricted to the wealthy (26).
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continued to reform its judicial institutions in the fourth century7^ The procedure for 
empanelling jurors was developed to an immensely sophisticated degree in the first 
third of the fourth century, with the aim of generating a randomly selected jury for each 
court on every day the courts sat. The rationale behind these reforms was almost 
certainly to combat the bribing of jurors.^  ̂ In the 370s the submission of pleas by 

litigants and evidence by witnesses was transferred from an oral to a written medium, 
probably reflecting the growth of literacy in Athenian s o c ie ty . I n  conclusion, although 
the democratic judicial reforms at the end of the fifth century attempted to address the 
concerns and criticisms that had been raised about the democratic administration of 
justice, these concerns did not cease in the fourth century. Within the early fourth- 
century Aristophanic world, judicial activity remains a focus and a concern; an image 
which is confirmed by litigants’ eschewal of judicial activity, by the comments of 
fourth century political commentators, by the tension and conflict generated by 

prosecutions brought in contravention of the Amnesty, and by additional judicial 
reforms instigated by the democracy. It appears that the pursuit of judicial activity was 
perceived to be as problematic in the fourth century as it had been in the fifth.

7.5 Conclusion
Within the political events of the years 415 to 399, it is possible to identify 

popular attitudes to judicial activity crystallising out into concrete programmes of 
judicial reform. For example, the ideology of judicial reticence manifests itself in the 
programmes of judicial reform at the end of the fifth century. The Thirty attempt to 
clarify the laws which generate judicial disputes and move against sycophants. The 
restored democracy introduces and Amnesty and facilitates the resolution of disputes 
prior to a judicial hearing. On the basis that judicial disputes with one’s family were 
considered particularly undesirable, it is striking that the area of familial disputes is 
cited as the example of the Thirty’s attempts to curb judicial disputes through the 
clarification of laws. The Thirty transform the moral condemnation of the sycophants’ 
inappropriate judicial behaviour into the concrete condemnation of sycophants from 
Athens, an action which receives widespread popular support. Ironically, the Thirty’s 
subsequent manipulation of the judicial system for political and financial gain bears all 
the hallmarks of sycophancy. Concerns about the use of rhetoric in the jury court may 

be reflected in the Thirty’s law banning rhetorical instruction. The performance of the 

democracy in administering justice between 410 and 404 can only have confirmed 
oligarchic suspicions that the demos was incapable of this task and unworthy of sitting

The democratic reforms to the judicial system in the fourth century have been conveniently 
summarised by Rhodes (1980) 315-320.

On the development of kleroteria and the bribing of jurors, see p. 15 above.
See Calhoun (1919) v̂ ith Rhodes (1980) 315 questioning Calhoun’s dating of these changes to 378/7. 

See Thomas (1989) 40-44 on these reforms and the development of literacy in Athenian society.
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in judgement over the elite. Finally, the use of the Judicial system to eliminate 

opponents by parties on both sides of the ideological divide in the late fifth and early 
fourth centuries can only have intensified pre-existing concerns about judicial activity. 
Many of the strands of popular attitudes to judicial activity become knotted together in 
the judicial reforms at the end of the fifth century. Furthermore, many of the above 
concerns about judicial activity from the late fifth century are also discernible in the 
first two decades of the fourth century. Therefore, it would appear that the democratic 
response resolved these concerns only to a limited extent. In the final chapter, I will 
makes some suggestions as to why unease and concern characterised popular attitudes 
to judicial activity throughout the Age of Aristophanes.
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Xp. Twy €|jia\jTO\j 7 ' eveKQ v\jvi xPTiuaTcov 

E ÀKCO CT€ K X r i T c i j C T O V T a ,  k q ' i  Y e ^ f i a o u a i  

èx û p o ç  e n  n p o ç  ToijToiniy àvSp'î BniiOTi].

First Creditor: I am dragging you to witness a summons over my
own money and I will make myself an enemy of a fellow-demesman (Ar.A^w6.1217-9).

Within the Age of Aristophanes, from the Acharnians of 425 to the Plutus of 
388, the audiences of Aristophanes’ plays watched a procession of characters on-stage 
who spurned, engaged with, enthused, criticised and satirised others for their 
involvement in judicial activity. The phenomenon of judicial activity is presented as 
problematic within, and yet an inescapable facet of, the Aristophanic world. Judicial 
activity is firmly located within the domain of contemporary Athens, a domain which is 
populated by negative associations such as war, political corruption, economic hardship 
and loss of the good life. The comic hero escapes from this oppressive domain into a 
fantastical world: a world characterised by both the blessings of peace, rejuvenation, 
and sensuous delights; and the conscious absence or banishment of judicial activity. Yet 
this absence turns out to be illusory, for some aspect of judicial activity resurfaces in 
the fantastical paradise. Consequently the portrayal of judicial activity within the 
Aristophanic world can be described as ambivalent: judicial activity is both to be 
escaped from and yet is inescapable.^ A similar ambivalence pervades the portraits 
litigants paint of both their opponents and themselves as they present themselves before 

the jurors. Litigants not only repeatedly portray themselves as judicially naive and their 
opponents as experienced to the point of sycophancy, but these portrayals play a 
significant role within their judicial strategy. Given the significance that litigants place 
on the topos of judicial reticence, it must in some sense correspond to values which are 

held by the jurors and so can not be dismissed as mere rhetorical gloss. On the other 
hand, the very same litigants who present themselves before the jurors as judicially 
reticent and inexperienced are in reality seasoned veterans of the jury courts, at times 

embroiled in long-running and complex judicial disputes. Therefore the topos of 
judicial reticence must in some instances operate primarily on an ideological level: 
litigants were expected to present themselves as inexperienced in all matters judicial 
even if in reality the jury court was their habitual habitat.^ I suggest that in the Age of 

Aristophanes, ambivalence characterises popular attitudes to judicial activity: it is an 

accepted social norm to display a reticence to engage in judicial activity and yet

 ̂The above summarises Chapter 3. 
 ̂The above summarises Chapter 4.
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involvement in judicial activity is an inescapable part of the Athenian experience. 
Indeed, participation in the democratic judicial administration became an important 
plank in the construction of Athenian civic ideology.^ I will return to this contradiction 

between the ideology of judicial reticence and the reality of judicial practice later 
(pp. 176-8 below).

I think it is possible to push these ideas further and offer some suggestions as to 

why it was a social norm to present oneself as reluctant to engage in judicial activity. 
On the basis of the Aristophanic portrayal of the sycophant and comments made by 
litigants, I would like to suggest that it is the nature and distance of the relationship 
between two opponents which determines the perceived legitimacy of engaging in 

judicial activity. The sycophant is censured as a meddlesome pest who interferes in the 
affairs of others on judicially spurious grounds for personal gain. Sycophancy is 
condemned because it transgresses against a perceived code of social interaction: modes 
of behaviour, be they judicial or otherwise, which interfere in the affairs of others, are 

disapproved of and attract moral censure, particularly if motivated by personal gain.^ 
This model can be sharpened by observing that as the significance of the relationship 
increases, the perceived legitimacy of engaging in a judicial dispute decreases (see 
Figure 6). Consequently it is particularly horrific to be engaged in a judicial dispute 
with the members of one’s oikos, whereas it is perceived as legitimate and indeed right 
to obtain vengeance against one’s enemy through judicial, as by any other means.^ In 
the former instance, it is considered appropriate to seek more private, less 
confrontational forms of dispute-settlement such as negotiation and arbitration, which 

preserve relationships, rather than the public and adversarial setting of the jury court, 
which threatens significant relationships.^ Within the on-stage world and beyond the 
theatre, the strongest moral censure is for reserved the individual who transgresses this 
relational framework through the pursuit of inappropriate judicial activity: he is labelled 
as TTOVTipôç, K Q K Ô ç ,  ôôlkloç, piQpôç, QLaypôç or ü Bplqtoç. This relational

framework can be identified in the closing scenes of the Clouds^ both in the 
relationships which are the basis of Strepsiades’ world and in the sentiments expressed 
about actions that threaten these relationships. When Strepsiades receives back his 

rhetorically re-educated son from the Phrontisterion, he envisages the envy that will

 ̂See Chapter 1.
^ The sycophant is often taken to be the epitome of polupragmosyne, which has been defined as the 
inability to ‘either keep quiet themselves or to leave others in quiet’ (Ehrenberg (1947) 47 commenting 
on HCr 1.232). See also Adkins (1976) 307-11,316-8.
 ̂See Dover (1974) 180-195, 273-78. Cohen (1995) understands Athenian law primarily in terms of 

enmity and feud, as he summarises in his conclusion: ‘the legal relations embodied in a lawsuit or 
prosecution, it is argued, are seen as being to a significant degree merely an extension of long-term 
competitive and feuding relations between parties’ (zfciVf.183).
 ̂See Chapter 4.4.iii on disputes within the oikos.
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consume his ‘friends and demesmen ( o l  ( p i ^ o t  y o L  ô r m Ô T a L ) ’ when they witness his 

victory at dikai through his deployment of Pheidippides’ rhetorical training^ In the 
following scene, Strepsiades’ first creditor enters with his witness to serve a summons 

on Strepsiades, which he is reluctant to carry out because ‘I will make myself an enemy 
of a fellow-demesman. ’ ̂  When Pheidippides assaults Strepsiades after their divergence 
of dramatic taste, Strepsiades calls upon his ‘neighbours, kinsmen and fellow- 
demesmen ( y e i T o v e ç  k q l  n̂yyeveXc, k q l  ô n i i O T a i ) ’ to witness the blows he is

suffering at the hands of his son.^ In other words, Strepsiades’ relational world is 
characterised by his ties with his kin, friends, neighbours and f e l l o w - d e m e s m e n . ^ o  

Actions which threaten these relationships, whether they be a judicial dispute or 
physical violence, are to be avoided and if perpetrated, warrant moral censure. 
Therefore I suggest that there is a connection between the perceived legitimacy of 
engaging injudicial activity and the relationship between the disputing parties: as the 
significance of their relational ties increase, so the perceived legitimacy of their 
engaging in judicial activity decreases.

On the other hand, the relational ties and the patterns of judicial activity in 
Athenian society are not as straightforward as those envisaged by Strepsiades. Even in 
the area of family relationships, we possess a number of family disputes which are 
noted not only for their emphasis on dispute-settlement, but even for dispute- 
perpetuation. For example, the case for which Isaeus wrote On the Estate o f  
D icaeogenes was the eighth in a series of judicial hearings stretching back over a 
twenty-two year period. Although the cousins present themselves as reluctant to 
engage in judicial activity with their own kin in contrast to the venal Dicaeogenes (III), 
in practice it transpires that they are as familiar as Dicaeogenes with the experience of 
facing their kin across the court room.^  ̂it is my contention that, at an ideological level, 
Athenians in the age of Aristophanes may have retained a reticence to engage in 

judicial activity characteristic of a face-to-face society, but in reality the picture is more 
complex then their protestations might have led us to expect. Therefore 1 shall look at

7 Ar.m6.1206-11.
^ ‘yevfiaouai €X@poç eTi npoç lovTOLdLi/ avSpl r̂moTin’ (ArJVwè. 1218-9). The First Creditor employs 
morally negative vocabulary to describe Strepsiades’ willingness to peijure himself rather than repay a 
demesman (‘avai8€ia’ 1236).
^Ar.A^wh. 1321-4. Strepsiades immediately employs morally negative epithets against Pheidippides (see 
p.l02n.68, p.l04n.83).

Similarly, when Strepsiades is looking at the map of Attica, he asks the Student: ‘where are the men of 
Cicynna, my demesmen (kqI nou KiKuvufig eiViv, oijuol ÔTiiioiai (Ar.A^wh.210))’.
11 See Chapter 4.4.iii. See also Todd (1993) 217 on the dispute over Hagnias’ estate which ran for 
several generations. For other examples of dispute-perpetuation in a non-family situation, see the string 
of legal actions which Callimachus brings (Chapter 4.4.Ü) and Todd (1993) 153-4 on the disputes 
outlined in Lys. 10.
1̂  See p.82 above.
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attitudes to dispute in face-to-face societies and at the relational ties upon which these 
attitudes are founded and then use these findings to arrive at a clearer understanding 
attitudes to judicial activity in the age of Aristophanes.

Paul Millett has drawn attention to the almost unique qualities of Hesiod’s 
Works and Days as a source of information on face-to-face societies in Ancient 
Greece. I shall discuss first the socio-economic structure of A sera, the community 
described by Hesiod, and then the relationship between this structure and attitudes to 

dispute. Millett has described the community in the Works and Days as ‘a collection of 
independent o l k o l  or h o u s e h o l d s . H e  characterises the economic relationships

between these oikoi on the one hand as fiercely self-sufficient and on the other as 
mutually reciprocating.M illett notes that this apparent contradiction between self- 
sufficiency and reciprocity is characteristic of many face-to-face communities.^^ These 
economic relationships are mirrored in social relationships. Relationships within the 
oikos which facilitate its self-sufficiency are promoted.Relationships with neighbours 
and friends that are characterised by mutual acts of reciprocity are similarly valued. For 
example, Hesiod praises the benefits of a good neighbour:

TTniiQ KQKOÇ yeiTCOv, 00001/ t ‘ à y a O ô ç  pey '  o v e t a p '  
e p p o p e  TOI TLpnç oç  t '  ë p p o p e  y e i T o v o ç  é a 0 \ o û -
OÛÔ' d v  Boûç  àTTÔ\ OLT' ,  EL pf| YELTCOV KQKOÇ ELp.  

e u  p è v  p e T p E L a 0 Q i  rropà yei iovoç,  eu  ô' q t t o ô o û v q l ,

Q Û T g  TCP peTpCp, KQL KÙl OV  QL KE duVriOL, 
c b ç  d v  y p T i L ^ c o v  k q l  éç  uoTEpov  d p K L O v  eupçiç.

A bad neighbour is as big a bane as a good one is a boon: he has got good value 
who has got a good neighbour. Nor would a cow be lost, but for a bad neighbour. 
Get good measure from your neighbour, and give good measure back, with the 
measure itself and better if you can, so that when in need another time you may 
find something to rely on.^^

Millett (1984) 84-5, 106-7, where he prefers the Works and Days as a source over and above either 
Aristophanes or the Attic Orators. Knox (1982) 331 takes a similar approach. In his article, Millett 
describes Hesiod’s world as ‘a peasant society’ (ibid.SS), and goes on to describe some of the problems 
in applying the definition of a peasant from contemporary studies to Hesiod’s world (ibid.90-3). Millett’s 
aim is rather to ‘argue that there are certain features of the world of the Works & Days that are 
comprehensible only when compared with institutions that anthropologists identify as being characteristic 
of other peasant societies’ (ibid.92). I have used the term ‘face-to-face’ rather than peasant because I 
wish to draw parallels between a wider range of communities, including Ascra, Andalusian Alcala, 18th 
century Languedoc and the Classical Athenian deme. The Works and Days is usually dated to either the 
end of the eighth century or the beginning of the seventh (see West (1978) 30-3).
14 Millett (1984) 93.
1̂  On self-sufficiency, see Hes.WD.20-6,341,364-7, 394-404, 407-9,477-8, 453-7 with Millett (1984) 
94-99. On mutual reciprocity, see Hes.WD.342-63 with Millett (1984) 99-103. See also Osborne (1987) 
94.
16 Millett (1984) 100-103.
17 Hes.WD.373-80,405-6,695-705.
1̂  Hes.WD.346-51 (tr.West). See also p.l71n.23 on the importance of the friend.
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The community of Hesiodic Ascra consists of a collection of independent oikoi, striving 
for self-sufficiency but connected to each other through a series of mutually 
reciprocating economic and social ties.

Secondly, disputes which threaten these socio-economic ties are inadvisable. 
The clearest instance in the poem is the dispute between Hesiod and his brother Perses 
over the division of their patrimony. At the start of the poem, Hesiod appeals to Perses: 
‘let us settle our dispute with straight judgements, the best Zeus sends.’ He goes on to 

lament the inequitable division of the patrimony which he received on account of 
Perses’ appealing to the basileis. The verdict handed down by the basileis overthrew 
the previous mutually agreed settlement between the two b r o t h e r s .Perses’ actions 
aside, Hesiod regards recourse to dispute settlement at the centre (polis) before the 

basileis as peripheral to his world of hard work in his village community (kome)?-^ He 
urges Perses to turn from ‘disputes and debates ( v e i K e a  t ' a y o p e a i ) ’ to agricultural

work and envisages that divine judgement will fall on the basileis and their poleis, 
rather than on his village community.22 Hesiod regards a dispute within the oikos as 
regrettable and an appeal to third party adjudication as an inappropriate method of 
resolving familial disputes. Similarly, Hesiod councils Perses against entering into a 
dispute with a friend:

| j f | ô è  K a a i y v f i T y  l a o v  n o L e i a B a i  è i a î p o v  

e l  ô é  KE T T o i n c n j ,  | i f |  p i v  i r p o T e p o g  k o k o v  e p ^ e i ç ,  

p r i ô è  \ | j e i J Ô e a 0 a L  y ^ ü a a n ç  y â p i v  e t  ô é  a é  y" a p y î ]  

f i  TL é ï ï o ç  eiTTcbv àTTo0ijpiLov n é  K Qi  é p ^ a ç ,

ÔLÇ TÔQQ TeLVUCJ0aL | i 6 i J i v n i i é v o ç '

Do not make a friend on a par with a brother; but if you make one, do not do him 
ill unprovoked, or offer false tongue-favour. But if he is the one who gives you a 
disagreeable word or deed, make sure he pays for it double.23

Therefore it would appear that within the face-to-face society of Ascra, it is considered
inappropriate to engage in disputes with either members of one’s oikos or with one’s

'aW ' au0L 8iaKpLVCoi ie0a i/ eÎ koç l O e i n a i  8 ( ki] ç , aV t ' ék Aloç e i a i i /  a p i a i a i ’ (Hes.WD.35-6 
tr.West) and see West (1978) 149-50.
20 Hes.WD.37-9 with West (1978) 33-40, Millett (1984) 105. Gagarin (1974) offers a different 
interpretation, stating that after the estate was divided. Perses entered into unsuccessful litigation to 
increase his share of the inheritance and has impoverished himself through the payment of gifts to the 
basileis. Whichever interpretation is preferred, I think it is still clear that disputes within the oikos and 
recourse to adjudication are disapproved of.
21 The polis is referred to on five occasions in the poem (Hes.WD.189,222,227,240,269) and is distinct 
from Hesiod’s own village community, the Kcouri of Ascra (639). See Knox (1982) 329, Millett (1984) 
90-1.
22 On avoiding ‘disputes and debates’, see Hes.WD.27-34, on judgement falling on the poleis of the 
Basileis, 222-4, 238-47.
23 Hes.WD.707-11 (tr.West).
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friends and neighbours on the grounds that the economic security of the oikos is 
dependent on the maintenance of these relationships.

The connection between a reticence to engage in disputes within a community 
and the socio-economic ties upon which the community is based has been observed in 
both contemporary and past face-to-face societies by anthropologists and historians. For 
example Julian Pitt-Rivers describes, in the small village of Alcalâ in Andalusia, a 

dispute between the wealthy and well connected Fernando and his neighbour, the 
poorer Curio over water-rights.24 Although it would appear that Curio had the stronger 
moral claim in the dispute, he fails for two reasons. Firstly he refuses to accept 
Fernando’s offer of compensation in return for settlement, which is considered 

‘unneighbourly’ and indicative that Curio is motivated by a ‘vindictive spirit’ in his 
dispute with Fernando. Secondly, Curio’s supporters soon abandon him on the strength 
of their socio-economic ties with Fernando:

When Fernando reassured them that they would gain and not lose water, and 
when Curio refused to consider compensation, they were glad to reaffirm their 
solidarity with Fernando, even though they disprove of the violation of the 
tradition upon which they depend for the security of their water. Not only is 
Fernando their spokesman, but they are all tied to him by obligations of 
friendship. “Fernando is a good friend, a good neighbour. He gives much. He has 
everybody in his debt.” In view of his past kindness it would be shameless of 
them to go against him, moreover it would be impolitic.25

The community of Alcalâ is based upon a complex set of reciprocating socio-economic
relationships between neighbours and friends.^  ̂Consequently a course of action which
threatens these relationships, for example siding with the opponent of one’s friend in a
dispute, or the unwarranted perpetuation of a dispute, is to be avoided. Nicole Cas tan,
in her study of disputes in Languedoc during the second half of the eighteenth century,
has traced the developments in mediation and arbitration as the state-sponsored
adjudication developed.^^ She comments on the traditional reticence about going to
law, particularly between family or community members, and gives the following
reason for this tendency:

By means of compromise, resting on principles considered just or at least 
acceptable, people hoped to resolder the breach in the social contract: duly sealed 
by a meal eaten together, its repair restored friendship and reknitted broken 
bonds. In this way the two parties and their descendants avoided the long and 
painful quarrels, the almost obligatory vengeances which a legal battle provoked

Pitt-Rivers (1971) 141-54. Alcala consists of some 2,045 inhabitants and is described by Pitt-Rivers as 
a ‘compact community’ (ibid.A-\2).
25 Pitt-Rivers (1971) 153
25 See Pitt-Rivers (1971) 137-41 on the relational framework of Alcalâ.
22 Cas tan (1983). Sharpe (1983) 186 in the same volume makes the following comment about litigation 
in Ehzabethan and Stuart England: ‘the widespread recourse of arbitration would seem to support the 
contention that contemporaries were anxious to maintain some sort of harmony in their communities, and 
saw a bitterly contested lawsuit as a threat to that harmony.’
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by the dramas which it added to the affair and by the rancour and humiliation 
which it frequently left in the defeated party. 8̂

Again, it is the preservation of the relational ties within this face-to-face community
which generates a reluctance to pursue community disputes by means of state-
sponsored adjudication.

Therefore it would appear that face-to-face communities share a number of 
attitudes with regard to disputes. Significance and value are often attached to 
relationships with kin, neighbours and friends in face-to-face societies on account of 
economic and social structures within these communities. These relational ties generate 
a reluctance to engage in disputes within the community, and when disputes do arise, a 
pressure to settle disputes by negotiation or arbitration rather than adjudication before a 
central authority. With regard to the classical Athenian polis, I will look first at disputes 
within sub-sections of Athenian society which can be described as ‘face-to-face’, 
particularly the deme, and then I will examine disputes at apolis-'wide, level. 9̂ With the 
deme, there may well be a connection between the face-to-face nature of deme society 
and the reluctance to engage in intra-deme judicial conflict. Robin Osborne has 
described the deme as a nucleated settlement of between approximately 130 to 1500 
people.30 A man looked to his fellow demesmen for the validation of his citizen status 
and thus his potential entry into the local and central political administration; for their 
support alongside his kin at rites of passage; for the mutually beneficial pooling of 
labour resources during intensive periods of agricultural activity; and for a community 

of experience during local religious festivals.^^ This complex web of relationships 
generates a reluctance to engage in judicial activity against fellow-demesmen: witness 
the comments made by the First Creditor in the Clouds. Similarly a litigant for whom 

Isaeus wrote a prosecution speech makes the following observation:

M a \ L Q T a  | i è v  é B o u \ ô i i r ) v ,  co d v ô p e ç  Ô L K a a T a i ,  p r i ô '  ù c p '  é v ô ç  à ô i K e î c r G a L  

T Ù v  t t o / V l t c o v ,  e i  ô è  | i n ,  t o l o u t c o v  ô v t l ô l k c o v  T u y e i v ,  n p o ç  o u ç  o ù ô è v  â v  

è c p p ô v T i C o v  ô i a c p e p ô i i e v o ç .  N O v  ô é  p o t  t t q v t u v  n p o y p o T c o v  \ u T T r i p Ô T a T o v  

Q u p B é B n K e v  Q Ô i K o û p a i  y à p  û t t ô  t û v  ô n p o T c o v ,  o O ç  T r e p L o p â v  p è v

28 Castan (1983) 226.
29 Obviously it is more problematic to describe the classical Athenian polis, with a citizen population of 
approximately 40,000 (see p.21n.4) as a face-to-face society such as Hesiodic Ascra or Andalusian 
Alcalâ. On Athens as a face-to-face society, see Finley (1983) 28-9, 82-3, (1985) 17-8. Osborne (1985c) 
64-5, Ober (1989) 31-33 have criticised Finley’s model, arguing that at a polis-widc level, Athens was 
simply too large to be a face-to-face society.

Osborne (1985c) 15-46. This is smaller than the population of Alcalâ (p. 172n.24). Osborne (1985c) 89 
likens the deme to a face-to-face society.

See Osborne (1985c) 64-92 for political ties, 127-53 for social and economic ties and 178-182 for 
rehgious ties.
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à T T O Q T e p o û v T a ç  o ù  pgÔLov, à T T é y 8 e a 9 a L  ôè àriôèç,  | i e 0 '  u v  àvoYKri kql  

<0Ù6LV KOl> aUVODQLaç KOLvàç TTOl6Îcr0ai,

I would greatly wish, gentlemen of the jury, never to suffer injustice from any 
one of the citizens, or if not, to happen upon such adversaries with whom I do not 
have to worry about quarrelling. However, the most distressing state of affairs 
possible has happened to me, for I am the victim of an injustice perpetrated by 
my demesmen, whose robbery is not easily to overlook, and yet to incur their 
hatred is unpleasant, of those with whom I am obliged to participate in both 
sacrifices and common g a t h e r i n g s . ^ ^

It is interesting to note that the speaker, if he does find himself in a dispute, hopes it
will be with an adversary with whom a dispute is of little significance. Yet in his
current situation precisely the reverse has happened, he is in a dispute with his fellow
demesmen, to whom he is bound through ties of shared social and religious
e x p e r i e n c e . I n  a similar way, the significance of the relational ties between kin
generates a reticence to engage in judicial activity with family m e m b e r s . ^ ^  it is very

difficult to ascertain the extent to which this ideology of judicial reticence impacted on
the reality of judicial activity between demesmen and kin.^^

On the other hand, many other judicial disputes are taking place on a polis-'w\d& 
scale between two litigants whose relational ties amount to little more than shared 
Athenian citizenship. Indeed their relationship may well be characterised by a well- 
publicised and strong hostility, the satisfaction of which through judicial or other means 
is strongly sanctioned and e n c o u r a g e d . ^ ^  Yet even in these instances, litigants still 
present themselves as reluctant to engage injudicial activity. Whatever may have been 
the legal challenges of prosecuting Eratosthenes at his euthynai, few must have

Isae.fr.5.1 (Roussel).
On avoiding disputes with fellow-demesmen, see Dover (1974) 277, Whitehead (1986) 228-4.
See p. 169 and Chapter 4.4.iii on disputes between kin. On the ties between kin generally, see 

Humphreys and Momigliano (1978) 197-202, Osborne (1985c) 139 and for the responsibilities of kin 
with regard to murder, see MacDowell (1963) 8-32, Todd (1993) 271-6, and with regard to burial and 
inheritance see p.52n.93. Humphreys (1986) 87-88, in her detailed study of kinship patterns in the 
Athenian courts, concludes that ‘the range of kin explicitly and precisely identified as such in Athenian 
courts was narrow; frequency of attested interaction falls off rapidly outside the hmits of trust based on 
co-residence at some stage in the nuclear family. ’ This suggests that the relational ties between kin and 
therefore patterns of dispute are likely to be more complex than a straightforward ideological 
commitment not to engage in judicial activity with kin. For example the weakness of relational ties 
between more distant kin may have permitted disputes to occur in practice, while the ideology of judicial 
reticence demanded the disputants present themselves as reluctant to engage in judicial activity with 
these kin.

Strepsiades’ Creditor and the speaker in lsae.fr.6, although protesting reluctance to prosecute fellow 
demesmen, are doing precisely that. Similarly litigants claim they are reluctant to engage in judicial 
activity with kin in long-running, complex judicial disputes (see p. 169 above). It is crucial to remember 
that nearly all our evidence is restricted to the jury courts, we have no idea what percentage of intra-deme 
and famihal disputes were settled before they ever reached the jury courts, an observation which is made 
by Todd (1993) 227, Hunter (1994) 58 ,205n.l3. See Dover (1974) 3-5 on the inevitable contradictions in 
any system of ‘popular morality’ and the extreme difficulty of gauging the extent to which ‘popular 
morahty’ influenced actual behaviour in the Greek world.

See p. 168n.5 above.
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questioned the legitimacy of Lysias prosecuting the man who had arrested his brother 
and seized his family’s w e a l t h A n d  yet Lysias informs the jurors at the start of his 
prosecution speech:

eyco [ i è v  o u v ,  co a v ô p e ç  ÔLKaaTai, o u t ' e p o u T o O  t t u t t o t ê  o ü t ê  à/V^ÔTpia  
n p a y p o T O  TTpâ^aç v û v  T ^ o y K o a p a i  ûtto  t ô v  t o u t o u

KQTnyOpEÎV, COQTE T T O \ \ a K L Ç  ELÇ T T O \ \ l l V  a S u i i l O V  K Q T E a T T I V ,  pf| ÔLQ TTIV 

QTTELpLaV àva^LCÛÇ KOI ÔÔUVâTCOÇ ÛTTÊp TOÛ àÔE/VcpoÛ KQL ÉpQUTOÛ TTIV 
KOTnyopiav noinaopof

So I, gentlemen of the Jury, never yet being involved in litigation on my account 
nor on account of another, now have been forced by events to prosecute this man. 
Consequently I am often filled with a great despondency, lest, on account of my 
inexperience, I make a worthless and incompetent prosecution on behalf of my 
brother and myself.^8

In cases such as this, I have two suggestions as to why litigants proclaim their Judicial 
reticence even though there are no significant relational ties between them. The first 
suggestion is that attitudes to dispute have been retained from either an actual or 
imagined past when the active pursuit of a intra-community dispute threatened the 
socio-economic relationships within that community.^9 in other words, although 
Lysias’ prosecution of Eratosthenes is apo/w-wide dispute, the attitudes which Lysias 
projects about engaging injudicial activity have their origins in the period when Attica 
consisted of a collection of actual or imagined autonomous, face-to-face societies.^ My 
second suggestion is that Athenian citizens considered their polis to be an idealised 
face-to-face society, irrespective of its actual size, within which they were bound to one

See p. 112 on the legal challenges that Lysias faced. On Eratosthenes’ treatment of Lysias’ family, see 
Lys. 12.17-20 and see §§2-3,23-6 for personal statements of enmity against Eratosthenes.
38Lys.l2.3.

This retention of attitudes from the past has also been discerned in the use of witnesses in the Jury 
court. Humphreys (1985) 350 makes the following observation in the conclusion to her study of 
witnesses in the Attic Orators; ‘we can see that Athenians still expected to be able to rely on face-to-face 
knowledge of person in judging situations. Speakers quite often appeal to the Jurors’ personal knowledge 
of the parties and their doings; even when Jurors did not know litigants personally they knew by sight or 
reputation the public figures who appeared in court.. .and they were expected to perceive other witnesses 
as representing the social networks in which litigants were personally known. The support and good 
opinion of such social networks was very important for the litigant; an Athenian could not even imagine 
relying on official registration procedures, written documents and the interpretation by legal experts of an 
unambiguous body of written rules to define his status and secure his rights.. .They are trying to retain 
some of the qualities of village dispute-settlement procedures in an urban setting...’ Although a trial in 
the Athenian Jury court was not a village dispute-settlement, the litigants’ utilisation of witnesses 
suggests they have retained attitudes from the latter context. Humphreys similarly argues for the retention 
of ‘the adjustable praxis of community-dispute settlement’ within ‘the egalitarian law of the city’ in her 
account of the development of the Jury courts (Humphreys (1983a) 248-9).
^  Man ville (1990) 57-69 paints a portrait of Attic society from the 10th-7th centuries as: ‘fundamentally 
regionalistic and decentralised: a world of villages, local cults and kinship groups, and independent 
neighborhoods. ’ (ibid.SS). On the unification or synoikismos in Attica, see ibid.55-1 for a summary of 
recent treatments of the literary and archaeological evidence. Man ville notes that the event is dated from 
anywhere between 13th to 6th centuries. I am grateful to John-Paul Wilson for this reference.
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another. Josiah Ober has described the concept of homonoia, which was perceived to 
characterise relationships between citizens of the polis, in the following way:

The term homonoia, as it was used by the political orators, generally implied a 
condition in which all citizens think the same thing, in which their social and 
political differences are submerged in a unified community of interest. Hence, the 
state becomes an organism with a single mind and a single will.^^

Consequently, the pursuit of judicial activity within the polis, for example Lysias’
prosecution of Eratosthenes, threatens the idealised relational ties which are perceived
to exist between the citizens of the polis. '̂  ̂In conclusion, it would appear that in some
cases a reticence to engage in judicial activity is built upon the desire to preserve real
and significant relationships, for example in the case of judicial disputes between
demesmen or kin. In many other instances, litigants project themselves as judicially
reticent to preserve an idealised relational framework, which may not exist in reality,
but either has been retained from the past, or was perceived to exist between all citizens
of the Athenian polis.

If Athenian society retained, at an ideological level at least, a reticence to 
engage in judicial activity, then there is an obvious contradiction between the ideology 
of judicial reticence and the realities of judicial practice in the fifth century. Rather than 
encouraging restraint towards judicial activity, the democratic judicial system 
facilitated involvement injudicial administration. If the democratic judicial system was 
to function, it was imperative that citizens came forward to serve as jurors, to prosecute 
as ho boulomenos or to give testimony as witnesses. Indeed participation in judicial 
activity became an element in the construction of Athenian civic ideology during the 
classical p e r i o d R a t h e r  than encouraging negotiation and resolution of disputes 
within the family, the democratic judicial system enabled familial disputes to be 
conducted in a public arena before third party adjudicators."^ I would like to suggest 
that this contradiction between the ideology of judicial reticence and the realities of 

judicial practice lies at the heart of the ambiguous attitude to judicial activity in both the 

plays of Aristophanes and the Attic Orators. The pursuit of judicial activity is spumed 
by both the comic hero and by the litigant on the basis of attitudes to dispute-settlement 
have either been retained from the archaic past or which perceive the polis  as an

41 Ober (1989) 297.
421 am grateful to Riet van Bremen for this suggestion.
43 See Chapter 1.
44 Humphreys (1983b) 5 has similarly observed: ‘thus a contradiction is immediately apparent between 
the ideology of the oikos, which stresses the need for amicable regulation of the affairs of the oikos and 
kindred inside the private sphere, and the provision by the city of mechanisms for settling their disputes 
in the public sphere.’ Strauss (1990) 116 lists the following as one on the ‘genuine shocks’ the oikos 
faced in the late fifth century: ‘the growth of wealth and increased access to the courts may have led to 
increased tension over patrimonies.’ It would appear that the Thirty picked up on these concerns in their 
judicial reforms (Chapter 7.2).
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idealised face-to-face society. On the other hand, judicial activity is inescapable both 
for the comic hero and for the litigant because of the realities of judicial practice by the 
end of the fifth century. In my opinion, it is hardly surprising that Aristophanes 

repeatedly focused on judicial activity in a society wrestling with the contradiction 
between an ideology which counselled judicial reticence and a democratic judicial 
system which demanded judicial involvement.

Furthermore, the contradiction and tension between the ideology of judicial 
reticence and the reality of judicial practice were intensified by at least four factors 
specific to the late-fifth century. First, the central role of the jury courts in the 
democracy was a relatively novel development in the late fifth century, a development 
which it would have been difficult to overlook on account of the volume of business 

processed by the courts in the administration of the democracy and of the empire 
(Chapter 4.1). Secondly, the provision of rhetorical education and the recourse to a 
logographer generated popular anxieties that the elite were able to deploy rhetorical 
resources in the jury courts to evade justice (Chapter 5). Thirdly, in response to these 
contradictions and tensions, justifications and criticisms collected around the 
democratic judicial institutions. To some, the democratic jury courts epitomised the 
sovereignty of the demos to administer justice over all, including the elite. Others 
argued that the demos was prey to manipulation by skilful speakers, while the provision 

of jury pay encouraged the infliction of harsh penalties on wealthy defendants (Chapter 
6). Fourthly, in the period from 415 into the fourth century, the judicial system was 
extensively used by parties on both side of the ideological divide to eliminate 
opponents in a series of trials noted for their emotive nature and illegal procedure 
(Chapter 7.1). The degree of concern about judicial activity and the widespread nature 
of the debate on the democratic judicial system is confirmed by the programmes of 
judicial reform launched by both oligarchs and democrats in the last decade of the fifth 

century. These programmes certainly pick up on the above concerns and arguments 

about judicial activity and attempt to address them (Chapter 7.2-3). Although the 
programmes of judicial reform attempted to address these concerns about judicial 
activity, it would appear that these concerns continued in the first two decades of the 
fourth century (Chapter 7.4). It is very probable that the cumulative impact of these four 

factors intensified the contradiction between the ideology of judicial reticence and fifth 
century judicial practice. Even in the fourth century, when some of these factors are no 
longer significant,"^^ judicial activity continues to prey upon the Athenian

By the fourth century one presumes that the Athenians had grown accustomed to the role of the jury 
courts in the administration of the democracy. The rule of the Thirty had invalidated any serious 
programme of oligarchic judicial reform (see p. 164).
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consciousness, probably on account of the fundamental contradiction between the 
ideology of judicial reticence and the realities of judicial practice.

If it is accepted that Athenian popular attitudes were governed by both an 
ideology of judicial reticence and the realities of judicial practice, then I believe this has 
implications for our understanding of the dispute-process in Athens. Given the realities 
of judicial practice described above (for example, p. 169), it would simply be naive to 
claim that an ideology of judicial reticence produced a society characterised by its 
absence of litigation: it clearly didn’t. On the other hand, in both Aristophanes and the 
Attic Orators, repeated reference is made to a social norm which discourages 

involvement in judicial activity. This social norm is drawing upon an accepted 
relational framework, however idealised, the transgression of which provokes strong 
moral censure. Consequently I suggest that the ideology of judicial reticence must at 
least have encouraged disputants to pursue alternative means of dispute-settlement to 
adjudication in a jury court. Unfortunately our evidence for the dispute-process is 
limited almost completely to the latter medium, whereas evidence for alternative means 
of dispute-settlement, such as negotiation or arbitration, is shadowy at best."  ̂Although 

our evidence for these alternative mediums of dispute-settlement is limited, I think it is 
important to give them due emphasis in an account of Athenian dispute-process on the 
basis of the ideology of judicial reticence.

The diagram in Figure 8 is a step towards evolving such an account of the 
Athenian dispute-process. 7̂ in reaching an outcome to a dispute, a disputant may 

employ a variety of strategies. He may decide to pursue several strategies 
simultaneously. Any one of these strategies may either precipitate an outcome to the 

dispute or its perpetuation and thus the utilisation of alternative strategies. It is 

probable, but not essential, that the disputant may begin with the less confrontational 
strategies in Phase 1 and gradually move towards those in Phase 4, as the former are 
less likely to transgress either idealised or actual relational ties. In order to illustrate this 
account of the Athenian dispute-process, I have created an imaginary dispute, the type 
of which must have been immensely common in Classical Athens, but which has 
disappeared from our sources. Let us imagine that Xanthias and Sosias are neighbours 
and fellow-demesmen. Xanthias has been a victim of cattle-rustling and suspects that 
Sosias may be implicated in the crime. Under Athenian Law, Xanthias could summon

See Todd (1993) 124, Hunter (1994) 58 on the under representation of arbitration in our sources.
^̂ 7 This account of the Athenian dispute-process is heavily indebted to the taxonomy of disputes 
advanced by Simon Roberts and Michael Palmer in their LL.M course on Alternative Dispute Resolution 
which they kindly permitted me to participate in. On the taxonomy of disputes, see Gulliver (1979) 74- 
80, Roberts (1979) 69-79, (1983) 11-5, Felstiner et al. (1980-1), Shapiro (1981) 1-17.
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Sosias to appear before the thesmothetai on a dike klopes.^  However, as these men are 
demesmen and neighbours, there exists between them significant political, social, 
economic and religious ties. Reluctant to damage these ties and to be perceived in the 
deme as a man who readily prosecutes his fellow-demesmen, Xanthias may pursue a 

variety of strategies against Sosias. He may choose to put pressure on Sosias through 
the religious and social sphere by letting it be known in the community that he has 
placed a curse on those who have stolen his cattle.^^ This social pressure could be 
increased by Xanthias’ circulating a rumour that Sosias is known to be associated with 
the cattle r u s t l i n g . ^ ®  Alternatively, Xanthias may choose a more confrontational 

approach by summoning his kin and friends and going with them to meet with Sosias. 
In the negotiations which follow, Xanthias may challenge Sosias to take an oath, again 
placing leverage on Sosias through the religious s p h e r e . I t  is possible that the two 

disputants decide to submit the dispute to arbitration and chose a mutual friend who has 
been present at the negotiations and who has already been acting in a mediatory role.^  ̂
On the other hand, the negotiations may deteriorate into a heated exchange of 
accusations and insults, which culminate in Sosias attacking Xanthias. Sosias’ action 
has severely damaged relational tie between the two disputants. Consequently Xanthias 
could now bring a dike klopes or more likely a dike kakegorias, a dike aikeias or even a 
graphe hubreos against Sosias with the full backing and sanction of the community. 
Furthermore, he is now in a strong position to pursue a court-case against Sosias. Firstly 
he can present himself as judicially reticent in a dispute with his demesman through his 
offer of a negotiated settlement; secondly he possesses more than ample negative

Rosivach (1994) 71n. 11 gives 100 drachmae as ‘the highest reliable amount found in our sources for a 
single ox.’ If this is the case, then Xanthias’ loss of his cattle represents a serious economic loss, way 
beyond the 10 drachmae limit which the deme judges adjudicated upon (see Chapter 7.3.iii).

It is very difficult to know where to locate cursing in this taxonomy of disputes. In terms of the face- 
to-face interaction between the disputants, it should be placed in Phase 1, together with gossip. In terms 
of the severity of punishment which it inflicts and the presumed inevitability of divine justice, it should 
be placed in Phase 4, together with self-help. I have placed it in Phase 4, mainly from a desire to escape 
from the assumption that a recourse to divine justice is not ‘real justice’. In Gager (1992), two categories 
of curse tablet are particularly relevant to disputes. The first category are curse tablets commissioned by 
the victim of an injustice. The injustice is described, sometimes in great detail and appeal is made to the 
gods for both justice and revenge. In the case of stolen property, ownership of the object is transferred to 
the deity, so the theft becomes an impious act. The act of cursing appears to have been in some sense a 
public affair {ibid. 175-99). The second category are primarily commissioned by defendants before a trial, 
listing opponents and requesting that their physical and mental abilities will be afflicted {ibid.\\6-5Qi). 
See Jordan (1995) for specifically Athenian examples.

For an example, see the rumours that Callimachus started to circulate to put pressure on the speaker of 
Isoc.lS (Isoc.18.7, 9 and Chapter 4.4.Ü). On rumour, see Ober (1989) 148-51, Hunter (1994) 96-119, 
Lewis (1996) 9-23.

On the challenge to take an oath, see Plescia (1970) 40-7, Mirhady (1991), who comments during his 
discussion of Arist./(W. 1.15.1377a8-bl 1 : ‘it is hard to avoid the conclusion that the oath was meant to 
end litigation, to be an alternative to the contest before the dikasterion ’ (ibid.SO).

On negotiation and mediation in family disputes, see Hunter (1994) 205-6n. 14. On private arbitration, 
see p.84n. 147 and p.72 for private arbitration in Isoc.l8. Although private arbitration was binding, in 
reality on of the parties may decide to reject the arbitrator’s award and pursue the dispute by other means, 
as Callimachus chose to. I have represented this reality by a dotted line in Figure 8.
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material with which to assassinate Sosias’ character; and thirdly he has suitable 
witnesses from among his kin and friends to produce in court in support of his case. 
Although this scenario is fictional, it must have characterised innumerable disputes in 
classical Athens. I think it is likely that many disputants, like Xanthias, pursued a 

variety of dispute-settlement strategies, exploring the less confrontational strategies first 
(Phases 1 and 2), before considering more confrontational strategies such as 
adjudication in a jury court (Phase 3).

Although it may appear an unusual to end a thesis on attitudes to judicial 
activity with a fictional story about cows, perhaps it is less bizarre in a thesis with a 
strongly Aristophanic slant. Although the Aristophanic world may be populated with 

fictional tales of cavorting animal choruses, it has been my contention throughout that 
these plays also open a window onto the popular attitudes of Athenian citizens, albeit a 
distorted one. I hope the validity of this assertion has been demonstrated by the 
abundant evidence from beyond the theatre which supports and elucidates the on-stage 
images of judicial activity. Similarly I take the repeated appearance of judicial activity 
on the comic stage as testimony that these issues concerned and preoccupied Athenian 
citizens in the age of Aristophanes. Although one may have to resort to fictive tales 
about cows, the plays of Aristophanes bring us closer to comprehending the attitudes of 
men such as Xanthias and Sosias to judicial activity.



Appendix 1

Quantitative Analysis of Personal Jokes in Aristophanes

In Chapter 2, I advanced three interpretative keys which I have subsequently 
used in reading the plays of Aristophanes. The first of these was that the frequency with 

which Aristophanes focuses on a topic is a barometer of his audience’s concern about 
that issue. I presented the results from a quantitative analysis of the frequency and 
subject-matter of Aristophanic satire. I suggested that the frequency of legal satire 
indicated that Aristophanes’ audience was interested in and concerned about legal 
matters. The fundamental idea underlying this first interpretative key is that 
Aristophanes’ choice of a particular individual and his decision to highlight one 
association from the assortment of associations that cluster about that individual is 
significant. This hypothesis is discussed in detail below (Section A 1.1). In Section 
A 1.2,1 have described the quantitative methods I used to extract numerical values from 
Aristophanic personal jokes. ̂  It must be stressed that this analysis is neither a detailed 
prosopographical study of satirised individuals nor an examination of personal jokes in 
Aristophanes.^ Therefore the results obtained possess an impressionistic rather than 

definitive nature. The categorisation of some jokes and the identification of individuals 
are open to challenge. But by analysing the overall patterns of satire, I suggest it is 
possible to gain a sharper understanding of the issues which made Aristophanes’ 
audiences laugh and extrapolate from this laughter their interests and concerns.

A 1.1 Some Observations on Personal Jokes in Aristophanes
The relationship between the on-stage satirical portrait and the off-stage 

individual is problematic. Consequently the connection I wish to draw between 
frequency and choice of satirical subject-matter and the concerns of the audience can be 
challenged in several different ways. It is possible that Aristophanes has cited an 
individual in an unexpected context with surprising associations; such a novel 
juxtaposition between on-stage inventiveness and off-stage reality has comic potential.

 ̂ I am indebted to Dr Julian Hoppitt for the introduction to and tuition in quantitative methods. I have 
tried to hmit statistical details to the footnotes and Section A1.2.1 have used some basic statistical terms, 
as defined by Floud (1979) 17-27; the data set: the coherent selection of data that is to be used in a 
particular analysis project (in this study: each play by Aristophanes); the case: the individual pieces of 
information that make up the data set (in this study: each named Athenian citizen in a play by 
Aristophanes); the variable: the pieces of information that together constitute the case (in this study: the 
associations that Aristophanes attaches to contemporary individuals). The statistical methods used are 
simple: absolute totals, percentage totals, mean and frequency. In the relevant footnotes to Chapter 2 ,1 
have explained the statistics I used to transform the absolute totals into percentage totals and frequencies, 
allowing for comparisons to be made across the plays. My calculations are presented in Tables 12-18 of 
the Statistical Appendix.
2 1. C. Storey is apparently compiling the former and S. Halliwell the latter.
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The above statement could be accused of placing too reactive an interpretation on 
comedy, ignoring the possibility that comic writers created associations around 
individuals, rather than commenting on existing ones. It could be argued that this 
approach denies the festive and counterfactual nature of the on-stage world which 
permitted the expression of sentiments within the theatre which would have been 
unthinkable off-stage. In order to understand what could be the significance of 
Aristophanes’ choice and frequency of satirical subject-matter, I carried out an analysis 
of the satirical presentation of Hyperbolus within the Aristophanic world.^ There are 
fourteen references to Hyperbolus in seven of Aristophanes’ plays, stretching from the 
Acharnians of 425 to the Frogs of 405, six years after Hyperbolus’ death.^ On the basis 

of this analysis, I will make four general observations on the relationship between the 
on-stage satirical portrait and the off-stage individual.

My first observation is that Aristophanes frequently satirises contemporary 
individuals who were well known to his audience. As Table 19 in the Statistical 
Appendix shows, 71% of the individuals that have been analysed in the Statistical 
Appendix are known to us from other sources as well as from Aristophanes.^ Therefore 
many of these individuals were well known to Aristophanes’ audience, if only from 

their treatment on the comic stage. Evidence from beyond the theatre demonstrates that 
the Aristophanic image of Hyperbolus utilises details from the life of the off-stage 
individual. Hyperbolus is presented on-stage as politically prominent and involved with 
religious matters,^ a portrait which is confirmed by off-stage evidence.^ Other details of 
this portrayal, for example his proposal to send a fleet to Carthage or his involvement

3 In this analysis, I examined the associations that have become encrusted around Hyperbolus in the 
Aristophanic imagination, paying as much attention to the context of the satire as to the satire itself. 
These images were then compared with alternative portrayals of Hyperbolus, both from other comic 
writers and from the off-stage world. I have not included this analysis in the thesis, primarily due to a 
lack of space. But I have presented the conclusions drawn from this analysis in the four general 
observations which follow.

See individual entries under Hyperbolus in Tables 1-6,8-9 in the Statistical Appendix.
 ̂Haiti well (1993) 329 adds a further important statistic: ‘of the approximately 170 individual butts who 

occur in Aristophanes, around 100 are recorded as having also been ridiculed in other poets; of the 
remaining seventy, more than half are mentioned only once in Aristophanes himself.’
 ̂Hyperbolus is depicted proposing that ICX) triremes sail to Carthage (ArJE'^.1300-15); elected by lot to 

the post of hieromnemon (Nub. 623-6 with Develin (1989) 133 on whether he took up this post or not in 
424/3, Develin thinks he did); and as ruling (kratei) on the Pnyx, the prostates and epitropos of the 
demos, replacing Cleon (Pax 680,683-4, 686, and see pp. 185-7 for further details). Other comic sources 
similarly depict Hyperbolus involved in politics (see Cratinus fr.283 K-A, Eupolis fr.252 K-A, Plato 
Com. fr. 182 K-A, Comica Adespota fr.2 K).
 ̂Beyond the theatre, he is recorded proposing probouleumata (IG i  ̂821.5,10 i  ̂841. 6); was ostracised 

(Thuc 8. 73.3; Hut. Arist. 7.3-4, Nic. 11, A/c. 13, on the date see HCT5.257-64, Rhodes (1994)); and was 
murdered by the Four Hundred on account of his democratic credentials (Thuc 8.73.3). With regard to his 
involvement in religious matters, the epigraphic evidence lends credence to this Aristophanic portrait. 
Hyperbolus was probably the proposer of a probouleuma to reorder the cult of Hephaestus (see IG i  ̂82 
with commentary) corresponding to Aristophanic depiction of his religious involvement with the 
calendar regulations and at Delphi as a hieromnemon.
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with adjusting the calendar, although impossible to categorically confirm from off-stage 
evidence, are comprehensible in the light of Athenian military expectations in the west^ 
and the contemporary problems in the administration of the calendar.^ In the face of 
these discernible elements of off-stage reality in the on-stage portrayal of individuals, it 
is important not to underestimate the sting of satire, even though the comic play was 
enacted into the context of the wider festival event which allowed the temporary 
suspension of the legal sanctions against defamation of character.^® In his fascinating 
book on satire and its links with magic and ritual, R. C. Elliot in his conclusion, 
comments on how primitive views on satire still exist in our thinking today:

...satire, we say, may be cutting, blistering, biting, killing, stinging, stabbing, 
scorching, searing, burning, withering, flaying, annihilating; satires are sharp, 
barbed, poisonous, malignant, deadly, vitriolic, and so on. The list could be 
indefinitely extended, the metaphors all expressing our latent sense of satire’s 
destructive powers. On the conscious level these are metaphors. As Addison 
writes in Spectator No. 23, the wounds satire gives are imaginary: “a lampoon or 
satire do not carry in them robbery or murder”; but yet, he asks, how many would 
not rather lose their lives than be exposed to the injury they do? We inevitably 
think of injury as bodily harm. 1 believe that no matter how conscious we may be 
of the metaphoric quality of our terminology, we retain, unconsciously, some 
sense of the truth to which the metaphors point: the truth of the Ashanti and 
Tlingit experience,...or the truth of the ancient legend. In obscure ways we 
“know” that satire kills.^^

In classical Athens, a society that was even more conscious of the effects of shame and
the loss of public honour than ours, the fear and horror of public ridicule was
correspondingly greater. Halliwell, in his article on attitudes to laughter in Greek
culture, draws attention to the difference between playful and consequential laughter.
He highlights some of the problems generated by this polarity: laughter that starts as

 ̂Ar.Eg.1300-15. Although we have no evidence from beyond comedy on Hyperbolus’ proposal to send 
100 triremes against Carthage, it is a proposal that is in keeping with contemporary Athenian military 
expectations. Athens had been campaigning in Sicily since 427 (Thuc. 3. 86, 88, 90, 99, 103, 115; 4. 1, 
24-25) and in 425 had increased the size of her naval force in the west (Thuc. 3.115; 4. 5, 49.6). 
Thucydides notes that the peace treaty signed in Sicily in 424 certainly ran contrary the bellicose and 
confident mood back in Athens (Thuc.4.65.3 and Thuc.4.58-63 on the Peace at Gela). When Athens next 
looked westwards in 415, either an alliance with or campaign against Carthage was on the agenda 
(Thuc.6.15.2,88.6 with HCT4.241).
 ̂ See Ar.Nub. 623-6. It is very unclear what Hyperbolus’ role was. There were problems with the 

calendar at this time (see Pax 414f, Thuc.4.118.13, 119.1 where 14 Elaphebolion at Athens = 12 
Geraistios at Sparta), hence the Athenians are judging rather than sacrificing, and feasting while the gods 
fast for Memnon {Nub.620-22). But we do not know whether he was opposed to the calendar corrections 
in his role as hieromnemon {HCT 3.715), or whether he had proposed in the assembly that the archons 
either add or suppress days in or out of the calendar (see Pritchett (1963) 330-54, Sommerstein (1982) 
193-4).
10 See p.28.
11 Elliot (1960) 281-2.
1̂  Halhwell (1991a) 280-3. Playful laughter carries with it associations of ‘hghtness of tone; autonomous 
enjoyment; psychological relaxation; and a shared acceptance of the self-sufficient presuppositions or 
conventions of such laughter by all who participate in it’ (Halliwell ibid. 283). Consequential laughter on 
the other hand carries with it associations of ’causing embarrassment or shame, signalling hostility, 
damaging a reputation, contributing to the defeat of an opponent, delivering public chastisement’ 
(Halhwell ibid.).
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playful can degenerate into consequential laughter; or laughter which one party 
considers playful may not be perceived as such by the other p a r t y .  Although Halliwell 
stresses that the festival context of the satirical attacks in comedy ensured the laughter 
was contained within the festival world and was essentially p la y f u l , t h e r e  are 

instances where the laughter may move from playfulness to consequence. I have listed 
some of these instances in Chapter 2, for example Cleon’s prosecution of Aristophanes, 
the influence of the Clouds on popular perceptions of Socrates and the reduction of 
satire in the Aristophanic plays of 411. We must also be aware of arguments from 
silence. It is difficult to assess the impact of comedy on the off-stage world simply from 
lack of evidence, the comic world is sometimes our only source of detailed information 
for many of the individuals that it satir ises .In the case of Hyperbolus, some of the 
comic sneers at Hyperbolus’ origins and occupations^ resurface in sources beyond the 

theatre.!8 Satirical attacks in comedy are launched against contemporary individuals 

whom the audience are familiar with, utilising details from their off-stage lives. The 
impact of these attacks are difficult to gauge, much of the time they must have been 
minimal; due to comedy’s recognised festive licence. On occasion, it would appear that 
the satirical shaft transfixed its target not just on the comic stage, but in the world 
outside.

My second observation is that satirical attacks on individuals took place within 
the context of the dramatic festival. The comic poets were permitted to speak about 
individuals in way that would have been totally unacceptable in the off-stage world. For 
example, Aristophanes slandered Hyperbolus when he has dead and while he was 
serving as a general (if it is accepted that he served as general in 425/4), accusations 
that were prohibited under the Athenian laws of slander.!^ It appears that satirical

53 Halliwell (1991a) 284-9.
54 Halliwell (1991a) 290-2,294-6. See also Halliwell (1984b) 8-9, (1991b) 66-70, (1993) 337-8. 
S5pp.24-7.
Ŝ  See Table 19 in the Statistical Appendix and Halliwell’s statement on p. 182n.5.
Ŝ  On Hyperbolus’ barbarian origins in comedy, see Eupolis’ Maricas: Eupolis caricatured Hyperbolus 
as Maricas ( Q u i n t . / M f 1.10.18, the name implying Persian origins (see Cassio (1985) and Morgan
(1986)); Hermippus fr.lO K-A: the peculiar pronunciation by Hyperbolus’ mother may be a dig at her 
foreign or low-born origins; Plato Com.fr. 182 K-A: xenos\ fr.l83 K-A: barbarian pronunciation; fr.l85 
K-A: Lydian; Polyzelus fr.5 K-A: Phrygian; ZAr. Pax 692: Syrian.
On Hyperbolus’ low bom status in comedy, see: as a slave in Eupolis’ Maricas (fr. 192.145-50 K-A); 
Hermippus portrayed his mother as a bread-seller in the Artopolides (see K-A.5.565 and fr.9 K-A, 
possibly referring to his mother); on the stams of bread-sellers, see Dover (1974) 40-1, Heath (1990) 153. 
On Hyperbolus’ lack of education in comedy, see Eupolis fr.208 K-A; Ax.Nub. 874-6.
On Hyperbolus’ occupation in comedy, see Ai.Eq. 1314-5, Nub. 1065, Fax 690; Comica Adespota 2 K; 
Cratinus fr.209 K-A; EupoUs fr.l97 K-A, 2(X) K-A (with Edmonds (1957) 383 n. c).
Ŝ  Andocides attacks Hyperbolus on account of his parentage, ethnic origin and occupation (fr.3.5 
(Dalmeyda)). Thucydides is dismissive of Hyperbolus’ moral worth (8.73.3).
Ŝ  Dead: Ar./?an.570; general: 2Ac/i. 846, ZPox 1319, probably based upon Eq. 1313. Develin (1989) 
accepts Hyperbolus was probably strategos in 425/4. For a summary of the laws of slander and their 
relation to comedy, see Halhwell (1991b) 49-54.
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attacks in comedy not only went beyond not only the bounds of law but also the bounds 

of reality. The counterfactual nature of the on-stage world allowed the comic poets to 
create and attach associations to individuals that can be proven to be blatantly false. 
Again the comic poets’ treatment of Hyperbolus is a case in point: Eupolis, Hermippus, 
Plato Comicus and Polyzelus attacked him for being of barbarian origin.^o These 

allegations of barbarian origin can be definitely disproved, at least on his father’s side, 
by three ostraca, used at Hyperbolus’ ostracism, which record that his father was 
Antiphanes, a good Attic name, from the deme of Perithoidai.^i It must be stressed that 
the satirical shaft at times transfixed targets of its author’s own creation and 

imagination, rather than those of off-stage reality.

My third observation is that this blend of the real and the imaginary, the fictive 
and factual, produced a form of satirical attack that leant towards caricature rather than 
portraiture.^  ̂Details from the off-stage world have been combined with elements from 
the poet’s imagination and manipulated to present a caricature, whose function and 
form is often dependent on the surrounding dramatic context. This process can be 
observed in the Aristophanic portrayal of Hyperbolus as prostates tou demou in 421, a 
depiction which is not without its problems.^ He was probably a bouleutes in 421,^4 

but to describe him as the foremost in the democracy contradicts Thucydides, who 
noted that Nicias was held in honour at this time, coming to the fore after the death of 
Cleon.25 Aristophanes’ attestation of Hyperbolus as prostates tou demou in the Peace 
becomes more intelligible by examining this portrayal within its immediate and wider 
dramatic contexts. In the immediate context, the goddess Peace deliberates whether she 
will return to Athens or not. Using Hermes as her mouthpiece, she enquires ‘who was 
most hostile to her here, and who was her friend and was eager for there not to be any 
battles.’26 The answer to the second question will obviously be Cleonymus, presenting 

Aristophanes with plenty of humour at the expense of his favourite non-militaristic 
target.27 She then wants to know who now rules the Pnyx, given that Cleon, its ruler

20 See p.l84n.l7.
21 See Lang (1990) 64 for the ostrica and PA 1205-50, 1217a, 1218a, 1219 for use of Antiphanes at 
Athens. SecAPF  517 on Hyperbolus’ origins and Connor (1971) 158-63, MacDowell (1993) on Old 
Comedy and the origins of poUticians generally.
22 See Halliwell (1984b) 10-13.
22 For references, see p.34n.65.
24/Gi^ 821.5 with commentary, Develin (1989) 141.
26 Thuc.5.16.1. It is unclear whether the mss. should be amended to read Nicias was ‘striving for 
leadership’ or that he was ‘promoting the cause of peace’ (see HCT 3.661-3). But it is clearly stated that 
Nicias ‘was held in honour (f|E louio).’ Sommerstein (1985) 164 suggests that Aristophanes, being 
favourably disposed towards Nicias, substituted Hyperbolus as a more agreeable satirical target.
2 6  ‘o c t t l ç  k o k o v o u ç  a u i ü  l i a ^ i a i '  rji/ è i /O aS e .  x w a i i ç  cp(îVoç K o a n e u S e v  eTi/a i  u n  u a x a ç ’ ( P e a  6 7 1 - 2  
tr. Sommerstein).
2  ̂Fax 673-8. For Aristophanes’ treatment of Cleonymus, see Storey (1989) 247-261.
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par excellence, is dead.Trygaeus replies that it is Hyperbolus, much to the annoyance 
of Peace. But Trygaeus justifies the Athenian position in two ways. First, he stresses 
that Hyperbolus’ position is temporary and, secondly, the Athenians will be better 
judges of policy, as Hyperbolus’ lamps have scattered the darkness that surrounded 
previous deliberations.^^ Peace then goes on to enquire after Sophocles, generating a 
virtually unintelligible set of jokes about his avariciousness; and after Cratinus, giving 
rise to the comic rendition of his demise, the humour focusing on his b i b u l o u s n e s s . ^ ^  

other words. Hyperbolus is cited as much for his political prominence as for the jokes 
that can be generated from his supposed occupation as a maker of lamps; just as 
Cleonymus is cited for his legendary cowardice, Sophocles for his avariciousness and 
Cratinus for his bibulousness. In the wider context of the entire play, it may be that 
Hyperbolus is portrayed as prostates tou demou because he epitomises Athenian 
political behaviour during the time of war. When his name is mentioned. Peace turns 
away in annoyance; he must be one of her enemies that Hermes has been ordered to 
locate.Hyperbolus is mentioned in passing on two other occasions in the play, and on 
both occasions it is made clear that the people are only able to return to the country to 
enjoy the time of peace and escape the hardships of war because Hyperbolus has been 
stopped or driven out.^2 Hyperbolus’ temporary position as prostates tou demou and his 
subsequent expulsion becomes a symbol that the war is over and the reign of peace has 
begun. Therefore Hyperbolus’ elevation to a position of political supremacy may be 
based less on historical reality and more on comic logic. According to this logic. 
Hyperbolus, the obvious litigious and disruptive successor to Cleon, becomes a symbol 
of political life during the time of war and hence prostates tou demou,^^ only to be 
banished to herald in the time of peace, an era of non-litigiousness and universal

Trygaeus and Hermes have just made much of Cleon’s demise in their discussion of Athens’ problems 
in the time of war which immediately precedes this scene with the goddess Peace {Pax 632-56).

For the temporary nature of Hyperbolus’ supremacy, see Pax 685-7 especially re coç in 687, in spite of 
the future tenses used to describe his effect on the city in 688-62 (see Sommerstein (1985) 164-5). For the 
jokes hung on Hyperbolus as a lamp-maker, see Pax 690-2.

Sophocles; Pax 695-9. It seems virtually impossible to recover the significance of the jokes here, see 
the attempts by Plautner (1964) 127, Halhwell (1982) 153, Sommerstein (1985) 165. The comparison to 
Simonides (who was reputed to be avaricious) and that it is ‘for profit’s sake he’d go to sea upon a mat 
(k€p8o\jç eKQiL KOI/ èm piüoç nXeoi tr.Sommerstein)’ suggest that the joke has some pecuniary 
allusions. Cratinus: Pax 700-3. Heath (1990) 151 thinks this joke is not to be taken as evidence that 
Cratinus was dead, but an attempt by Aristophanes to discredit his still active elder rival by depicting him 
as a burnt out drunk (see Eq. 531-4 for a further example).
31 Fox 683,671.
32 Pax 909-22: Trygaeus is hailed as a c o T f |  p , a little lower than the gods, having rescued 6  8 n  p o t t i  ç  k q I  o  

YEwpYLKOç ÀEWÇ from8en/6i novoi and having put a stop to Hyperbolus. Pax 1310-28: Trygaeus and 
Fullfruit are about to return to the countryside, after dancing, pouring libations and driving out
(ÈEeÀaaai/Taç) Hyperbolus.
33 For internal pohtics in the time of war, see Hermes’ description of the city under Cleon’s influence at 
Pax 632-56, where the misuse of the jury courts by the politicians is a central focus. Hyperbolus in 
comedy is frequently satirised for his involvement injudicial activity (see p.34n.65 for references).
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h a r m o n y . 3 4  Aristophanes’ choice of Hyperbolus as prostates tou demou, while partly 
commenting on Hyperbolas’ political prominence in the off-stage world, may also be 
based on the immediate opportunities for jokes centred on his supposed occupation 
(like the jokes on Cleonymus, Sophocles and Cratinus) and on the wider comic logic 
that the plot of the Peace is built around.

My fourth observation is that the mould into which off-stage fact and on-stage 
fiction are poured and from which the composite caricature emerges is the set of social 
and cultural presuppositions shared by the audience and author. The choice of 
associations that surround an individual on the comic stage, the fact that this target, 
rather than any other, is considered worthy of transfixion by the satirist’s shaft, is a 
commentary on the values operating in that society. Again R. C. Elliot, in his 
perspicuous summary of satire as a genre, highlighted the link between satire and 
utopian fiction, with the following comment on Thomas More’s Utopia:

More drew heavily on the satire of Horace, Juvenal and Lucian in composing his 
great work. For example, like a poem by Horace, Utopia is framed by a dialogue 
between “Thomas More” (the historical man a character in his own fiction) and a 
seafaring philosopher named Raphael Hythloday. The two talk through a long 
and memorable day in a garden in Antwerp. “More’s” function is to draw 
Hythloday out to oppose him on certain issues, notably his defence of 
communism he found in the land of Utopia. “More” is the adversary. Hythloday’s 
role is to expound on the institutions of Utopia but also to expose the corruption 
of contemporary society. Thus he Junctions as a satirist.^^

Within the Aristophanic world, the satirising of an individual’s ethnic origins and
citizen status mirrors the democratic ideal of citizenship, granted only to those
descended from citizen parents.36 Even if the attribution of Hyperbolus as prostates tou
demou is totally fictitious, the satirical caricature of the popular politician courting the
demos juxtaposed against the utopian ideal of a city at peace purged of such parasites is
a commentary on contemporary political trends.37 The utopian vision and its antithesis,
the satirical caricature, have their roots in and are the expression of mentalities that
abound in the society surrounding the play.

In the four observations on satire in Old Comedy above, I have endeavoured to 

establish the relationship between on-stage satirical portrait and the off-stage individual. 
In the case of Hyperbolus, Aristophanes’ satirical portrait is neither an accurate

Non-litigiousness: see Pax 346-53 where the chorus shed their role as aged, embittered jurors and 
become youthful and gentle again under the influence of peace. Harmony: see Pax 538-40, 934-6, 987ff, 
1080-2.

Elliot (1974) 268 (itahcs mine).
See Dover (1974) 32-33 on the slander of individuals on the basis of their ethnic origins in sources 

other than comedy. For the importance of citizenship, see Pericles’ citizenship law {Ath.Pol. 26.4, with 
Rhodes (1981) 331-5, Patterson (1981)) and on citizenship and descent, see Davies (1977/8).

See the use of the term in Ai.Eq. 1128, Ran. 569, Eccl. 176; Eur. Orestes 911, Supp. 243; Thuc.3.75.2, 
3.82.1,4.66.3,6.35.2,8.89.4, discussed by Connor (1971) 110-15.
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reflection of the historical Hyperbolus or a totally fictitious invention, but a blending of 

the two to create a comic caricature. But the poet’s choice to create and transfix this 
caricature with his satirical shaft, and the audience’s decision join with the poet and 
push the shaft further in as they laugh, unveil insights into fifth-century preoccupations 
and concerns. On the basis of these four observations, I suggest that the frequency and 

subject-matter of Aristophanic satire can be used as a barometer of his audience’s 
concerns.

A 1.2 Counting Personal Jokes in Aristophanes
Whenever quantitative methods are applied to historical research, it is helpful to 

state the presuppositions that are at work in the collection and manipulation of the raw 
data into a data set and the data set’s subsequent analysis.^^ The theoretical raw data in 
question here is the entire corpus of plays of the genre ‘Old Comedy,’ produced at the 
Lenaia and Great Dionysia in Athens. Traditionally the period is dated from 488/7 or 
487/6 for the Great Dionysia, from just before 440 for the Lenaea until the end of the 
fifth century, or until 388, to take in Aristophanes’ last two extant p l a y s . T h e  
theoretical raw data has been manipulated, both by the transmission of texts from 
antiquity and by a deliberate selection of cases and variables, in order to create a series 
of data sets which were analysed and the results presented in Chapter 2.

A1.2.i The Selection of Cases
This theoretical raw data, the output of Old Comedy, consisted probably of 

some six to seven hundred comedies by more than fifty playwrights."^® The ravages 
wrought by the transmission process, both in antiquity and in subsequent periods, have 
left us with eleven extant comedies by Aristophanes and some four thousand words, 
phrases, lines or passages cited by other ancient writers and the fragmentary remains of 
ancient copies. These comic fragments do contain examples of personal satire. But the 
comic fragments are notoriously difficult to interpret; the text is often corrupt and 

without the surrounding context, it is sometimes difficult to reconstruct the humour and 

focus of the satire."̂ ! The fragments are hard to date, militating against their use in any 
analysis that is looking for patterns over time. Above all, the sample of individuals and 
their associations preserved in the comic fragments is un-representative of the genre as 
a whole. From the Hellenistic period onwards, scholars have been interested in the 
satirical attacks on individuals in Old Comedy. Many of the comic fragments were 
preserved as a result of this interest, as ancient scholars compiled lists of satirised

See p.l83n.l for definitions of these statistical terms.
39 See Dover (1972) 210.
40 Dover (1972) 210.
41 See Heath (1990) on the problems of using comic fragments.
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individuals.'^^ Consequently the sample is skewed towards selecting individuals who 
were prominent and reoccur frequently in Old Comedy and other sources. On these 
grounds, I have rejected the comic fragments from the data set. The transmission 
process has manipulated the theoretical raw data further, by preserving a sample of 
eleven plays by Aristophanes from a potential total of about forty p l a y s . T h e  
preservation process appears to have been random. The first preserved, the Acharnians 
of 425, was produced two years after Aristophanes began his career, and the last 
preserved, the Plutus of 388, was followed by only another two plays.^ The surviving 

plays were produced at scattered intervals between 425 and 388, with nearly half dating 
from the second half of the 420s. So it appears that the transmission process has 
sampled the plays of Aristophanes on a random basis. From a statistical perspective, 
independent random sampling is an appropriate method of selecting data.'̂  ̂ In the 
analysis below, I have treated each play as a separate data set but have applied the same 
criteria in the selection of cases and variables for each play, allowing comparisons to be 
made across the plays.

As a result of the transmission processes, the individuals and their associations 
in the eleven surviving plays of Aristophanes have been selected from the theoretical 
raw data to form eleven data sets. But even some of this data will be irrelevant or 
inappropriate to the questions under consideration. As has been outlined in Section 
A. 1.1, the playwright’s choice and treatment of satirical subject are significant. On the 
basis of this methodological model, there is little point in analysing the associations that 
collect around individuals from mythology, of non-Athenian extraction, from previous 
generations or of on-stage characters in the eleven plays of Aristophanes. Therefore 
each named Athenian citizen in a play of Aristophanes represents a case in the data set 
for that play. Given I am attempting to count not just the variety of associations, but the 
quantity of those associations, the inclusion of on-stage characters, whether fictive or 
purporting to be contemporary historical figures, would seriously distort the figures. To 

summarise, the following categories of named individual have been excluded from the 
data sets:

• individuals referred to in the text that also appear on the stage of the same play, 
thus systematically excluding on-stage fictitious characters and off-stage 
individuals who appear on stage, whose inclusion will seriously distort the results:

See Halliwell (1984) on the tradition of oi/ouaail KooiiQ)6eTi/.
'̂ 3 See Dover (1972) 1-14.

The Banqueters (427) and the Babylonians (426) predated the Acharnians, and the Plutus was 
followed by \h& Aeolosicon and the Cocalus, both produced at unspecified dates after 388 (Dover (1972) 
13-14).
45 Floud (1979) 169-86.
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e.g. Cleisthenes, Theorus (AcA.118ff, 134ff); or Cleisthenes, mentioned at Thesm. 
235, and appearing on stage {Thesm. 574ff).
• individuals who do not appear on-stage who are known to be fictitious and a 
product of Aristophanes’ imagination: e.g. Thratta, a common name for a slave girl 
in Aristophanes {Ach. 273); Sostrate, the stock name for a married citizen woman 

in comedy {Vesp. 1397, Thesm. 375, Eccl. 375).
• individuals from mythology: e.g. the list of mythological characters from 
Euripides’ plays that Dicaeopolis runs through {Ach. 418ff); Memnon, the 
mythological king of the Ethiopians {Nub. 623).
• non-Athenians: e.g. Sitalces, king of Odrysae in Thrace (AcA. 134); Lais, the 

Corinthian hetaira {Pint. 179).
• individuals who died on or before 466/5. This date has been chosen because it 
represents the time when the older members of the audience (sixty plus) of the 

Acharnians would have come of age and so began to come into contact with 
prominent individuals on a regular basis. This date also corresponds to the start of 
Generation E in APF:^ e.g. Phayllus, a runner from the Persian War period {Ach. 
214); Hippias, the last of the Peisistratid tyrants {Vesp. 503); and the tragic poet 
Phrynichus who lived in the early fifth century {Vesp. 220,269, 1490).

This set of criteria for inclusion or exclusion of cases presumes that it is possible to 
distinguish between a named individual who exists only in the on-stage world and a 
named individual who exists in the off-stage world. As Table 19 in the Statistical 
Appendix shows, on average, 29% of the individuals in a data set are only known to us 
from Aristophanes. Of the 71% who are known from sources other than Aristophanes, 
it is often very hard to securely identify this individual with an individual of the same 
name in other sources. Inevitably, there are times when it is unclear whether a named 
individual in Aristophanes should be included as a case in the data set or not. I have 

tried to indicate where the inclusion of a case is questionable, and if a case is very 
questionable, it has been excluded.'*^ This study has never pretended to be a detailed 
prosopographical analysis of individuals in Aristophanes. Consequently many of the 

identifications in the tables below follow those offered in the commentaries.^

APF xxvii. I chose this cut off point of 466/5 before I made the decision to describe the ‘age of 
Aristophanes’ as starting in approximately 445 (see p.9), so there is an obvious discrepancy.

For instance in the Ecclesiazusae, the inclusion of Geron at Eccl. 846 is questionable. The name is 
attested in the fourth century (see Ussher (1973) 192), but also fits the character of the individual in the 
play, that of a rejuvenated old man. I have included Geron as a case, with a footnote expressing my 
reservations. Glyce at Eccl. 43, appears not to be included among the other members of the chorus whose 
names are mentioned as they enter {Eccl. 41-53) and so is not excluded on the grounds of being an on
stage character. But her name is a typical for a woman {PA 3038-41,3038a, b) and Aristophanes has used 
the name before {Ran. 1344, 1362). See Rogers (1917) 10-11 and Ussher (1973) 79 for different 
opinions. Consequently Glyce has been rejected as a case from the data set.

I have relied particularly on the massive prosopographical research of Kirchner in PA and Davies in 
APF. I have consulted a range of commentaries, cited in the notes to each of the tables in the Statistical 
Appendix. I have found the series of commentaries by Sommerstein (1980 onwards) particularly helpful.
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A1.2.Ü The Selection of Variables
As soon as I started to categorise and count the variables that cluster around 

each case in the data sets, it rapidly became obvious that the number of variables was 
huge. For instance, in the Acharnians, Aristophanes pins a plethora of associations on 
the individuals he has chosen to satirise: all those listed in Table 1 in the Statistical 
Appendix plus scatological, culinary, medical, criminal and boasting associations."^  ̂As 
the primary aim of this quantitative analysis is to examine attitudes to the legal activity, 
rather than produce an analysis of the satire of individuals in Aristophanes, I felt there 
was no need to categorise and count every incident of every variable. It is legitimate to 

exclude variables on a number of occasions, including when the variable is considered 
irrelevant to the questions that are being asked of the material or when the variable does 
not add any extra information that already has been gained from other v a r i a b l e s . ^ o  

Therefore I chose six other variables, in addition to the legal variable, which were well 
represented in the plays. As can be seen from the tables, most of the cases in the data 
sets have a value in one or more variables. Cases that do not have a value in any of the 
variables have not been excluded from the data sets. This selection of variables has 
provided enough data on each case for a analysis to be carried out between the different 
variables over time, while preventing the analysis from becoming swamped by the 
plethora of variables that exist in the plays.

a) The description of variables (excluding APF and Source).
The parameters of each variable are quite broad, in an attempt to accommodate the 
tangential and nebulous nature of Aristophanic satire. They can be summarised as 
follows:
Political: Any reference to an individual’s political activity, speaking in the assembly, 
membership of the boule, holding political office, political wheeling and dealing.
Law. Legal variables have been broken down into three sub-sections:

Legislation: The proposal or attempted proposal of legislation in the assembly or 

boule. It is often difficult to know if Aristophanes actually envisaged an 
individual proposing the legislation. For instance, see Hyperbolus’ suggestion 
that 100 triremes sail to Carthage^  ̂ or Demostratus speaking in the assembly on
the Sicilian E x p e d i t i o n . ^ 2

Litigation-prosecution: Any activity as a plaintiff in the jury courts.

Scatological: Ach. 1170ff; culinary: Ach. 1156-61, 887; medical: Ach. 1032, 1222; criminal: Ach.
1167; boasting: Ach. 605.
^  See Houd (1979) 165-9.

Eq. 1300-15.
52 Lysist. 386-98. The historical interpretation of this passage is riddled with problems. It appears that 
Demostratus did propose a decree at the assembly that is described in the Lysistrata. See Henderson
(1987) 119-20, Sommerstein (1990) 173.
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Litigation-defence: Any activity as a defendant in the jury courts.
Military: Any reference to military or naval activity.
Physical: Any reference to physical appearance or attributes, including dress, 
mannerisms^ or the effects of old age.^^
Artistic: Any reference to artistic activity, including comedy, tragedy, dancing, music 
the visual arts. If an Aristophanes comments on an individual’ s treatment in the arts, I 
have also recorded a value in this variable.^
Sexual: Any reference to sexual activity.
Wealth/Poverty: Any reference to either an individual’s wealth or poverty.

b) Assigning Values to the Cases for each Variable (excluding APF and Source).
The system of analysis adopted attempts not only to list the variety of associations, but 
to count the number of associations in each play. Information unrelated to an individual 
must separate one set of associations from the next. The associations (variables) that are 
coupled with Hyperbolus (the case) in the Clouds (the data set) will serve as an 

example. The political and legislation variables each have a value of one, from 
Hyperbolus’ appointment as heiromnemon and his possible involvement in legislation 
altering the calendar (Nub.623-6). The litigation-prosecution variable has a value of two 
from Hyperbolus’ learning of forensic oratory (Nub. 874-6) and his ability to make 
many talents from wickedness {Nub. 1065-6). The artistic variable has a value of one 
from the discussion of his treatment by the comic poets {Nub. 551-9). The 
wealth/poverty variable has a value of two from the observation that Hyperbolus had to 
pay over the odds for his oratorical training {Nub. 874-6) and that he had made many 
talents from his wickedness {Nub. 1065-5). Even with the quite broad parameters that 
have been adopted for the variables, it is sometimes difficult to fit the associations that 
surround an individual into this system of variables. The focus and punch of 

Aristophanes’ satirical Jokes are notoriously difficult to interpret. Again I am heavily 

dependent on the commentaries and have tried to indicate where there are discrepancies 
and problems of interpretation in the footnotes to the tables in the Statistical Appendix.

c) The Variables of APF and Source.
The source variable simply records whether we know of an individual in sources other 
than Aristophanes or not. The APF variable records whether an individual is entered in 
John Davies’ register of the liturgical class.̂ "̂  Occasionally an individual is depicted as

At Av. 1569, the dress sense of the Tribalhan is likened to Laespodias’.
^  Alcibiades is satirised for his lisp at Vesp. 44.
55 E.g. 534.
5  ̂E.g. at Nub. 549-62, where Aristophanes comments on his own treatment of Cleon in comparison to 
the treatment of Hyperbolus and his mother by other comic poets.
57 See APF. It transpired that the total number of individuals who were satirised for involvement in legal 
activity and who were also Usted in APF was lower than those who were not {6% versus 9%, see Table
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having great wealth and performing liturgies in the comic world, even though there is 
no direct attestation to his being in the liturgical class in the off-stage world. In these 

cases, I have indicated that these individuals are entered in the register, but in 
parenthesis, with a footnote explaining my reasoning.^^

13 in the Statistical Appendix). As it would appear that the butts of legal satire were not predominantly 
drawn from among the hturgical class, I have not discussed these results in the Chapters of the thesis.
^  For example, see Leogoras at Nub. 108-9, Vesp. 1268; or Antimachus at Ach. 1150ff.



Appendix 2

‘The Codification of the Laws’ in Late Fifth-Century Athens

In both 411 and 404, the oligarchic regimes appealed to the Athenian 
constitutional and legislative past as a means of legitimating their seizure of power. In 
411, at the meeting of the assembly which appointed the thirty syngrapheis to draft 
proposals for the future safety of the city, it was also proposed that the syngrapheis 
‘should also search out the traditional laws which Cleisthenes had enacted when he 

established the democracy.’  ̂ In response, the democrats on Samos declared that the 
oligarchs ‘had erred in overthrowing the traditional laws, while they (the democrats) 
were saving them’.̂  Again in 404/3, it would appear that the different political groups 
competing for power in the aftermath of the Athenian defeat legitimated their position 
by laying claim to Athens’ constitutional heritage.^ The sophist Thrasymachus makes 
the following observation about the contemporary politicians and others: ‘firstly, the 
ancestral constitution causes trouble for them although it is easy to understand and is 
held in common by all citizens’.̂  At the end of the fifth century, the oligarchic regimes 

challenged the democracy’s ownership of the Athenian constitutional and legislative 
past as a means to legitimate their own seizure of power.

1 would like to suggest that the restored democracy countered this oligarchic 
claim to Athens’ constitutional heritage by appointing the anagrapheis ton nomon. The

 ̂ ‘npoaai^a^TiTTiaai 6è t o i j ç  a i p e O e v i a ç  eypau^ev l oi j g rra i pi ouç  v 6 | j l o \ j ç , o ü ç  KTveiPûEvrig eOnKev 

OTE KoOioTTi TT|i/ SïmoKpaiiav’ {Atk.Pol.293). Ath.Pol. adds the explanatory comment that Cleitophon 
was able to make this proposal because the Cleisthenic constitution was not considered democratic but 
close to that of Solon. See HCT 5.214-6, Rhodes (1981) 375-77, Ostwald (1986) 367-72, Finley (1990) 
34-59, especially 35-40.
^ ‘ à w à  KqI  EV TOijTOLÇ TO\jç uÈ v  TlliapTTlKEl/aL TOÙç na ip iOXJÇ VOUOUÇ KQTaÀUPai/TQÇ, a v x o l  6È ocp -

( E l i / '  (Thuc.8.76.6).
 ̂The sources are highly problematic as to the exact role of the patries politeiaJpatrioi nomoi and as to 

the groups which lay claim to it/them. Firstly, it is unclear whether a clause about protecting the patrios 
politeia  was inserted into the treaty negotiated with Sparta or not (no reference: Xen.Hell.2.2.20, 
D.S.13.107.5, And.3.11-12, Plut.Ly5.14.8; inserted; Ath.Pol.34.3, D.S.14.3.2,6, Just.5.8.5). Secondly, it 
is unclear whether one particular group or all groups laid claim to the patrios politeia. Ath.Pol. has a 
tripartite division of the Athenian body politic, with the moderate oligarchs, led by Theramenes, 
particularly championing the patrios politeia (34.3). Diodorus has a two fold division between oligarchs 
and democrats, with the latter championing da&patrios politeia (14.3.3). Xenophon, in a passage widely 
regarded to be an interpolation, states that the Thirty were appointed to draw up the patrioi nomoi 
{Hell.2.3.2) and Ath.Pol. adds that at first the Thirty pretended to pursue the patrios politeia (35.2). The 
Thirty appear to have been appointed with a legislative remit in mind, which they subsequently failed to 
fulfil {scQ Ath.Pol.35.\, Xen.//e//.2.3.11, D.S. 14.4.1-2). See Rhodes (1981) 427-437 and Ostwald (1986) 
458,460-80 for detailed discussions of these issues.

 ̂ Regarding o\ aWo\. kqI o i  p r i T o p E ç ,  Thrasymachus states: ‘ r r p c o T o y  uei/ p n a i p i o ç  n o A i i E f a  

T Q p a x n v  a ù x o î ç  n a p E x e i  p a i a x T i  Y i / w a O n i / a i  k q I  K o i i / o x a x r i  x o î ç  n o K i x a i ç  o u a a  n a a i i / ’ (DK 85 B1 
with Finley (1990) 36-7).
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work undertaken by the anagrapheis, let alone the rationale behind it, is a subject of 
extensive and voluminous scholarly debate and disagreement. This controversy can be 
attributed to the sources, consisting of two jury court speeches, a couple of inscribed 
s tel ai and thirteen epigraphic fragments from a series of opisthographic walls. This is 
not promising material from which to reconstruct the details of a major constitutional 
and legislative reform. I will begin by firstly presenting a possible summary of the 

anagrapheis* work, and secondly suggest a rationale for their appointment.^

In the last decade of the fifth century, the Athenian democracy, on two 
occasions, elected an unspecified number of citizens to a board of magistrates, entitled 
the anagrapheis ton nomon.^ The anagrapheis were probably first appointed in 410 
after the restoration of the full democracy until the rise of the Thirty halted their work 
in 404. After the restoration of the democracy in 403/2, the anagrapheis were re
appointed and laid down their responsibilities in 399.^ It appears that the board of 
anagrapheis was granted a broad remit to locate a wide variety of laws from different 
periods, copy or collate the texts onto stelai or walls, which were then set up at the Stoa 
Basileios.8 With regard to the rationale for the appointment of the anagrapheis and the

 ̂ The two jury court speeches are Andoc.l and Lys.30. See n.8 below for the relevant epigraphic 
material. The conclusions I have reached below summarise a detailed study that I carried out on the 
‘codification’ in 1993/94. This study took each of the jury court speeches and set them in their judicial 
contexts and examined the epigraphic material in its physical and functional contexts, before attempting 
to draw conclusions about the ‘codification’. Given the nature of the evidence, many of the following 
statements must be taken as probabilities. The bibhography on this subject is extensive, I have referred to 
the relevant studies at the appropriate points below. Given that I question the idea of a codification of 
Athenian nomoi at the end of the late century, I have placed any term which suggests this conclusion to 
the anagrapheis' work in inverted commas throughout.
 ̂Tittle: IG i  ̂ 10411.5-6 {anagrapheis ton nomon)\ Lys.30.2,25 {anagrapheus)\ Lys.30. .2,4, 19,20,21, 

29; {anagrapheiri)\ Lys.30.17 (anagraphes). Magistracy: Lys.30.4-5 with Todd (1996) 104. Board: 
Lys.30.25, 28, 30 (Nicomachus is described as not acting alone and reference is made to his colleague 
Teisamenus) and IG i  ̂ 10411.5-6 {anagrapheis ton nomon are in the plural, see Rhodes (1991) 88, Todd 
(1996) 106).
 ̂ There are slight disagreements between scholars over the exact start and finish of Nicomachus’ 

magistracy. The anagrapheis must have been appointed by 409/8 when they republished Dracon’s law on 
homicide {IG i^ 1041.2). Given the anagrapheis were appointed by the democracy, it is likely their 
appointment came to an end with the rise of the Thirty. Nicomachus himself was absent from Athens 
during the Thirty (Lys.30.15-6), and so could have been re-appointed by the restored democracy in 403. 
Therefore Lysias’ six and four years (Lys.30.2-6) do not seem too unlikely, giving Nicomachus’ first 
term from 410/9 to 405/4 and his second term from 403 to 400/399. See Dow (1960) 271-7, Rhodes 
(1991) 88 n.7, Todd (1996) 102-3.
 ̂Lysias states that Nicomachus was appointed to write up {anagraphein) the nomoi of Solon (Lys.30.2), 

a phrase which by the late fifth century could be applied to laws other than those of the sixth-century 
lawgiver (see Rhodes (1991) 90) and that Nicomachus worked on secular and sacred law, including 
sacrificial regulations (Lys.30.12-20, 25). The epigraphic remains considered to be the work of the 
anagrapheis can be divided on the basis of their epigraphic medium:

Free standing stelai: the text of Dracon’s law on homicide {IG i^ 104 and Stroud (1968)) and a 
compilation of laws governing the activities of the boule {IG P 105. See Wade-Gery (1930), (1932-3) 
and Rhodes (1972) 183, 195-9). The prescript of Dracon’s law on homicide clearly states that the 
réinscription was to be carried out by the anagrapheis and that the stele is to be set up in front of the 
Stoa Basileios (11.1-9).
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function of the inscribed texts they produced, it is usually presumed that they were 
appointed to produce a centralised collection of authoritative legislative texts, on the 
basis of Andocides’ account.^ The two central planks in Andocides’ thesis are that 
firstly, the decree of Teisamenus authorised a scrutiny and ratification of all the laws 
and the writing up (anagraphein) of the ratified laws in the Stoa;i° and that secondly, a 
further law on the use of agraphos nomos banned the use of any law that had not been 
written up (anagraphein) in the Stoa.^  ̂There is a sharp divergence between the text of 
the laws Andocides cites and his commentary surrounding the text.^  ̂Although it is not

A series of opisthographic walls erected within a building: a trierarchic law, regulations concerning 
taxation and a collection of sacrificial calendars. See Figure 9 and OUver (1935), Dow (1959), (1960), 
(1961). Dow’s studies are fundamental in reconstructing both the physical structure of the inscribed 
walls and the content and presentation of the sacrificial calendar inscribed upon them. These epigraphic 
fragments are usually taken to be the work of the anagrapheis on the basis of the correlation between 
the two scripts used in the inscriptions (see Figure 9: Attic (pre 403/2) and Ionic (403/2 onwards)) and 
the anagrapheis ’ two terms of office, but there is no concrete evidence to connect the fragments with 
the anagrapheis. A massive erasure preceded the inscription of the systematic calendar (Dow (1961) 
70-2 and Figure 9). Finagrette (1971) attributed the erasure to the Thirty, Clinton (1982) 32, 35 and 
Rhodes (1991) 95 to the restored democracy of 403, Robertson (1990) 65-75 to a reaction against the 
anagrapheis after Nicomachus’ trial.

On the transcriptional nature of their work, see Stroud (1968) 60-4 on IG i  ̂ 104 and Rhodes (1972) 196- 
9 and Lewis (1967) 132 on IG P  105. The compilation of a systematic calendar of sacrifices must have 
required collation of sacrificial information from previous calendars (see Dow (1959) 24-39), but it 
appears the anagrapheis were careful to state in their work from where they had obtained their 
information (see Dow (1959) 15-21 on the ‘source rubrics’).
Apart from the reinscribed law of Dracon, there is no firm evidence as to where the anagrapheis set up 
the fruits of their labours. Andocides states that reinscribed laws were set in ‘in the Stoa’ (Andoc.1.82, 
85), but see Clinton (1982) 32-33 and Robertson (1990) 46-9, 62-5 on the problems with Andocides’ 
account. Excavations of the Stoa Basileios reveal substantial adaptation at the end of the fifth century to 
accommodate what appears to be a row of free standing stelai and stelai fastened to the back wall (see 
Shear (1971), (1975), Thompson and Wycherley (1973) 88-89, Camp (1986) 102-4, Agora Guide 82-3). 
Therefore it is probable that the inscribed fruits of the anagrapheis ’ labours were set up in the Stoa 
Basileios.
9 Harrison (1955), MacDowell (1962) 194-9, Sealey (1981-2) 293-6, (1987) 39-40, Clinton (1982), 
Ostwald (1986), Rhodes (1987) 13, (1991) 100, Hansen (1991) 162-177 all to a greater or lesser degree 
express this view.

In his commentary that precedes the decree of Teisamenus, Andocides states that: ‘having called an 
assembly, you discussed concerning them (the nomoi of Solon and Dracon) and you voted to subject all 
the laws to a dokimasia, then to write up in the Stoa those of the laws which were examined and 
approved (eKKTvriaioii/ noifiaauTeç e3ouA.e\jaaaOe nepl auTwv, kqI eitJricpiaaaOe, SoKiuaaavTeç 
n â v T Q ç  T o ù ç  v6iJio\jç,  e T i '  à u o Y p a i i J a i  ev ttÜ a ï o a  t o u t o u ç  t w u  i/opiwi/ oT  aV <àel> S o K L u a a d c o a i  

(Andocl.82))’, an assertion which he repeats immediately after he has cited the decree and in the 
summary of his account of ‘the codification’ (Andoc. 1.85,89).

Andocides cites the law (see p. 160 above) but then provides his own commentary: ‘indeed is there 
here any way remaining concerning this matter that either a magistrate can bring a prosecution or one of 
you introduce, except under the laws that have been written up (dpa ye ’eaiLV èvTau0oî o i i  
nepi6>.eineT0 nepl o t o \ j  oiov le ri  apyfti/ Eiaayen/ n  ûiJicov npa^ai t l u l ,  o W '  r j  Kara t o u ç  

àvaYeYPauuevouç vopioug (Andoc. 1.86))’.
A pseudo-legal manner of presentation characterises Andocides’ style from §§73-109: legal 

technicalities and texts are introduced as much to confuse the jury as to inform them. This paves the way 
for Andocides to instruct the jury on the meaning of the cited laws, allowing Andocides to slip in his own 
interpretation and emphasis on the cited texts. Andocides’ manner of presentation calls into question the 
reliabihty of his legal conunentary.
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easy to unravel the nature and scope of the legislative process in the decree of 
Teisamenus, it seems that the decree authorised the passing of a number of additional 
laws in 403/2 according to a novel procedure. It is unlikely that the decree ordered a 
global scrutiny and réinscription of all the laws of A thens.Secondly , the law which 
Andocides claims bans the use of unwritten-up law in fact prohibits the use of unwritten 

{agraphos) law by magistrates. The prosecution, in their case against Andocides, 
appeal to laws which were unwritten {agraphos), directly contradicting Andocides’ 
interpretation of the law on agraphos n o m o s Furthermore advocates after 403/2 cite 

laws which were not written up {anagraphein) in the Stoa Basileios in the course of 
their pleading, including Andocides himself. In the years after 403/2 there appears to

The decree of Teisamenus (Andoc. 1.83-4) has two foci: 1) Athens will be governed in accordance 
with the patria, the nomoi of Solon and the thesmoi of Dracon (see pp. 198-9 below); 2) the decree 
introduced a new process for the ratification of additional nomoi ( ‘as many laws that are still needed 
(onoacov 6' ai/ npoaSei])’), a selection of which have been preserved at Andoc. 1.87. On fourth-century 
ratification of nomoi, see p. 162n.63 above.

A similarly cautious approach to the scope of the anagrapheis ’ work is also taken by Chnton (1982), 
Robertson (1990) 60-5, Thomas (1994) 120, (1996) 19 n.l8 and Todd (1996) 120-131. Although Hansen 
(1990a) 64-68 sees the anagrapheis as essentially producing a ‘law code’ to be ratified by the nomothetai 
under the decree of Teisamenus, he observes at i7?/d.90-91 that the texts they produced rapidly fell into 
disuse.

See Chapter 7.3 ii.
The speaker of Lysias 6, a subsidiary prosecution speech against Andocides (see Jacoby (1949) 245-6, 

Gemet and Bizos (1974-89) 1.89-93, MacDowell (1962) 14-5, Ostwald (1986) 166-7), urges the jurors to 
remember the advice of Pericles: ‘And indeed they say that once Pericles advised you about the 
asebountes, to use not only the written laws about them, but even the imwritten {agraphoi) ones, from 
which the Eumolpidae expound, which no one up to this time had the authority to rescind, nor had the 
daring to speak against, nor knew the one who established them ( k q i t o i  nepiKÀea n o i€  cpaai 

n a p a i v e a a i  upiTi/ rrepl tcov aaePoOvTcov uri [ x o v o v  x p n a e a i  toTç yEYpapiiJiei/oiç vopioiç nep i  aî)TCOi/, 

Kol xo î ç  àypacpoiç,  k q O '  o \ j ç  EÙnoKniôai  Ux iYouv ia i ,  ouç oùBeiç nco KijpLOç 6Y€V6Io 

KaOeXeîi/ oùSè exo^uTif^ev ôn/ieineTi/, oî)5è aOxoi/ l ov  Oevia  Vaaa iv  ’ (Lys.6.9-10)). Andocides in his 
defence recounts Callias’ use of a patrios nomos to suggest that Andocides should be put to death for the 
alleged crime of putting a suppliant branch in the Eleusinium: ‘ Callias once more stood up and said that 
there was an ancestral law (patrios nomos), that if anyone placed a supphant branch in the Eleusinium, he 
was to be put to death without trial, and once his father, Hipponicus, expounded these things to the 
Athenians; and he said that he had heard that I placed the suppliant branch (naXii/ 6 K a^\iaç 
<ài /a>axàç  eTvEY^v o n  eTn uouoç n a i p i c ç ,  eT i i ç  iKeiripiai/  ô e in  <piu(TXTipmi<;> \v xcp ‘E^euoLUicp, 

QKpiToi/ àn oO ave îv ,  kqI o naxfip n o i ’ auioO ‘innoi/LKoç êÇriYnoaiiG xaOia  ’AOrivaioiç,  ôiKoijaeie 8è 

OIL €Y0) OeiriP TT]v iKexTipfai/’ (Andoc. 1.115)). On the oral nature of the patrioi nomoi expoimded by the 
Eumolpidae, see Oliver (1950) 18-23, Clinton (1974) 90-2. The prosecution’s strategy was essentially to 
demonstrate that Andocides was guilty of asebeia in 415 and consequently is atimos imder the decree of 
Isotimides (see n .l8  for further details). Therefore the prosecution advances a range of evidence to 
surround him with impious associations (e.g. Lys.6.19-32, Andoc.l.110-116 with Parker (1983) 144-190, 
Cohen (1991) 203-17 on asebeia generally), including that Andocides has broken the imwritten patrioi 
nomoi of the gods (on divine law, see Xen.A^m.4.4.19, Dover (1974) 255-61, Parker (1983) 176-9). I can 
not believe that a man of Calhas’ elite status (see MacDowell (1962) 10-11, APF 254-70) would risk 
standing up in the boule, dressed in his ceremonial robes, and accuse Andocides on the basis of an 
unwritten patrios nomos, if the use of agraphoi nomoi had been banned by the democracy three years 
earher, as Andocides would have the jurors beheve.

Andocides maintained that one of his accusers, Epichares, was guilty of subverting the democracy by 
his involvement with the Thirty. To prove this point, he cited what he called a nomos of Solon (which 
was in effect a psephisma passed in 410/9), which he described as being set up on a stele in front of the
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be no authoritative collection of written laws which orators refer to, instead they obtain 
the texts of laws from a variety of sources. Therefore the creation of an authoritative, 
centralised Taw code’ is a product of Andocidean deft argument and sleight of hand, 
necessitated by the legal argument of his defence rather than a desire to accurately 
represent the work of the anagrapheis}^

If the production of a Taw code’ is no more than an Andocidean construct, we 

are still left with both the reality of and the rationale behind the a n a g ra p h e is’ 
appointment and labours. As with the reforms to the judicial system (see Chapter 7.3), 
the work of the anagrapheis can be understood only in the context of the late fifth- 
century ideological debate about the legal institutions. The oligarchic regimes had 

attempted to legitimate their seizure of power by laying claim to the archaic lawgivers, 
Dracon, Solon and Cleisthenes, and reinventing them as closet oligarchs, whose 
legislation supported their seizure of p o w er .T h e  restored democracy responded to 
this oligarchic appropriation of Athens’ constitutional past by passing legislation and by 
appointing the anagrapheis ton nomon. The opening sentence of the decree of 

Teisamenus can be read as a statement of the restored democracy’s commitment to its 
constitutional past:

< Y f | ( p i a | i a > .  " E ô o ^ e  j y  6 n p y , T e t a a i i e v o ç  e l T i e ,  T r o ^ L T e ù e a O a i  

’ A 0 n v a L O U ç  KQTÙ l à  T T a i p i a ,  v ô | i O L ç  ô è  y p n a S a i  t o Î ç  I ô \ ü v o ç ,  k u l  

p É T p O L ç  KQL Q T a G p o L ç ,  y p n c S o L  ô è  KQL T O L ç  A p Q K O v T o ç  G e c p i o î ç ,  o t a T T e p  

é x p c o | j i e 0 a  èv  T y  T r p ô a 0 e v  y p ô v y .

Bouleuterion (Andoc. 1.95), rather than at the Stoa Basileios. The axones and kurbeis of Dracon and 
Solon, rather than being dismantled after the anagrapheis had transcribed some or all of their contents, 
were left standing and were still in existence in the Imperial period {axones were seen in the Prytaneum 
by Pausanias (1.18.3) and Plutarch (So/.25.1)). In the fourth century, when orators occasionally mention 
the location of law they cite, they refer to other sites than the Stoa Basileios (the Areopagus: Lys. 1.30, 
Dem.23.22 with Todd (1996) 129-30; the temple of Dionysus in the Marshes: Dem.59.75-6, where 
Apollodorus refers to an ancient law, predating 403; the Metroon: Dem.25.99, Lycurg.1.67. See also 
Hansen (1990a) 70). Athens appears to have been as much a forest of stelai in the fourth century as in the 
fifth, with individuals consulting the written laws at different locations, rather than referring a single 
centralised ‘law code’ at the Stoa Basileios. Furthermore, it would appear that the practice of consulting 
of written legal texts develops only in the mid-fourth century (Thomas (1989) 60-93).

Andocides’ aim (see Andoc. 1.70-2) is to demonstrate to the jurors that the decree of Isotimides is 
invalid by 400 (on the trial date, see MacDowell (1962) 204-5). The decree of Isotimides forbade those 
convicted of asebeia as a result of the sacrileges in 415 from appearing in the sanctuaries and Agora (see 
Andoc. 1.71, Lys.6.9,24). The prosecution had brought an endeixis against Andocides (Andoc. 1.8, 10,29, 
33, 71, 103, 111, 121, Lys.6.30) and recommended the death penalty (Andoc. 1.32, 146, Lys.6.55) 
because, as an asebountes, he had entered public places (Andoc. 1.133, Lys.6.33) and so broken the 
injtmction of the decree of Isotimides. See MacDowell (1962) 3-4, 14-5 and Hansen (1976) 129 for 
further details. Consequently, it is imperative Andocides proves that the decree of Isotimides is invahd by 
400, and thus produces for the jurors his highly distorted account of the anagrapheis' work to 
demonstrate that the decree of Isotimides is invalid by 400 because it was not included in the 
‘codification’ of 403/2.

See p. 194 above.
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DECREE: Approved by the demos, Teisamenus proposed that the Athenians be 
governed according to the traditional ways, that they use the laws of Solon and 
his weights and measures and the ordinances of Dracon, which we used in former 
time.

In the opening sentence of the decree, the democracy laid claim to the Athenian 

constitutional past, appropriating for itself the patria, the nomoi of Solon and the 
thesmoi of Dracon, in contradiction of rival oligarchic claims.^i Similarly the law of 
D iodes stressed that all the previous laws enacted under the democracy and those 
written up in 403/2 (probably the additional laws ratified by the nomothetai in the 
decree of Teisamenus) were valid {kurios), reasserting the democracy’s ownership of its 
legislative past.22 This commitment to the constitutional past was given physical 
expression in the inscribed stelai and walls in the Stoa Basileios produced by the 
anagrapheis. This hypothesis is strengthened by considering the physical and emotive 
impact of setting up the anagrapheis’ work in the Stoa Basileios.23 The anagrapheis 

produced a series of monumental stelai and walls, inscribed in a regular and distinctive 
manner, which were then set up between the columns of the two porches, along the 
back wall and in front of the Stoa Basileios.24 For those passing by the Stoa Basileios 
on their way into the Agora, the overall visual effect must have been commanding. The 
first in a row of public monuments lining the west side of the Agora, presented the 
onlooker with a facade punctuated with monumental stelai, regularly inscribed with the 
laws of Athens (for a reconstruction, see Figure 10, see Figure 1 for a plan of the 

Agora). This image would have been further enhanced by the emotional resonances and 
associations attached to the Stoa Basileios: it was the location where Solon’s laws had 
been deposited;25 where some magistrates at the beginning of their term in office swore 
on a large lithos to uphold the laws before them;26 and where the Archon Basileus 

administered preliminary hearings and the ancestral sacrifices surrounded by legal and 
sacrificial texts. 22 The democracy, shortly after its restoration in both 410 and 403/2,

20  Andoc. 1.83.
2t Finley (1990) 39-40 interprets the opening of the decree of Teisamenus in a very similar way.
22 Dem.24.42, dated to 403/2 or shortly after by Hignett (1952) 302, to c.400 by Hansen (1990a) 71. The 
group of laws that Andocides cites (1.87) may well have been excerpted from a larger group of nomoi. It 
is this group of nomoi which are referred to in the decree of Teisamenus ‘as many laws that are still 
needed’; and referred to in Diodes’ law as ‘those laws passed in the archonship of Eucleides (403/2) and 
have been written up’ (see MacDowell (1962) 197, Robertson (1990) 60-5, Rhodes (1991) 97-100).
23 On the importance of the visual and monumental qualities of inscriptions, see Thomas (1989) 45-60.
24 On the physical dimensions and inscriptional style of IG P  104, see Stroud (1968) 4, 58-9; on the 
opisthographic walls, see Dow’s studies (pp.l95-6n.8). On the Stoa Basileios, see ibid..
25 Anaximenes FGHvio.l2,{r.\3,Ath.Poin.\ with Rhodes (1981) 131-5;

A th .P o l.l.\,  55.5, Pollux 8.86 (the nine archons); Ath.Pol.55.5 (arbitrators and witnesses); 
Plut.5o/.25.2, Harpocration, Sudias, s.v. \iOoç. These references are conveniently collected by 
Wycherley (1957) 23. On the large limestone slab uncovered before the Stoa Basileios, which could well 
be the lithos, see Shear (1971) 259-60.
22 See Ath.Pol.Arl.A, 55 for the functions of the Archon Basileus. See PX.Euth.la., Theaet.2l0d for the 
prehminary hearings of impiety trials being held in the Stoa Basileios. See MacDowell (1963) 33-38 on 
the role of the Archon Basileus in homicide trials.
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appointed a board of magistrates to transcribe and set up copies of laws and sacred texts 
in a location that resonated with references to the archaic legal institutions of Athens. 
The transcriptional rather than editorial nature of their work and the attention given to 

citing sources is understandable if their aim was to replicate the texts of Athenian legal 
history rather than to produce an ordered codification.28 it is my contention that the 

anagrapheis were appointed to produce a monumental, physical statement of the 
restored democracy’s commitment to its own legislative and constitutional past. This 
primarily monumental and symbolic function, rather than that of centralisation and 
consultation, is characteristic of the few other known examples of ancient
* codifications.’29

If the anagrapheis were commissioned to produce symbolic statement of the 
restored democracy’s commitment to its constitutional and legislative past, then it 
empowered the democracy in the late fifth-century debate about legal institutions. As 
has been emphasised, the anagrapheis’ work allowed the democracy to claim a 
continuum with Dracon, Solon and the patria, while any further attempts to champion 
oligarchy by recourse to archaic laws could be countered with the visually impressive 
parade of stelai at the Stoa Basileios. Secondly this monument also gave visual 
expression to the restored democracy’s elevation of nomos?^ Thirdly, in the aftermath 

of the oligarchic coups, it reminded an Athens riven with division of the legislative and 
religious heritage which united them and defined them as Athenian.^! Finally, by 
championing its legislative past in such a demonstrative fashion, the restored 
democracy was able to appear as conservative in relation to the laws, while at the same

28 See pp.l95-6n.8. Moreover, the anagrapheis were appointed to start their work some seven years 
before the restored democracy introduced the legislative and judicial structures that granted nomos its 
elevated status (see p.l62n.63) which would have then encouraged the production of a ‘law code’.
29 On the Babylonian Law Codes, see Finkelstein (1961); on the XII Tables in Archaic Rome, see Eder 
(1986); and on the inscribed texts on the wall of the Temple to Athena Polois at Phene, see Sherwin- 
White (1985) 74-80. On the Gortyn Law Code, see Davies (1996), especially 53-56 on the blend of 
‘codification’ and case-law in the code and whether the code could have been used as a working 
document to guide the courts. See Thomas (1996) on the oral approach to law in archaic societies. 
Classical Sparta, a society idolised for its obedience to the laws (Hdt.7.104), forbade even the writing 
down laws (see Cartledge (1978) 35-70).
30 See p.l62n.63.
31 Xenophon has Cleocritus stating: ‘we shared with you both the most holy rites and sacrifices 
( | i e T e a x . i l K a u e v  8 e  u g i T v  k q i  l e p w v  t c o v  a e u v o T a T c o v  k o I  O u c t l c o v ) ’ as one of the reasons that should 
unify the opposing factions at the fall of the Thirty (Xen.//g//.2.4.20). On the importance of religious 
festivals as a self-defining feature of the polls, see Thuc.2.38.1 on Athens; and on each polls following its 
own sacrificial calendar, see Aristoxenus Harmonica 3.37. The inscribing of a sacrificial calendar that 
ran the length of at least two walls was a dramatic and visual statement of the democracy’s commitment 
to its past self-identity. The careful hsting of deities to be honoured, the appropriate sacrificial victim to 
be offered and the potential cost incurred by the polls are all visual and concrete expressions of the 
democracy’s commitment to the gods. On the problems of using the sacrificial calendars as either ritual 
texts, see Dow (1959) 13, Jameson (1965) 155-6; or as consultation documents for the date and details of 
sacrifices, see Jameson (1965) 155-6; or as financial balance sheets for the cost of sacrifices, see Oliver 
(1935) 27, Dow (1959) 14-5.
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time introducing significant legal change and innovation. The transfer of the power to 
ratify nomoi from the ecclesia to the nomothetai was a serious and dramatic break with 

previous democratic practice. The Athenian democracy appears to have been 
conservative with regard to legal change, looking on all changes to the laws with deep 
s u s p i c i o n . 3 2  The restored democracy’s pronounced looking back to its legal and 
constitutional roots through the monument established by anagrapheis attempted to 
counterbalance the forward-looking redefinition of nomos. The appointment of the 
anagrapheis can be set alongside the reforms to the judicial system (Chapter 7.3) and 
the redefinition of nomos, and taken together represent the restored democracy’s answer 
to the oligarchic critique of democratic legal practice.

The most frequently cited example of this mentality is Demosthenes’ glowing account of the Locrian 
custom whereby any citizen proposing a change to the laws did so with his neck in a nose. If the 
proposer’s law was rejected, the nose was drawn tight (Dem. 14.139-41). This legislative conservatism 
certainly lies behind Lysias’ damning portrayal of Nicomachus, see Todd (1996) 130-1, with other 
references to this mentality and also Sealey (1987) 1-4.
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Figure 3: Kylix signed by Douris (early fifth century).
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Figure 4: Steve Bell’s Characterisation of John Major from the Guardian.



Figure 5: Stemma of the Family of Dicaeogenes (II) (Isae.5)

Dicaeogenes (I) 
Killed at Eleusis (457)

Menexenus (I) 
Killed at Spartolus 

(429)

dau. = Proxenus

dau. = Polyaratüs dau. = D ém odés dau. = Cephisophon dau. = Theopompus Dicaeogenes (II) 
Killed at Cnidus 

(412-411)

I

Harmodius Dicaeogenes (III) 
{opponent)

Menexenus (IV) 
{speaket)

Menexenus (III) dau. Cephisodotus
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Figure 6: The Perceived Legitimacy of Engaging in a Judicial Dispute
on the Basis of Relational Ties
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Dispute censured - close relational ties (Isae.5.30, fr.6)

Dispute permitted - broken relational ties (Lys.25.15-16, lsoc.18.18)

I I Dispute unlikely - no relational ties (Isoc. 18.18)



Figure 7: Stemma of the Family of Astyphilus (Isae.9)
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Figure 9: A Concordance of Surviving Texts From ‘the Codification’ Walls

Wall Dow (1961) Content of Text Script Lines Erasure IG'\̂  IG]? /Gii- Oliver (1935) Dow (1941) Other publication

120 mm wall

144 mm wall 

92 mm wall

A-Earlier Sacrifices at ?Dipolieia
A-Later Systematic calendar

B-Later [pi 9b] Systematic calendar for
TThargelion

C-Earlier Trierarchic law
C-Later [pi. 1 Oa] Systematic calendar for

the second year

D-Later

E-Later

F-Earher
F-Later

G-Earlier
G-Later

H-Earlier

I-Earlier

J-Earher
J-Later

K-Earlier

Unassigned to a-Eaiiier 
a wall

p-Earlier

Systematic calendar

Systematic calendar

?Sacred Law 
Systematic calendar

Calendar
Systematic calendar

Calendar

Calendar

Calendar/?Sacred law 
Calendar

TTaxation

TTaxation

A
I

I

I

A
I

A
I

A

A

A
I

A

A

A

18
31

13

28
87

7

24

11
12

6
11

4

10

21
21

4

16

7

(E)

E

843 241
1357a

1357b

236

844 238
845

239

24011.1-4 

24011.5-14 

240 U. 15-37

24011.38A4 

140 237

237bis

Tt.=p.32,Pl.=p.31 
Tt.=p.23, Pl.=p.22

Tt.&Pl.=p.24

No.l:Tt.=p.l5,Pl.=p.l4 
No.2: Tt.=p.21,Pl.=p.20

Frag.E: Tt.&Pl.=p.34 

Frag.F; Tt.&Pl.=p.35

K E Y
^Fragments labelled with a Greek letter are those which have been identified as part of ‘the codification’ walls subsequent to Dow’s 1961 study. 
A Attic Script. 11. Line Number.
E Presence of an erasure onto which existing text was inscribed. See Dow (1961). p. Page.
1 Ionic Script. PI. Plate.
Lines Total number of lines on the fragment. Tt. Text.

Rhodes (1972) p. 157 
Harding (1985) p. 15-17

Meritt (1934) p.46 no.34 
Meritt (1934) p.46 no.34

Frag.A: Tt.&Pl.=p.32

Frag.E: Tt.&Pl.=p.32

Frag.C: Tt.&Pl.=p.33 
Frag.C: Tt.&Pl.=p.36

Frag.D: Tt.&Pl.=p.34

Meritt (1968) p.282-3 
no.l9P1.80
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Figure 10: Reconstruction of the Stoa Basileios (c. 300).

The Statue of Themis in front of the building was erected in c.330.
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Sources for Figures
Figure 1: Reproduced from Camp (1986) 89, Fig.66.
Figure 2: Reproduced from Todd (1993) 85, Fig.6.1.

Figure 3: Reproduced from F. Fichier, Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum. Ôsterreich:
Wein, Kunsthistorisches Museum (Band 1). Vienna, 1951. Plate 12. 

Figure 4: Reproduced from Bell ( 1992) 64.
Figure 5: Based on the Stemma at Wyse (1904) 403, Forster (1927) 153.
Figure 7: Based on the Stemma at Forster ( 1927) 323.
Figure 8: Based on Simon Roberts’ diagram of the taxonomy of disputes, presented

during his lectures.
Figure 10: Reproduced from Camp (1986) 112, Fig.76.
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NAME Reference PA APF S ource Political Legislat
ion

Litigation- Litigation- 
p rosecut. defense

Military Physical Artistic

A eschylus 10 442 N Y 1

Alclbiades 716 600 Y Y 1 1

Antlmarchus 11501 1106 (Y)2 N 1 1 1

Chaeris 16. 666 N Y 2

Chares 604 N N 1

Cleon 6,3 299,377,4 973 Y Y 1 3 1 1 1

Cleonymus 88, 844 8680 N Y 1 2

Cratlnus 849, 1173 8755 N Y 1 1

C tesias 839 N N 1

Cteslphon 1002 N N 1

Dexitheus 14 N N 1

Euathlus 705 5238 N Y 1

GeresS 605 N N 1

Hieronymus 388 7556 N N 1 1

Hipparchldes 603 N N 1

Hyperbolus 846 13910 Y Y 1

L ysistratus 855 9630 N N 1

Marpsias® 702 N N 1

M egacles 614 9697 Y Y 1

Morychus 887 10421 N Y

M oschus 13 N N 1

Sexual Wealth/
poverty

c/3

I
I

I

N>



NAME Reference PA APF Source Political Legislat
ion

Litigation- Litigation- 
p rosecut. defense

Military Physical Artistic

O restes^ 1167 N Y7

Pauson 854 N Y 1

Pericles 530 11811 Y Y 1 1

PhaenippusS 603 13979 N Y 1

PhiloxenusS 605 14707 N Y 1

PIttalus 1032, 1222 N N

Prepis 843 1218410 N Y

Teisam enusS 603 N N 1

TheodorusS 605 N N 1

Theognis 11, 140 6739 N Y 2

Thucydides 703 7268 V Y 1

Sexual Wealth/
poverty

c/5
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Table 1: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Acharnians

NAME R eference PA APF S ource Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual W ealth/
ion prosecut. defense  poverty

TOTAL 11 2 8  2 0 8 13 3 2

Total Law 12

Total  number of Individuals 32

KEY
Reference Line num ber in the Acharnians.
PA Kirchner, J. (1901-3) Prosopographia Attica. Berlin.
APF Y = individual entered in Davies, J. K. {^97^) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.

N = individual not entered in Davies, J. K. {^97^) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford. os
Source Y = individual appears in other sources than Aristophanes. §

N = individual appears only in Aristophanes. p.
S / son of ^

I

2



Table 1 The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Acharnians

N O T E S

1 Antimarchus is described a s  a  meaning either a  prose writer (which does not fit with jtonrrriç In the following line) or a  com m issioner appointed to draft legislation

(for this later use, se e  Thuc.8.67.1, IG  |2 22.3, 76.3-4 with Starkie (1909) 225, Som m erstein (1980) 211). Above, I have adopted the second  m eaning. This is not to say  that 
Antlmarchus proposed a  decree  limiting comic freedom  of speech , a s  suggested  In the scholia (see  Halliwell (1984) 87).
2 Antlmarchus Is attributed with the funding of a  chorus at the Lenaea, so  within the comic world, he  can be considered to be In the liturgical class. S e e  APFxx-xxl for the grounds 
for Inclusion within the liturgical class.
3 It Is unclear If this refers to an  actual prosecution that Cleon underwent or not. S e e  Sommerstein (1980) 158 for the options.

4 R eference (cont.): 502, 660.
5 In the text, the two n am es are  run together; r£pTiTo0eoô(opo'uç. Rogers (1910a) 91 and Som m erstein (1980) 187 Interpret this a s  a  reference to two sep ara te  individuals, a s  
listed above. Starkie (1909) 127 s e e s  this a s  a  reference to Procles, son of Theodorus {PA 12214 A PF  = N)
6 The nam e Marpslas otherwise Is unattested a t Athens, so  may be a  nickname, playing on papnrcD, which can m ean to condem n (e.g. A esch.Eum .597 s e e  Starkie (1909) 148). It gr 
Is poslble lyiarpslas had a  reputation a s  a  prosecutor. Eupolis attacks him for being the fawning hanger-on of Caillas (fr.179 K-A).
7 The Identity and activity of this Individual Is unclear. Starkie (1909) 227-8 and Sommerstein (1980) 221 argue that this Is a  nicknam e of an Individual with whom clothes stealing ^
has becom e associated. He may be the sa m e  O restes In Eupolis fr. 179 K-A, an associa te  of Caillas. ^

8 R ogers (1910a) 91, Som m erstein (1980) 186 take  Tiaan£vo<|>aivur;rovç to be two sep ara te  individuals, T eisam enus and Phaenippus. The form er Som m erstein s ta te s  Is
unknown, refusing to follow the Identification In the scholia with PA 13443 A P F =  N. The later he Identifies with PA 13979, secretary  to the council In 423 (Thuc.4.118.11, /G |2 &
57.2, 70.5). Starkie (1909) 126 Identifies this com pound nam e with one Individual HIpponicus {PA 7658 APF=  Y), reading the com pound a s  ‘men like Scythian son of Phaenippus." ^
9 Atop,£iaXa^(ov: a  braggat from DIomela. Som m erstein (1980) 187 takes this a s  a  reference to Phlloxenus (as followed above), who cam e from DIomela (Eupolis fr. 249 K-A).
Starkie (1909) 127 takes this to refer to a  group of boastful Individuals, Rogers (1910a) 91 to a  group of boastful Individuals who frequented the Tem ple of Heracles in DIomela.

10 The Identification of this Individual is debated . Som m erstein (1980) 198 identifies the Prepis here with PA 12184 b ec au se  the nam e is very rare in Athens. Starkie (1909) 174 
offers no identification.

11 son of Meleslas.

Ox



Table 2: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Kniahts

NAME Reference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- 
ion prosecu t. d efen se

Military Physical Artistic Sexual

Archeptolemus 327.795 2384 N Y 2

Arignotus 1277 1612 N Y1 1

Ariphrades 1281 2201 N Yi 1

C leaenetus 574 8460 Y Y 1

C leisthenes 1374 8525 N Y 1

Cleon 973 8674 Y Y 1 1

Cleonymus 958,1293,1372 8680 N Y 1 1 1

Connus 534 8697 N Y 1 1

C rates 537 8736 N Y 1

Cratinus 400, 526 8755 N Y 2 2

Cynna 765 N N 1 1

Diopeithes 1085 4309 N Y 1

E ucrates 129, 2542 5759 N Y3 1 1

Euripides 18 5953 N Y 1

Grypus^ 877 N N 1

Hyperbolus 1304, 1363 13910 Y Y 1 1 1 1

Lysicles 132, 765 9417 N Y 2

Lysistratus 1267 9630 N Y

Magnes 520 9651 N Y 1

Morsimus 401 10416 N Y 1

G eonichus 1287 11371 N N 1

Wealth/
poverty

00t
I



Table 2: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes* Kniahts

NAME Reference PA APF Source Political Legislat
ion

Litigation- Litigation- 
p rosecut. defense

Military Physical Artistic Sexual

Pericles 283 11811 Y Y 1

P haeax 1377 13921 Y Y 1

P hanus 1256 14078 N N 1

Philostratus 1069 N N

Phormio 562 14958 N Y 1

S alabaccho 765 N N 1 1

Sm icythes 969 12773 N Y 1

Strato 1374 12964 N N 1

Theorus 608 7223 N N 1

Thumantis 1268 N Y

Thuphanes 1102 7074 N N 1

Ullus 407 11496 N5 Y 1

Wealth/
poverty

CA

I
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Table 2: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes* Kniahts

NAME R eference PA APF  Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual W ealth/
ion prosecu t. defense  poverty

TO TA L 14 1 3  5 3 5  8 6 2

Total Law 9

Total number of individuals 33

KEY
R eference Line num ber in the Knights.
PA Kirchner, J. (1901-3) Prosopographia Attica. Berlin.
APF  Y = individual entered in Davies, J. K. {^97^) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.

N = individual not entered  in Davies, J. K. (1971) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford. p
Source Y = individual appears in other sources than Aristophanes. e .

N = individual appears only in Aristophanes. p .
S / son of ^

NOTES ?o
1 There is little information on the two brothers outside Aristophanes. Anecdotal evidence records that Ariphrades w as a  disciple of Anaxagoras, and  in passing confirms that ^  
his brother w as Arignotus a  lyre player (Athen. 5.220 b-c).
2 It is very unclear w hat is the incident referred to. Neil (1901) 39-40 lists a  num ber of alternatives, including the possibility that E ucrates had recently e sca p ed  prosecution.

Rogers (191 Ob) 35 s e e s  this a s  a  reference to his flight from popular anger due to his dealings in hem p and bran.

3 Practically all our evidence on Eucrates com es from A ristophanes (Eg. 129 ,254 , fr. 149 ,716  K-A), revolving around his association with hem p or bran. C onsequently Cratinus 

fr. 339 K-A, with its reference to bran, m ay provide testimony to him outside Aristophanes.

4 The m ss. have Grythus. This ancient variant gives the individual the plausible nickname of ‘hook-nose’, rather than a  nam e that is unattested elsew here (see  Dover (1972) 24, 
Som m erstein (1981) 191). Neil (1901) 126 suggests Gryllus {PA 10842, A P F=  N) the father of Xenophon, which se em s improbable.

5 m ss. have Ouliou, but it is easie r to read Oulion, giving us an  attested person of the right ag e  (APF307, Som m erstein (1981) 165). Ulius w as the son of Cimon and, although he 
is not listed am ong the liturgical class, cam e from a  family of exceptional s ta tu s  and wealth A PF  304-7, 311-12). This tentative reference is the  only detail w e p o sse s s  of his 
public life and A PF concludes that Cimon may have substantially reduced the fortunes of his family in the struggle to maintain power in the 460's.

W



Table 3: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Clouds

NAME Reference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- 
ion prosecut. defense

Military Physical Artistic Sexual W ealth/
poverty

Aeschylus 1366 442 N Y 1

Amynlas 686 737 N1 Y 1 1

Antlmachus2 1022 1107 N N 1

Cedeides3 985 N Y 1

C leisthenes 355 8525 N Y 1

Cleon 549, 580 973 Y Y 2 1 1 2

Cleonymus 353, 400, 673 8980 N Y 1 2 1 1

Coesyra^ 48, 800 V N 2

DemophonS 1001 3701 N Y

Eupolis 553 5936 N Y 1

Euripides 1371 5953 N Y 1

Hermippus 557 5112 N Y 1

Hieronymus 349 7556 N N 1 1

Hyperbolus 551, 623, 876,6 13910 V Y 1 1 2 1 2

Leogoras 109 9075 (Y)7 Y 1

M egacles 46, 70, 124, 815 9697 Y Y 4

Meleslas 686 N N8 1

P andeletus 923 N Y

Pericles 213, 859 11811 Y Y 2

PericlesS 1001 11810 N Y

Phlloxenus 686 14707 N Y 1

CA

I
I

I

VO



NAME R eference PA APF S ource Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- 
ion prosecut. defense

Military Physical Artistic

Phrynlchus 556 15006 N Y 1

Simon 3 51 ,399 12686 N V 2 1

TelesippusS 1001 13541 N V

Theorus 400 7223 N N 1

XenociesS 1261 11222 N V 1

Wealth/
poverty

in

\

!



NAME R eference

Table 3: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Clouds

PA APF  S ource Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual W ealth/
Ion prosecut. defense  poverty

TOTAL

Total number of individuals

Total Law

10

26

KEY
R eference
PA
APF

S ource

S /

Line number In the Clouds.
Kirchner, J. (1901-3) Prosopographia Attica. Berlin.
Y = Individual entered In Davies, J. K. 97^) Athenian Propertied Famiiies. Oxford.
N = Individual not entered  In Davies, J. K. 97^) Athenian Propertied Famiiies. Oxford.
Y = Individual ap p ears  In other sources than Aristophanes.
N = Individual ap p ears  only In Aristophanes.
son of

c/3
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I
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Table 3 The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Clouds

NOTES
1 This Amynlas may be the son of P ronapes {PA 12250 APF=  Y). P ronapes w as hipparch around 450-440 (APF471). Amynlas Is described by Aristophanes a s  a  p o n es tes  second 
to none (\/esp. 1274), perhaps b ecau se  his father’s  horse racing activities have dissipated the family fortune. But we do not know what Is the connection betw een this Individual 
and the person of the sam e nam e In Wasps (Dover (1968a) 185).
2 The scholia claim that this Individual Is not the  sa m e  Antlmachus a s  at Ac/?. 150-73, a  sta tem ent that Is Impossible to verify. S e e  Halliwell (1984b) 87-88 on the other 
Identifications suggested  by the scholia.
3 There Is som e uncertainty about the spelling of this Individual’s  nam e, given the num ber of variants In the mss. But an  Inscription of the late fifth century ( / G | 2  770), celebrating 
the su ccess  of C edeldes a s  the trainer of a  tribal chorus has determined the above reading.
4 There Is som e debate  about the historicity of this Individual. APF 380-1 thinks sh e  did exist, Dover (1968a) 99-100 Is m ore cautious.
5 The three so n s of Hippocrates were renowned for their stupidity, s e e  Eupolis fr. 112 K-A. For the Interpretation of pXixonannav, se e  Dover (1968a) 221.

6 Reference (cont): 1065. oo
7 Although Leogoras Is not a ttes ted  a s  being In the  liturgical class, the evidence from within the Clouds (the ow nership of p h easan ts , luxury birds (Dover (1968a) 108, §. 
Sommerstein (1982) 165) and from outside Aristophanes, suggests that he w as considered wealthy. S ee  APF 30-1.
8 It Is possible that this Individual can be Identified with M eleslas son of Thucydides (PA 9813, A PF =  N). Starkie (1911) 163, Dover (1968a) 185, Som m erstein (1982) 197 discount ^
this Identification. 2
9 The joke a t 1261-5 can be understood In two ways. Either It Is a  reference to a  tragedy that Carclnus (PA 8254 A PF =  Y) produced. In which a  god Is portrayed lamenting (Rogers a
(1916) 155-6). Or the joke refers to his son Xenocles, who also com posed tragedies (Starkie (1911) 272, Dover (1968a) 243, Som m erstein (1982) 221). ^

;



NAME Reference PA APF S ource Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- 
ion prosecut. d efen se

Military Physical Artistic Sexual W ealth/
poverty

AcestoM 1221 474 N Y 1

A eschines 459, 1220, 1243 337 N Y2 1 2

Alclbiades 44 600 Y Y 1 1

Amynias 74, 325,3 4664 737 N5 Y 2 2 1

Androcles 1187 870 N Y 1

Antiphon 1270,6 1301 1304 N Y 1

Arignotus 1278 1612 N Y7 1

Ariphrades 1280 2201 N Y7 1

Automenes 1275 2751 N N

CarystionS 283 N N 1

Chremon9 401 N Y 1 1

C leisthenes 1187 8525 N Y 1

Cleon 34, 62,10 19711 973 Y Y 4 1 6 1 5 3 1

Cleonymus 19, 592, 822 8680 N Y 1 1 3 3 2

Demos 98 3573 Y Y 1

Dercylus 78 3247 N N

Diopeithes 380 4309 N Y

D racontidesl2 157 N Y 1

Euathlus 592 5238 N Y 1

Eucharides 680 N N

Euphemius 599 N N

c/2
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Table 4: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ M/asos

NAME R eference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual W ealth/
ion prosecu t. defense  poverty

Euripides 6 1 ,1414 5953 N Y 2

Eurycles13 1019 N N

Hippyllus 1301 7672 N Y

Hyperbolus 1007 13910 Y Y 1

L aches 240, 28814 9019 (Y)15 Y 2 1

Leogoras 1268 9075 (Y)16 Y

Lycon 1301 9271 N Y

L ysistratus 787, 1302 9630 N N17

M orychus 506, 1142 10421 N Y 1

N icostratus 81 11011 N Y

O eagrus 579 N N 1 1

P hanus 1220 14078 N N

Pheredeipnus"*® 401 N N 1

Philippus 421 14368 N Y 1

Philocles 462 14529 N Y 1

Philoctemonl9 1250 14637 (Y) N

Philoxenus 84 14707 N Y

Phyrinichus 1302 15011 N Y

Pittalus 1432 N N

Proxenides 325 12257 N Y

S / Automenes 1279 N N 1

I.
I
I

I



Table 4: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Wasps

NAME R eference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- 
ion p rosecut. defense

Military Physical Artistic

S / C haereas 687 N N 1

Smicythion20 401 12769 N Y 1

Sosias2 l 78 13177-8 N N

Sthenelus 1313 N Y 1

Telsiades 401 N N 1

T heogenes 1183 6703 N Y

Theorus 42, 418, 5 9 9 2 2 7223 N N 2 2

Thucydideses 946 7268 Y Y 1 1

Thuphrastus 1302 7162 N N 1

Wealth/
poverty
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Table 4: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Wasps

NAME R eference PA APF  Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual W ealth/
ion prosecu t. d efen se  poverty

TOTAL 12 1 16 8 4 15 11 7 11

Total Law 25

Total number of individuals 51

KEY
R eference Line number in the Wasps.
PA Kirchner, J. (1901-3) Prosopographia Attica. Berlin.
APF  Y = individual entered in Davies, J. K. (1971) Afben/an Propertied Families. Oxford.

N = individual not entered  in Davies, J. K. i^97^\) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford. oo
Source Y = individual ap p ears  in other sou rces than Aristophanes. ^

N = individual ap p ears  only in Aristophanes. p .
S / son of ^

I



Table 4: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes* Wasps

t/5

N O T E S

1 It is unclear whether the first foreigner at the symposium is Ancestor (Rogers (1915) 190, Som m erstein (1983) 228) or his son (Starkie (1968) 345-6, MacDowell (1971a) 289-30). 
MacDowell does not give an identification for the son, Starkie su g g ests  T isam enus {PA 13443 A P F=  N). The context suggests that the first foreigner w as Ancestor. We know from 
Eupolis that he entertained at sym posia (fr.159.11-16), and a s  he ap p e ars  to be the only individual without political associations am ong the  syposiasts, it se em s more likely that 
Aristophanes w as referring to Ancestor in his role a s  entertainer than to his son (see Sommerstein ibid.).

2 Aeschines may have been one of the Hellenotamiae in 418/7 (see  IG P  287.5 with Sommerstein (1983) 185).
3 MacDowell (1971a) 178, Som m erstein (1983) 176 take Vesp. 325 a s  referring to Amynias. S ee  MacDowell ibid. for the different interpretations of
4 R eference (cont.): 1267. The se ries of jokes at Vesp. 1265-74 can  be interpreted in two ways; either Amynias is clever (Som m erstein (1983) 231-2) or tha t he is stupid
(MacDowell (1971a) 296-7).
5 S ee  Table 3 n.1.

6 S ee  Sommerstein (1983) 232 for the two ways this joke can be understood. g
7 S ee  Table 2 n.1.
3 This identification of the anonym ous defendant at Vesp. 283 com es from the scholia. Apparently Carystion informed the A thenians of the S am ian s’ plans during the Sam ian BL
revolt and w as later rewarded with Athenian citizenship (MacDowell (1971 a) 172, Sommerstein (1983) 174). ^

9 This nam e is unattested and so  is probably a  comic creation, with the meaning of either "needy" from xpn or ‘money-m an’ from xprinaTa (MacDowell (1971a) 187-8, Som m erstein g
(1983) 182). Sommerstein suggests that this may be an elusion to Chromon, the proposer of a  decree in 430 ( /G p  145.2 with Som m erstein ibid.). ^
10 It is unclear in what way Cleon h as  recently m ade himself shine. MacDowell (1971a) 137-8 is undecided, Som m erstein (1983) 157-8 su g g e sts  this is a  reference to C leon’s  
dealings with Scione, including legislative activity. I have followed Som m erstein’s  suggestion.
11 Reference (cont.): 242, 343, 409, 596, 759, 1030, 1221, 1285.

12 It is impossible to securely identify Dracontides from the three of four contemporary individuals of the sam e nam e. S e e  MacDowell (1971a) 153 and  Som m erstein (1983) 166 for 
the  possibilities.
13 It is unclear w hether the Eurycles referred to here is a  human prophet (MacDowell (1971a) 264) or a  spirit (Sommerstein (1983) 216).

14 Given the similar characteristics that the anonym ous defendant a t Vesp. 288 shares with Laches a t Vesp. 288, it is possible to identify the former with the later (Somm erstein
(1983) 174-5).
15 Within the comic imagination, L aches is considered wealthy.

15 S ee  Table 3 n.7.

17 MacDowell (1971a) 238 argues that the individual in the Wasps is the sam e Lysistratus a t Ant.6.36 and one of the mutilators of the Hermai (Andoc. 1.52-3, 67-8). Som m erstein
(1983) 206 on the other hand s e e s  them  a s  two separa te  men. I have followed Sommerstein.

15 This nam e is unattested and so  is probably a  comic creation, with the m eaning of ’dinner-getter’ from «j>Ep(o and ôeurvov (MacDowell (1971 a) 187-8, Som m erstein (1983) 182).



19 Philoctemon may be an imaginary nam e, meaning ‘lover of p o sse ss io n s’, and thus is an appropriate nam e for the host of the lavish sym posium  that Philocleon and  Bdelycleon 
attend (see  MacDowell (1971a) 302-3 for the social composition of the individuals present at the symposium in Philoctemon’s  house). Or he  may be a  real person, the possible 
grandfather {PA 14637) of Philoctemon in lsae.6 {PA 14641 APF=  Y). If this is the case , then Philoctemon the grandfather w as probably considered wealthy, at least in the comic 
imagination. He is depicted to be a  suitable host for a  lavish symposium, and  his son  Euktemon {PA 5798 A P F = Y )  and grandson are attested  in the liturgical class, suggesting 
wealth has been passed  down through the generations.
20 As this nam e is very rare, the Smicythion in the Wasps can be identified with Smicythion of Halae {PA 12769). S ee  Sommerstein (1983) 181-2.
21 The choice of this nam e in a  line spoken by a  character of the sa m e  nam e is strange. He w as probably an important official sitting in the front s e a ts  of the theatre. He can  be 
identified possibly with S osias in Ant 5.70, one of the 10 Hellenotamiae {PA 13176 A PF=  N). Or it Is possible the text is corrupt at this point, and the nam e S osias h as  got into the 
text at this point from the margin, supplanting the nam e of an  important official. MacDowell (1971a) 140 suggests Nicias {PA 10808 A P F =  Y) a s  a possibility.

22 Reference (cont.); 1220.
23 son of Meleslas.
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Table 5: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Peace

NAME R eference PA APF S ource Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- 
ion p rosecu t. defense

Military Physical Artistic

Ariphrades 883 2201 N Yl

Carclnus 781 8254 Y Y 1

Chaeris 951 N Y 1

Cleon 47, 269, 6482 8674 V Y 2 1 1 1 1

Cleonymus 446, 673, 1295 8680 N Y 3

Cratinus 700 8755 N Y 1

Euripides 147, 532 5953 N Y 2

G laucetes 1008 2944 N Y

Hyperbolus 681, 921, 1319 13910 Y Y 3

Lam achus 304, 472,3 1290 8981 N Y 3

Lysimache 992 9470 N Y

Melanthius 804, 1009 9767 N N 1 2

Morsimus 8034 10416 N Y 1 1

Morychus 1008 10421 N Y

P eisander 395 11770 N Y 1

Pericles 6065 11811 Y Y 1 1 1 1

Pheidias 605 14149 N Y 1 1 1

S / Carcinus 784, 864 N Y 1 2

Sophocles 531,6956 12834 N Y 1 2

Stilbides 1031 N Y

Teleas 1008 13500 N Y

Wealth/
poverty
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Table 5: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Peace

NAME R eference PA APF S ource Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- 
ion prosecu t. defense

Military Physical Artistic Sexual W ealth/
poverty

T heogenes 928 6703 N Y

X enocles 784, 864 11222 N V 1 2

Xenotlmus 784, 864 11269 N Y 1 2
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Table 5: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Peace

NAME R eference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual W ealth/
ion prosecu t. d efen se  poverty

TOTAL

Total number of individuals

Total Law

18

24

KEY
Reference
PA
APF

Source

S /

Line number in the Peace.
Kirchner, J. (1901-3) Prosopographia Attica. Berlin.
Y = individual entered  in Davies, J. K. {A97A) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
N = individual not entered  in Davies, J. K. {^97^) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
Y = individual ap p ears  in other sou rces than Aristophanes.
N = individual ap p ears  only in Aristophanes.
son of

NOTES
1 S ee  Table 2 n.1.

2 Reference (cont ): 752

3 From 473-4 it ap p ears  that one of the chorus is given the identity of Lam achus and so, given the criteria for the selection of c a se s  (see  Appendix 1), Lam achus should be 
removed from the data matrix. But this se em s to be a  passing identification which is not developed in the rest of the play. The chorus a s  a  whole in the  Peace h as  a  fluid identity 
(see  Dover (1972) 137-8), so  probably a  m em ber of the chorus could briefly becom e Lam achus for the sa k e  of a  joke about Lam achus. Alternatively, T rygaeus could have 
directed his com m ent in Lam achus' direction in the audience.

4 From 807-8, it se em s likely that Morsimus w as the brother of Melanthius, rather than presuming an anonym ous brother is referred to three lines later (see  P latnauer (1964) 
137-8, Sommerstein (1985) 172). Therefore the colourful insults of 808-17 can be applied to the former a s  well.
5 Pericles is depicted a s  being at least frightened of prosecution like Pheidias (606-7), although he did not undergo prosecution on this charge.

6 The joke here has alluded interpretation. I presum e there is an artistic and  wealth reference, given the coupling of Sophocles with Sim onides and  fragm ents of Euripides. For 
various interpretations, s e e  P latnauer (1964) 127, Halliwell (1982) 153, Sommerstein (1985) 165.
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Table 6: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Birds

NAME R eference PA APF S ource Political Legislat- Litigation- Lltlgatlon- 
lon p rosecu t. defense

Military Physical

A cestor 31 474 N Y

A eschines 823 337 N Y1

A eschylus 807 442 N Y

A ristocrates 126 1904 Y Y

Caillas 284 7825 Y Y

Caillas 283 7826 Y Y 1

Chaerephon 1296, 1564 15203 N Y 2

C lelsthenes 831 8525 N Y

Cleocrltus2 876 8569/8570 N Y 1

Cleonymus 289, 1475 8680 N Y 1 2 2

DIeltrephes 798, 1442 3755 (N)3 Y 2

DIopelthes 988 4309 N Y

E xecestldes 11,764, 1527 N N

HIpponlcus 284 7658 Y Y

Laespodlas 1569 8963 N Y 1

Lampon 5 21 ,988 8996 N Y

Leotrophldes 14064 9159=9160 (Y)5 Y 1

Lycurgus 1296 9249 N Y

L yslcrates 513 9443 N N 1

Meldlas 1297 9714 N Y 1

Melanthius 151 9767 N Y 1

Wealth/
poverty
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NAME R eference PA APF S ource

M enippu^ 1293 10034 N Y

Nicias 363, 639 10808 Y Y

Opuntius 153, 1294 N Y

O re ste s 712, 1491 N Y7

Patrocleides 790 11685 N Y 8

Peisander 1556 11770 N Y

P eisiast 1 766, 1292 N N

Philemon^ 763 N N

Philippus 1701 14368 N Y

Philocles 281,10 1295 14529 N Y

Philocrates 14, 1077 14571 N N

Proxenldes 1126 12257 N Y

S / Peisiasi 1 766, 1292 N N

S/Tharreleidesi2 17 N N

S o cra tes 1262, 1555 13101 N Y

Sophocles 100 12834 N Y

Spintharus 762 12855 N Y13

S yracosius 1297 13041 N Y

T eleas 168, 1024 13500 N Y

T heogenes 822, 1127,13 6703 N Y

Table 6: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes* Birds

ion prosecut. defense
Wealth/
poverty
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Table 6: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Birds

NAME Reference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual Wealth/
ion prosecut. defense poverty

TOTAL

Total number of individuals 41

2  1

Total Law 4

21

KEY
Reference
PA
APF

Source

S /

Line number in the Birds.
Kirchner, J. (1901-3) Prosopographia Attica. Berlin.
V = individual entered  in Davies, J. K. i^97^) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
N = individual not entered in Davies, J. K. i^97A) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
Y = individual ap p ears  in other so u rces  than Aristophanes.
N = individual ap p ears  only in Aristophanes.
son of



Table 6 The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Birds

N O T E S

1 S ee  Table 4  n.3.
2 The nam e is very rare in the late fifth century and the individual mentioned here could be identified with either one or both of them  (Sommerstein 1987) 257).
3 Dieitrephes is depicted a s  encouraging a  young man to engage in chariot racing. We have no idea whether Dieitrephes himself w as involved in the sport. The Scholia at 798 claim 
he w as portrayed a s  a  nouveau riche in comedy, perhaps having m ade a  fortune a s  a  maker of wicker flasks (see Av. 798).

4 Rogers (1906) 187-8 thinks that Leotrophides is portrayed a s  a  choregos for the Birds because of his light and bird-like appearance (see  Hermippus fr. 36 K-A).
5 Davies (1981) 161-2 identifies the Leotrophides mentioned in the Birds W\\h the general and admits he be included in APF.
6 It is unclear why Menippus should be likened to a  swallow. Som m erstein (1987) 284-5 follows the scholia, claiming the identification w as derived from the brand he used  on his 
horses. R ogers (1906) 171 prefers to s e e  this a s  a  reference to his treatm ent of the  xaXiôwv, part of a  ho rse’s  hoof. Casevitz (1978) 86 s e e s  it a s  a  simple allusion to his 
barbarian origins. oo
7 S ee  Table 1 n.7. §.

8 Sommerstein (1987) 248 identifies this individual with the politician of the sam e nam e who moved two late fifth-century d ec rees  (IG i3 63 Andoc.1.77-9). ^
9 The scholia claim that Philemon was satirised a s  a  Phrygian, but the text implies that he is mentioned because of his association with the phrugilos bird. P erhaps ‘phrugilos’ w as >  
a  nickname (see  Sommerstein (1987) 246-7). Rogers (1906) 104 and Merry (1928) 43 follow the scholia. ^

10 The interpretation of this p a ssa g e  is difficult. Rogers (1906) 36, Merry (1928) 20 and  Casevitz (1978) 40 read the line as : ‘the son of Philocles' hoopoe', and  so  take this a s  an 
attack on Philocles by comparing the hoopoe in his Pandionis with the Tereus of Sophocles. This op en s the way for the  com m ents about G reek nom enclature and the attack on 
Caillas. Som m erstein (1987) 215-6 offers the  above interpretation, but also offers a  second, based  on reading the line as: ‘the son of Philocles the  hoopoe,’ in other words an 
attack on Philocles’ appearance (see  Av. 1295).
11 The identification of both Peisias and his son  is problematic. Merry (1928) and Casevitz (1978) identify the son a s  Meles {PA 9802 A PF=  N), w hose father we know w as Peisias 
{PA 11777 A P F =  N). This identification is questioned by R ogers (1906) 105 and  Som m erstein (1987) 247, who can  find no references of betrayal a sso c ia ted  with Meles. 
Sommerstein prefers to put the em phasis on the associations that com e from nicknam es. He thinks that Peisias w as nicknamed partridge, so  is probably the  lame tavern keeper 
at A V. 1292-3. Therefore his son  w as similarly considered partridge-like, a  nicknam e which w as also  appropriate for a  possible traitor (the partridge w as renow ned for its 
craftiness).

12 We have no idea who the son of Tharreleides was. The scholia identify him with Asopodorus, for which there is no evidence. The comparision with a  jackdaw  may have been
based on physical or tem peram ental similarities, (see  Rogers (1906 5, Sommerstein (1987) 202-3).
13 Reference (cont ): 1295. The identification of Spintharus with the father of Eubulus is by no m eans secure. It has been  put forward by Storey (see  Som m erstein (1987) 246).

14 It is unclear why T heogenes is likened to a  xTivaXxont]^, commonly identified with the ruddy shellduck. Merry (1928) and Som m erstein (1987) 285 su g g e st this may be a
reference to his loud m outhedness and deviousness, Rogers (1906) 172 to his nonexistent wealth and Casevitz (1978) 86 to his cunning.
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NAME R eference PA APF Source Political Legislat
ion

Litigation- Lltlgatlon- 
prosecut. defense

Military Physical Artistic Sexual

A eschylus 188 442 N Y 1

Cimon 1144 8429 Y Y 1

C lelsthenes 621, 1092 8525 N Y 1 2

D em ostratus 391 3611 N Y 1 1

E ucratesi 103 5757 V Y 1

Euripides 283, 368 5953 N Y 2

Lycon's wife 270 N Y

LyslstratusZ 1105 9611 N Y 1 1

MIcon 679 10200 N Y 1

Myronldes 801 10509 N Y 1 1

O rsllochus 723 N N 1

P eisander 489 11770 N Y 1

P herecra tes 158 14195 N Y 1

Philostratus 957 N N 1

Phormio 804 14958 N Y 1 1

Theogenes? 63 6703 N Y

Wealth/
poverty
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NAME

Table 7: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Lvsistrata

R eference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic
ion prosecu t. defense

Sexual Wealth/
poverty

TOTAL

Total number of individuals

1 0 0 

Total Law 1

16

KEY
R eference
PA
APF

Source

S /

Line num ber in the  Lysistrata.
Kirchner, J. (1901-3) Prosopographia Attica. Berlin.
Y = individual entered  in Davies, J. K. (1971) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
N = individual not entered in Davies, J. K. (^97^) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
V = individual appears in other sou rces than Aristophanes.
N = individual ap p ears  only in Aristophanes.
son of

NOTES
1 The identification of Eucrates is problematic. The above identification follows Sommerstein (1990) 160. H enderson (1987) 79-80 is more cautious, arguing that he  m ust have 
been  the com m ander in the Thraceward region who w as replaced by DIetrephes Is the sum m er of 411 (Thuc.8.64.2). The joke here may imply that Eucrates w as facing a  charge 
of corruption {APF 404, or m ores simply reflect the typical comic view that ordinary soldiers had to keep an  eye on their half-wit superiors (see  Som m erstein ihid.)

2 Although the joke essentially revolves around the confusion betw een Lysistrata and Lysistratus, this could also be an attack on Lysistratus son  of M acareus, who according 
to S  Vesp. 787, w as a  passive homosexual, and so  a  suitable mediator with Sparta (See Lys. 621, Henderson (1987) 195, Som m erstein (1990) 211).
3 It is probable that although the joke is m ade with reference to T h eo g en es’ wife, the real subject of the attack is T heogenes himself (Henderson (1987) 74, Som m erstein (1990) 
158). The mss. can  be am ended in two ways, giving either a  reference to consulting the shrine of H ecate (Rogers (1911) 11) or more probably: 'hoisting herAhe herakateion 
(small sail).’ The joke can be interpreted in a  num ber of ways. 1. As a  reference to T heogenes’ shipping activities (Eupolis fr. 99.5-7 K-A). P erhaps he  had recently lost a  large 
ship and w as now having to m ake do with a  akatos (small boat, s e e  H enderson (1987) 75, Som m erstein (1990) 188). 2. As a  reference to T h eo g en es’ alleged boasting. The 
akatos of T heogenes looks pathetic next to the keletes of Lys. 60 (H enderson ibid.). 3. a  reference to bibulousness, akatos can also m ean a  drinking cup, making the joke turn 
on the stock comic allegation of drunken wives (Henderson ibid., but rejected by Sommerstein ibid.)
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Table 8: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Thesmophoriazusae

NAME Reference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual Wealth/
ion prosecut. defense poverty

A eschylus 134 442 N Y 1

Charminus 804 15517 N Y 1

Cleonymus^ 605 8680 N Y 1

Cleophon 805 8638 N Y 1

Cyrene 98 N N 1

G laucetes 1033 2944 N Y

Hyperbolus2 840 13910 Y Y 1

Lamachus2 841 8981 N Y 1

Pauson 949 N Y

Philocles 168 14529 N Y 1

Proteas3 876 12298 N Y

Salabaccho 805 N N 1

Theognis 170 6739 N Y 1

Xenocles 169, 441 11222 N Y 2
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Table 8: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Thesmophoriazusae

NAME Reference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual Wealth/
ion prosecut. defense poverty

TOTAL

Total number of individuals 14

0

Total Law

KEY
R eference
PA
APF

S ource

S /

Line number in the Thesmophoriazusae.
Kirchner, J. (1901-3) Prosopographia Attica. Berlin.
Y = individual entered  in Davies, J. K. {^97^) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
N = individual not entered in Davies, J. K. i^97^) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
Y = individual ap p ears  in other sou rces than Aristophanes.
N = individual ap p ears  only in Aristophanes.
son of

NOTES
1 It is debated w hether the w om an’s  husband, referred to a s  Cleonymus, is the sam e Cleonymus that A ristophanes h as  attacked so  readily before. Halliwell (1982) 153 thinks 
that it is the sam e Cleonymus, given the nam e is very rare in Athens. In that case , sh e  may well have been well padded, alluding to her husband’s  obesity. S e e  also  Storey (1969) 
254.

2 The mother of Hyperbolus may have been a  regular subject of com edy (see  Ar./Vub.551-9, Eupolis Maricas, Hermippus Artopolides), but this is the only reference to L am achus’ 
mother. It is probable that the identities of the two m others are  derived more from their sons than from historical reality.
3 There is no way of definitely identifying the d ec ea sed  individual a t Thesm. 876, 883, but it se em s likely that this could be  the  d ec ea sed  general mentioned a t Thuc. 1.45.1, 
2.23.1 (Rogers (1904) 94).
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Table 9: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Froas

NAME Reference PA APF Source Political Legislat
ion

Litigation- Lltlgatlon- 
prosecu t. defense

Military Physical Artistic Sexual

Adeimantus 1513 202 N Y 1

Agathoni 83 83 N Y 1 1

Alclbiades 1422 600 Y Y 1

Amelpsias 13 708 N Y 1

Archedemus 417, 588 2326 N Y 1 1

Archenomus 1507 2376 N N 1

Callias 428 7826 Y Y 1

Cephisophon? 944, 1408, 1452 N N 3

CInesias 153, 366, 1437 8438 N Y 1 2 3

Cleidemides3 791 N N

Cleigenes4 708 8488 N Y 1 1

C lelsthenes 48 ,4 2 2 8525 (Y)5 Y 1 1

Cleitophon 967 8546 N Y

Cleocritus 1437 8570 N Y 1 1

Cleon 569 8674 Y Y 1

Cleophon 678, 1504, 1532 8638 N Y 3 1 1

Cratlnus 357 8755 N Y 1

Cyrene 1328 N N 1

Eraslnides 1196 5021 N Y 1 1

Eryxis® 934 5190 N N

Hegelochus 303 6278 N Y 1

Wealth/
poverty
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Table 9: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Froas

NAME R eference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- 
ion prosecut. d efen se

Military Physical Artistic

Hyperbolus 570 13910 Y Y 1

lophon 73 7584 N Y 1

Lam achus 1039 8981 N Y 1

Lycis7 14 N N 1

M egaenetusS 965 N N 1

MeletusS 1302 9829 N Y 1

Molon 55 N ylO 1

Morsimus 151 10416 N Y 1

Myrmex 1506 N N 1

NIcomachus 1506 10934 N Y 1

Pantaclesi 1 1036 N N 1

Phormisius 965 14945 N Y 1

Phrynichus 14 15006 N Y 1

Phrynichus 689 15011 N Y 1

Pythangelus 87 N N 1

S / C lelsthenes 422 N N

S ocrates 1491 13101 N Y

Sophocles 76, 787, 1516 12834 N Y 3

Theram enesi2 541 ,967 7234 Y Y 2 2

Thorycion 363, 381 7419 N N 2

Xenocles 86 11222 N Y 1

Wealth/
poverty
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Table 9: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Froas

NAME Reference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual Wealth/
ion prosecut. defense poverty

TOTAL

Total number of individuals

15

42

2

Total Law

20

KEY
R eference
PA
APF

S ource

S /

Line number in the Frogs.
Kirchner, J. (1901-3) Prosopographia Attica. Berlin.
Y = individual entered  in Davies, J. K. {197'\) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
N = individual not entered  in Davies, J. K. {1971) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
V = individual ap p ears  in other sou rces than Aristophanes.
N = individual ap p ears  only in Aristophanes.
son of
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Table 9 The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Froas

N O T E S

1 Dover (1993) 201 s tre sse s  the  ‘friends’, understanding an allusion to C leisthenes’ effeminacy.

2 The tradition about Cephisophon h as becom e confused. In the Frogs, he is portrayed a s  Euripides’ poetic collaborator (Dover (1993) 53-4). For the later distortions, which 
transformed him into Euripides’ slave and the lover of his wife, s e e  Dover ibid. 53-54, 54 n.6, 323.

3 We have no idea who Cleidem ides w as or what his relationship with Sophocles was. The Scholia m ake contradictory statem ents, that he w as either the son  of Sophocles or a
Sophoclean actor. The lines them selves can be read in two ways, depending on the punctuation; either that Cleidemides w as waiting in reserve, or to som e occasion when he used 
the  expression. For a  variety of interpretations, s e e  Rogers (1919) 119, Stanford (1958) 139, Dover (1993) 2 8 9 .1 have not attem pted to assign a  variable to this case .

4 C leigenes is virtually unknown. There is an  individual of the sam e nam e, who w as secretary  to the boule in 410/9 {IG P  375.1) and in Andoc.1.96. The reference to his
warmongering a t Ran. 714 may be a  political jibe, affiliating him with Cleophon (Rogers (1919) 106-7, Stanford (1958) 133-4, Dover (1993) 280-1).
5 C lelsthenes’ trierarchy is probably imaginary, allowing the usual sexual puns and innuendoes (see  Dover (1993) 195-6). But under the criterion laid out above (p.OOO), he can be 
placed i the liturgical c lass of the com ic imagination. ^

6 We have no idea who Eryxis w as or why he w as com pared to a  tawny horse-cock. S ee  Stanford (1958) 155, Dover (1993) 309.

7 A A v k [  won first victory som e years after A ristophanes’ first victory {IG i|2 2325. 65. His work did not survive into the Hellenistic period (Dover 1993) 192). ^

8 Dover (1993) 313 argues that the nickname Manes, applied here to M egaenetus, is not a  slur on his origins, but is a  joke about his lack of luck a t gambling. The word is used of >
the lowest throw of the dice. ^

9 Dover (1993) 350 arg u es that the re  may be two individuals of this nam e, a  com poser of sym posiastic songs and a  tragic poet. A ristophanes may be being deliberately %
am biguous here, allowing both to be referred to, depending on where the punctuation is placed.

■*0 This may be a  reference to the individual of the sam e nam e in Dem. 19.246, the fam ous tragic actor (Rogers (1919) 10-11, Dover (1993) 197).

11 We have no idea whether the clumsy member of the military procession is the sam e individual a s  in Eupolis fr.318 or Ant.4.11 {PA 11584 A PF=  N). S e e  Dover (1993) 322.

12 For the interpretation of Ran. 970, probably a  sn e er  a t T heram enes’ origins, se e  Stanford (1958) 159, Dover (1993) 314.
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Table 10: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Ecclesiazusae

NAME R eference PA APF Source Political Legislat
ion

Litigation- Litigation- 
p rosecu t. defense

Military Physical Artistic Sexual W ealth/
poverty

Aesimusl 208 311 N Y 1

Agyrrhius 102, 184 179 N Y 2 1 1

Amynon 365 N N 1

Antisthenes2 366, 806 1184=1194 Y Y 1

Argeius3 201 1580 N N 1

Ariphrades^ 129 2201 N Y5 1

Aristyllus 646 2126 N N 1

Callias 810 7826 V Y 1

CallimachusG 809 N N 1 1

Cephalus 248 8277 N Y 1

Charixena 943 N Y 1

CInesias 330 8438 N Y

E picrates 71 4859 N Y 1

Epicurus 644 4853 N N

Epigonus 167 N N 1 1

Euaeon 408 5253 N N 1 1 1

Euripides 825 5949 N N 1 1

Geron^ 848 N N 1 1

Hieronymus^ 201 N N 1

Lam iu^ 77 N N 1

Leucolophus 645 N N
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Table 10: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Ecclesiazusae

NAME R eference PA APF Source Political Legislat
ion

Litigation- Lltlgatlon- 
prosecu t. defense

Military Physical Artistic Sexual

L yslcrates 630, 736 9443"'0 N N 2

Myronldes 303 10509 N Y 1

N auslcydes 426 10567/71 Y Y

Neocleldes 254, 398 10631 N N 2 1 2

NIclas 426 10809 Nil Y 1 1

Phyrom achusl2 22 15054 N N 1 1

Pronomus 102 N N 1

Smlcythlonl3 46 12769 N Y 1

Smolusi4 846 N N 1 1

Thrasybulus 203, 356 7310 Y Y 2

Wealth/
poverty
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Table 10: The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Ecclesiazusae

NAME Reference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual Wealth/
ion prosecut. defense poverty

TOTAL

Total number of individuals

13

31

0

Total Law

11 10

KEY
R eference
PA
APF

Source

S /

Line num ber in the Ecclesiazusae.
Kirchner, J. (1901-3) Prosopographia Attica. Berlin.
Y = individual entered in Davies, J. K. {^97^) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
N = individual not entered in Davies, J. K. 97^) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
Y = individual appears in other sou rces than  Aristophanes.
N = individual appears only in Aristophanes.
son of
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Table 10 The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Ecclesiazusae

N O T E S _______________

1 Aesimus is clearly considered to be a  symbol of unstead iness a t Eccl. 208, which the scholia attribute to either lam eness or that he w as ajiaBç and  axifioç. The later two do not 
fit with the Aesimus described in Lys. 13.80-2. Consequently it is difficult to securely identify the individual and understand the basis of the joke (Rogers (1917) 36, U ssher (1973)
103-4).

2 The only reason to identify the Antisthenes here with the successful choregos of PA 1194 is chronological. The da tes given by A PF38-9 would put A ntisthenes in his twenties in
the 390’s. U ssher (1973) 127 is suitably cautious. S ee  A PF  ibid. for the rationalisation of the stem m a of Antisthenes (PA 1194).

3 The m ss. read ‘Apyeioç, U ssher (1973) 103 xxiii-iv su g g ests  that ’Apyticç, the Argives, should br read instead of a  proper nam e, a s  d o es Barrett (1978) 229. R ogers (1917) 33- 
34, although making the above am endm ent, prefers to read a  proper nam e, understanding a  light-hearted joke that rounds off the othenwise grim catalogue of Athenian perversity 
and misjudgements.

4 We have no idea if this is the sam e Ariphrades who w as attacked for his sexual corruption a t Eq. 1281, Vesp. 1280 and Pax 883. The Scholia and PA think so, but Rogers (1917)
22-23 and U ssher (1973) 93 have strong reservations.

5 S ee  Table 2 n.1. ^
6 We can  not identify this individual with any certainty. U ssher (1973) 187-8 suggests PA 7996 (APF= N)
7 It is unclear whether this individual is a  historical individual or not. The nam e is attested  in the early fourth century, but the  nam e also  fits the characterisation. S e e  Rogers ^
(1917) 132, U ssher (1973) 192. >

8 Although PA identifies the Hieronymus here with C onon’s  admiral (D.S. 14.81.4), both Rogers (1917) 34 and U ssher (1973) xxiv n.2 discount this identification. ^
9 The jokes surrounding Lamius are complex. There is an  obvious sexual allusion in the com m ents on the size of the stolen oicmaXov. The nam e Lamius may have been chosen  to %
recall the Lamia, who according to C rates fr. 18, broke wind with a  staff in its hand. The references to his Argus-like d ress may b e  an  allusion to  Lam ius’ lack of vigilance. Finally ^
there is a  joke about the ôripioç, or public executioner, whom Lamius w atches over, given the size of his oKinxxXov and once he h as acquired the vigilance of Argus. S e e  Rogers 
(1917) 15-6, U ssher (1973) 85-6. Although the nam e may be have chosen  with reference to the Lamia, the obscurity of the jokes su g g ests  this w as a  historical individual.
10 PA identifies him with the individual of the sam e nam e who w as satirised for bribe taking at Av. 513. This is questioned by U ssher (1973) 163.

11 Although Nicias belonged to a  phenom enally wealthy family, he is not directly attested in the liturgical c lass A P F 403-7).

12 U ssher (1973) 74 tak es this to a  reference to an actor of this nam e who w as mocked for his mispronunciation.

13 This individual may be a  historical individual, U ssher (1973) 80 su g g ests  PA 12769. The joke can be explained in two ways: either Smicythion is a  peevish old man, unwilling to
let his wife go out; or he  is impotent (U ssher ibid.).

15 a  double entendre is intended on the activities of Sm oius, s e e  U ssher (1973) 192.
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Table 11 : The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes’ Plutus

NAME R eference PA APF Source Political Legislat- Litigation- Lltlgatlon- 
lon p rosecu t. defense

Military Physical Artistic Sexual

Agyrrhius 176 179 N Y 1

Arlstoxenusi 175 N N 1 1

Aristyllus 314 2126 N N 1

Dexlnlcus2 800 N N 1

Eudam us 884 N N

Neocleldes 665, 7163 10631 N N 2 1 2

Pamphllus^ 174 11545 Y Y 1 1

P atrocles 84 11692 N N 1

P auson 602 N Y

Phllepslus 177 N N 1

Phllonldes 179, 303 14907 (Y)5 N 1 2

Thrasybulus 550 7310 Y Y 1

TImotheus 180 13700 Y Y

Wealth/
poverty
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Table 11 : The distribution of associations among named individuals in Aristophanes* Plutus

NAME R eference PA APF S ource  Political Legislat- Litigation- Litigation- Military Physical Artistic Sexual W ealth/
ion prosecu t. defense  poverty

TO TA L 7 1 0 2 0 4 1 3 8

Total Law

T o ta l n u m b e r  of in d iv id u a ls  13

KEY
R eference Line num ber in the Plutus.
PA Kirchner, J. (1901-3) Prosopographia Attica. Berlin.
APF Y = individual entered in Davies, J. K. 97^) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.

N = individual not en tered  in Davies, J. K. (1971) Athenian Propertied Families. Oxford.
S ource Y = individual ap p ears  in other sources than Aristophanes. g

I 
f

N = individual ap p ears  only in Aristophanes. 
S /  son of

N O T E S

1 According to the scholia, Aristoxenus and Pamphilus were convicted of embezzling public funds. S ee  Rogers (1907) 20, A PF 365. &
2 T he scholia have no idea who Dexinicus was, but they thought he might have been a  rapacious politician. Or he may have been a  poor man.
3 The reading and interpretation of iv’ ‘rm >fiwvevov at Plut. 725 is unclear. Rogers (1907) 80-2 interprets the word to m ean som e kind of filibustering technique which interfered 
with the passing of legislation (see  Xen. Hell 1.7.34).

4  Pamphilus the painter and  Pamphilus the  politician w ere two different individuals. Pamphilus the painter (PA 11561, Plut. 385) is excluded from th e  data se t b ecau se  he was 
not an  Athenian citizen.

5 Although Philonides w as not directly a ttes ted  in the liturgical class, his son  and grandson w ere (APF 422-3). In the comic imagination he  w as wealthy enough to retain the 
affections of Lais, in spite of his ugliness.
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Table 12: Calculations for the Political Variable in the Plays of Aristophanes

Tittle of play Date no. of lines total no of 
individuals

total no. of 
associations

total
political

individuals

total
political

associations

%
political

individuals

% polit, 
individuals 

in APF

% polit 
individuals 
not in APF

%
political

associations

frequency § 
political 

associations
Acharnians 425 1234 32 49 11 11 34 9 25 22 112
Knights 424 1408 33 47 12 14 36 12 24 30 101
Clouds 423 1511 26 46 5 7 19 8 12 15 216
Wasps 422 1537 51 85 7 12 14 4 10 14 128
Peace 421 1357 24 49 3 6 12 12 0 12 226
Birds 414 1765 41 46 3 3 7 0 7 7 588
Lysistrata 411 1321 16 21 4 4 25 0 25 19 330
Thesmophor. 411 1231 14 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

Frogs 405 1533 42 62 11 15 26 5 21 24 102
Ecciesiazus. 392 1183 31 46 10 13 32 3 29 28 91
Plutus 388 1209 13 26 6 7 46 15 31 27 173
Average 29 45 7 8 23 6 17 18 207
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Table 13: Calculations for the Legal Variable in the Plays of Aristophanes

Tittle of play Date no. of lines total no of 
individuals

total no. of 
associations

total
legal

individuals

total
legal

associations

%
legal

individuals

% legal 
individuals 

in APF

% legal 
individuals 
not in APF

%
legal

associations

frequency § 
legal 

associations
Acharnians 425 1234 32 49 9 12 28 19 9 24 103
Knights 424 1408 33 47 8 9 24 9 15 19 156
Clouds 423 1511 26 46 3 5 12 8 4 11 302
Wasps 422 1537 51 85 16 25 31 8 24 29 61
Peace 421 1357 24 49 3 4 12 8 4 8 339
Birds 414 1765 41 46 4 4 10 2 7 9 441
Lysistrata 411 1321 16 21 1 1 6 0 6 5 1321
Thesmophor. 411 1231 14 13 0 0 0 0 0 0
Frogs 405 1533 42 62 5 6 12 7 5 10 256
Ecciesiazus. 392 1183 31 46 4 4 13 0 13 9 296
Plutus 388 1209 13 26 3 3 23 8 15 12 403
Average 29 45 5 7 16 6 9 12 368
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Table 14: Calculations for the Military Variable in the Plays of Aristophanes

Tittle of play Date no. of lines total no of 
individuals

total no. of 
associations

total
military

individuals

total
military

associations

%
military

individuals

% milit. 
individuals 

in APF

% milit. 
individuals 
not in APF

%
military

associations

frequency § 
military 

associations
Acharnians 425 1234 32 49 0 0 0 0 0 0
Knights 424 1408 33 47 3 3 9 3 6 6 469
Qouds 423 1511 26 46 4 6 15 8 8 13 252
Wasps 422 1537 51 85 2 4 4 2 2 5 384
Peace 421 1357 24 49 5 9 21 8 12 18 151
Birds 414 1765 41 46 4 7 10 2 7 15 252
Lysistrata 411 1321 16 21 4 4 25 12 12 19 330
Thesmophor. 411 1231 14 13 3 3 21 7 14 23 410
Frogs 405 1533 42 62 9 9 21 2 19 15 170
Ecciesiazus. 392 1183 31 46 1 1 3 0 3 2 1183
Plutus 388 1209 13 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

Average 29 45 3 4 12 4 8 11 400



Table 15: Calculations for the Physical Variable in the Plays of Aristophanes

Tittle of play Date no. of lines total no of 
individuals

total no. of 
associations

total
physical

individuals

total
physical

associations

%
physical

individuals

% physical 
individuals 

in APF

% physical 
individuals 
not in APF

%
physical

associations

frequency § 
physical 

associations

Acharnians 425 1234 32 49 7 8 22 9 12 16 154
Knights 424 1408 33 47 4 5 12 0 12 11 282
Clouds 423 1511 26 46 2 2 8 0 8 4 756
Wasps 422 1537 51 85 8 15 16 8 8 18 102
Peace 421 1357 24 49 8 8 33 4 29 16 170
Birds 414 1765 41 46 15 21 37 2 34 46 84
Lysistrata 411 1321 16 21 2 2 12 0 12 10 660
Thesmophor. 411 1231 14 13 1 1 7 0 7 8 1231
Frogs 405 1533 42 62 5 6 12 0 12 10 256
Ecciesiazus. 392 1183 31 46 9 11 29 0 29 24 108
Plutus 388 1209 13 26 3 4 23 8 15 15 302
Average 29 45 6 8 19 3 16 16 373
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Table 16: Calculations for the Artistic Variable in the Plays of Aristophanes

Tittle of play Date no. of lines total no of 
individuals

total no. of 
associations

total
artistic

individuals

total
artistic

associations

%
artistic

individuals

% artistic 
artistic 
in APF

% artistic 
individuals 
not in APF

%
artistic

associations

frequency § 
artistic  

associations
Acharnians 425 1234 32 49 11 13 34 6 28 27 95
Knights 424 1408 33 47 7 8 21 0 21 17 176
Qouds 423 1511 26 46 9 10 35 8 27 22 151
Wasps 422 1537 51 85 8 11 16 2 14 13 140
Peace 421 1357 24 49 12 18 50 8 42 37 75
Birds 414 1765 41 46 4 5 10 2 7 11 353
Lysistrata 411 1321 16 21 4 5 25 0 25 24 264
Thesmophor. 411 1231 14 13 4 5 29 0 21 38 246
Frogs 405 1533 42 62 14 20 33 0 33 32 77
Ecciesiazus. 392 1183 31 46 2 2 32 0 6 4 592
Plutus 388 1209 13 26 1 1 8 0 8 4 1209
Average 29 45 8 9 27 2 21 21 307
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Table 17: Calculations for the Sexual Variable in the Plays of Aristophanes

Tittle of play Date no. of lines total no of 
individuals

total no. of 
associations

total
sexual

individuals

total
sexual

associations

%
sexual

individuals

% sexual 
individuals 

in APF

% sexual 
individuals 
not in APF

%
sexual

associations

frequency § 
sexual 

associations
Acharnians 425 1234 32 49 3 3 9 6 3 6 411
Knights 424 1408 33 47 6 6 18 0 18 13 235
Qouds 423 1511 26 46 7 7 27 0 27 15 216
Wasps 422 1537 51 85 6 7 12 2 10 8 220
Peace 421 1357 24 49 3 3 12 4 8 6 452
Birds 414 1765 41 46 3 3 7 2 5 7 588
Lysistrata 411 1321 16 21 4 5 25 0 25 24 264
Thesmophor. 411 1231 14 13 3 3 21 0 21 23 410
Frogs 405 1533 42 62 6 6 14 5 10 10 256
Ecclesiazus. 392 1183 31 46 10 10 32 3 29 22 118
Plutus 388 1209 13 26 2 3 15 8 8 12 403
Average 29 45 5 5 18 3 15 13 325
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Table 18; Calculations for the Wealth/poverty Variable in the Plays of Aristophanes

Tittle of play Date no. of lines total no of 
individuals

total no. of 
associations

total
wealth/pov.
individuals

total
wealth/pov.
associations

%
wealth/pov.
individuals

% wealth/p. 
individuals 

in APF

% wealth/p. 
individuals 
not in APF

%
wealth/pov.
associations

frequency § 
wealth/pov. 
associations

Acharnians 425 1234 32 49 2 2 6 3 3 4 617

Knights 424 1408 33 47 2 2 6 0 6 4 704

Qouds 423 1511 26 46 4 9 15 15 0 20 168

Wasps 422 1537 51 85 8 11 16 4 12 13 140

Peace 421 1357 24 49 1 1 4 0 4 2 1357

Birds 414 1765 41 46 3 3 7 2 5 7 588

Lysistrata 411 1321 16 21 0 0 0 0 0 0

Thesmophor. 411 1231 14 13 1 1 7 7 0 8 1231

Frogs 405 1533 42 62 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ecclesiazus. 392 1183 31 46 5 5 16 6 10 11 237

Plutus 388 1209 13 26 8 8 62 23 38 31 151

Average 29 45 3 4 13 6 7 9 577
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Statistical Appendix 277

Table 19: Percentage of individuals that appear in other sources 
than Aristophanes (Source = Y) in comparison to those 

who appear only in Aristophanes (Source = N)

Play Total number Total number Total number Percentage Percentage
of cases cases where cases where cases where cases where

Source = Y Source = N Source = Y Source = N

Acharnians 32 18 14 56 44
Knights 33 24 9 73 27
Qouds 26 21 5 81 19
Wasps 51 33 18 65 35
Peace 24 23 1 96 4
Birds 41 34 7 83 17
Lysistrata 16 14 2 88 12
Thesmophor. 14 12 2 86 14
Frogs 42 30 12 71 29
Ecclesiazusae 31 14 17 45 55
Plutus 13 5 8 38 62

Average 71 29


